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A MESSAGE FROM THE
1985 TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

DARRELL J. GABEL
Technical Program Chairman

Conference Theme: Transition to Space-Based Instrumentation-
Preparing for the Challenge of the 90’s.

The 1985 International Telemetering Conference continues the emphasis which began
with ITC/USA/80. This year’s theme and technical program emphasizes the space
technology thrust of the 1980’s and the challenge of the 1990’s to make the transition to
space-based systems.

These proceedings contain theoretical and applied papers on analysis, design, and
applications of telemetering and instrumentation systems. The technical papers in this
volume cover a broad range of topics from advanced technology instrumentation systems
to visual perception and artificial intelligence.

The success of the technical program was due to the hard work and enthusiasm of
many dedicated individuals. I would like to thank the session chairmen and authors for
maintaining a high level of excellence and professionalism in all the Technical Sessions. I
would also like to thank the distinguished lecturers who presented tutorials and the
chairmen and panel members of our special panels which added to the diversification and
dimension of our conference.

In behalf of myself and the ITC 1985 staff, we trust these proceedings will provide a
valuable technical reference. Thank you for attending and supporting ITC/US/85.

Darrell J. Gabel, Technical Program Chairman ITC/USA/85



FOREWORD TO THE 1985 PROCEEDINGS

Warren A. Price
General Chairman ITC/USA/85

The ITC/USA/85 Committee and the International Foundation for Telemetering are
pleased to present the twenty-first volume of the Proceedings of the International
Telemetering Conference (ITC). Included in this 1985 Proceedings are technical
presentations from Germany, France, Japan, the Peoples Republic of China, and the
United States of America, addressing both conceptual and practical application of
telemetering and instrumentation system theory and technology.

Our Technical Program Committee has organized a program which reflects our 1985
theme: “ Transition to Space-Based Instrumentation Systems–Preparing for the Challenge
of the 90’s.” Included in the technical program are sessions pertaining to advanced
concepts in instrumentation systems, communications, and data busses. There are also
excellent tutorials providing information on the new Telemetry Users Handbook, VLSI
Technology, and future trends in telemetry. A panel of corporate officers chaired by Dr.
Russ Seely is scheduled to discuss the problems and possible solutions facing industry in
meeting the challenges of the decade.

With the US Air Force being the highlighted service branch this year, our principal
speakers, BGen. E. P. Barry, Jr., Deputy Commander for Launch and Control Systems,
Space Division and BGen. R. R. Rankine, Special Assistant for Strategic Defense
Initiative, Air Force Systems Command will provide interesting insights to the programs
associated with their offices. BGen. David Williams, Deputy Chief of Staff/Test and
Evaluation, Air Force Systems Command will chair the Blue Ribbon Panel discussing the
requirements of the Air Force Test and Evaluation Programs.

The organization and arranging of each year’s conference requires a great deal of work
by the volunteers comprising the ITC steering committee. I offer my sincerest appreciation
and thanks to these dedicated men and women for their individual and collective efforts in
making ITC/USA/85 a success. I offer my special thanks to you the professional men and
women of the telemetering community who participated in and attended this year’s



 conference. We appreciate your interest and sincerely hope that you enjoy the conference
and its programs.

Warren A. Price, General Chairman ITC/USA/85



BLUE RIBBON PANEL CHAIRMAN

David Williams
Brigadier General

With this year’s emphasis on the U.S. Air Force, ITC/USA/’85 is privileged to have
Brigadier General David Williams, Jr., who is deputy chief of staff for test and evaluation,
Headquarters Air Force Systems Command, Andrews Air Force Base, Md.

General Williams was born August 31, 1934, in Rule, Texas. He received a bachelor of
science degree in 1957 from the University of Texas, and a master’s degree in 1973 from
Auburn (Ala.) University. The general graduated from the Air War College at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala., in 1973.

The general received his commission through the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corps program. Before entering active duty he was employed as a process engineer for the
Celanese Corporation at Bishop, Texas. The general entered the Air Force in March 1958
and received his pilot wings in 1959 at Reese Air Force Base, Texas. Following combat
crew training at Luke Air Force Base, Ariz., and Nellis Air Force Base, Nev., he was
assigned to the 522nd Tactical Fighter Squadron, 27th Tactical Fighter Wing, Cannon Air
Force Base, N.M.

From November 1961 to September 1965, the general was a member of the 493rd
Tactical Fighter Squadron and later the tactical evaluation section of the 48th Tactical
Fighter Wing at Royal Air Force Station Lakenheath, England. In August 1965 he returned
to Luke Air Force Base as an instructor pilot.

In January 1967 General Williams graduated from the Aerospace Research Pilot School
at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., and was assigned to Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., as a
flight test officer. He served as a combat pilot at Ubon Royal Thai Air Force Base,
Thailand, and weapons liaison officer at Headquarters 7th Air Force, Tan Son Nhut Air
Base, Republic of Vietnam, from January 1969 to September 1970. He then returned to
Eglin Air Force Base and was assigned to the Armament Laboratory as a defense
suppression program director until July 1972, when he entered the Air War College. In
early 1974 the general was assigned as assistant deputy commander for operations for the



432nd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing and then as commander of the 4th Tactical Fighter
Squadron at Udorn Royal Thai Air Force Base, Thailand.

From January 1975 to March 1979, General Williams was chief of the Fighter
Requirements Division and special assistant to the deputy chief of staff for research and
development at Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C. He then became deputy
commander for operations of the 57th Tactical Training Wing, Nellis Air Force Base. He
held this position until August 1979 when he was assigned as commander of the 3246th
Test Wing at Eglin Air Force Base. In August 1982 General Williams was assigned to
Canadian Forces Base, North Bay, Ontario, as deputy commander of the Canadian North
American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Region and senior U.S. military
officer in Canada. He assumed his present duties in October 1983.

The general is a command pilot and has flown the A-10, F-4, F-16, F-100, F-104 and
numerous other aircraft. His military decorations and awards include the Defense Superior
Service Medal, Legion of Merit with two oak leaf clusters, Bronze Star Medal,
Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal with four oak leaf clusters and Air Force
Commendation Medal with one oak leaf cluster.

He was promoted to brigadier general October 1, 1982, with same date of rank.

General Williams and his wife, the former Jean Griffin of Coleman, Texas, have two
daughters and one son. Deborah Lyn resides in Fort Worth, Texas; Holly lives in San
Antonio, Texas; and David H. III attends Texas A & I University.

Brigadier General David Williams, Blue Ribbon Panel Chairman ITC/USA/85



KEYNOTE LUNCHEON SPEAKER

BRIGADIER GENERAL ROBERT R. RANKINE, JR.

ITC/USA/’85 is pleased to present Brigadier General Robert R. Rankine, Jr., as our
guest speaker for the Keynote Luncheon. Brigadier General Rankine has had a
distinguished career in the United States Air Force. Brigadier General Robert R. Rankine,
Jr. is special assistant for the strategic defense initiative to the deputy chief of staff for
research, development and acquisition, Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C.,
and to the vice commander, Air Force Systems Command, Andrews Air Force Base, Md.
He is also responsible at Headquarters U.S. Air Force for the Air Force/s science and
technology program.

General Rankine was born Nov. 30, 1936, in Chicago and graduated from Arlington
Heights (ILL.) High School in 1954. He earned a bachelor of science degree in electrical
engineering from the University of Illinois, Urbana, in 1958; a master of science degree in
electrical engineering from the Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, in 1964; and a doctorate in engineering from the University of
California, Los Angeles, in 1970. The general completed Squadron Officer School at
Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., in 1962; Armed Forces Staff College at Norfolk, Va., in
1973; and Industrial College of the Armed Forces at Fort Lesley J. McNair, D.C., in 1978.

Commissioned in the Air Force in June 1958 through the Reserve Officer Training
Corps program at the University of Illinois, General Rankine entered active duty in
September 1958 as the radar maintenance officer at the 702nd Radar Squadron, Hunter Air
Force Base, Ga. He subsequently served as communications and electronics officer until
his departure in April 1962.

After completing Squadron Officer School in August 1962, General Rankine entered
the School of Engineering, Air Force Institute of Technology at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base and completed his master’s degree. He then joined the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, in June 1964, as control techniques group leader in the Flight



Control Division. During that time he also spent two months in Southeast Asia as a
member of an Air Force Systems Command team investigating aircraft survivability. From
May 1968 to December 1970, he was assigned to the University of California, Los
Angeles, for graduate study. While there he conducted research on the relationship
between aircraft dynamics, pilot performance and tactical weapon delivery accuracy. He
received his doctor of philosophy degree in engineering in December 1970 and was
subsequently assigned to the Air Force Institute of Technology as an assistant professor of
electrical engineering in the school of engineering. In addition to teaching, he served as a
consultant to the A-X (later A-10) System Program Office.

Upon completion of the Armed Forces Staff College in January 1973, General Rankine
was assigned to the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses at
Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C. While there he conducted several studies
of fighter weapons, aircraft and force structure, and was chief of the Fighter Division at the
time of his selection to attend the Industrial College of the Armed Forces in August 1977.

In June 1978 he returned to the Pentagon as the executive assistant to the assistant
secretary of Defense for communications, command, control and intelligence. During that
tour of duty General Rankine accompanied the assistant secretary on an official visit to the
People’s Republic of China, as part of that administration’s attempt to improve Sino-U.S.
relations. The general then transferred to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in September
1980 as director of the Avionics Laboratory. In June 1981 he became commander of the
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories at Wright-Patterson.

When General Rankine returned to the Pentagon, in August 1982, he was assigned as
deputy director for space systems and command, control and communications in the Office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition. In October 1983
he was assigned to the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering as the assistant for directed energy weapons and had responsibility for the
initial planning of the president’s strategic defense initiative. He acted as the deputy
director of the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization beginning in April 1984. He
received a letter of appreciation from President Reagan for his significant contribution in
the establishment of the strategic defense initiative program prior to assuming his present
duties in September 1984.

General Rankine has authored several technical papers on control theory, weapon
delivery, and military and space technology, and is a registered professional engineer in the
state of Ohio.



His military decorations and awards include the Defense Distinguished Service Medal,
Defense Superior Service Medal and Legion of Merit with one oak leaf cluster. He also
wears the senior space badge.

He was promoted to brigadier general Sept. 1, 1983, with same date of rank.

General Rankine is married to the former Sharron Rutledge of Vine Grove, Ky. The
Rankines presently reside in Arlington, Va.

Brigadier General Robert R. Rankine, Jr., Keynote Luncheon Speaker ITC/USA/85
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REVIEW OF LASER AND RF SYSTEMS
FOR SPACE PROXIMITY OPERATIONS

Kumar Krishen
Harry O. Erwin

Tracking and Communications Division
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of the ranging and tracking systems/techniques used in the
past NASA programs. A review of the anticipated requirements for future rendezvous and
docking operations is also presented as rationale for further development of the technology
in this area. The first American rendezvous in space was between Gemini VI-A and
Gemini VII and took place on December 15, 1965. The Gemini vehicles were equipped
with a noncoherent pulse radar. The target vehicle carried a transponder to assist the radar
in target acquisition. Angle tracking was accomplished by the phase-comparison
monopulse technique. In the Gemini, Apollo, and Skylab programs, the rendezvous and/or
docking were manual operations supported by radar measurements and visual
observations. The Shuttle rendezvous radar is a Ku-band, pulse-Doppler radar which
doubles as a communications transceiver. This radar is not accurate enough to support
close-in stationkeeping or docking. An automatic soft-docking capability has been
established as a requirement for future space operations. Millimeter wave and laser radar
systems have shown promise in satisfying the needed accuracy requirements and size
constraints (for space applications) compared to the microwave systems for proximity
attitude, position and velocity measurements. A review of these systems and their
capabilities is presented in this paper. Rather than developing a separate sensor to satisfy
the requirements of each new spacecraft, a hybrid design is proposed for a versatile system
which can satisfy the needs for different spacecrafts and missions.

I.  Introduction

The first NASA Rendezvous and Docking (RAD) capability was developed in early 60’s
for the Gemini program [1]. The RAD for this program was accomplished on December
15, 1965. An L-band noncoherent pulse radar was used for range, range-rate, angle, and
angle-rate. Angle tracking was accomplished by a phase-comparison monopulse technique. 



The target vehicle carried a transponder to assist acquisition. The docking used manual
operations and was aided by visual observations.

Several RAD operations were performed during the Apollo program. In the lunar orbit,
RAD was performed between the lunar module (LM) and the Command and Service
Module (CSM). The LM had an X-band, amplitude-comparison monopulse, CW radar.
The range was determined from phase shifts on three tones (200 Hz, 6.4 KHz, and
204.8 KHz) that phase modulated the carrier. Range-rate was determined from the carrier
Doppler shift. Angles and angle-rates were determined from the amplitude-comparison
monopulse technique and radar pedestal range-rate gyros respectively. Radar
measurements and visual observations were used in accomplishing RAD manual
operations. The radar had a maximum range of several hundred miles and a minimum
range of 50 feet. Measurement errors were as follows: range < 1%, range-rate < 1 ft./s,
angle # 2 mrad, and angle-rate < 0.3 mrad/s. Both Apollo-Soyuz and Skylab utilized
similar techniques and systems as did the Apollo for the RAD operations.

The Shuttle Rendezvous radar is a Ku-band, pulse-Doppler radar which also functions as a
communications transceiver in a time-shared mode. In this system, range is determined
from pulse transit time, range-rate from carrier Doppler shift, angle from amplitude-
comparison monopulse technique, and angle-rate from the antenna pedestal gyros. The
minimum operational range is 100 feet with a maximum range of 12 nmi (without target
transponder), and 300 nmi (with transponder). The search/acquisition/track volume of
±30E is available. The errors associated with the system are as follows: range greater of
80 feet or 1% , range-rate 1 ft/s, angle 8 mrad, and angle-rate 0.14 mrad/s. This system is
not intended for close-in station-keeping or docking. The docking from Remote
Manipulator System (RMS), and the Man Maneuvering Unit (MMU) is accomplished by
visual and manual proximity operations.

The Shuttle Ku-band Radar and Communications system [2] is not desirable for close
range station-keeping and docking capabilities for several reasons: (1) it does not measure
the attitude, (2) it does not provide range/range-rate data of required accuracies for ranges
of less than 100 feet, (3) it is a time-shared radar and communications system, therefore,
payload and TV data cannot be transmitted while station-keeping and docking, and (4) it is
too large and heavy to be used on smaller vehicles, such as, free flyers, teleoperator work
stations, and orbital transfer vehicles. Several studies have been conducted at
NASA/Johnson Space Center to identify future RAD requirements and develop conceptual
designs for systems which can satisfy proximity operations requirements. The hardware
implementation of these systems was researched through a detailed review of the
technology available at the present time and anticipated in the next decade. Inputs from
various organizations and disciplines which included; mission planning and analysis, 



guidance, navigation, and control were incorporated in these design/development
approaches.

II.  Anticipated Uses and Data Accuracies for RAD Sensors.

Future NASA Space proximity operations will require systems capable of supporting
rendezvous, station-keeping, and soft docking between various vehicles, shuttles,
satellites, unknown objects, and Space Stations. Representative activities and entities
involved are shown in Table 1. Capabilities required for the space missions are identified
in Table 2.

Table 1:  Future Space Activities and Entities

Space Space Shuttle/ Unknown
Satellites Station Vehicles Objects

Deployment X X
Construction X X
Operation X X X
Inspection X X X X
Repair X X X
Retrieval X X X X

Table 2: Capabilities for Future Space Missions

Rendezvous Stationkeeping Docking
Deployment X
Construction X X X
Operation X X X
Inspection X X
Repair X X X
Retrieval X X X

In general, the target vehicle is the one which is passive and maintains its present state. It
may be cooperative or non-cooperative. Cooperative target helps in giving some
information needed for the intended operations. Both passive and active aids are used in
acquiring/transmitting information to the active/interceptor vehicle.

The sensor performance requirements are dependent on the specific function to be
performed by the vehicles. Rendezvous requires the active/interceptor vehicle to match
both target position and velocity. The requirements for the rendezvous operation are
shown in Table 3. Knowledge of the relative attitude is not required for rendezvous.



Table 3:  Rendezvous Data Requirements

Parameter Limits Accuracy (3F)

Range 0.1-50 km 0.01 x Range
Range Rate ±50 m/s 0.1 m/s
Angle ±0.25 rad 10 mrad
Angle Rate ±20 mrad/s 0.1 mrad/s

Automatic soft docking and proximity operations have been determined as high priority
program requirment for: (1) Space Shuttle (Satellite retrieval, servicing, rescue, etc.),
Space Station, detached payloads/free flyers, Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV),
Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV), unmanned probes (e.g., Mars Sample Return); and
experiment support, such as tethered satellites, the Large Multi-beam Antenna On-orbit
Range Facility, and Spartan. In the past, the docking point has always been kept in line
with the centers of the gravity (CG’s) of the two spacecraft. With the Space Station and
other vehicles this may not always be possible with the docking port well below the Space
Station orbital altitude. This plus greater spacecraft masses and G-sensitive experiments,
means that the approach velocities will have to be kept much lower than previously. Low
contact forces are required to minimize rotational and transational perturbations. The
docking and tracking requirements envisioned for future proximity operations are given in
Table 4.

Table 4:  Future Docking/Tracking Requirements

Parameter Limits Accuracy (1F)
Range (R) 0-1 km (3280  FT) .01 R; 2.5 mm # 10 m
Range Rate ±3 m/s (± 10 FT/S) .0001 r/s; 3mm/s # 30 m
Pointing ±B/2 rad (±90E)
Bearing Angle ±.2 rad (±10E) 3 mrad (.2E)
Bearing Angle Rate ±20 mrad/s (±1E/S) .03 mrad/s (.002E/S)
Attitude (P,Y) ±.5 rad(±28E) 7 mrad (.3E)
Attitude (R) ±B rad (±180E) 7 mrad (.3E)             AT
Attitude Rate ±20 mrad/s (±1E/S) .03 mrad/s (.002E/S) R #100 R ft
R, R Rate            1 Hz
Angle Output Data Rate      3.125 Hz

Specifically, the advantages of accurate range, range-rate, bearing information, and attitude
data for RAD proximity operations include: (1) enabling soft docking using orbital
mechanics rather than braking thrust (2) saving fuel by minimizing or eliminating wasteful
off-axis (low Z) thrusting which is presently required to minimize plume impingement,



(3) minimizing RCS plume contamination of the environment and surfaces of the target
vehicle, (4) avoiding excessive translational and rotational perturbations of the target
vehicle by plume impingement and contact forces, (5) minimizing time required for
docking maneuver (especially important for Space Station because docking port not at
same orbital altitude as CG), (6) providing early warning to crew for corrective action for
missed approach , (7) enabling automatic soft docking, and (8) providing data inputs which
will enable implementation of robotics and automation operations.

In addition to accurate determination of various RAD measurements, the sensors are
required to have several characteristics which include; (1) small size/weight and low cost,
(2) long life and low cost of maintenance, (3) systems design to alleviate/reduce
operational constraints, and (4) modular/multimode design to configure for variety of
missions, vehicles, orbit conditions, vehicle approaches, and performance parameters.

III.  Future Systems/Techniques

A.  Global Positioning System

The DOD NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is a radio navigation system [3]
which provides high accuracy measurements of time, velocity, and three dimensional (3D)
position. Eventually GPS will consist of eighteen space vehicles (SV’s) in six orbital
planes with three satellites per plane (1). The signal characteristics are as follows: (1)
Space vehicle transmits two carrier signals in L-Band, (2) two pseudo-random noise codes
are conveyed on one carrier and one such code on the other carrier, and (3) the navigation
data is modulated on carriers at 50 bits/S. The technique involves determination of transit
time from SV from the phase difference in code between signal transmit and receive times.
The range is determined from four SV’s using transit time (Figure 2). The user
receiver/processor assembly (RPA) automatically selects four visible SV’s with best
geometry. The expected accuracies for the GPS are 10 m root-mean square (RMS) for
position coordinates and 0.3 m/s RMS for position range, with a continuous coverage. This
performance makes GPS a valuable system for some rendezvous and station-keeping
applications. It can also provide useful information for proximity operations where
microwave and laser systems are needed to achieve the needed accuracies and provide the
attitude information.

B.  Multi-target Tracking Microwave System

To date, NASA missions have involved tracking a single target from a spacecraft.
However, present and future Space Station and Shuttle missions involve scenarios where
the positions and velocities of several targets will need to be monitored. This task could be
performed by multiple sensors, however the excessive weight/size/cost, mutual



interference, and implementation difficulties make this approach undesirable. Multi-target
tracking radars, which have been used for ground-based and aircraft purposes, can be
fabricated for space applications with attendant advantages. The advanced systems
implementation for the radar would include: Multiband (C- and X-band), multipolarization,
distributed power phased array antenna, and microprocessor controller. The advantages of
electronic beam steering would include: (1) saving power/weight by eliminating gimbal
structures. This would also assure vehicle mechanical stability, and (2) providing
capability for higher angle accuracy and instantaneous acquisition of multiple targets. The
solid state distributed transmitter provides increased reliability exhibiting graceful
degradation. Furthermore, this transmitter configuration is immune to vibrations and
involves no high voltages. The expected coverage from such a system would include
ranges of 100 ft. to 20 n miles, range-rate of 32 ft/s. maximum, and ±30 degrees in azimuth
and elevation coverage. The accuracies would be ±10 ft. 3 sigma in range, ±0.2 ft/s in
range-rate, ±0.01 rad in angle, and 0.10 mrad/s in angle rate. Figure shows the
implementation of such a system for a non-distributed transmitter configuration. The
antenna for this system can utilize open waveguide or microstrip technology developed at
NASA/JSC for Multifunction Synthetic Aperature Radar (MSAR) program. The dual
frequency and dual polarization is intended to categorize debris and other unknown targets
in terms of size, in addition to the spatial distribution.

C.  Millimeter Wave (MMW) Highly Compact Radar

Millimeter wave radars provide lightweight systems that can either be hand held by the
astronaut or mounted on the MMU for extravehicular activity (EVA). Such high frequency
systems (20-30 GHz, 60 GHz, 90 GHz, and 200 GHz) offer higher accuracies near zero
range-rate region. The data display system should also be designed for quick access by the
astronaut (Figure 4). In addition to the display screen at the hand, the radar derived
parameters can also be displayed on the astronaut helmet. Implementation of one such
system at NASA/JSC has resulted in the following performance parameters:

Size Approximately 10 X 12 X 3.5"
(Same approximate size as the hand-held police
speed radar)

Weight 4 lbs.
Power Requirements 12V (Normally supplied by battery pack), 1.5 amps
Frequency of Operation 24GHz (Nominal)
Antenna Beamwidth 9E (3 dB)
Antenna Gain 26 dB
Maximum Design Range 6000 ft.
Design Goal Range Accuracy 0.33 m (Sigma)
Design Goal Velocity Accuracy 0.01 m/s (Sigma)
RF Power Out 190 mw



The expected coverage and accuracies of MMW Systems for proximity operations are as
follows: (1) coverge; 0 to 500 feet range, 10 ft/s max. range-rate, and ±10E zone; (2)
accuracies; 5 ft. range, 0.05 ft/s range-rate, 0.01 rad angle, and 0.10 mrad/s angle-rate.

D.  Laser Systems

Laser systems for proximity operations [4] offer unique advantages depending on the
implementation strategy. A comparison of the antenna size/aperture at Ku and laser bands
is shown in Figure 5. In view of such performance comparisons the laser-based systems
offer potential advantages which include: (1) small size, (2) better accuracy at near-range
and low velocities, (3) high reliability using solid state lasers, and (4) target attitude
determination. Increased angular coverage can be achieved through beam steering and
multimode implementations to alleviate operational contraints. Four implementation
options are available as shown in Figures 6 to 9. Currently NASA/JSC system utilizes
three retroreflectors positioned in a 1 X 1 meter L-configuration (Figure 10). This
approach operates in two modes depending on the range between the two vehicles. At long
ranges each reflector is sequentially acquired and its range and bearing determined. This
information is then processed to determine the range, range-rate, and attitude of the target
vehicle. At close ranges, the retroreflectors are flood illuminated and the returns monitored
on either an image dissector or solid state detector. The key components of the laser
docking system are as follow: semiconductor lasers, beam steerers, reflectros, telescopes,
optical filters, image dissectors, phase lock loops, and controllers. A laboratory simulation
of the system (Figure 11) has been completed at JSC. Typical laser docking system
laboratory test results are listed in Table 5.

Table 5:  Typical Laser Docking System Laboratory Test Results

Coverage Range output data

Maximum range 300m Maximum 300m
Cone angle, radius   20deg. Minimun     0.002m

Rate, maximun   10m
Accuracy Rate, minimum     0.001m

Rate, word size 15 bits
Angle
Range 0.5cm Scan
Velocity 1.0cm/sec
Attitude 0.5deg. Horizontal 500 elemens

Vertical 500 lines



Angle output data
Receiver

Maximun 20.0deg.
Resolution   0.01deg. Lens diameter 0.07m
Word size 12 bits Minimum signal 5.0 nonowatts
Rate, maximum      5.0deg/sec
Rate, minimum      0.05deg/sec
Rate, word size      8 bits

Recently a series of measurements was taken in the Shuttle simulation facility comparing
the position given by the Manipulator arm encoders to that given by the Laser Docking
System (LDS). These results are presented in Figure 12. High accuracy was obtained from
the laser derived parameters. A flight experiment has been proposed by JSC. The
objectives of this experiment are to; (1) demonstrate and evaluate the capability to track a
passive orbital target spacecraft with sufficient accuracy to enable soft docking with
minimal thrusting near the target vehicle, and (2) test and evaluate the LDS with realistic
environment and scenarios, including dynamics and ranges, lighting (sun, moon, earth,
stars, glint, shadows), vacuum (no refraction/scattering by atmosphere), plume effects, and
thermal effects.

The capabilities of this sensor are provided by the following main technology drivers:

(1) An illuminating laser source that is scanned over or floods the field of view. This
provides the high signal to noise ratio required to maintain the accuracy of the system.
Existing technology, such as laser diodes for the source and deflection mechanisms such as
galvanometer beamsteerers or image dissectors, will be utilized to accomplish this task.

(2) A retroreflector configuration attached to any target vehicle. Low divergence
retroreflectors are readily available and must be attached in a configuration of known
dimensions to allow the calculation of unambiguous attitude. Other than this, nothing more
is required of the target.

(3) A ranging method that is accomplished by modulating the laser source in either a
pulsed fashion (pulsed or chirped ranging) or a CW fashion (tone ranging). This
technology is well established and will be used to provide range approximately to the
accuracy of .01 X Range.

(4) A receiver with accompanying optics that detects the modulated return from the
retroreflectors back into the sensor. This receiver can consist of a small high-gain
avalanche photodiode (APD) that would accompany the scanned technique or a scanning
receiver like the image dissector if the field-of-view is flooded.



(5) A microprocessor controller and signal processor.

The proposed Shuttle configuration for the LDS is shown in Figures 13 to 15.

The three retroreflector approach requires high speed and accurate beam steering to slew
to the three reflectors within the desired time. At close ranges (the reflectors are flood
illuminated) either the image dissector with its undesired high voltage or a solid state array
with low frequency response are the current alternatives. However, Will Otagura et. al. of
McDonnell Douglas have proposed a single target module (Figure 16). By using an
unpolarized source and a polarizer at the target module, the reflected light will have its
polarization oriented to the polarizer at the target, thus producing roll information. To
obtain pitch and yaw it is necessary to obtain the direction cosines of the normal to the
target plane.

A method to obtain these direction cosines could use three wavelength filters placed on the
three sides of a tetrahedron. A retroreflector would be positioned behind each filter. A
broadband source illuminating the tetrahedron will have specific wavelengths reflected
from each face of the tetrahedron. The value of the wavelength form each face is
determined by the angle of incidence of the incoming beam to the faces of the tetrahedron.
From each wavelength a direction cosine can be determined. Another method to obtain the
direction cosines would be to use interference in the form of Newton’s Rings. By
measuring the magnitude and direction of the motion of the interference rings, direction
cosines may be determined. Further work is in progress to develop these conceptual
designs for this type of implementation.

A comparison of the LDS with television (TV) system for the docking application is given
in Table 6. In general, LDS provides an accurate system with TV as a backup for rough
estimates of various parameters.



Table 6.  COMPARISON OF LDS & TV IMAGING CAPABILITIES
FOR DOCKING

Laser TV

Range
Determination

Highly accurate direct
measurement at all ranges.

Not directly measureable;
coarsly inferred from focus or
image size at close range if
target dimensions known.
Accuracy inadequate at longer
range (>10').

Range rate
Determination

Differentiate accurate range
measurements or directly from
doppler for higher accuracy.

Coarsly calculated; same
limitations as for range
measurement.

Attitude Direct measurement or derive
from range and angle
measurements to standard target
retro pattern.

Requires accurate range
Determination data or complex
image recognition processing
with stored data for different
targets.

Lighting
Constraints

None, except sun not in
FOV.(ranging used to
discriminate against false
targets.)

Sun not in FOV. Flood lighting
of target required in darkness.
Image recognition problems
with sun angle due to shadows
& glint. Possible confusion with
stars, debris and other objects in
FOV.

Recommended
Usage

Primary nav sensoror
stationkeeping & docking.
Could be extended for RNDZ if
desired.

Operations monitoring/
Robitics.Degraded backup to
LDS.



IV.  Concluding Remarks.

Several technology developments are needed for both laser and the microwave system
designs [5]. A list of these items is presented in Table 7.

Table 7:  Technology Development Areas.

! Laser System Technology

! Beam Steering

! Torque Motors
! Laser Diode Phased Arrays0

! CID Detector Arrays

! 256 X 256 Array0
! Software techniques to give

resolution of 1 part in 25,000

! APD Detector with rotating slit

! Tone ranging through APD
Detector

! Measure radial distance and
angular position of spot through
slit

! Image Dissector Receiver

! Enhanced response of image
dissector tube in the infrared
spectrum to allow use of
semiconductor laser source.

! MM Wave Components/Subsystems

! 40 GHZ to 200 GHZ
! Distrubuted phased array
! Solid state sources and other devices

! MMIC mixers 
! Low noise receivers/amplifiers

The general implementation of a proximity operations system (POS) for a large spacecraft
such as the Space Station should include various systems which offer unique advantages in
different operational situations [6]. These systems could be computer controlled
(Figure 17). The selection and operational parameters of various subsystems could then be
achieved through various algorithms. This multifunction system could thus incorporate a
high level of antonomy. Programmable mask technology could be used for high speed data
processing and correlation (Figure 18), to recognize the target. Target recognition is
envisioned as a requirement for many proximity operations in the Space Station program.
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Figure 1.  NAVIGATING WITH GPS



Figure 2.  UTILIZATION OF GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM BY SHUTTLE ORBITER



Figure 3.  SHUTTLE EXPERIMENT MICROWAVE RADAR



Figure 4.  HIGHLY COMPACT RADAR RANGING



Figure 5.  COMPARISON OF LASER AND KU-BAND



Figure 6.  OPTICAL PULSED RADAR



Figure 7.  OPTICAL CHIRPED RADAR



Figure 8.  OPTICAL TONE RANGING RADAR



Figure 9.  ONE-WAY OPTICAL RADAR



Figure 10.  NAVIGATION GEOMETRY



Figure 11.  LABORATORY DOCKING SIMULATION USING MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED ROBOT



Figure 12.  COMPARISON OF LASER DERIVED PARAMETER (LDP) WITH THOSE DERIVED FROM
MANIPULATOR ARM ENCODERS (MAE)



Figure 13.  LASER DOCKING SYSTEM AS APPLIED TO SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION



Figure 14.  LASER STATION-KEEPING FOR SHUTTLE/TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM



Figure 15.  LASER DOCKING SYSTEM



Figure 16.  SINGLE-TARGET MODULE ORIENTATION SENSOR



Figure 17.  ADVANCED MULTIMODE RAD SYSTEM CONCEPT



Figure 18.  PROGRAMMABLE MASK TECHNOLOGY
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ABSTRACT

As on-board satellite systems develop increased sophistication and autonomous
capabilities, failures become fewer, but the diagnosis of the remaining failures becomes
more complex. In addition, autonomy requirements for space vehicles are being issued
along with requirements for reduced staffing of ground stations. Thus successful ground-
based fault handling in the future will require greatly increased automation of fault
detection and diagnosis. This paper investigates the use of an expert system as a ground
system component for diagnosis.

The diagnostic cycle of the system is presented, along with requirements for its knowledge
base. The results of implementing the design to diagnose part of a satellite attitude control
system are given. Knowledge acquisition for this problem centered on the generation and
analysis of terminal displays of telemetry which look much like strip charts. Correct
diagnosis by the expert system derived from the use of extensive telemetry analysis,
operations and satellite status databases, and satellite modeling.

Keywords:  Expert Systems, Artificial Intelligence, Diagnosis, Satellite Control.

Satellite programs are now faced with requirements for increased survivability. Increased
satellite autonomy will be a key to achieving survivability. However, some of the goals for
autonomy efforts [6], such as automatic on-board component failure detection, diagnosis,
and correction, have not yet been implemented even on the ground. It is not clear how
many of the goals can be met by on-board automation. Maintenance procedures and some
simple error checking and correction may eventually be placed on board, but diagnosis and
correction of non-trivial anomalies cannot safely be divorced from development and
review by staff on the ground.



In order to enhance survivability of ground functions, small, mobile ground systems are
being designed [10]. Fixed ground stations are working towards more automation in order
to reduce staffing requirements. Part of the automation, in both fixed and mobile ground
environments, must be software to assist with anomaly diagnosis. However, to date there
has been little work on systems for satellite diagnosis.

Many satellite programs are hoping that expert systems techniques arising from artificial
intelligence research will solve the diagnosis automation problem. This paper outlines the
issues involved in creating software for satellite diagnosis, and describes a prototype
expert system, ACES, for diagnosis of a portion of the DSCS III Attitude Control System.
The construction of a prototype revealed some of the difficulties of knowledge acquisition
in the satellite domain, as well as of analysis of a dynamic system. However, it also
illustrated the advantages of using artificial intelligence methods, software tools and
hardware.

The next subsection describes the high level requirements of a system for satellite anomaly
diagnosis. Subsequent sections define the problem addressed in the prototype system, how
the system was built, the system components, a sample diagnosis by the system, and the
conclusions reached.

System Requirements and Characteristics

Expert systems may be applied to anomaly diagnosis in two different environments. Large
ground stations need an engineer’s assistant, a system which can interact with experts to
solve problems. Mobile units need a simpler, more compact, and more automatic
diagnostic system. Both systems should perform the following functions:

- Fault detection.  Generation of alarms indicating anomalous behavior.
- Fault localization.  Diagnosis to reveal the locality and cause of the behavior.
- Display focus.  Generation of operator displays which focus on pertinent

information about the problem.

To achieve these functions, a system requires a sophisticated database, or knowledge base,
containing satellite structure models, fault behavior models, and satellite status
information. It must be capable of continuous, real-time operation. In particular, it must
process telemetry such as sensor readings, satellite configuration information and
command verifications. It must display telemetry intelligently, as well as producing
diagnostic messages.



In addition, an engineer’s assistant should include the following capabilities:

- Database retrieval.  Display of the underlying knowledge base.
- Explanation.  Tracing of the logic paths traversed during diagnosis.
- Automatic Acquisition.  Acceptance of input from the engineer to update and

expand the knowledge base and system processes.
- Test generation.  Recognition of the importance of information which is currently

missing in the input, and the capability to request completion of this information.

An engineer’s assistant requires a query system, a knowledge acquisition system, and an
explanation system, all working on the knowledge base and control mechanisms of the
diagnostician. In order for an engineer to interact directly with these components, the
interface must be domain oriented, and may involve natural language. The design of the
diagnostician must include testing for incompleteness of information and risk assessment
of the procedures which could procure the missing information.

In contrast, a system targeted for mobile ground environments must meet these
requirements:

- Passive diagnosis.  Diagnosis which makes the best assessment possible on the
basis of incomplete information.

- Limited modifiabilitv.  A knowledge base which is not easily altered by operators.
- Field maintainability.  Military standard hardware and software.

It is not clear whether the last two items can be attained  in a system which does anomaly
diagnosis, or whether the problem of diagnosis requires special, flexible software and
perpetual knowledge base modification.

A SAMPLE DOMAIN

To investigate the potential of expert systems for satellite control, we selected a single
arena in which to do anomaly diagnosis, gearing the design towards the mobile ground
station environment. The domain was the Attitude Control System of the DSCS III
satellite, specifically the reaction wheels. Attitude control was selected because the
majority of anomalies which seriously impact satellite mission occur within the attitude
control subsystem. Also, the Attitude Control System is the most complicated and difficult
to analyze.

Expert systems are suited to complex domains:  their advantages are not visible when they
are applied to straightforward problems.



DSCS III was chosen because at the time it was the test vehicle for another autonomy
effort [1] and results could be compared, because the satellite is unclassified, and because
the Aerospace Corporation possesses a simulator for the DSCS III Attitude Control
System which could be used to generate telemetry tapes reflecting faulty behaviors. These
tapes formed the test inputs to ACES, the Attitude Control Expert System for anomaly
diagnosis.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

ACES is a small expert system, intended to be a feasibility demonstration for automatic
anomaly diagnosis. The core software is rule-based, although some components of the
system are written in algorithmic code. The primary advantages of the rule-based approach
are high level description of control mechanisms and easy extensibility. These allow the
system to be constructed incrementally, while the domain is studied. The system, even
when only partially constructed, acts as a catalyst to trigger analyses and criticisms during
discussions with the domain expert.

Processing Stages

The processing in ACES has a number of steps:

Feature Extraction.  The telemetry data is processed to look for unusual values. In
addition to checking the bounds of telemetry values, the extractor also looks for unusual
rates of change of various telemetry points over time. The purpose of this step is to reduce
the amount of data with which the expert system must deal and to raise the level of
abstraction of the data.

Fault Identification.  The features extracted from the telemetry data stream are used as
symptoms of particular faults. This step postulates a fault which could account for the
behavior of the satellite as reflected by the symptoms.

Fault Confirmation.  The hypothesis of a fault, proposed by the fault identification
process, is confirmed or denied. Confirmation of a fault may require the examination of
extracted features other than the symptoms used in fault identification, as well as the
extraction of additional features from the telemetry stream.

Fault Implication Analysis.  After the presence of a fault has been established, the
behavior of the satellite is analyzed to identify those implications of the fault which
manifest themselves as features extracted from the telemetry stream. This allows the
system to avoid unnecessary diagnosis of symptoms pertaining to previously diagnosed
problems, as well as correcting the system’s expectations of future telemetry.



Corrective Action Suggestion.  A means of correcting or minimizing the damage caused by
the fault is suggested. Typically, this step would recommend switching to a backup
component. Ignoring the fault may also be an appropriate action.

Design Approach

ACES is implemented on a Symbolics 3600 computer in a combination of LISP and
PROLOG. LISP is a general-purpose programming language widely used in artificial
intelligence because of its symbol manipulation and functional capabilities. PROLOG is a
logic programming language containing rules and facts. The execution of PROLOG
programs consists of the execution of chains of rules leading to goals. If the initial chain
followed fails to reach the goals, the PROLOG system backtracks through the links in the
chain, searching for alternate rules to use in constructing new chains. The combination of
LISP and PROLOG allows a great deal of flexibility in designing the system, since both
algorithmic and rule-based approaches are natural to some system components.

There are basically two alternative ways of designing an expert system for diagnosis. The
first is to provide the expert system with a description of the structure and function of the
system and reason from the behavior of the system to a fault. This approach, which is
sometimes called deep reasoning or reasoning from first principles was taken by Davis in
his work [3] and Friedman with FAITH [5]. The alternative is to use a rule-based set of
empirical associations which identify faults as a function of the behavior of the system, or
fault symptoms. This approach, which is sometimes called shallow reasoning, was used by
Shortliffe in MYCIN [8].

ACES combines deep and shallow reasoning. The feature extraction and fault
identification steps use shallow reasoning. Their knowledge is represented as heuristic
rules which represent empirical associations between features and potential faults. These
rules were derived from interviews with an expert on the diagnosis of DSCS III anomalies.
By using shallow reasoning for feature extraction and fault identification, the expert’s
experience could be utilized to quickly select a potential fault.

The fault confirmation and fault implication steps operate on a functional model of the
satellite. In fault confirmation a model of the satellite is consulted to determine if the
output history of the faulty component does indeed deviate from the expected behavior
given the components input history. This step obviates the need for explicitly representing
all of the exceptions to the fault identification rules. The model of the satellite is also used
to predict the future behavior of the satellite in light of the faulty component. Using this
sort of deep reasoning is appropriate here since an expert will often resort to a computer
simulation of the satellite’s behavior. Finally, corrective actions are represented as 



heuristic rules which suggest means for correcting the fault or for working around the fault
to maintain satellite function.

Knowledge Acquisition

Once the architecture of ACES was selected, a major task was to put the specific
information about DSCS III into the knowledge base. The Orbit Operations Handbook [4]
was a good source of information for building a model of the Attitude Control System as
well as for acquiring nominal bounds for the telemetry values. Details about unusual rates
of change of telemetry signals were obtained through discussions with the DSCS III
expert.

To obtain the expert’s advice on the relationship between features and faults, we took
advantage of the Symbolics 3600 bit-map graphics and mouse input capabilities to
construct an interactive graphical display system. A sample screen display is given in
Figure 1. This system allows the rapid display and manipulation of telemetry data from
telemetry tapes and facilitated discussions on the features which are indicative of particular
faults. The interactive display system is also used during ACES’ diagnosis of faults to
graphically display the data which is being used in the diagnosis.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The five processing stages described above are performed by two components in ACES.
The Detector handles feature extraction:  fault identification, fault confirmation, fault
implication analysis and corrective action suggestion are handled by the Diagnostician.
ACES also relies on a third component, the Front End Telemetry Processor, which
decommutates and loads telemetry. This section describes these components in more
detail.

Front End Telemetry Processor (FETP)

The preliminary telemetry processing is handled by a set of LISP routines, the FETP.
These take as input the raw telemetry from a tape, and a file indicating the tape format.
This file gives the frame size and subframe organization. Then, for each telemetry point
delivered in the telemetry stream, there is an entry giving a unique mnemonic identifier,
descriptor, size in bits, and all locations in the frame where the point is transmitted. Using
this file, the FETP constructs a list of time-value pairs for every telemetry point and
associates it with the mnemonic. The telemetry tape is basically inverted from a list of
times with points and values for each time into a list of points with times and values for
each point. This facilitates processing by the Detector.



The FETP is not considered to be part of ACES: rather, it mimics the initial telemetry
processing already found in most ground stations. However, the FETP is satellite
independent. All satellite-specific details of the telemetry reside in the telemetry format
file. This approach, isolating satellite-dependent information as data and employing general
purpose telemetry  processing software, should be considered in all designs for common
ground systems.

Detector

Feature extraction is accomplished by LISP routines which monitor the values of telemetry
points. For each point monitored, the Detector has information on what it should consider
an abnormal value or an unusual rate of change. This information is stored in knowledge
frames [7], an approach which allows the material to be represented at its highest level of
generality. For example, instead of being repeated for each of the four reaction wheels,
bound check information is an attribute of a frame which represents those facts which are
true of reaction wheels in general.

If a LISP monitor notices an abnormal value, it notes the value and any unusual rates of
change which occur in a surrounding time interval (currently five minutes). These features
are asserted as PROLOG facts in a database representing the state of satellite. Next, the
diagnostic phase which operates on these features begins.

Diagnostician

Fault Identification.  Fault identification is accomplished by PROLOG rules which
implement heuristics acquired in discussions with the satellite expert. Each rule proposes a
fault to explain the presence of a set of symptoms, or extracted features. For example, one
ACES rule states that if a reaction wheel speed is zero and the wheel speed changed
toward zero at approximately the rate that friction affects the wheel, then the wheel might
not be receiving the signal from its drive.

There are also rules which compare extracted features to a set of predicted features
derived from previous problems (see Fault Implication Analysis below). Those extracted
features which match predicted features are marked as not requiring further fault
identification.

Fault Confirmation.  Once a fault has been postulated, other corroborating evidence is
checked to confirm that the particular problem identified by the fault identification rules is
consistent with the state of the satellite. This process either can confirm that a fault is
present, in which case the implications of the fault are considered next, or can deny that 



the postulated fault is present, in which case an attempt is made to identify another fault
via PROLOG’s backtracking mechanism.

Ideally, the new evidence is independent of the symptoms which triggered the fault
hypothesis. For faults arising in components, the hypothesis is often generated from
symptoms in the output of the component. If the component has a functional description in
the ACES knowledge base and the inputs to the component are available in the telemetry,
an expected output can be generated and compared to the telemetry stream. If the
comparison fails, the component can be confirmed as faulty.

Fault Implication Analysis.  After a fault has been confirmed, the expected effects of the
fault on the values of other telemetry data are assessed. A model of part of the satellite is
used to predict values of telemetry which might be affected by the fault. ACES currently
has one such model, a set of equations describing the on-board wheel control feedback
loop. This model is implemented as a set of PROLOG rules which are derived from the
description of the Attitude Control System in the Orbit Operations Handbook.

The predicted telemetry values are analyzed by the feature extraction routines to see if any
of the predicted values are unusual. Descriptions of unusual predicted values are then
saved and used later by the fault identification rules to avoid further diagnosis of the same
problem (see Fault Identification above).

Corrective Action Suggestion.  Heuristics obtained from interviews with the expert or from
consulting the contingency plans in the Orbit Operations Handbook are utilized to suggest
a corrective action. These heuristics are stated as PROLOG rules which produce a
message on the display if a fault is confirmed.

AN EXAMPLE DIAGNOSIS

This section contains a detailed example of ACES diagnosing a fault in the Attitude
Control System. To understand the logic followed by ACES, it is necessary to know
something about the DSCS III reaction wheels. There are four wheels, arranged on the
four sides of a pyramid as shown in Figure 2. Each wheel captures momentum around two
of the three axes when it spins. One opposing pair contributes to roll momentum, the other
to yaw, and all four contribute to pitch. The wheels are named PR+, PR!, PY+ and PY!,
for pitch-roll-positive, and so on.

The wheel system is controlled in a tight feedback loop by the flight software. There is
implicit one wheel redundancy if any one wheel is turned off, the feedback loop will
correct the remaining three wheel speeds and the system will continue to function 



correctly. However, under nominal conditions all four wheels are kept spinning above a
minimum value, to prevent bearing lubrication problems.

The example is as follows. First, a telemetry tape prepared by the DSCS III simulator is
loaded by the FETP.

Feature extraction on the tape detects six unusual features in the telemetry stream. The
wheel speeds of PR+ and PR! have obtained an unusual value of 0. Additionally, the
wheel speeds of all four wheels have changed an unusual amount.

A fault identification rule hypothesizes a potential problem with PR!. It is assumed that
this wheel is ignoring its drive signal since the value of the wheel speed is zero and the rate
of change of the speed just before reaching zero was approximately the rate of change
which friction would cause. (See Figure 3.)

The fault confirmation rules check to see if PR! is deviating from its expected behavior. It
is discovered that the change in the wheel speed (the output, of the component) is
attributable to the drive signal (the input to the component). Therefore, the hypothesis that
PR! is ignoring its input is denied and the fault identification rules must find another
possible fault to account for the detected features.

The same rule which suggested that PR! was faulty next implicates PR+. Again, it
postulates that the component is ignoring its drive signal.

This time the fault confirmation rules indicate that PR+ is ignoring its drive signal, since
the drive signal is decreasing but the wheel speed is increasing. (See Figure 4.)

After the fault has been identified and confirmed the implications of the fault are assessed.
The model of the wheel control feedback loop is able to predict the affect on all four
wheels of PR+ ignoring its drive signal. Predictions are generated for the speeds of the
wheels and checked through the feature extraction routines. A prediction of zero for the
value of PR! is noted as unusual, along with unusual rates of change on all the wheels.

Finally, fault identification rules compare the predicted features to the detected features
and determine that all of the detected features have been satisfactorily explained. (See
Figure 5.) The system suggests no corrective action, but displays a message that one wheel
is now inoperative.

This particular problem is interesting in two ways. First, the fault identification rules in
ACES know of only two reasons why a wheel speed would reach zero:  a broken wheel
drive or a broken tachometer. In the example, the speed of PR! reaches zero because it is



responding correctly. ACES cannot at once explain this, but it does not rush to conclude
that PR! is broken, and eventually the symptom is explained elsewhere.

Second, the situation would have been awkward to handle via shallow reasoning. The rule
explaining the speed of zero for PR! could be stated as “if wheel X is known to be
ignoring its drive signal, X services non-pitch axis A, the total momentum along A is zero,
the wheel speed on wheel Y is zero and Y also services axis A, then no action is needed;
Y is behaving correctly.” This is not the sort of rule an expert could easily come up with.
By reasoning from satellite models, ACES concluded the same thing without this rule.

EXTENSIONS

In order for ACES to operate reasonably within an actual ground station, the system would
have to be modified to handle real-time telemetry processing and the dynamics of shifting
bounds and telemetry formats.

Real-Time, Continuous Operations

In order for the Diagnostician to operate continually, it must perform garbage collection on
its own working memory areas, It must also store a history of its results and conclusions in
a database as it proceeds. If the system must halt because of system failure, degradation of
satellite status data, or lack of fault models for completion of implications analysis, a
procedure for manually updating the data and models and restarting the system must be
supplied.

To accomplish real-time telemetry processing, the Detector should be decomposed into
parallel, asynchronous monitors, each monitor checking the telemetry stream for its own
features of interest. The FETP should fan the telemetry information out to all the monitors
and to a storage mechanism. The feature messages and alarms generated by the monitors
should be transmitted to an Alarm Center, a process which queues the messages according
to a priority system and maintains a database of the messages received. The Alarm Center
drives the Diagnostician by sending it messages for fault identification. It also can interrupt
or cancel the Diagnostician’s activity on one message in order to process a message of
higher priority. The components needed for real-time processing are shown in Figure 6.

Automatic Dynamic FETP and Detector Processing

The FETP works from a file that describes the telemetry format. On many satellites, this
format can be changed from the ground, or changes automatically with satellite mode
changes. The FETP should be augmented with a command verifier which traps all
commands that alter telemetry format and automatically updates the format file. It should



also have a monitor which recognizes satellite mode changes and signals the required
alterations to the format file, perhaps by switching to alternate files.

The Detector uses a database of bounds for checking the behavior of telemetry points.
These bounds shift over time. They actually form a model of the expected telemetry, and
are used to flag everything which deviates significantly from the expected. In current
ground stations, these bounds are updated manually, and often are allowed to slip
seriously, so that large numbers of false alarm messages are generated. The bounds
database could be updated periodically by a program which employs a sophisticated model
of the expected telemetry and a separate model of expected errors. If unexpected shifts
occur, manual updates could still be made to the appropriate model, such as to the
expected error range of a sensor in the case of a sensor degradation problem.

LIMITATIONS

ACES is a small prototype expert system, focusing on only a small part of the Attitude
Control System. The Diagnostician contains on the order of thirty rules. It can diagnose
two types of failures on any of four reaction wheels. In addition, the Detector flags sensor
or drive failure symptoms on any of nine components related to the solar array panel. The
satellite structures modeled are primarily electrical and logical (flight software related).
Thermal, mechanical, physical, and environmental relationships were not considered.

Modeling the entire satellite might be difficult. Besides the expansion of ACES to handle
the entire Attitude Control System and the creation of similar processing for the other
subsystems of the satellite, the modeling and diagnosis of the interactions among
subsystems would have to be considered. It is these interactions which often lead to
complex problems that are both expensive for human experts to solve and critical to the
survival of the satellite.

However, expert systems might be feasible for new satellites if the part of the knowledge
base defining the satellite models were delivered along with the satellite as part of the
formal documentation. Then the efforts of expert system and satellite engineers could be
focused on rule construction for the diagnosis, instead of on the construction of the models
in the knowledge base. The only caveat concerns the shortcomings of all documentation: 
it is not written by the satellite designers themselves, and is never complete, consistent, or
correct. Operators and analysts diagnosing the satellite take this into account, and very
often augment the documentation by querying the designers personally. An automatic
diagnostician which operates from a knowledge base delivered as documentation will
perform only as well as the documentation permits, and this will probably always fall far
short of the behavior achieved by human analysts.



This leads to the problem of how to contract for the construction of expert systems for
diagnosis. Contracts must have requirements documents. The requirements for a
diagnostician should consist of a list of symptom combinations and the diagnoses to be
delivered by the system when those symptoms are encountered. However, this is often not
available, and often not understood prior to the attempted construction of the
diagnostician. One major task in building a diagnostician is the describing of symptoms
and their resultant diagnoses. The formulation of such requirements, and the organization
of the satellite information in order to recognize the possibilities for diagnosis, are the task
of the knowledge engineer. This task is undertaken by constructing a prototype expert
system. Initial expert system efforts in this area, then, should be viewed as research and
prototyping tasks designed to lead to requirements specifications.

Once the requirements are complete, the prototype may also be of assistance in
formulating specifications for the diagnostician. The rule based approach may be retained
in the final product, in order to provide flexibility and modifiability of the control logic and
the database.

CONCLUSIONS

This project has demonstrated the feasibility of using an expert system for satellite
anomaly diagnosis. Shallow reasoning about the telemetry stream to detect failures is
followed by deep reasoning about satellite models to diagnose failures. During these
phases, the system requires access to accurate information about satellite structure,
previous failures, satellite state, telemetry format and expected telemetry values.
Therefore, in order to maintain continuous operations, the system must be able to evaluate
the implications of failures and update satellite state and expected behavior data.

Several subjects were touched upon during the development of ACES which require
further investigation. First, the rule base of ACES should be extended. Expert system
approaches often work well on toy problems, but collapse under the weight of a large
domain, and satellite anomaly diagnosis is a very large domain. Second, the theoretical
foundations of reasoning from physical models are now being discussed in the literature
[2] and should be studied with respect to satellite systems and diagnosis. Good functional
models and carefully designed rules for deep reasoning may provide the key to handling
this large domain.

Communications Corporation to build an expert system for diagnosis of the DSCS III
power subsystem [9]; much more work of this nature is needed.
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Figure 1.  The ACES display. Explanations and advice will be added on the left,
plots of telemetry values over time appear on the right.



Figure 2.  The mounting of the reaction of the Attitude Control System.
The top view (from the !!pitch direction) is at left, a side view (from the !!yaw direction) is at right.



Figure 3.  The speed of wheel PR!!.



Figure 4.  The speed (top graph) and drive (middle graph) signals of wheels PR+ and PR!!.



Figure 5.  The unusual rates of change on all four wheels (top graph) are explained.



Figure 6.  The components of a system to perform passive anomaly diagnosis.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an expert system prototype which approaches some issues of satellite
command and control. The task of the prototype system is to assist a spacecraft controller
in maneuvering a geosynchronous satellite for the purpose of maintaining an accurate
spacecraft pointing angle, i.e. station keeping. From an expert system’s point of view, two
features of the system are notable. First, a tool for automated knowledge acquisition was
employed. Because the domain experts were in Maryland while the AI experts were in
California, a means to automate knowledge acquisition was required. Second, the system
involves a blend of simulation and expert systems technology distributed between a DEC
VAX computer and a LISP machine (a special purpose AI computer). This kind of
distribution is a plausible model for potential real-world installations.

INTRODUCTION

On orbit satellite state-of-health monitoring/assessment and maintenance functions
constitute a large portion of the effort involved with operating satellites. Numerous tasks
are performed which depend heavily on ground support. The increased number and
complexity of future satellites will significantly increase the work load and the dependency
on these ground stations. This dependency is breeding growing emphasis on autonomous
spacecraft and mobile units. [2] A reasonable charter is to build an automated controller’s
assistant to lessen the burden of the ground site controllers. In addition, it improves our
understanding of how an automated assistant can be implemented either in a mobile unit or
(in the future) on-board the satellite.

Scheduling routine tasks, command recommendation and monitoring should be some of the
tasks required of an automated satellite controller’s assistant. It is also important to
provide assistance in preparing and validating the commands as well as making sure



nothing is overlooked. In the event of a malfunction, the system should be able to quickly
detect the problem and provide recommended procedures for quickly reconfiguring or
stabilizing the spacecraft until further diagnosis can be performed. This type of system will
be vital in a mobile unit where the availability of experienced satellite controllers will not
be assured.

This paper describes a knowledge-based prototype system under development by General
Research Corporation and Space Communications Company. This prototype is being
designed to assist a controller in performing a satellite station keeping maneuver. Station
keeping requires maintaining accurate spacecraft longitude and orbit inclination. Routinely,
velocity change maneuvers are performed to make corrections in the spacecraft orbit. The
station keeping maneuver is currently commanded by the ground station controllers. The
controllers follow a predefined set of procedures; however, there are decisions that they
have to make as they are performing the maneuver. These decisions are based on the
current state of the satellite as determined by incoming telemetry values, telemetry history
and trends, and recently performed commanding. The controllers are under timing
constraints and may be required to perform multiple tasks concurrently. Also, in the event
of a problem, the spacecraft controllers must decide whether to continue or to cancel the
maneuver based on the characteristics and severity of the problem.

Due to the nature of the station keeping task, i.e, evaluation of telemetry data and the
specialized expertise, the prototype is being developed utilizing 1) traditional methods for
manipulating and monitoring the telemetry data stream, 2) knowledge-based (expert
system) methodology for incorporating the knowledge and experience of the controllers for
decision making, and 3) a graphics display for easy interpretation of the satellite’s state.
This paper describes the architecture of the system and each functional part currently being
developed.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 depicts the components of the prototype system. The system is distributed
between a DEC VAX and a XEROX 1108 Dandetiger, a LISP-based computer. They
communicate over an ethernet network. Currently, the numerically intensive programs and
the TIMM-based expert system reside on the VAX. TIMM™, the expert system
generator, is written in Fortran and its inference engine is callable as a subroutine. This
makes it easy to interface the expert system with traditional engineering software.

The prototype system is divided into four multi-tasked components:  1) the simulator,
2) the commander, 3) the front-end telemetry monitor and expert system, and 4) the
graphics display. These components transmit data and messages via a VAX supported
interprocess communication utility. Information related to the state of the spacecraft is



placed in a shared common area or “blackboard”. The expert system uses the blackboard
to learn the current state of the spacecraft and to keep track of what has occurred during
the maneuver.

The station keeping maneuver can be divided into three stages:  1) spacecraft
configuration, 2) switching spacecraft operation modes and performing the maneuver, and
3) reconfiguration for normal operation. These stages require evaluation of different
telemetry parameters. The rate at which the parameters are evaluated is dependent on the
effective resolution of the parameters of interest for each stage. The first and third stage
require lower resolution parameters, while the second stage requires high resolution
parameters. The simulator provides telemetry to the front-end processor and graphics
display program at rates corresponding to actual telemetered rates.

For configuration and reconfiguration, the front-end processor accepts data from the
simulator and processes it. Processing includes extracting the telemetry values of interest,
computing derived parameters and checking for abnormal conditions. This information is
passed to the expert system who makes recommendations based on predefined rules. The
recommendations are routed to the display screen.

The second stage, the actual maneuver, involves monitoring specific parameters and if they
deviate from expected limits, assessing the situation and determining if action is required.
the task of the front-end telemetry program to monitor these parameters and if an abnormal
situation arises, the expert system will be invoked. The expert system will determine if the
maneuver should continue or be canceled. If it is canceled, the appropriate fail-safe
procedure will be proposed.

Throughout the entire maneuver the graphics display program accepts telemetry data from
the simulator and updates the screen appropriately. The commands recommended by the
expert system are displayed. For development purposes, the commands are automatically
relayed to the commander program, although there is the capability for the user to override
the commands recommended by the expert system. Each component of the system is now
described in more detail.

SATELLITE COMMANDER

The satellite commander provides the link between the user and the satellite simulator. It
waits for commands sent via the display screen and relays them to the simulator. The
commander can operate in two modes: 1) manually where the user dictates whether or not
a command is sent and, 2) automatically where commands recommended by the expert
system are automatically forwarded to the simulator. When a recommended command is
sent to the simulator or is cancelled by the user, the commander program relays this



information to the blackboard so that the expert system can follow up on its
recommendations.

SATELLITE SIMULATOR

The satellite simulator for this prototype provides telemetry data that is characteristic of
the Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) and parts of the Attitude Control Subsystem
(ACS). Both electrical and thermal characteristics are modeled. It also accepts and
executes commands. The main function of the simulator is to provide a close facsimile of
actual satellite behavior for evaluation of expert system performance. Testing is facilitated
by using the simulator to create unusual situations and observe how the expert system
handles them.

FRONT-END PROCESSOR

The front-end telemetry processor is the telemetry data manipulator. The function of this
front-end processor is multi-purpose. For monitoring, it is instrumental in detecting
abnormalities, indicating when to signal an alarm both to the user and the expert system.
This detection can be done by modeling or knowing what normal conditions are and
noticing deviations from normal. Also, the front-end processor computes derived and/or
time history parameters used by the expert system to determine the timeliness and
appropriateness of commanding. It checks the telemetry stream for indications that a
command has been executed, i.e., command verification. The front-end processor
essentially reduces the telemetry stream into information that is useful to the expert system.
This information is sent to the expert system for evaluation.

EXPERT SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the expert system portion of the prototype and TIMM™, The
Intelligent Machine Model, being utilized to generate the expert system.

The expert system includes five knowledge bases shown in Figure 1. The first four, RCS,
thruster thermal, spacecraft flight computer RAM management, and gyro, are associated
with subtasks of the maneuver. For instance, one task performed in the spacecraft
configuration stage is optimizing the thruster temperatures. This increases their efficiency
and more critically, their overall life span. The expert system determines the optimal time
and sequence to switch the heaters on or off. Its decisions are based on particularities of
the maneuver, timing and equipment constraints as well as the temperature changes during
this stage. The expert system uses the thruster thermal knowledge base for the rules
applying to this task. The fifth knowledge base, fail-safe, contains rules for cancelling or 



continuing the maneuver. In the case of cancelling, it directs the user to the appropriate
fail-safe procedure.

To develop and implement these knowledge bases, we are utilizing TIMM™, a domain
independent expert system generator. TIMM™ reasons by analogical or pattern-directed
inference, comparing the current situation to similar experiences (rules) in its knowledge
base. When an exact match occurs between the antecedent clauses of a rule and the
situation, TIMM™s decision is the related consequent clause of the rule. TIMM™
incorporates the capability for handling cases where there is no exact rule match. TIMM™
computes a numerical distance between the rule and the current situation. A distance equal
to zero indicates an exact match; otherwise, the non-zero distance provides a measure of
how well the current situation is matched by the rule. This is denoted as a reliability
measure.

TIMM™ also provides an easy to use knowledge acquisition tool kit that allows the expert
to deal directly with the computer to define, train, and evaluate the expert system. This
promotes rapid acquisition and representation of knowledge during expert system
development.

There are three stages in the TIMM™ knowledge acquisition process. First, the
dimensions of the problem space are defined. By this, we mean that all of the following are
enumerated:

• the scope of the problem;

• each of the possible decisions which can be made,

• each of the factors which must be considered in making a decision, and

• both the types of legal values for each factor (some combination of symbolic or
numeric, ordered, unordered or circular), and the specific possible values or ranges
of values for each factor.

For example, the name of the decision made by the expert for thruster thermal control is
“recommended action for a particular heater”. The possible outcomes are “command on”,
“command off”, or “do nothing”. The factors are items such as heater status information
(on or off, total number of heaters on, etc.), temperature information (current temperature
of associated thruster, the projected thruster temperature after the maneuver, etc.) and
timing parameters (time heater has been on, number of minutes until maneuver start, etc.).



The second step in knowledge acquisition is the development or training of a knowledge
base describing the behavior of the factors in determining the decisions. During this step,
the expert generates training cases by specifying factor values and the decision associated
with that combination of factor values. Training examples can also be created by
TIMM™. Based on the problem space definition, TIMM™ generates, plausible situations
in the domain, and queries the expert for the correct response to these situations. The
expert can identify one of the decisions as being the unambiguous choice; alternately, she
or he may wish to hedge by saying, for example, that the decision is about 70% likely to be
one of the legal choices, 20% a second, a 10% a third. If it is appropriate, the expert can
declare that the case being presented by TIMM™ is impossible, or so unlikely that it
should not be considered by the system. TIMM™ has a special category for such negative
or exclusionary rules. The expert is not forced to accept any and all combinations of legal
factor values when some combinations may be unrealistic.

During the course of developing the knowledge base, the expert always has the option of
adding, deleting or modifying factors according to an evolving understanding of the best
way to represent the real world system being modeled. The expert can also view the
current state of the knowledge base whenever she or he wishes.

The expert decides when the second step in the knowledge acquisition process is
complete. As well as having TIMM™ generate training cases, the expert can direct the
system to provide answers to the cases generated. By monitoring the quality of these
answers, the expert can observe the increasing competence of the system. In this way,
ongoing evaluation of the validity of the system can be made by the expert in the course of
the training. Some further, and important, capabilities are available to the expert at this
point for determining the fitness of the knowledge base:  the tools for checking the
consistency and completeness of the rule set. Completeness checking looks for
underspecified areas of the problem space, and poses training cases specific to those areas.
Consistency checking looks for multiple, conflicting rule coverage regarding situations
legal in the problem space. If two or more rules (with differing decisions) apply to a single
situation, such situations are called to the attention of the expert for remedial action.

The third and final stage of knowledge acquisition is provided by the option to invoke the
generalization (or induction) tool. In this step, the user can direct TIMM™ to attempt to
induce simpler, more general rules for system behavior from the foundation of the rules
already present. There are two ways this can be done. In the first, the expert simply
commands TIMM™ to generalize. In the second, the command is given, but each potential
generalization is presented to the expert for approval prior to being incorporated in the
knowledge base. In either case, no rules are lost in the process, so that if it is desired to
return to the pre-generalization state, this can be accomplished. If the expert likes the new 



rules, TIMM™ can then be told to get rid of redundant rules. In experiments, this has
resulted in up to a 70 percent decrease in the size of rule sets.

GRAPHICS DISPLAY

We used a graphic interface to show the subsystem of the satellite modeled by the
simulation. Actual operators are accustomed to looking at reams of difficult to distinguish
telemetry data, represented by numbers and plots. By providing a visual representation of
the satellite subsystem, appropriately labeled, information can be visually associated with
the component from which it comes. Thus, the status of any part of the subsystem can be
seen at a glance. Further, plots of various parameters can be requested adjacent to the
visual image. The graphics screen for the Reaction Control Subsystem is shown in
Figure 2.

SUMMARY

The major components of the architecture presented here have been developed and
demonstrated with the expert system performing the optimization of the thruster
temperatures. We are incorporating and testing the remaining expert system components
for the prototype system. The goal is to demonstrate that the system can assist and perhaps
eventually handle a complex spacecraft control procedure such as the station keeping
maneuver. In the event of an abnormal situation, we want the system to detect the
condition and associate it with a predefined fail-safe procedure.

The automated acquisition tool, TIMM™, has been instrumental in prodding the expert to
acknowledge situations that could occur but had not previously surfaced. The consistency
checking and generalization procedures are also important, particularly when more than
one expert is training the system.

Incorporating the TIMM™-based expert system with traditional software allows us to use
the knowledge-based portion for decision making tasks and maintain the telemetry
monitoring and data reduction tasks via conventional software. Also, incorporating the
spacecraft simulator enables us to test the performance of the expert system by creating
simulated unit failures and/or unusual situations and seeing how the expert system copes.
This is an important aid for insuring credible performance of the expert system.
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Figure 1.  System Architecture



Figure 2.  Graphics Display
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ABSTRACT

A demand access Satellite Communication System for multiple users has been analyzed. A
number of channels, m 1, of each satellites are necessary to coordinate the self-served
users to allow access to a satellite having s channels. m depends upon traffic intensity and
number of top priority users. A waiting time period for a Poisson arrival and exponential
holding time M/M/s system for “preemptive resume” discipline has been derived. There is
a significant reduction in waiting time in accessing the channel and in transmission time
over other access schemes. There is no waiting time for a top priority user, either in
accessing the channel or in transmitting its messages, when the appropriate number of
order wires is used.
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ABSTRACT

Autonomous operation is rapidly becoming a requirement for most new spacecraft
systems. An autonomous spacecraft greatly simplifies the ground station processing and
monitoring requirements, freeing ground station capabilities for other important tasks. The
T2C2 (Telemetry, Timing, Command and Control) System has been conceived and
architected to facilitate spacecraft autonomy. The T2C2 architecture is ideally suited for on-
board closed-loop control, redundancy management, housekeeping and other autonomous
functions. This paper provides an overview of the T2C2 architecture and its applications in
the design and implementation of an autonomous spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

Earth ground stations have historically been architected to provide the majority of the
command and control functions required by a satellite system. The ground station is
typically in continuous contact with the spacecraft, issuing uplink commands and receiving
payload and housekeeping telemetry. The decommutated telemetry is then distributed to
the various users, analyzed and corrective action taken if required. Present and future
spacecraft are becoming increasingly complex to the point that a subsystem is more
complex than the entire spacecraft of past generations.1 This heightened complexity
demands an increase in ground station data processing and monitoring requirements which
multiplies the ground station computing and personnel requirements accordingly.

In order to minimize the cost and complexity of the ground station operation, while still
allowing increased spacecraft performance, autonomous systems must be placed on board
the spacecraft. The addition of intelligent processing to a properly designed system allows
autonomous operation of two weeks to six months or more without ground station
intervention. This is accomplished by allowing the spacecraft to monitor and control itself,



i.e. sensing fault conditions and controlling the system reconfiguration to restore proper
operating conditions.

The T2C2 (Telemetry, Timing, Command and Control) System has be architected to
provide the spacecraft designer with the necessary tools to implement various levels of
autonomy.

AUTONOMY

The definition of autonomy and the distinctions between automation, autonomy and
machine autonomy are currently nebulous at best. Reference 2 describes autonomy on a
system level as:

Autonomy is that attribute of a system that allows it to operate without
external control and to perform its specified mission at an established
performance level for a specified period of time.

This definition is careful to avoid inflated expectations of autonomy by pointing out that a
system is only autonomous within a strictly defined operational environment.

Examination of an autonomous system at a lower level will show that it is an extension of
an automated system. The automated system can perform a preprogrammed sequence of
actions based upon the occurrence of a particular event such as the reception of a certain
input or the matching of a time-code word to a preprogrammed execution time tag.
However, should this automated system encounter a fault condition, it will be unable to
successfully complete that preprogrammed sequence.

The automatic system may now be extended to include autonomy by adding redundancy,
fault tolerance and on-board intelligence to adapt its behavior to changing external and
internal conditions.2 This enables a system to monitor its own performance and make
changes in itself, allowing continual operation. For example, a system may reconfigure
itself to use a redundant subsystem upon sensing a failure. The ability to sense faults and
implement changes and the availability of redundant systems are the keys to autonomy.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

When implementing an autonomous spacecraft, the architecture of the command and
telemetry system is of prime importance. To be effective, the system must be able to carry
out the basic autonomous control process which is outlined in Reference 3 as follows:



(1) Sense and analyze the state of internal or external quantities which are inputs to
the control process.

(2) Derive and command a response by the system that meets an appropriate
objective.

(3) Act to element the response.

It is easy to see that this could become an iterative process in which the results of the
previous autonomous command are examined and additional commands derived if
necessary.

Obviously, the requirement to implement this autonomous process has an effect on the
command and telemetry system architecture. First, the system must be able to request the
sensor information needed to monitor a condition or make a decision. Second, the
requested data must be analyzed and a decision made as to what action, if any, is required.
Third, once the on-board computer finds a command necessary, it must be able to execute
it through the spacecraft’s command system. Finally, these three requirements must be tied
together into a compatible system in which all three subsystems achieve their purpose and
work together in harmony. Figure 1 shows at the system level how the T2C2 System ties
together the major subsystems.

Telemetry

The first architectural requirement of an autonomous system is that the system be able to
obtain sensor information on its internal and external environment. Internal data is required
to determine if the system itself is functioning properly, while external data is needed on
the process under control. Clearly, it is the telemetry system which must provide the
digitized data to the computer.

When formulating the T2C2 System concept, it was decided that the system must first
function as a “classical” command and telemetry system. This provided a simple, basic
system upon which to build an autonomous system as well as a default/fail-safe framework
which would continually provide ground communication should an error condition exist.
With this in mind, the T2C2 telemetry subsystem will first and always be able to run from
preprogrammed formats independent of computer control. These formats may access all
available sensors for downlink to the ground station if programmed to do so.

The requirement for autonomy introduces the necessity of a computer which must have
access to this data. A separate telemetry system dedicated to the computer would be
prohibitive in cost, weight and size. Yet, if given access to the same telemetry system, it 



FIGURE 1
T2C2 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



must obtain its data on a noninterference basis to meet the fail-safe monitoring
requirement. T2C2 solves this problem in two ways. First, the telemetry request and reply
buses operate at twice the speed required by the telemetry format control. This allows the
central computer to interleave its request with the standard format requests issued by the
telemetry processor. This process is Illustrated in Figure 2. In doing this, the computer may
rapidly access whatever telemetry channel it requires independent of the telemetry
processor operation.

FIGURE 2
TP/CPU TELEMETRY REQUEST INTERLEAVING

Secondly, a remote microcomputer may also obtain telemetry data on a noninterference
basis. The remote micro is allowed to access any of the local telemetry channels. This may
be done anytime the remote telemetry processor is not busy with a bus-oriented request
from the central computer. This provides an ideal situation for designing remote,
autonomous subsystems.

The T2C2 telemetry system is controlled by the telemetry request and reply buses. The
buses were separated, rather than time multiplexed, due to the redundancy requirements of
an autonomous system. Without this separation, certain failure modes make system
diagnosis and correction impossible.

Processing

The second system architecture requirement of an autonomous system is the ability to
derive and configure an appropriate system based on the telemetry data. An intelligent
processing element such as a mini or microcomputer will most often meet this requirement.
As mentioned before, this processor must never interfere with or take priority over the
ground station command and telemetry requirements.

The ability to put a computer into space which meets the rigorous environmental
conditions has been a major stumbling block to autonomous spacecraft systems. Ten-year



missions will require redundant, radiation-hard, fault-tolerant computers. Of course, these
computers must also be extremely size and power efficient. Only recently have there been
large strides made in the direction of achieving these goals.

The T2C2 system provides processing capabilities for an autonomous system in two
different ways. First, each remote unit may include its own redundant microprocessor. This
processor may execute complete control over all of the remote’s interfaces. For example,
the remote unit and microprocessor may be dedicated to a power-control subsystem. This
unit can then continually monitor and service the necessary sensors and instruments to
keep the spacecraft within operational requirements.

Secondly, T2C2 provides autonomous processing capabilities by allowing a microprocessor
or larger minicomputer to be located at the CTU. This computer may control the whole
system or only keep tabs on one of the autonomously functioning remotes while
performing data processing requirements. The CPU must communicate with the remotes
over the command and telemetry buses, again on a noninterference basis. It is interesting
to note that by implementing both the remote and central computers, a dual redundant
autonomous system is obtained. The redundant remote and redundant microcomputer
implement an autonomous subsystem while the redundant central computer autonomously
controls the entire system or takes over a remote computer’s responsibilities, should it be
required.

Command

The third system architecture requirement for an autonomous system is the ability of the
computer to carry out system commands based on its decisions. The T2C2 command
system also functions first as a classical command system. Priority is always given to the
uplink command stream allowing uplink commands to be executed without delay.
However, with a maximum uplink data rate of 2,000 bps, the computers have a great deal
of time to insert commands into the executable command stream. Of course, during
autonomous operation, the computers will not have to contend with uplink competition.

The computers, given this capability, now have the means to complete the autonomous
control process. Having read the telemetry data and ascertained that an action is necessary,
the computer may now issue a command to be executed. For example, the central
computer may command a remote to issue a high-level discrete command to turn on a tape
recorder. At a later time, further commands may be issued to record, rewind or playback.



REDUNDANCY

Obtaining a .99 probability of success on a ten-year space mission is only possible by
implementing redundancy. Redundancy allows the computer controlling the system to
sense a faulty subsystem and replace it with a working backup unit.

The T2C2 command redundancy diagram is shown in Figure 3. This diagram illustrates the
multiple paths a command may take through the redundant CTU, bus and RCTU. The path
a command takes is selected dynamically by bit fields in the command format. Should a
command not be executed, it would be noted in telemetry and another path chosen. For
example, the command may be re-executed using the redundant bus. This diagram
illustrates that T2C2 is block redundant. Each major subsystem is duplicated and cross-
strapped as required by autonomous applications.

The T2C2 telemetry system is also block redundant. However, due to power concerns, only
one set of telemetry circuitry is powered-on at one time. For this reason, the path used by
the telemetry system is selected by command.

FIGURE 3
T2C2 COMMAND REDUNDANCY DIAGRAM

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE

As an example of an autonomous subsystem, a simplified power control subsystem is
illustrated in Figure 4. The major components include the solar array, the battery charger,
the battery, a load, the RCTU and a microprocessor. The simplified command and
telemetry interfaces are defined as follows:

(1) Charge Current Sensor
(2) Battery Temperature Sensor
(3) Battery Voltage Sensor
(4) Load Current Sensor



(5) Charge Rate Select Command
(6) Charger ON/OFF
(7) Load ON/OFF

FIGURE 4
POWER CONTROL SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

If implemented, this system would include redundant units and cross-strapping. However,
for the purposes of illustration and clarity, it is shown as a simple single-string system. In
addition, this system would also include the ability to switch each of the major components
out of the string, providing the ability to isolate a failed component.

Since this imaginary spacecraft is now flying through space without ground support, one of
the things it must do is make sure it always has power to continue functioning. The
autonomous power control subsystem will readily take care of this since the
microprocessor has the capability to monitor and compare the necessary voltages and
currents. The microprocessor will use this data to control the battery charger and the load.

This system’s responsibilities would include monitoring the batteries and controlling the
battery recharging process. To do this, the micro would monitor the load current (4) and
calculate the integral to determine the battery state-of-charge. When this value reaches a
predetermined limit the battery recharge sequence will be initiated. Battery temperature (2)
and voltage (3) will be used to determine the charge limit curve which will control the



battery charger. The battery charger is then programmed and turned on. The micro can
verify charging by the presence of charge current (1) and turn off the charger when
appropriate. The battery state-of-charge can then be reset to 100% and the recharge
sequence terminated.

Should the battery charger fail during the charging process, the microcomputer would
immediately note this by the lack of charge current. This would put the computer into a
fault recovery mode which would systematically attempt to recover to the desired
operation mode. One possible algorithm would be to turn off the failed charger, switch the
unit off-line to provide isolation, switch in the redundant unit and reinitialize the battery
charging subroutine.

While this is a fairly simple example of autonomy, it serves to illustrate how a remote can
be used to autonomously control a subsystem. This same system could concurrently
control battery reconditioning, power margin determination, load management and
calculate and monitor power efficiencies.1 Additional remote units may be used on the
same spacecraft to autonomously implement the Attitude Control System, Propulsion
System, or Communication System.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the architecture of the command and telemetry system is extremely important
when implementing an autonomous spacecraft. The controlling computer must have the
ability to obtain needed data through the telemetry system as well as issue commands.
Autonomous operation must never interfere with or take precedence over any needed
ground control. The computer must also be able to switch in redundant subsystems in
order to obtain a high probability of mission success. These fundamental autonomy
requirements all drove the architecture and design of the T2C2 system.
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ABSTRACT

An advanced microwave power leveling loop (MPLL) was conceived, designed,
fabricated, tested, and used during spacecraft in-orbit testing. The primary function of the
MPLL is to maintain constant RF power transmitted from an earth station antenna during
spacecraft in-orbit transponder testing.

The MPLL utilizes nonlinear analog electronics with flexible signal path routing under
microprocessor control. It achieves a power control dynamic range of greater than 50 dB
with better than 0.1 dB of control resolution. Power level step changes of 20 dB can be
accomplished in under 10 ms. The MPLL is IEEE-488 bus controllable and is designed for
use in automated in-orbit test systems to facilitate the measurement process and produce
more repeatable results than have previously been possible. Measurements performed with
the aid of the MPLL include transponder frequency response, group delay, gain, and
saturation level. The system can also be operated in a manual mode, and utilizes state-of-
the-art human interfacing techniques such as a display/entry panel and a rotary encoder
control knob.

This paper describes the MPLL design process, including computer simulation work and
breadboard testing. Performance and temperature chamber test results are presented for
breadboard and manufactured units.

1.  INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the design and development of an advanced microwave power
leveling loop (MPLL) system from functional requirements definition to breadboard
hardware test results. The hardware described is intended for use in communications



satellite automated in-orbit test systems, but could be employed in many systems that
require a precisely leveled microwave power output.

During in-orbit testing (IOT) of communications satellites, a test signal is transmitted from
an earth station to the satellite. This signal must be of known frequency and power.
Typically, the up-link signal of the IOT equipment is generated by a microwave frequency
synthesizer. Between this frequency source and the earth station antenna, amplitude
variations are introduced by many elements, including filters, attenuators, switches, power
amplifiers, couplers, cables, waveguides, and rotary joints. These elements can produce
variations of 4-5 dB over a nominal 500-mHz communications band.

The MPLL is an electronic subsystem that removes these variations in amplitude with time
and frequency by continuously monitoring the RF power at the earth station antenna feed
and adjusting the microwave source power via feedback control. The MPLL described
here is a third-generation design incorporating refinements that were developed over the
last 10 years of testing satellites in orbit.

2.  FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

The MPLL should provide microwave power control in either a closed- or open-loop
control mode. The closed-loop (or “leveled”) mode is a feedback control mode that
automatically maintains microwave power at a constant, user-selectable level. The open-
loop mode of operation allows the user to set a desired microwave power level, but does
not automatically adjust or compensate for power level changes caused by system
equipment fluctuations.

The functional and performance specifications for the MPLL are derived from two types of
requirements. The first is based on an IOT hardware constraint, i.e., a measurement
accuracy specification. The second is based on IOT experience and the need a for rapid
IOT capability.

In response to the need for measurement accuracy, the MPLL must:

a. Sense microwave power with an RF detector diode located in the antenna feed
area.

b. Control microwave power with a PIN diode modulator.
c. Level power to a 0.2-dB accuracy over a 500-MHz communications band.
d. Have a greater than 35-dB dynamic range of operation.
e. Supply a 1-kHz sinusoidal amplitude modulation of the microwave signal.
f. Provide an input for a 1-mHz amplitude modulation source.
g. Provide an output for 1-mHz amplitude modulation detected by the RF detector

diode.



Based on IOT experience and the need to facilitate testing, the MPLL:

h. Allows for computer control via an IEEE-488 bus interface.
i. Requires a minimum of adjustments over its lifetime.
j. Functions to specifications in the noisy RF earth station environment.
k. Provides better than 0.1-dB power adjustment resolution over the entire operating

range.
l. Allows fast (<10 ms) power step response.
m. Uses a rotary control for power level adjustment.
n. Transitions from closed to open (and open to closed) loop control without

introducing a step change in power level.
o. Provides a set of storage registers for quick storage/recall of power levels.

Specification (h) responds to the need for automated measurement capability, and requires
that all MPLL functions be commendable from the IEEE-488 interface. These functions
include power level control, open/closed loop mode selection, modulation on/off control.
and storage register control. Also, local (or manual) control should be locked out during
IEEE-488 commanding. Specification (j) is based on the knowledge that earth stations
experience high levels of RF interference (from microwave frequencies down to power line
frequencies) which has caused difficulties in previous MPLL designs.

Overall, this generation of MPLL is designed as an integral part of an automated IOT
system. A new and important use of the MPLL is in performing automatic spacecraft
transponder saturation level measurements. Such automated measurements can
significantly reduce the time required for IOT, and can provide improved measurement
repeatability with fewer errors.

3.  DESIGN APPROACH AND DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure 1, the MPLL elements (shaded blocks) were added to an unleveled
system to produce a leveled system. The MPLL consists of the following five major
elements:

C RF Detector Diode
C Preamp Unit
C MPLL Main Unit
C Manual Display/Entry Unit
C PIN Diode Modulator

The preamp unit is mounted near the RF detector diode in the antenna feed area. The
MPLL main unit is a rack-mount unit that is located in an IOT equipment rack. The



display/entry unit is located near the IOT equipment racks in an area convenient to the
operator. In operation, the IOT operator either controls the MPLL manually using the
display/entry unit, or allows the control computer to send commands to the MPLL via the
IEEE-488 bus.

The subsections that follow describe the basis for selection and the functional
characteristics of the MPLL elements. Each subsection highlights design problems or
critical areas as they relate to the MPLL system. Subsection 3.4 summarizes the design
solutions for these problems.

3.1  Sensing and Control Elements

The selection of an RF crystal detector diode sensor and a PIN diode modulator control
element was based on the need for continuous domain control. These elements provide fast
(high-bandwidth) response and were used in previous designs. This allows the new
generation of leveling loop to provide a plug-in-compatible upgrade for existing systems.

These elements also have drawbacks. As shown by the transfer characteristics of Figure 2,
the devices are highly nonlinear (that is, an N times change in input does not produce an N
times change in output). There is a definite exponential type of response, but even this is
not entirely correct. While the curves of Figure 2 are typical, significant variation exists on
a unit-to-unit and over temperature basis. This may explain why it is difficult to obtain
accurate data for a particular device.

The device characteristics reveal that power level cannot be directly and accurately
measured or controlled by these elements. Also, in terms of control theory, loop gain (and
therefore time response) cannot be held constant over the operating range of the closed-
loop system without using nonlinear compensation.

3.2  Preamp Unit

A remotely located preamp design was chosen based on the low signal output level of the
RF detector diode. Because the diode used provides outputs in the millivolt range, earth
station noise is easily disruptive even if a short length of cable is used to connect the diode
to the MPLL. The preamp will amplify detector local output to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio so that noise in the long detector-to-MPLL main unit connecting link will not corrupt
the signal. Refer to the block diagram of the preamp unit shown in Figure 3.

Since the signal produced by the detector will span a 50-dB dynamic range in actual
operation, linear amplification alone is not sufficient. Even with amplification, signals from
the detector may get lost in noise during transmission to the main unit. Because of this,



signal compression was added in the form of a logarithmic amplifier. The logarithmic
amplifier essentially compresses a 50-dB dynamic range input signal into an output signal
with a 20-dB dynamic range, thereby adding up to 30 dB to the preamp-to-main unit link
signal-to-noise ratio.

As further insurance against noise corruption, a continuous digital transmission mode was
selected. This approach was implemented with a linear voltage-to-frequency (V/F)
converter, which converts continuous-domain amplitude information into continuous-
domain frequency information that can be transmitted with digital (two amplitude state)
pulses. Continuous digital transmission prevents the loss of detector output amplitude
information due to quantization error, and provides immunity to amplitude modulation
noise.

The design difficulties associated with a preamp, as described above, arise from the fact
that it must function over a large temperature range typical of the earth station antenna feed
area. Unfortunately, the electronics required to implement the logarithmic amplifier and
linear V/F converter can be very temperature sensitive.

3.3  Main Unit and Display/Entry Unit

The MPLL main unit utilizes a microprocessor to control all functions for the MPLL
system, and provides an interface to the two types of user controls. It connects to the
display/entry unit for manual control, and to an IEEE-488 instrument control bus for
computer automated control. The MPLL main unit also houses the analog control
electronics that receive the power level sensor information generated by the preamp and
provide drive signals to the PIN modulator. The MPLL main unit has a rotary control
mounted on its front panel that can be used by the operator to adjust power level in the
manual mode. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the overall system, and Figure 5 shows
details of the analog control electronics and the microprocessor-controlled switching
functions.

A microprocessor-based design was selected so that a minimum amount of hardware could
provide maximum functional flexibility. The microprocessor is almost a necessity given
that IEEE-488 bus control is required of the MPLL. Beyond this, the microprocessor
provides for the use of a combined-function touch panel display/entry unit, which makes
the MPLL more user friendly by providing descriptive interactive displays to the operator.

An MPLL calibration process is also performed under microprocessor control, using the
control computer and power meter shown in Figure 1. Calibration provides the MPLL with
RF crystal detector diode power-to-voltage transfer characteristic data. With this 



information, the MPLL can rapidly measure and set system RF power with ±0.1 dB
accuracy.

Closed-loop control could have been implemented through the microprocessor using
digital filter techniques; however, the processor algorithms needed to control such a
system would require a large amount of processing time, resulting in a low sample rate and
correspondingly low control bandwidth. Therefore, an analog approach was selected. The
analog electronics used contain a nonlinear loop compensation network (Figure 5) based
on the nonlinear nature of the sense and control elements described in Subsection 3.1. A
block diagram of the analog electronics is shown in Figure 5, which also shows the various
microprocessor-controlled switches and analog interfaces used for system control.

3.4  Summary of Solutions to MPLL Design Problems

Based on the design requirements listed in section 2 and the design approach presented in
this section, several areas of design criticality or difficulties arose. Most of these problems
were overcome by using the microprocessor and flexible microprocessor-controlled
nonlinear analog electronics. Through careful computer-aided design of the nonlinear loop
compensation network, the loop was linearized to a degree (as will be shown by the
system transfer characteristic curves and time response plots in Section 5). The use of a
liberal number of microprocessor-controlled analog switches and analog monitoring points
in the electronics paths allowed the processor to configure the system as required to
transition from open to closed and closed to open loops without inducing a power level
change. This flexibility also enables the processor to perform a calibration process and
display accurate power levels derived from a nonlinear sensor (RF detector diode). Finally,
this approach allows a large degree of IEEE-488 bus command capability and provides for
informative user displays and convenient user control interfaces.

Two problem areas were not resolved by the above-mentioned hardware/software
flexibility. One area involved the implementation of a temperature-stable preamp unit
containing the complex analog processing electronics described in Subsection 3.2. This
critical design factor was overcome through an iterative test and circuit analysis process
which identified the circuits of highest temperature sensitivity and designed circuits of low
temperature dependence in these areas. A discrete V/F converter design was ultimately
used to achieve minimum temperature dependence.

The second problem area was concerned with achieving an open-loop control voltage vs
output characteristic that was nearly linear, like that of the closed-loop system. This
dilemma was resolved by placing a voltage squaring circuit in the control voltage path after
the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter during open-loop operation. This, along with some 



software routines, produced a “dB-linear feel” in the open-loop mode similar to that
achieved in the closed-loop mode by the feedback path logarithmic amplifier.

4.  DESIGN DETAILS

This section presents a detailed description of the constituent parts of the MPLL design:
the microcomputer architecture and functions, the nonlinear analog electronics, and the
temperature-stable preamp circuit.

4.1  Microcomputer/User Interface Design

A standard bus (STD BUS) microcomputer architecture was chosen for use in the MPLL
for several reasons. First, STD BUS computer systems can be packaged in a reasonably
compact fashion. This was important in order to meet a 3-1/2-in.-high rack-mounted
package design goal. Second, a large selection of STD BUS components was available
with off-the-shelf delivery, which allowed the CPU, memory, digital/analog I/O,
mathematical processor, and IEEE-488 bus interface cards for the MPLL design to be
plug-in compatible and low cost. Overall, the use of a STD BUS component
microprocessor system eliminated the need to design costly custom processor cards and
provided all the functionality of a custom design.

The MPLL uses seven STD BUS cards, as shown in Figure 4. The CPU is a 4-MHz Z80A
microcomputer supported by a 9511-based mathematical processor board. Use of the
mathematical processor board reduced the amount of MPLL software required and
provided fast mathematical calculation capability, all with plug-in ease. Three cards
provided multichannel 12-bit analog and 64-bit TTL I/O capability.

Interrupt sources were connected to the Z80A interrupt line through a custom TTL digital
board. This interface allowed for the stacking of interrupts to avoid missing any. The
interface circuit for the optical rotary encoder is also contained on this board, as is the
interface for the display/entry unit touch switches. The IEEE-488 bus interface card used is
based on an Intel 8291A chip. The board performs many functions, including hardware-
488 bus handshaking, serial poll response, and status buffering. Because of this high level
of on-card functionality, the MPLL CPU need only perform in software applications
routines; therefore, MPLL response to IEEE-488 bus commands is very fast. The memory
board for the Z80A contains 8K bytes of PROM and 2K bytes of RAM.

Operationally, the microcomputer continuously monitors the MPLL input devices for a
user command. Rotary encoder, local reset, and IEEE-488 bus (GPIB) inputs are handled
on an interrupt basis, while touch panel inputs are managed on a polled basis. Figure 6
shows the overall MPLL software flow. Most of the MPLL software routines are



interruptable and re-entrant. However some routines are noninterruptable in order to
prevent undesirable operational conditions from occurring due to the asynchronous nature
of interrupts. When an interrupt occurs, it is processed as is shown in Figure 7. Interrupt
priority is assigned through software, as shown.

Every function of the MPLL has an associated microcomputer software routine. While the
description of each of these routines is beyond the scope of this paper, Table I summarizes
the MPLL functions. The table is actually a list of MPLL IEEE-488 commands which
encompass the full set of MPLL functions performed by the microcomputer as a result of
any user input except rotary encoder inputs.

Table II summarizes the IEEE-488 bus commands supported by the MPLL. User inputs,
processed by table-driven software, produce outputs in the form of hardware signals to the
switches and D/A converters shown in Figure 5. The rotary encoder produces one interrupt
to the CPU for approximately every 1/3 of a degree of rotation. Each encoder interrupt is
counted by the interrupt service routine. When the count reaches N, the input value to the
D/A converter that Controls system microwave power level is incremented or
decremented, depending on encoder rotational direction.

The MPLL functions under either a local or a remote mode. In the local mode, operator
inputs are accepted from the touch/display unit and from the rotary encoder. However,
when an IEEE-488 command is received, the display/entry unit and rotary encoder are
locked out. The remote mode of operation is then entered, and only IEEE-488 commands
are accepted until the MPLL is commanded to the local mode again.

Under both modes of operation, the display/entry unit continuously displays current MPLL
status. Figure 8 shows the display format used. The asterisks indicate the location of
operational touch switches. When a touch switch is acted upon or an IEEE-488 command
is processed, the displayed text is updated to reflect any new MPLL conditions. The
display/entry unit consists of a plasma panel display with an infrared beam optical switch
grid placed just in front of it. The plasma panel accepts parallel ASCII data at rates of
greater than 1 million characters per second, and easily accepts characters as fast as the
Z80A CPU can produce them. The optical switch grid provides an output that corresponds
to the location of the particular switch that is active, and can be used to vector to
processing routines.



Table I.  Leveling Loop IBEE-488 Command Summary

Command Function Description

MD1 Modulation on.

MDO Modulation off.

LAC Selects coarse resolution for rotary level adjust control.

LAF Selects fine resolution for rotary level adjust control.

CAL Invokes calibration process.

CST Terminates calibration process.

SPW Selects power output mode.

SDA Selects D/A converter output mode.

CLO Selects closed-loop operation.

OPN Selects open-loop operation.

PUP Increments power control D/A converter with the value selected by the STP
command.

PDN Decrements power control D/A converter with the value set by the STP
command.

STOXXE Stores current system power level in register XX, where XX equals 1 to 10.

RCLXXE Recalls power stored in register XX and sets system to this level. XX equals 1 to
10.

STPXXXE Loads power control D/A converter step size register with value XXX, where 0
# XXX # 255.

SCRXXXE Loads relative resolution for coarse level adjustment. 0 # XXX # 255, where 0 is
coarse and 255 is fine.

SFRXXXE Same as SCRXXXE except loads fine level adjustment resolution.

PWR+-XX.XE Sets system power to ±XX.X dBm. Value field may or may not be signed and
may contain a leading zero or space, but most use one decimal place only.

CLP+-XX.XXE Controller reads power value and sends to leveling loop on an SRQ generated
during calibration. Value field is in dBm and may or may not be signed. It may
contain a leading space or zero, but most use two decimal places.



Table II.  Leveling Loop IEEE-488 Bus Commands

Command Function Description

REMOTE MPLL enters the REMOTE mode when selectively addressed to listen.

LOCAL
(GTL)

MPLL enters the LOCAL mode when requested to by a GOTO LOCAL message.

LOCAL
(REN FALSE)

MPLL enters the LOCAL state when the HPIB hardware REMOTE enable line goes
false.

ABORT (IFC) MPLL stops all talk and listen functions and continues normal operation.

DEVICE
CLEAR (SDC)

MPLL assumes a state defined by CLOSED LOOP, MODULATION OFF,
COARSE LEVEL ADJUST,and minimum power output. MPLL does not lose
calibration information or storage contents, and stays in the LOCAL/REMOTE
mode it was in at the time of SDC request.

SERIAL
POLL

MPLL returns the status byte to the controller defined in Table III.

Table III.  Leveling Loop Status Byte Summary

Serial Poll
Status Byte
Bit Number

Description

0 0 = D/A Output mode selected
1 = Power output mode selected

1 0 = Fine resolution level adjust selected
1 = Coarse resolution level adjust selected

2 0 = 1-kHz modulation on
1 = 1-kHz modulation off

3 0 = Closed-loop (leveled) mode
1 = Open-loop (unleveled) mode

4 0 = LOCAL control mode
1 = REMOTE (HPIB) control mode

5 0 = Calibration not in process
1 = Calibration in process

6 RSV (1 = SRQ)

7 0 = Complete calibration not performed
1 = Complete calibration performed



All MPLL software was written in assembly language. The assembled code occupies
nearly 8K bytes of PROM and includes system diagnostic software that can be run at any
time during MPLL local mode operation. This software performs a PROM checksum test,
a bit-by-bit RAM write/read test, a mathematical processor test, and digital/analog I/O
internal hardware loopback tests. During a diagnostic run, MPLL operation is suspended
so that no user input is acted upon.

4.2  Analog Electronics Design

Since the MPLL was designed for 50 dB of dynamic range, and the sensing and control
elements are highly nonlinear, considerable attention was given to designing the analog
electronics that perform the power leveling function. Other MPLL requirements that
governed the analog electronics design included the need for fast power step response (less
than 100 ms over the entire 50-dB operating range) and the desire that the manual power
control knob have a dB-linear feel.

A computer simulation program was created to identify suitable transfer functions for use
in the analog electronics design. Figure 9 is a block diagram of this program. Models were
created for the RF crystal detector diode, the PIN diode attenuator, and the TWT amplifier
(see Figure 10 transfer curve) based on data collected and experience with the
components. Polynomial curve fitting was performed on the data to form the final models.
The simulation program allowed various functions to be tested in the forward and feedback
control paths. By varying the input control voltage, both power output vs control input and
power step response could be investigated. A TEK PLOT 10 graphics software package
was used to generate time and transfer response plots.

Many transfer functions could have been used in the simulation program, but only those
functions that could be synthesized with analog electronics of a reasonable complexity
were seriously considered. The transfer functions shown in Figure 5 fell in place almost
naturally. The best location for a nonlinear log function was found to be the feedback path.
Since the preamp unit was located in the feedback path and a compression circuit was
needed in the preamp, the logarithmic amplifier was ideally suited for the task. Placement
of the logarithmic amplifier in the feedback path caused the power out vs control voltage
input function to be nearly dB-linear, as desired. The forward transfer function was then
developed around an integrator such that control “position error” would be zero. Double
integration schemes were tested, but did not provide as fast a transient response as the
single integrator design. Eventually, with the correct gain selections and limiter placement,
a 20-dB step power change could be accomplished in under 5 ms.

The logarithmic amplifier in the feedback path allows the 12-bit D/A converter used as the
MPLL control voltage source to provide a nearly constant control resolution of better than



0.05 dB over the entire operating range. This makes the control feel smooth to the
operator. However, the dB-linearizing effect of the logarithmic amplifier was lost when the
open-loop control mode was used. To maintain good control resolution in the open-loop
mode, a squaring function was placed in series with the D/A output. This had the effect of
expanding the D/A output range and somewhat substituted for the feedback loop
compression provided by the logarithmic amplifier in the closed-loop mode.

4.3  Temperature-Stable Analog Circuit Design

In order for the conceptual analog electronics to be implemented in circuit form, the
critical circuitry of the preamp unit had to be temperature-stable because the preamp
would be located in an uncontrolled environment. Both the logarithmic amplifier and the
V/F converter circuits were potentially very temperature sensitive. The sensitive areas of
the logarithmic amplifier were more easily identified than were those of the V/F converter,
but both circuits provided a challenge in design.

The logarithmic amplifier was designed around the exponential collector current vs base-
emitter voltage characteristic of a bipolar transistor. Equations reveal that if two transistors
are used (one with a reference collector current and the other with an input current), the
differential base-emitter voltage is a logarithmic function of the input current. The
differential voltage is also directly proportional to temperature, and is affected by the
relative matching of the two transistors used. The temperature effect was compensated for
with a thermistor-controlled gain amplifier. A monolithic supermatched pair of transistors
was used to avoid matching problems.

With these obvious problem areas corrected, one area of concern remained. Since the
logarithmic amplifier was required to perform over a wide dynamic range, a reference
current on the order of 100 nA was used. Because of this, bi-FET op amps were used
where temperature-dependent amplifier input bias currents would be a problem. Also,
precision, ultra-low-noise, low-drift bipolar op amps were used in gain stages.

The final preamp V/F converter circuit design was the result of an iterative design and
thermal chamber test process. A monolithic IC-based circuit initially tested proved to be
too temperature-sensitive. Based on this experience, a more discrete V/F converter circuit
was built to allow the various blocks of the circuit to be examined and tested. Ultimately, it
was found that monolithic analog switch ICs were highly temperature sensitive with
respect to turn-on and turn-off vs command signals. This caused imprecise on/off time
switching of a current source in the circuit. Since the V/F transfer function was directly
proportional to the length of the current pulse, this switching function had to be stabilized
with respect to temperature. The solution was found in the use of a discrete dual-gate
MOSFET switch with a high-speed driver. Along with a precision monolithic voltage



reference, the discrete V/F converter provided an order of magnitude improvement in
temperature sensitivity over the commercial monolithic IC-based circuit.

5.  HARDWARE TEST RESULTS

A breadboard MPLL was fabricated and tested using a setup similar to that shown in
Figure 1. The high-power amplifier (HPA) shown was simulated in the laboratory by using
a 2-W traveling wave tube amplifier. The IEEE-488 bus control design of the MPLL
allowed repetitive and incremental step tests to be performed with ease.

Figures 11 through 14 present simulated vs measured MPLL closed-loop characteristics.
Figure 11 shows the computer-simulated MPLL response to a 20-dB power level step
change. The step occurs at the 50 ms mark. Actual measured RF crystal detector diode
output voltage response due to a 20-dB step power change is displayed in Figure 12. The
top oscilloscope trace of Figure 12 ,shows the MPLL control voltage step, while the
bottom trace shows the crystal detector voltage. The horizontal axis is set at 2 ms per
division. A fast (under 10 ms) response time has been attained. Additionally, the response
is smooth and free from overshoot that could cause momentary undesired bursts of RF
power.

Figure 13 displays the computer-simulated MPLL control voltage vs output RF power
transfer characteristic. The measured function is shown in Figure 14. Note that a dB-linear
characteristic has been achieved over a range of approximately 35 dB.

Other tests performed included -20 to +50EC temperature testing of the preamp unit. These
tests showed that from -20 to +40EC, the system RF output level drifted at a rate less than
0.05 dB/EC. At temperatures below 25EC, drift was less than 0.02 dB/EC.

6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An advanced microwave power leveling loop system was designed, fabricated, and tested.
Because this new-generation MPLL was designed for use in automated test systems,
control time response and transfer characteristics were substantially improved over earlier
designs to meet rapid measurement needs. A computer dynamics simulation was used to
linearize and optimize the control characteristics of an otherwise nonlinear system.

Breadboard test results show that the MPLL design goals were achieved and that the
microprocessor/nonlinear analog control electronics design approach was effective.
Additionally, the operational characteristics of the MPLL were improved so as to be
consistent with state-of-the-art instrument design. Finally, the microprocessor-based design 



allows the MPLL to be customized, through software revision, to meet the needs of
individual system applications.
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Figure 1.  MPLL System Block Diagram



Figure 2.  Typical PIN Modulator and Crystal Detector Transfer Characteristics



Figure 3.  Preamp Block Diagram



Figure 4.  MPLL Block Diagram



Figure 5.  Analog Electronics Block Diagram



Figure 6.  MPLL Software Flow



Figure 7.  MPLL Interrupt Processing Flow
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Figure 8.  MPLL Touch/Display Unit
Operational Display Format



Figure 9.  MPLL Closed-Loop Dynamics Simulation
Block Diagram



Figure 10.  Relative TWT Power Gain vs Input Level



Figure 11.  MPLL Step Response Simulation

Figure 12. Measured MPLL
 



Figure 13.  MPLL Transfer Function Simulation

Figure 14.  Measured MPLL Transfer Function



PNEU-SCAN - A NOVEL, LIGHTWEIGHT
TWO-AXIS TELEMETRY TRACKING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Over a decade ago the author developed a unique conically scanning tracking antenna feed
(RADSCAN) with only one moving part and extremely high reliability. While the system
had many advantages over single-channel monopulse (SCM), there were two
disadvantages: one was weight due to the drive motor; the other was the fact that the scan
speed was constant.

EMP is just completing the development of a conscan tracking feed which is pneumatically
driven (Pneu-Scan) - thus eliminating the heavy electric drive motor. Since most telemetry
tracking antennas require a dehydrator/pressurizer for environmental reasons, no additional
drive power is required to scan the feed since the pressurized air from the dehydrator
system is used to drive the feed. In addition, the scan speed is proportional to the
continuously varying pressure. If increased reliability is required, then redundant
dehydrators can be used. The feed system has only one moving part constructed from
graphite fiber that weighs less than an ounce. The feed is driven by a small lightweight
impeller.

An S-band tracking feed of this design is less than five inches in diameter - as compared to
12 inches for an SCM feed. It is also considerably lighter than an SCM feed. Decreased
aperture blocking - by more than a factor of two enhances sidelobe levels and maximizes
gain.

The new feed illuminates a lightweight 5-foot diameter graphite-epoxy constructed
paraboloidal reflector positioned by an elevation-over-azimuth pedestal. Both the elevation
and azimuth assemblies of the pedestal are constructed of graphite fiber composite
material - which greatly reduces both weight and cost as compared with the conventional
steel or aluminum construction.



An inflatable rotodome surrounds the elevation assembly and rotates with azimuth. The
rotating sphere has minimum wind induced torque thereby minimizing the required drive
power. The weight of the entire system is less than 135 pounds - yielding an extremely
light weight, low cost, versatile two-axis telemetry tracking system.

INTRODUCTION

In the late 70’s it became evident that the cost of telemetry tracking systems were
increasing well beyond existing budgets. Because of the cost of airborne vehicles, both
aircraft and missiles, it was becoming essential to go to real-time flight testing. The
solution to the problem was to design an extremely low cost, lightweight telemetry
tracking system.

In 1981 EMP announced the design of their GTS-04C. This was a single-axis tracker with
a low and high-gain antenna to cover most all tracking scenarios. The system was
constructed using graphite fiber techniques which considerably lowered the cost and
weight. This system has fulfilled more than 60% of the airborne real-time tracking
requirements. The systems have been produced in quantity and are performing all over the
world.

Certain applications require a two-axis tracking system, however in addition certain
requirements require a little more gain than the GTS-04C system in order to close the data
loop. The GTS-04C system utilizes a four-foot diameter reflector which was the largest
reflector that could be used to be driven with a low cost, lightweight, d-c driven motor and
uses a low cost commercial gear train. EMP modifies the gear train for military
applications.

For the last several years EMP has been studying the design of a lightweight, low cost
two-axis tracking system. When tracking in elevation is required, single-channel
monopulse is not desirable because of high sidelobes so a con-scan system is desirable.
EMP has conceived of a design of a modification of the design of the RADSCAN system
to lower the cost, improve the performance, and reduce the weight. This new feed is called
Pneu-Scan.

The GTS-04C system was extremely light weight due to the graphite fiber construction. It
was constructed as a laminate. Recently EMP has performed considerable research on
graphite fiber composite material and has developed two techniques, one using graphite
fiber skins on a two pound density polyurethane foam core and the other using a
honeycomb core. These techniques offer considerably more strength and lower weight than
the laminated graphite technique. EMP recently delivered two airborne tracking systems
using both the foam and honeycomb core techniques. These systems have successfully



passed MIL-E-5400 vibration tests and have exceeded all our expectations. These
techniques are used in the new lightweight, low cost two-axis tracking system.

In order to have an extremely low cost system the four-foot diameter reflector was
maximum size without the use of a radome. Since it was required to build a larger system
low cost radomes were investigated. A radome that covers the entire antenna pedestal
assembly is very large and expensive. Since a rotating sphere has a minimal wind load it
was decided to use a rotodome.

By the use of a rotodome the same low-cost drive and gear reduction system can be used
with a reflector five feet in diameter. The additional one foot increase in diameter increases
the area by greater than 50% which is a 2 dB increase in gain. Based on additional
efficiencies an increase in G/T of almost 4 dB is anticipated.

Several years ago people started using inflatable radomes because of low cost 
considerations. Since most tracking systems should use a dehydrator for reliability - and
also since this air pressure is required for the Pneu-Scan feed - the pressure for the
inflatable radome comes without any additional cost. A special low cost inflatable radome
built out of Dacron sail-cloth was designed to further lower the cost of the system. A
drawing of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The system characteristics are presented in Table 1.

ANTENNA

A mechanically rotated, conically scanned primary feed has demonstrated superior
performance to single channel monopulse for two-axis tracking systems.

The drive motor is usually an integral part of the primary feed assembly and, therefore,
mounts forward of the parabolic reflector. An important design criteria is the achievement
at first, and off times, second order dynamic balance of the scanning system about its axes
of rotation. The extended frontal position of the conically scanned primary feed assembly
makes it imperative that its weight be minimized. A pneumatic motor provides a drive that
has an optimum power to weight and size ratio.

Pneumatic motors have been extensively used in the design of lightweight, relatively high
power, hand held tools such as drills and rotary sanders. These are of a “vane”
configuration and operate at input air pressures of 40 to 100 psig. In most models, 4 vanes
are used; however, as many as 8 vanes are sometimes employed. Power capabilities are in
the order of .25 to 5 hp. Rotational rates vary from 5,000 to 20,000 rpm. Their overall 



efficiency in terms of drive motor power to run the compressor relative to the power output
of the pneumatic motor is 10 to 20 percent.

The newly designed pneumatic motor is to operate at an air pressure of 7 to 30 psig; i.e.,
from the internal waveguide pressure. In this way the exhaust air bleeds to a sealed radome
and re-enters the pressurization input port. A pressure regulator maintains the internal
pressure within the radome at a nominal value of 0.5 pSig. External air is allowed to enter
the system, as may be required, to replace any escaped air. In this way the dried and
filtered air is recirculated.

It is also desired to increase the efficiency of the system to as great an extent as possible.
In conventional air motor designs, a considerable portion of the working air is bypassed
around the vanes and does no useful work. To minimize this loss, nominal gap dimensions
have been reduced 0.002 inches.

Conventional pneumatic motors are continually lubricated through a drip system. This
“wet” system cannot be tolerated in this design and a dry lube technique is utilized. To
reduce weight the motor is constructed of aluminum alloy 6061-T6. The working surfaces
are hard anodized, dry lube plated, and honed to a finish dimension. Two surface
treatments (black anodization 0.001 inches and molydisulfide dry lube .0003 inches) build
up the surface approximately .0013 inches in depth. After plating, approximately .001 inch
is honed off the critical surfaces.

A cutaway drawing of the motor is shown in Figure 2. The central tube, 1.3780 inches in
diameter, is part of an existing primary feed design. The microwave transmission lines pass
through this tube. The tube is terminated in the conical scan radiating horn structure. The
rotor portion of the pneumatic motor mounts around this tube between the two support
bearings. Four spring loaded vanes are held within the rotor’s slots and bear on the stator
cylinder. Two air ports are symmetrically located and the motor can be rotated in either
direction depending upon which port is used for the air input.

Cross-sectional view diagrams show how the round rotor is offset from the round stator.
The distance between centers is 0.08 inches. This implies that the maximum distance
between the stator rotor is 0.08 inches. The vane is approximately 1.5 inches in length
which provides a working area of 0.12 square inches. The maximum working torque is a
function of this area and the input air pressure. The plot of motor torque versus speed is
shown in Figure 3.



PEDESTAL

The new pedestal consists of a spur-gear driven elevation axis yoke assembly mounted on
a spur-gear driven azimuth rotator subassembly. The stiff 10 pound yoke assembly is a
foam-filled graphite fiber lay-up structure. All cables to the antenna, drive motor and
elevation axis data pack are molded within the structure. The azimuth rotator subassembly
supports the yoke assembly and provides a 2.3 inch diameter through hole for a cable
wrap. All electrical elements of the antenna pedestal are interconnected via multi-
conductor control cables and low loss coaxial cables. Connection to the unit is via three
SMA to Type N coax transition lines and a 26-inch long hard-wired 26 conductor control
cable.

The pedestal features dry lubricated, steel spur-gear reducers in both axes that are set into
machined aluminum castings. All bearings are lubricated for the pedestal life span which
exceeds ten years of normal operation. The lightweight pedestal (30 pounds) features a
pinion gear-coupled explosion-proof drive motor assembly and a synchro position sensor
with limit cam assembly on each axis. The unit accepts velocity commands from, and
provides angle reference signals (single speed synchro) to, the Servo Amplifier Unit.

The elevation yoke is a “U” shaped graphite fiber over foam lay-up, gusseted for optimum
longitudinal stiffness. A one-inch thick foam core plate is epoxied across the back of the
structure to laterally stiffen the assembly. In cross section, the yoke is a completely
enclosed rectangular box structure having a high inertia leading to a flexibility of less than
5 x 10-5 inches/pounds. The yoke rotates about the azimuth axis and supports the antenna
assembly via two angle brackets, one of which is driven about the elevation axis by the
bull-gear driven elevation drive shaft. Each yoke arm ear supports a sealed steel ball
bearing, each having a radial and thrust load capacity of 400 pounds. The bearing bores
are precisely located in azimuth plane by line boring and epoxying the two aluminum
bearings in place while on an alignment tool. An axis orthogonality of .015 degrees is
maintained.

The bearings are preloaded in duplex fashion via the antenna assembly which further
stiffens the yoke assembly. The idler side of the yoke arm encloses a bearing-supported
idler shaft capable of accepting a 2.5-inch diameter rotary joint. The drive side torque tube
is machined to accept a size 15 elevation synchro transducer whose rotor shaft engages a
clamp on the elevation gear box cover. The stainless steel gear box cover is supported and
located by a machined aluminum tube which environmentally protects the enclosed bull
gear and data takeoff gear. The gear motor/tachometer assembly and elevation limit cam
assembly are mounted to this cover plate.



The elevation limit switch subassembly contains three cam actuated microswitches.
Engagement of a switch causes a diode to be inserted between the ACU and the servo
amplifier thus severely attenuating the motor drive command causing dynamic braking.
Overdrive of the switch is inhibited by a polyurethane mechanical stop that safely absorbs
the kinetic energy stored in the rotating antenna/feed assembly. The mechanical limits are
machined for the limits of +20 to -25 degrees. The elevation yoke subassembly is secured
to azimuth rotator’s torque tube via four 3/8-16 machine bolts. Stainless steel hardware is
used throughout this subassembly.

The azimuth rotator provides the mechanical interface between the rotating elevation
yoke/antenna and the stationary housing of the pedestal. The body of the azimuth rotator is
also constructed of one inch foam with graphite fiber skins. The rotator is furnished with a
single-speed size 18 control transmitter synchro with three section limit cam subassembly,
a 24 V gear motor assembly, and a hollow torque tube to which a rotary joint and slip
rings can be mounted or it can accommodate a cable wrap system.

The rotating turntable is a 1/2-inch thick aluminum plate, measuring 9 inches in diameter,
into which the hollow drive shaft is pressed. The drive shaft is a 2.3-inch ID stainless steel
tube having a 0.15 inch thick wall held in an aluminum bearing housing via a pair of
preloaded duplexed ball bearings. The bearings are protected by grease seals and
permanently lubricated with wide temperature grease per MIL-G-23827A. The
combination bull gear and the data gear is pinned to the lower end of the drive shaft. The
bearings are preloaded via wave springs which bears on the upper face of the bull gear.
The bull gear is driven by a pinion gear to which the motor/tachometer is permanently
attached. Both the bull gear and pinion are dry lubricated with molybdenum disulfide per
MIL-L-46010A.

The gear cover assembly is a stainless steel plate pinned to an aluminum alignment tube.
Provisions are made for mounting the gear motor assembly and data package to the plate.
The gear cover attaches to the bearing housing via the aluminum alignment tube. Thus, all
gear meshes are concentrically aligned and environmentally protected by the tube. The
plate has provisions for adjusting the backlash between the bull gear and the gear motor
assembly’s pinion gear. Since all gears and mounting plates are constructed of steel, the
preset backlash will remain constant over a wide temperature range.

The 1/20 HP permanent magnet dc motor with integral tachometer mounted on a diecast
gear box is used. The motor torque (12 oz-in maximum) is multiplied by a planetary gear
train having a speed reduction ratio of 150:1. A pinion gear, pinned to the gear box output
shaft, meshes with the rotator’s bull gear with a speed reduction ratio of 6:1. Shielded,
permanently lubricated ball bearings are used throughout the assembly. A wide
temperature grease is employed in the gear box to lubricate the steel gears.



SERVO AMPLIFIER

The Servo Amplifier is composed of a pedestal-protected power supply and one plug-in
PC board which is bolted to the finned access hatch. The PC board complement consists of
two servo amplifier IC’s and all circuitry required to interface the antenna control unit with
the pedestal motor/tachometer. The plate mounted linear (unregulated) power supply
module provides plus and minus 22 volts dc at 3 Amps peak for powering the servo
amplifiers. All assemblies are fitted with ample test points. No adjustment potentiometer is
required.

The Dual Servo Amplifier is the interface between the control unit and the
antenna/pedestal. It accepts the velocity command signals for controlling the pedestal
servo motors. Each all solid-state servo amplifier is current limited, thermally protected
and sized to provide the power required to drive a pedestal servo motor at full rated
capacity. Heat from the power amplifiers is dissipated through a finned heat sink via
conduction means.

CONTROL UNIT

The low cost tracking system can interface with one of two Antenna Control Units. When
using a simple analog system such as the EMP ACU-1 the cost of the entire tracking
system is targeted for under $100,000. When used with a microprocessor control unit such
as the EMP ACU-6. The system can be computer controlled or set up to be an unattended
system. Due to its lightweight and low drive power, the system could be helicopter
dropped to an inaccessible mountain top, powered by solar cells, and operated via a
microwave data link.

ROTODOME

EMP has developed an inflatable rotodome that is rugged, has negligible transmission loss,
operates over a wide bandwidth, provides protection to the enclosed antenna against
adverse environmental effect, and is cost effective.

It is a spherical cover made of Dacron sail-cloth. It is appropriately sized to maintain air
tightness, water resistivity and ultra-violet protection. As presently designed it is internally
pressurized to 0.5 psig and is a stable structure in winds up to 130 mph.

It is manufactured from sixteen gores and the material has a tear strength of 300 pounds
per linear inch. A 6 foot radome can be inflated up to 2 psig to provide a rigid structure in
winds up to 340 mph.



The spherical radome section terminates in a 24-inch diameter cylindrical section at its
lowermost minor circle, supported internally by a 72-inch diameter rim that extends from
this 24-inch diameter mounting cylinder around the great circle of the radome. The radome
is made in one piece; however, in order to place it over the internal great circle mounting
ring it is necessary to split it up one side such that the resulting gap, with the radome
deflated, is greater than 72 inches across. It is therefore split up one side to within
14-inches of the horizontal equatorial diameter. After it is slipped over the internal ring and
wrapped around the lower cylindrical section it is held in place with 1/8-inch diameter
aircraft cables. The cylindrical mounting surface is 1-inch long and has a central half circle
groove around its periphery. A cable mounts in this grooved area and is tightened so as to
maintain pressure integrity.

The great circular mounting ring has a similar groove in its mounting surface. The two
gores that provided the access slit for installation have overlapping flaps. With the
mounting cable in place and placed in tension the flap areas are sealed and pressure
integrity retained. Once installed the internal pressure is maintained over the operating life
of the antenna. This provides a stiff durable structure.

CONCLUSION

The EMP GTS-04C system has proven itself to be a lightweight, low cost system capable
of meeting over half of the tracking requirements for real-time flight testing.

The Pneu-Scan presented herein, using the inflatable rotodome and two-axis graphite
pedestal, can be used to fill the gap between the GTS-04C system and much larger
systems which sell for over a quarter of a million dollars.



TABLE 1

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Frequency Range: 2.2 to 2.4 GHz
Polarization: RHCP, LHCP Simultaneous
Antenna Gain: 28 dBi Nominal
Sidelobe Level: 23 dB below Peak Nominal
Beamwidth (1/2 Power): 6 Deg Nominal
Power Capability: 50 Watts Continuous
Input VSWR: 1.5:1 Maximum
Pedestal Type: Elevation-Over-Azimuth
Angle Coverage:

Azimuth: 710 Degrees
Elevation: -5 to 92 Degrees

Antenna Velocity: 30 Deg/Sec Minimum
Antenna Acceleration: 60 Deg/Sec/Sec Minimum
Servo Characteristics: Type II (Ka = 12 sec-2 Minimum)
Autotrack Error: 0.5 Degrees Peak
Environmental Capability:

Antenna/Pedestal:
Temperature Range: -20 Deg to +55 Deg C
Humidity: To 100% with Condensation
Vibration: 5 to 500 Hz at 3 G’s

(Method 514.2 cat. b.1)
Shock: 6 G’s 1/2 sine, 11 msec

(Method 516.2-2)
EMI/RFI: Notice 3 of MIL-STD-461

Servo Amplifier Unit:
Temperature Range: -20 to +55 Deg
Humidity: To 95%
Vibration: 5 to 500 Hz at 5 G’s
Shock: 12 G’s 1/2 Sine

Antenna Control Unit:
Temperature Range: +10 to +50 Deg C
Humidity: To 95%
Vibration: 5 to 500 Hz at 2 G’s
Shock: 5 G’s 1/2 Sine

Weight:
Antenna/Pedestal Servo: 125 Pounds

Primary Power: 110 or 220 V rms, 50 or 60 or 400 Hz



FIGURE 1.



FIGURE 2.  PNEUMATIC MOTOR



FIGURE 3.  TORQUE OUTPUT VS. SPEED
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ABSTRACT

PSL is developing a telemetry antenna intended to avoid the mechanical complexity of
traditional parabolic passive monopulse trackers. For a considerable range of reception
scenarios, a stationary non-tracking antenna will fill the reception requirement while
greatly simplyfing the antenna hardware as compared to mechanical passive trackers. A
single, phi-symmetric, shaped-beam antenna provides proper coverage of the test range for
multiple airborne targets. This system is not time shared and requires no acquisition time.
Approximate azimuth to the target is displayed on a CRT. This paper examines the
applicable test scenario and the resulting hardware. Keywords:  antennas, multiple targets,
telemetry.

INTRODUCTION

The antenna selected for telemetry ground stations usually is one of two extremes: a
simple, single element which provides the essential coverage required, or a high gain
reflector system using a passive monopulse tracker or external radar direction. The
simplest antennas do not optimally cover the test volume, and the complexity and expense
of a tracking system is frequently over-kill. Antennas designed over a continuum of
complexities between these limits can be employed which can perform satisfactorily and
are cost effective. This paper presents analysis of a specific telemetry application and the
antenna design configured to its demands.

The motivation for this design effort was a customer’s requirement for a low cost downlink
telemetry system at a specific test range. The mechanical tracking systems employed for
TM reception had become a major expense and maintenance problem. Additionally, some
features of the tracker’s operation were inconvenient to the project. For most missions, the 



high gain of the dish is not required, and more modest gain could be employed in favor of
other advantages.

PSL conducted an analysis of this overall operation and designed an antenna whose
performance over much of the test envelope is equivalent to the original equipment, but
which is simpler and less expensive. The technical approach and tradeoff considerations
used in this analysis are appropriate to a large variety of situations. First, the overall site
operational scenario will be examined. Then the antenna performance and coverage that
meets the site requirements will be calculated. An antenna that satisfies these needs will
then be described together with the limitations and tradeoffs.

SITE LAYOUT AND REQUIREMENTS

The application employs downlink only TM from helicopter-borne systems. Several targets
may be simultaneously active on different channels. The test vehicles originate from pads
very close to the ground station. Telemetry is required between one mile and 40 miles from
the ground station, and from near ground level to 20,000 feet. The test site and operational
envelope are depicted in Figure 1. The angle 2 shown is the range-dependent elevation
angle to the target. The vehicle employs a 1485 MHz skin mounted antenna with
approximately hemispherical coverage, and a minimum ERP of 10 watts at the usable
geometry  limits.

The customer currently employs tracking dishes at the site. While RF performance is
satisfactory, the installation complexity has become prohibitive with several targets
present. Since the targets maneuver independently, a dedicated tracker is required for each.
They are co-located and a look through problem occurs during tracking. The trackers
provide very accurate angle-to-target information, but this information is not used in the
data analysis. Only approximate target azimuth angle is required for operator assurance of
visual linkup to the proper vehicle. Consideration of the RF signal strength and vehicle
operational envelope can result in an antenna of substantially simplified design.

RF LINK CALCULATIONS

To obtain a value for the needed antenna gain, calculation of the expected receiver power,
including the effects of multipath interference, is first conducted.

To achieve a 10!6 bit error rate, a 15 dB carrier-to-noise ratio is required. Using a 6 MHz
channel width results in noise power of !106.2 dBm, therefore !91 dBm is required at the
receiver to meet the C/N. The worst case ERP of +40 dBm provides power to a unity gain
antenna of P = 40 ! [20 1og(4BR)/8]. Noting that the signal at 40 miles is !92.1 dBm,
only 1.1 dB of antenna gain is required in the absence of multipath. Unless the antenna



beamwidth is sufficiently narrow to discriminate the target from its reflection image,
multipath cannot be ignored (1). Adequate antenna gain margin must be provided to
protect against anticipated multipath fading.

This margin is selected to allow proper signal to be available at the receiver in the worst
expected nulls. Statistically, arbitrarily deep nulls may sometimes occur. However, an
expected-worst case “frequent” fade level may be anticipated by consideration of the
reflection which might arise. Near grazing angles, perfect surfaces reflect efficiently
regardless of their composition. However, rough surfaces provide more than one isolated
specular point. A significant area contributes energy which is diffuse and therefore sums
imperfectly (2). The resultant nulls are not as deep as would be calculated for a single
contributor. Carver (3), Drexler (4), and Straiton (5) reported on reflections from carefully
prepared test ranges. The theoretically obtainable 6 dB gain (6) due to image theory was
never observed. Measured values were about 5 dB and more typically 4 dB. The high
sensitivity of null depth with respect to voltage reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 2.
This means that the highest indicated electric field reflectivities were in the 0.7 to 0.8
range (3,5). These values decrease rapidly with roughness. For even moderately rough
terrain, 0.6 appears to be the highest expected reflectivity at grazing incidence. The
resultant null depth is calculated from Pnull = 20 log(1!'). For a ' of 0.6, a fading of !8 dB
with respect to the unperturbed signal is produced.

For this geometry, excess antenna gain of 8 dBi will protect against statistically frequent
multipath fades. To assure 15 dB C/N in multipath nulls at a maximum range will therefore
require 9.1 dBi.

PATTERN SYNTHESIS

Using the RF link calculation and the test geometry, the needed beamshape is defined.
Power received from the target varies with the slant range R as 1/R2. Therefore, for
constant power, the familiar result is G = KCSC2. In this case, constant power is
unnecessary, and the simpler objective G $ KCSC2 will be sought. This will be obtained
by a weighted array in the vertical direction (7). The previously obtained 9.1 dBi is
required from edge to edge of the test volume and is assumed to be the !3 dB point of a
12.1 dBi mainbeam. The maximum possible theoretical gain for a phi-symmetric antenna
subtending 20K ft at 40 miles (5.4 deg) is 12.7 dBi. Two other factors affect the final gain
objective.

The element azimuth pattern has an approximate 90 deg 6 dB beamwidth requiring the use
of 4 vertical arrays to complete the phi-symmetric azimuth pattern. Pattern degradation in
azimuth is approximately 2 dB (Figure 3). Since a net 12.1 dBi is required everywhere, this
raises the required peak gain to 13.1 dBi. Finally, the vertical angular displacement of



image from the target does provide some multipath rejection. At the 40 mile distance, the
reflection is rejected by 8 dB for a 20K ft vehicle height, reducing to zero rejection at
ground level. Therefore, if a small degradation of the 15 dB C/N is permitted at maximum
range near ground level, the available 12.7 dBi will suffice. For most of the envelope, the
performance will be adequate. In the unusual case of a low level mission at extreme range,
one of the existing tracking systems may provide better performance for a single target.

Figure 3 - Azimuthal Pattern Ripple

MULTIPLE TARGET OPERATION

Up to seven vehicles may operate simultaneously with unique frequency assignments.
Each target is assigned a dedicated receiver which is fed from the power divider output.
An RF pre-amp at the antenna base is included to assure sufficient signal.

Site operation requires only approximate target azimuth information. This is obtained by
sampling the individual array outputs and summing detected video on a vector scope.
System functional operation is shown in Figure 4. Individual channels are frequency
selected and coded for strobe identification. Since intermittent dropouts in the azimuth



display are not significant, the sampling is low level to reduce the effect on the receiver
signal.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a solution for a specific TM situation which alleviates many of the
shortcomings of the existing tracking receiver system. Lower maintenance, no
acquisition/re-acquisition time, inherent multiple channel capability, and simplified
operational requirements are the main advantages. A slight performance penalty is paid for
very low-angle, long-range targets. Many ranges whose operational envelope allow the use
of less gain than is available in a steerable dish might benefit from this approach.
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THE McDONNELL AIRCRAFT TELEMETRY TRACKING
SYSTEM AT EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, CA.
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ABSTRACT

McDonnell Aircraft Company recently completed installation of a telemetry tracking
system at their Edwards Air Force Base, CA flight test facility. A discussion of the
planning, specifications, acquisition, installation, operation, as well as observations and
comments about the system is presented from a user’s perspective.

INTRODUCTION

McDonnell Aircraft’s telemetry tracking system at Edwards Air Force Base, CA provided
essential support in the conduct of F-4, F-15 and AV-8B aircraft flight test programs. In
1982 however, changes and improvements to this system came under consideration. At
this time, Air Force Flight Test Center regulations, the state of the art of telemetry tracking
system technology, and the need to track more maneuverable aircraft caused us to begin a
study to upgrade our system.

CONDITION OF EXISTING SYSTEM

We began by assessing the capability of our Edwards telemetry system, comprised of two
horn antennas mounted on masts on the roof of the hangar we occupied, and a control
console located in our flight monitoring station in the building. The system had operational
problems, equipment deficiencies, signal drop-out situations, and null points. We found
that a large measure of our success in tracking manuevering aircraft was dependent on the
expertise of our telemetry ground station personnel and their knowledge of local flight
patterns and operations. They were able to obtain maximum performance out of minimum
equipment. Their comments and suggestions regarding the capability of any telemetry
tracking system installation were especially valuable in the areas of tracking capability,
ease of operation, and maintenance.

The impact of new high performance aircraft on our tracking requirements was also
assessed, as well as the state of telemetry tracking system technology.



We quickly established that our Edwards system was obsolete, and due to the age of its
equipment and antenna installation geometry, could not be economically upgraded. The
use of Douglas Aircraft’s Frost Peak tracking station in concert with our Edwards facility
was also investigated. We found, however, Frost Peak unable to effectively track aircraft
over Edwards at altitudes between 2432-2736m (8000 - 9000 ft) due to null situations or
below 912m (3000 ft) due to multipath. This limited the use of Frost Peak to special
situations where their look angle was better than McDonnell Aircraft’s, or line of sight
obstructions blocked our antennas.

NEW SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

At this point, we concluded that a new telemetry reception antenna system was the only
practical solution. From our study, we prepared a specification (Figure 1) for a telemetry
tracking system with a dish type receiving antenna, control equipment, and accessories to
automatically track maneuvering aircraft in azimuth and elevation. Reception capability
was specified as 1435 - 2400 MHz (L-Band). The system would be capable of receiving
telemetry from airborne systems radiating as little as 5 watts while the target was flying
and maneuvering at ranges to 278 km (150 nautical miles) and altitudes to 15,200 m
(50,000 ft). We submitted a request to fund the system on McDonnell Aircraft’s 1983
capital asset budget along with a recommendation regarding source selection based on an
engineering and cost evaluation of proposals submitted by various prospective suppliers.

Our request was approved July, 1983. Electro Magnetic Processes, Inc. was awarded the
purchase order August, 1983. It took a bit over a year to design, assemble, install and
check out the system.

SYSTEM FEATURES

The basic system purchased included a 2.43 m (8 ft) dish antenna equipped with
RADSCAN tracking feed, an ACU-6 antenna control unit, slip rings, rotary joints, filters,
pre-amplifiers, and cabling. The system has a tracking velocity of 30 deg/sec.

As an option to the system configuration, we decided to include additional cabling, slip
rings, and bracketry necessary for the future installation and operation of a television
camera as a tracking aid for the system operator and a visual reference for the test director.
Our decision was based on a cost analysis to retrofit this capability. It proved wise, since
we subsequently purchased and installed a television monitoring system with range time
annotation.



A self test antenna to calibrate our telemetry receivers and verify antenna feed operation
prior to daily operation was another option we included.

To track close-in targets, a sidelobe reference antenna was the final option.

SPECIAL CAPABILITIES

Prior to finalizing the tracking system configuration, we discussed several operational
scenarios that could be encountered with our new system. Two items caused concern:
failure of the ACU-6 controller, and tracking an overhead pass.

Failure of the ACU-6 controller during a flight could cause the loss of a test, necessitating
a re-fly with its attendant cost and scheduling problems. The solution was to add the
capability of joy-stick control of the antenna and pedestal through a by-pass antenna
control panel connected to the ACU-6 antenna control unit. During normal operation, the
by-pass panel is not activated, however, the operator can press the joy-stick thumb switch
and slew either or both the axes of the pedestal, relying only on DC voltages supplied by
the ACU-6. Through this technique the digital servoloop of the ACU-6 is bypassed for
normal and soft failure modes. In the event of catastrophic ACU-6 failure, the by-pass
control is activated, and the operator can control the antenna directly with the joy-stick.
The by-pass control contains all the power supplies for this mode of operation. Through
this mechanism, the ACU-6 antenna control unit can also be removed from the equipment
rack for servicing without shutting down the system.

Tracking an overhead pass became of interest in light of our experience trying to track high
altitude supersonic flights of F-15’s and near supersonic flights of AV-8B’s flying patterns.
We discussed at length an algorithm proposed by Electro Magnetic Processes that would
be designed to cause the antenna to either plunge through or slew around the singularity
point, and automatically reacquire the autotrack mode of operation. McDonnell Aircraft
flight test engineering provided data regarding these flights. Analysis revealed that with 30
deg/sec azimuth tracking rate capability of our system, an overhead pass circuit is required
if the aircraft flies within a 3.33 km (1.8 nautical mile) diameter cylinder centered over the
telemetry tracking system. While the cylinder diameter becomes proportionally smaller as
the aircraft flies higher and/or slower, its minimum diameter is limited to 0.94 km (0.51
nautical mile) which corresponds to the “keyhole” of the tracking system.

Since McDonnell Aircraft purchased a system with the ACU-6 antenna control unit and
the sidelobe reference antenna option, Electro Magnetic Processes solved the overhead
pass problem by developing additional software and parameters monitoring circuitry. The
algorithm:



• predicts the trajectory of the test vehicle (straight line flight and constant velocity
assumed)

• decides when to leave the auto track mode and switch to the high speed slew mode
and sidelobe reference antenna, and

• decides where to slew the antenna and when to start the auto-acquire process leading
to the auto track mode of operation.

The final added feature was to have the elevation and azimuth drive gears plated to reduce
the play of the mechanical movement for the television camera installation.

A schematic representation of the telemetry tracking system is presented in Figure 2.

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

The two-axis, automatic tracking antenna system was installed on the peak of the roof of
Building 1881 at Edwards Air Force Base. McDonnell Douglas did a site survey,
consulted with telemetry operations, and studied the existing building structure. With the
approval of USAF civil engineering, a platform was designed, fabricated, and installed
positioning the antenna approximately 27m (90 ft) above ground level and 9m (30 ft) from
the edge of the building. The pedestal assembly includes a 1.2m (48-in) riser extension that
places the antenna high enough to clear obstacles on the roof, except for two 6m (20 ft)
metal tri-towers and a 3m (10 ft) diameter microwave antenna.

To date, no problems have been experienced with this installation. The antenna system
routinely tracks, with no loss, through the aforementioned obstacles. The !5 degree
depression capability of the antenna system is sufficient to allow line of sight of an aircraft
as it taxies to the runway and through take-off.

Low angle tracking has been excellent. Numerous lake bed touch-and-goes have been
tracked with no loss, as have other low level missions at greater distances. It is felt that
this performance can be attributed to the nominally 22dB sidelobe levels of the
RADSCAN system and the use of the multipath clipping feature of the ACU-6
microprocessor-based antenna control unit. When enabled, the multipath clipping function
inhibits downward movement of the elevation axis below an operator programmable angle
and slows the response of the elevation servo.

The antenna system has also been most impressive while tracking high angle of attack
missions. During these missions, the test vehicle often shows the antenna system many
rapidly changing aspect angles. To date, no loss of track have ever occurred.



During a recent ferry flight, a test vehicle was auto-tracked out to approximately 425 km
(230 nautical miles). This vehicle was configured with two stub blade antennas having
vertical polarization, radiating 4.5 watts each.

The overhead pass algorithm has not been initiated as yet during actual vehicle testing.
However, three test passes were flown and the overhead pass mode worked. Unlike a
plunge mode, the overhead pass mode keeps the antenna upright. This prevents an inverted
image from the video camera mounted on the antenna.

Operation of the ACU-6 by-pass control was verified shortly after we completed
installation of the antenna. McDonnell Aircraft elected to take delivery of the system
without the ACU-6 antenna control unit so Electro Magnetic Processes could complete
testing of the overhead pass software at their facility. This required that we achieve our
initial operational tracking capability through the by-pass control and joy-stick. We
operated in this manner for several weeks and verified the soundness of providing this
additional control capability.

The functions of the ACU-6 microprocessor based antenna control unit are numerous.
However, time required to train operators is minimal. A thorough reading of the instruction
manual, a demonstration of all the functions, and a sidesaddle flight with an experienced
operator is all the formal training generally needed. This does assume that the trainee is
familiar with the test vehicles and range environment prior to exposure to the ACU-6. This
prior knowledge is useful in deriving the most out of ACU-6 functions such as multipath
clipping enable, rate memory, and position memory.

There are far too many other useful functions of the ACU-6 to mention in this presentation.
However, one that is enjoyed by the operators, that is not associated with auto tracking, is
the immediate designate mode. This function allows the antenna to be instantly
commanded to operate pre-programmed coordinate angles such as antenna stow position,
boresight towers, “last chance”, and other intercept points.

At the time of this writing, the antenna system has been in operation for ten months. Due
to the customization of the system for McDonnell Aircraft, some problems were
discovered during start up. Electro Magnetic Processes quickly diagnosed and corrected
these problems. Only one general maintenance problem has occurred and was corrected in
a timely manner by McDonnell Aircraft.



CONCLUSION

The telemetry tracking antenna system provides an important capability at McDonnell
Aircraft’s Edwards Air Force Base flight test facility. The system represents the results of
extensive study, practical telemetry operating experience, and advances in technology and
performance. We believe that the requirement to provide this capability has been satisfied.
This system will fulfill McDonnell Aircraft’s needs well into the future.
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FIGURE 1  MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT TELEMETRY TRACKING SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS

• OFF-THE-SHELF EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE WHERE POSSIBLE

• OPERATING PARAMETERS

FREQUENCY BAND - 1435 to 2400 MHz

DATA BANDWIDTH - BASEBAND PCM, 5 MEGABITS NRZ OR 5 MHz
BLACK & WHITE VIDEO

DIVERSITY - LEFT & RIGHT HAND CIRCULAR
POLARIZATION

LOCATION - AT PEAK OF 27m (90 ft) BUILDING LOCATED,
608m (2000 ft) ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL

RECEIVERS - MICRODYNE 1100 AR SUPPLIED BY
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT

• TARGET TRANSMITTING SYSTEM

UPPER ANTENNA - CROSSED SLOT, LEFT CIRCULAR
POLARIZATION

LOWER ANTENNA - QUARTER WAVE STUB VERTICALLY
POLARIZED

TRANSMITTER POWER - 5 WATTS TO EACH ANTENNA

• SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

DELIVER C/N OF +24dB WHEN RECEIVING SIGNAL FROM TARGET
MANEUVERING AT ALTITUDE TO 15,200m
(50,000 ft) AND RANGE TO 278km (150
NAUTICAL MILES)

AZIMUTH TRAVEL - 360 DEGREES CONTINUOUS, BI-DIRECTIONAL

ELEVATION TRAVEL - 180 DEGREES CONTINUOUS, BI-DIRECTIONAL

TRACKING VELOCITY - 15 DEGREES/SECOND MINIMUM



MINIMUM TRACKING CAPABILITY - MANUAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION,
AUTOTRACK THEREAFTER, MEMORY TRACK,
SEARCH MODE, MULTIPATH CLIPPING
FUNCTION

VIDEO CAMERA RETROFIT CAPABILITY

• OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

TEMPERATURE - 35EC to +65EC

HUMIDITY - TO 100%RH INCLUDING CONDENSATION

WIND - TO 80km/hr (50 mph) OPERATIONAL, 240km/hr
(150 mph) STOW

MISCELLANEOUS - SAND, DUST, SALT SPRAY AS EXPERIENCED
AT TYPICAL SITES WITHIN THE
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES, IN
PARTICULAR THE MOJAVE DESERT

A PROTECTIVE DOME, IF COST EFFECTIVE
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A TUNABLE MULTIPLEX DISCRIMINATOR
WITH

DIGITAL OUTPUT

Richard G. Vorce
Principal Engineer

Fairchild Weston Systems Inc.

ABSTRACT

The unit to be described differs from present tunable discriminator products chiefly
because it is designed to simultaneously demodulate all the subcarrier channels in a
frequency division multiplex. In addition the demodulated output data is presented in
digital format that is compatible for direct computer entry. The discriminator
implementation techniques will be discussed at the block diagram level. Particular
emphasis will be given to the use of “Finite Impulse Response” filters and also to the
internal tape speed compensation process.

INTRODUCTION

The discriminator to be described herein differs from current tunable discriminators in two
major aspects:

1. It is designed to simultaneously demodulate all the subcarrier channels in a frequency
division multiplex.

2. The output data is in a digital time division multiplex format where each output data
sample is represented by a 12 bit resolution digital word.

FUNCTIONALITY

This unit encompasses a number of functions that are normally provided by separate pieces
of hardware in a typical frequency division multiplex system. Figure 1 shows the range of
equipment that might possibly be replaced by the tunable multiplex discriminator. The first
and most obvious units to be replaced are the modular (1 per subcarrier channel)
discriminators themselves. Along with the modular units it also eliminates the need for
large quantities of extra channel selector and low pass filter plug-in modules. The tunable
mux disciminator (TMD) has its own internal tape speed compensation system. This



capability takes the place of a reference discriminator and multiplex delay line. A
frequency multiplex calibrator is not needed since the TMD uses a master crystal reference
to generate all of the required center frequencies for sampling, down translation and output
format generation. Another set of hardware that the TMD eliminates is the auto-cal
hardware that is sometimes supplied on a per discriminator channel basis. Last but not
least the TMD does away with the requirement for an analog multiplexer and an analog-to-
digital converter. Data output from the TMD is in a bit parallel, word serial sample plan
format and is accompanied by all the timing (WRATE, FRATE, SFRATE etc.) signals that
are appropriate for computer or preprocessor entry.

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

Some noteworthy performance features of the TMD are:

• Up to 24 subcarrier channels can be demodulated simultaneously. Each of the
numerous IRIG recommended multiplex structures can be handled in a single pass.

• Zero and gain stability are crystal controlled. This eliminates the center frequency and
bandedge drift normally caused by component instabilities and temperature
sensitivity. In fact it eliminates the conventional Balance and Bandedge Voltage
controls completely.

• All filters exhibit both absolute linear phase response and constant amplitude
attenuation characteristics. The use of multi tap (multi-coefficient) Finite Impulse
Response filters reduces the dynamic distortion caused by the amplitude and group
delay non-idealities of analog domain filters.

• FM/FM carriers are handled in a single pass. The data contained on the 2nd tier FM
subcarriers is output.

• Automatic normalization permits the discriminator to demodulate VCO outputs whose
center frequency has drifted. The TMD not only corrects output zero and span but it
also corrects its filter tuning to recenter the input subcarrier.

COMPARISON TO A CONVENTIONAL DISCRIMINATOR

Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram that permits us to make a comparison between a
conventional discriminator and a digital realization that performs much the same task. The
major functional block differences between the two approaches are on the input and
output. The TMD input contains an anti-aliasing filter and an analog-to-digital converter.
The TMD output contains a sample plan format generator and ID tag generator. The



similarities between the two approaches lie in the areas of bandpass filtering, detection,
scaling and low pass output filtering.

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3 shows a more detailed block diagram of the TMD configuration. It will be used to
discuss the implementation of each of the functional requirements in the discriminator
design.

The block diagram shows the sequence of processes applied to the input multiplex signal
by the TMD. The unit employs digital implementation techniques throughout. Time sharing
of the major functional blocks reduces the total circuit count to manageable numbers. The
block diagram can best be understood by considering a single subcarrier channel applied to
the TMD input.

The input analog signal is first passed through a high order low pass filter. This serves to
eliminate out-of-band frequency components which might produce alias errors in the
sampling process. The next block contains a de-emphasis network and an automatic gain
control function. The de-emphasis network would be used to remove pre-emphasis if
necessary. The purpose of the AGC circuit is to insure that the incoming composite signal
makes efficient use of the dynamic input signal range of the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). The ADC is a high speed encoding device that provides 8 bit resolution digital
output.

All signal processing in the remainder of the discriminator after the ADC is done in the
digital domain. The ADC sampling rate is set high enough to guarantee a minimum of 3.5
samples per cycle of the highest subcarrier frequency in the multiplex. This sample rate
provides adequate sampling of the highest frequency channels in the multiplex. However, it
grossly oversamples the channels in the lower frequency spectrum of the multiplex. In
order to reduce the load on subsequent processing hardware the samples associated with
the lower frequency channels in the multiplex are decimated in an orderly progression.

The next process that the input data samples are subjected to is complex detranslation to
DC and complex filtering. A crystal controlled center frequency synthesizer generates both
in phase and quadratrue components of the desired subcarrier center frequency. When the
synthesizer outputs are multiplied by the data sample the resultant spectrum contains the
both sum of the input subcarrier frequency and the reference frequency and also the
difference between the two frequencies. Passing this spectrum through the complex low
pass filters yields the desired modulated subcarrier detranslated about dc (zero frequency).
The amount of frequency deviation of the subcarrier is proportional to the originating data
signal amplitude with the rate of deviation being proportional to the data signal frequency



content. At the output of the complex low pass filter only the channel of interest is present
during any single processing interval.

Figure 4 depicts a scheme for combining the complex filter output signals and manipulating
them to produce the desired FM detected output. The quadrature outputs of the two filters
are applied to a divider which outputs the tangent of the angle of the carrier, i.e.
Asin 2/Acos 2 = tan 2. The tangent value out of the divider is connected to an arc tangent
converter which in turn outputs the instantaneous value of phase of the input subcarrier. As
a result of these calculation the phase difference between successive output samples is
known. The time difference between successive samples of the same subcarrier is also
known. Therefore, the detected frequency can be estimated as the derivative of phase
approximated by finite differences.

Again, looking at figure 3 shows that the detected samples are applied to a low pass output
filter circuit. Data sample decimation can also occur at this filter input. The output data
sample rate need only be high enough to provide at least 3.5 samples per cycle of the
equivalent modulation index of one (MI=1) frequency. The filter is bandwidth limited,
allowing only the desired output data signal to pass. Amplitude scaling is then performed.
The scale factor is determined by the specified peak deviation of the channel of interest.

For data channels, the samples out of the low pass filter and scaler are applied to the
output formatter. The formatter’s function is to create a predetermined output sample plan
and also to assign ID tags to the individual data samples. The formatter must generate the
word rate, frame rate, subframe rate and other timing signals required by the system. The
formatter also supplies the status bits and the handshake signals required for an orderly
data handoff to such other devices as digital-to-analog converters, preprocessors and host
computers.

For quick-look purposes a single DAC, switchable to any input channel, is provided. The
analog data out of the DAC can be used to drive a strip chart or other recording device for
performance verification.

TAPE SPEED COMPENSATION

The tunable multiplex discriminator demodulates a tape speed reference subcarrier in the
same manner that it demodulates data subcarriers. The reference subcarrier can be
recorded with the multiplex or can be taken from a separate track of the recorder. The
reference subcarrier can be any channel in the multiplex, assuming that it has sufficient
data bandwidth to accommodate the tape speed error signal. There is one restriction; if the
reference subcarrier is recorded on a separate track it can not overlay any of the
subcarriers in the spectrum of the data multiplex.



Once the tape speed error signal is available at the low pass filter output it is run through a
special per channel scaling circuit. The output is then fed back to the complex center
frequency synthesizer at the TMD input. The tape speed error signal is used to modulate
the individual subcarrier center frequencies that are generated by the complex synthesizer.
This process would result in cancellation of the wow and flutter errors that occur in the
data channels if the reference subcarrier processing delay were equalized. The required
delay equalization is provided by holding the data subcarrier samples in shift registers. The
data samples are output from the shift registers after the appropriate number of reference
subcarrier processing cycles have elapsed. In this fashion the data samples and the
modulated synthesizer samples arrive at the detranslator multipliers in the proper phase
relationship to insure that tape speed error compensation is accomplished.

DIGITAL FILTERING

Traditionally, frequency division multiplexing system design parameters have been
constrained by the limitations of bandpass and low pass filter designs. Interchannel
spacing, crosstalk, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic distortion are some of the
performance characteristics that are filter dependent. Filter designs arrived at by frequency
domain synthesis leave a lot to be desired when compared to an ideal filter. The ideal, but
not physically realizable filter, would have a flat passband amplitude response plus flat
group delay in the passband, combined with zero transmission in the stop band. Digital
filter designs, developed in the past 8 to 10 years, have resulted in a class of filters that do
permit a more idealized realization. The use of digital filter techniques in the TMD has
played a large part in making the design task feasible.

To readily obtain a linear phase and an equi-ripple amplitude response, a finite impulse
response (FIR) type digit filter is used. The number of coefficients to adequately
characterize the impulse response of the desired filter is first determined. Optimization
programs allow computer design of the impulse response coefficients to meet specific
criteria, such as cutoff frequency, transition bandwidth, out-of-band attenuation, etc. The
impulse response is forced to be symmetrical in order to guarantee linear phase response.

Figure 5 shows the basic functional configuration to implement a FIR digital filter. The
filtering action involves the discrete convolution of N successive samples of the subcarrier
input signal with N coefficients of the desired impulse response. Figure 5 depicts the
convolution at time tn for an N sample impulse response. As each sample of the data signal
is shifted into the register the convolution operation is performed again. A forty (40)
coefficient impulse response is often used to implement a useful filter function. The
resulting multiply rates get very large when you consider the number of samples per
subcarrier processed each second multiplied by the number of subcarriers in the multiplex.
The multiply rates get even higher because multiple filter processes are being carried out



simultaneously. High speed, low power multiplier circuits play a very crucial role in the
overall discriminator design. Filter related functions comprise roughly 50% of the circuitry
in the TMD.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to highlight the aspects of the TMD design that were
straightforward and fairly easy to portray. However, there is another aspect of the TMD
design task that almost defies explanation. The problem associated with control timing,
and data handling were inded difficult to solve. The author wishes to thank his fellow
engineers Joe Lehmann, Gene Schroeder and Bill Waggener for making it possible to write
and present this paper.
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Abstract

Universal and adaptive data compression techniques have the capability to globally
compress all types of data without loss of information but have the disadvantage of
complexity and computation speed. Advances in hardware speed and the reduction of
computational costs have made universal data compression feasible. Implementations of
the Adaptive Huffman and Lempel-Ziv compression algorithms are evaluated for
performance. Compression ratios versus run times for different size data files are
graphically presented and discussed in the paper. Required adjustments needed for
optimum performance of the algorithms relative to theoretical achievable limits will be
outlined.

Overview of Data Compression

The goal of a data compression system is to effect a saving in the amount of storage
required to hold or the amount of time required to transmit a given block of digital
information. Data compression is the transformation of a data sequence into a new
sequence containing the same information, but whose length is smaller than the original.
The compression ratio is defined as the ratio of the length of the encoded output data to the
length of the original input data. The smaller the compression ratio, the greater the savings
will be. The result of compression is a direct saving in the cost of storing or
communicating data. Communications over satellite links or storing of large archival files
are typical examples. In both storage and time, compression results in a monetary saving:
if tapes or discs are used to store files, then fewer tapes or discs will be required for
storing compressed files; if telephone lines or satellite links are used for transmitting digital
information, the lower charges will result if the data is compressed prior to transmission(l).



Data compression techniques have been investigated over the last 30 years. Figure 1
shows a chart of data compression techniques by category. These categories are
summarized from techniques reported in the literature.

Data compression can be classified into two broad groups. Parametric (or model) and
waveform techniques. Waveform algorithms are concerned with preserving the “wave
shape” of the data signal through sampling and quantization processes. Parametric
algorithms, on the other hand, are concerned with representing the data signal as the output
of a model that best characterizes the data generation process. These techniques virtually
always entail a loss of fidelity or an increases in distortion. Advanced communication
techniques such as integrated services digital networks require compression algorithms that
are not source dependent and where tandem sources are encountered. When no a priori
knowledge of the data source is available, and if statistical preprocessing is not practical,
the problem of data compression becomes more complicated. Sperry has developed
universal compression techniques that are based upon a theory of complexity and
compression published in the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory in a series of three
articles by A. Lempel and J. Ziv. One of these papers was awarded best paper of the year
by the IEEE Society. The articles define a new measure of complexity that treats just the
record at hand, this treatment does not employ a probabilistic source for the data record.
From this measure of complexity, Lempel-Ziv proposed a string matching and parsing
approach to data compression that is noiseless. This algorithm addresses many of the
traditional problems associated with data compression in that it dynamically adapts to the
redundancy characteristics of the data being compressed and it is not an approximation
technique; it does not remove redundancy to some acceptable level, but faithfully
reproduces the original compressed data stream. Lempel and Ziv developed theoretical
arguments to prove that the compression ratio achieved by the algorithm uniformly
approached the lower bounds on the compression ratio attained by algorithms designed to
match a statistically specified source. Additions and refinements have been made to these
algorithms by M. Cohn and J. Storer at Brandeis University under contract to Sperry. The
long range purpose of this study is to find universal textual substitution techniques that are
general purpose data compression techniques. These techniques can be used to remove
redundancy from a variety of digital data sources without prior knowledge of the type of
data and without an increase of distortion or loss of fidelity.

To be of practical and general utility a digital data compression system should satisfy four
basic criteria:

1)  It must be reversible (noiseless):  It must be possible to re-expand or decode the
compressed data back into its original form and without any alteration or loss of
information - that is, the decoded and original data must be identical and indistinguishable.



2)  It should be universal:  One algorithm should be applicable to all data sources. It is
desirable that no prior knowledge of the data source characteristics be required or
assumed, and that the compression method be adaptive to any changes in these
characteristics when they do occur.

3)  It should be asymptotically optimal:  While it cannot be expected that a universal or
general-purpose method will always compete successfully with a special-purpose
compression method on a small body of data, it is desirable that it be able to do so in the
long run - that is, as the amount of data to be compressed is increased without limit, it
should perform as well as any other method, including special-purpose methods which are
designed for the data in question.

4)  It should be linear:  The time required to execute the encoding and decoding
procedures should not grow faster than the amount of data to be processed. This is
essential to ensure that the time required to compress large blocks of data will not exceed
available time regardless of component device speeds. The working memory space
required to execute the procedures also should not grow faster than the data, and it should
be possible to limit this space to some fixed size while still continuing to further process,
though perhaps not optimally, the input data.

There are a variety of lossless data compression algorithms that have been developed. Two
particular implementations to be considered in this paper are the Adaptive Huffman and
the Lempel-Ziv algorithms. The Adaptive Huffman is known for its lossless nature and its
self learning ability to adapt to the statistics of the data. The algorithm has excellent
properties when considering the first order statistics of the data but is not linear in its use
of memory nor is it universal. The Lempel-Ziv algorithm meets the four basic criteria for a
general utility data compression algorithm. This paper presents an evaluation of the time
linearity required to execute the encoding process for the two algorithms and shows the
constant of proportionality can be modified by the compression ratio to produce an
estimate of the run time.

Huffman Algorithm

In a classical paper by David Huffman(2), a method for encoding source symbols into a
minimum redundancy code was presented. The underlying mechanics of algorithm depend
on a knowledge of the statistics of the source to be encoded such that more probable
characters can be given shorter length codes and less probable characters can be given
longer length codes. Developing a good statistical representation of the source data is done
by histogram (Statistical Huffman), by blocking the input data and calculating the
probabilities of the characters (Blocked Huffman), or by keeping a running count of the
encoded characters and predict that similar statistics will follow (Adaptive Huffman). The



Statistical Huffman is not universal because the statistics of the data are required before
encoding. The Blocked Huffman is a “two pass” algorithm and requires that the tree
structure be stored and transmitted along with the data. The adaptive version of the
huffman algorithm was presented in a paper by Gallager(3) and most closely resembles a
universal algorithm in that implementations require no previous knowledge of the source
statistics but they are “learned” as the data is being processed. The Adaptive Huffman
algorithm acts like a filter on the data, is linear in time, and is a good algorithm for many
applications because of its ease of implementation. Its mechanics are discussed in the next
section. However, none of the Huffman implementations can be universal because the
encoding is based on the first order statistics of the source alphabet and the higher order
correlations of the data are ignored. In trying to exploit the higher order statistics of the
data one might be tempted to extend the alphabet size. The problem is that the tree
structure will grow geometrically as the alphabet size is extended thereby requiring an
enormous amount of memory space.

Adaptive Huffman

The Adaptive Huffman is implemented by keeping a list of sibling pairs that are part of a
tree structure. Each sibling pair has associated with it a forward pointer, a backward count
zero, a backward count one, a backward pointer to zero, and a backward pointer to one.
The statistics of the data are held in the tree structure by incrementing the counts in the
siblings during the encoding and the the tree structure is altered according to the counts by
swapping pointers of sibling pairs. The decoder also adjusts the decoding tree in the same
manner such that no tree structure need be transmitted or stored as part of the decoding
process. Two important parameters of the algorithm are N and alpha. After N characters
have been encoded, each of the counts are divided by alpha. Besides keeping the counts
from overflowing the computer data registers, the parameters play an important role in the
way the algorithm learns and maintains the statistics of the data. If the counts are kept
small then local statistics that are found in the data are readily integrated into the tree
statistics. On the other hand if the counts are too small then the overall statistics of the data
are not held firmly in the tree and poor codes are produced. The process of the encoding is
linear in that for each character to be encoded the tree structure is traversed and compares
and pointer swappings are made. However, it is important to note that the number of
pointer swaps and compares depends on where the character hangs on the tree. The
number of pointer swaps and compares is difficult to calculate exactly but can be estimated
by observing that the compression ratio plays a key role. If the data is highly compressable
then traversing the tree is quicker and less compares and swaps are necessary. An estimate
of the time to compress or encode the data should be of the form

time = ((K1)CR + K2)N + K3



where CR is the compression ratio. Experimental results will show this to be an accurate
estimate.

There is included as part of the University of California Berkely Unix operating systems a
version of the Adaptive Huffman called COMPACT written by Colin McMaster. This
particular implementation sets the N parameter to run to the end of the file thereby
eliminating the need for the alpha parameter. For use on a computer system with the type
of files that are considered this is a reasonable thing to do because a file that is being
compacted will most likely have similar statistics throughout file and also be of length that
will not overflow the data registers of the counts. The COMPACT algorithm is used to
determine the constants in equation (1) for the Adaptive Huffman algorithm.

Lempel-Ziv Algorithm

Recent efforts of Abraham Lempel and Jacob Ziv have lead to their development of a
universal algorithm for sequential data compression based on the complexity of finite
strings(4,5). The algorithm is universal because it requires no a priori knowledge of the
data, is self learning of all types of sources, and encodes the data to the highest
compressability possible based on the complexity. In their papers, Lempel and Ziv discuss
the theoretical properties of the algorithm rather than develop an efficient algorithm to
compute it. In a following paper, Rodeh, Pratt, and Even(8), show a method by which the
Lempel-Ziv algorithm can be implemented in linear time based on an algorithm by
McCreight for constructing suffix trees. There are still implementation issues to be
considered such as the size of the dictionary that can be used to remember past data and
the adaption time of the algorithm to begin compression.

Lempel-Ziv-Welch Algorithm

An implementation of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm that was designed to optimize the speed of
the algorithm has been presented in a paper by Welch(7). This implementation, referred to
as Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW), parses strings of the source data by matching them to
previously seen strings that have been stored in a dictionary and encoding the dictionary
index. The most common strings are saved until the buffer space is full and then the
dictionary is searched using a hashing technique for speed. Once the dictionary is built the
encoding process continues with a fixed dictionary. A version of the LZW algorithm
known as COMPRESS has been implemented by CS-NET users and has been evaluated
for its effectiveness for compression and run time in this paper. There are many variables
that can effect the time it takes to encode a character and an exact expression would
require factors such as dictionary size, the hashing technique used, whether or not the
dictionary is full, I/O times, and the length of the strings that are being parsed from the
source. Regardless of the number of parameters involved it is conjectured that the run time



of the algorithm can be expressed as a modified linear time equation depending on the
compression ratio as

time = ((K1)CR + K2)N + K3 (2)

which is the same prediction used for the Adaptive Huffman algorithm.

Experimental Results

The purpose of the experimental study is to show that the time required to encode or
compress the source data, when using the Adaptive Huffman or the Lempel-Ziv algorithm,
is linear and that the constants need to be adjusted for the compression ratio. This
relationship is important for hardware and software considerations when using a single
processor for performing the algorithm without distributive functions. The COMPRESS
and COMPACT code were both implemented on the VAX 11/780 with a fixed size buffer
and evaluated for run times. An estimate of the I/O times showed that removing them from
the results produced only minor changes, therefore the I/O times were included. It is
important to note that the equations to be verified are estimates and our objective is to
have the predicted run time to be within ten percent of the actual measured run time.
Repeating the experiment on other machines will produce different constants depending on
cycle times (etc.) but will still produce results in line with the objective of showing
linearity in time and that the constants depend on the compression ratio.

To find the desired constants, data files were generated with different compressablity for
50, 100, 500, and 1000 kilobytes. Figure 2 shows the results of the experiment. Constants
were calculated from the data for COMPACT as

K1 = 800 x 10-6

K2 = 122 x 10-6

K3 = 0.1

and equation (1) becomes

time = ((0.8)CR + 0.122)N + 0.1   seconds (1)

where N is in kilobytes. Likewise the constants for COMPRESS were calculated from the
data giving

K1 = 200 x 10-6

K2 = 46 x 10-6

K3 = 0.15



and equation (2) becomes

time = ((0.2)CR + 0.046)N + 0.15   seconds (2)

where N is in kilobytes. Further experimentation with the equations enabled the start up
time constant K3 to be calculated and verified the equations to be good estimates for files
of all sizes when the compression ratio was within a range of 0.1 to 0.9. The results of the
experiment will allow implementation criteria to be more accurately determined for
hardware and software allowing the algorithms to be used with a better understanding of
there performance.

Improving Performance

Data compression algorithms are required to globally remove all redundancy and
correlations from the data to be universally optimum. In order to improve the performance
of COMPACT, the buffer size could be increased which would allow higher order
correlations in the data to be encoded more efficiently. This would also require that zero
probability extensions of the source alphabet be included in the buffer and that its size
grow geometrically. This is not a very efficient use of increasing the buffer size and
becomes unrealistic very quickly. Other minor changes to the parameters of the Adaptive
Huffman can be made to adjust to local correlations of the data if there is sufficient
structure in the data. These are not significant and require some knowledge about the data.

Improving the performance of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm under the constraints of a finite
dictionary will allow universal data compression to be achieved. COMPRESS is a current
implementation of the algorithm that performs quickly and utilizes the buffer space
available more efficiently than the Adaptive Huffman algorithm. The Welch version of the
Lempel-Ziv algorithm was not intended to be a universal implementation but modified to
give high performance in speed and compression for many types of data that are common
to computers files. Experience with using COMPRESS has shown it to perform better than
COMPACT in both compression and speed on typical data such as english text or
computer program source code. The two algorithms will generally reach a different
compression ratio but if the compression ratios were similar then COMPRESS encodes 4
or 5 times faster. However, when COMPRESS reaches higher compression it will also
encode at a higher speed, as shown in Figure 2, resulting in encoding times that are 8 or 9
times faster than COMPACT. The compression performance for COMPRESS is
influenced by the fixed length index that is used to encode the data which causes an
expansion of the file when random data is encountered. This is because the bits required to
encode the index pointer to the dictionary require more bits than the source characters.
Increasing the entries that are saved in the dictionary increases the expansion of the data
file when encoding random data. On the opposite end of the compression ratio, when



highly compressable data is encountered the dictionary must be significantly large to
ensure high performance compression. The original work of Lempel and Ziv encoded the
data as variable length output strings which enabled optimum performance at all levels of
compression. This performance was sacrificed for higher encoding speeds in the Lempel-
Ziv-Welch algorithm. The compression performance of COMPACT for random data
produces a much smaller expansion than COMPRESS because the algorithm produces
variable length output codes. There have been many other variations of the Lempel-Ziv
algorithm that have been studied by Eastman, Cohn, Storer, Cox(6), and others to find the
best performance while using a finite dictionary. Parameters to consider are dictionary
size, how and when to enter data into the dictionary, the length of the string to parse from
the source, and the time required to initiate compression after the encoding begins. These
implementations are being evaluated at the present time.

Conclusions

Data reduction algorithms can add to the efficiency of a system by reducing storage
requirements, transmission, and throughput of the data. The importance of universal data
compression is the ability to globally remove redundant information from the data
regardless of previous compression techniques and to provide data compression when
there is no a priori knowledge of the data statistics. The Lempel-Ziv algorithm is a
universal data compression algorithm meeting the four basic criteria for general utility data
compression. As the cost of computation continues to decrease, more complex universal
compression algorithms will enable the performance of digital systems to improve.
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Figure 1.  Data Compression



Figure 2. Experimental results showing effects of
Compression Ratio on the run time using
COMPRESS and COMPACT for several data files.
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ABSTRACT

For space monitoring systems, it is necessary to compress the transmitted data to minimize
the power and bandwidth requirements. Although there are many data compression
techniques, here we will only discuss the sample reduction technique because it is the best
candidate for cases when the signal contains many redundant samples and the resolution
requirement for the reconstructed signal is very high.

In this paper, we introduce a new code to further reduce the compressed signal data
derived from the sample reduction technique. The main advantage of this approach is that
we can minimize the transmission data rate without requiring a priori knowledge of the
signal distribution property. In addition, it can also reduce the buffer size requirement.
Examples are given for clarification and discussion.

INTRODUCTION

Data compression is one of the most important elements that space monitoring systems
utilize to minimize the required transmission power and bandwidth. From the system’s
point of view, compressing the transmission data could provide at least four advantages: to
speed up the real-time processing, to widen the mission coverage, to improve the
resolution of the reconstructed signal, and to enhance the raw data generation rate.

Conceptually, data compression is constructed to reduce the raw data output to the user’s
required processing rate before transmitting through the channel. Typical raw data sources
are two dimensional photographs, vicicon images, voice or speech signals, IR images, etc.

Data compressions could be roughly classified into three basic categories: the source
sample encoding, the transform compression, and the redundant sample reduction. The
first two categories minimize the data rate by reducing the number of bits required to
encode the source samples. But the last one reduces the number of samples before
encoding them. In this study, our discussion would concentrate on further improving the



compression ratio from the sample reduction technique. Readers who are interested in
various data compression techniques should directly refer to the reference list.

The two major redundant sample reduction methods are the prediction method and the
interpolation method. In both cases, the algorithm that the data compressor uses to predict
the new sample and to decide which sample to transmit must be available to the receiver
for data reconstruction. The information needed for the receiver to recognize which
samples are transmitted and which samples are deleted is denoted as “time-tag” data. This
information has to be transmitted through the channel along with the compressed signal
data.

This paper introduces a new coding technique to compress the time-tag data. Regardless of
the employed sample reduction method, this technique could provide the following
advantages:  a) it minimizes the overall transmission data rate, b) its performance is
insensitive to the statistical distribution of lengths of intervals between transmitted
samples, c) the buffer size requirement could be significantly reduced, and d) the
implementation of this approach is relatively simple. Examples are given for illustration
and discussion.

REDUNDANT SAMPLE DEDUCTION AND TIME-TAG DATA COMPRESSION

Redundant Sample Reduction Techniques

In communication systems, the signal is sampled and coded with a sampling rate sufficient
to provide the maximum rate of signal change. Therefore, many samples which are either
introduced by over sampling or able to be reconstructed from the properties of the signal
are redundant. Redundancy reduction is theoretically possible since a sample or series of
samples can be eliminated from a given input signal and is then reconstructed later by
using the samples preceding or succeeding it.

There are many redundant sample reduction methods. From the operational point of view,
they could be classified as prediction method and interpolation method. Prediction method
eliminates redundant samples through the combination of measuring other samples and
comparing them with the present sample. That is, if the difference in the comparison is
within a pre-selected value, the present sample is eliminated. This prediction is then
propagated to the next sample and the same test is repeated. Whenever the difference
exceeds the pre-selected value, the sample will be encoded and transmitted.

The difference between the prediction method and interpolation method is that the later
eliminates redundant samples by coding only the end points of signal intervals. Those
sample within two end points are eliminated because the deviation of these samples from



their interpolated estimates are less than the pre-selected value. In both prediction and
interpolation methods, each transmitting sample is encoded into a binary codeword.
Typical sample encoding techniques are PCM, DPCM, adaptive PCM, etc.

Zero-order and first-order elimination (i.e., elimination is based on the difference between
sample amplitudes or slopes of the samples amplitudes) are the most commonly used
prediction/interpolation methods. Occasionally, second or higher-order elimination may be
also employed. Among these methods, the zero-order prediction method is the simplest
one.

Time-Tag Sequence

Here, we shall describe the basic procedure of using the time-tag data in the sample
reduction technique. Let us consider a transmitting sequence consisting of a series of
section search containing K samples. Let T be the time-tag sequence where a “1” indicates
that a transmitting sample is in this position and a “0” indicates that a compressed sample
is in this position. Let S be the binary sample amplitude sequence obtained from the
sample amplitude sequence S’, in which each sample is encoded into Q binary bits.
Without compressing the time-tag sequence, the transmitted sequence, M, consisting of T
and S, could be expressed as M = (T) (S). For example, let K = 30 and Q = 6 as shown in
Fig. 1, then the M sequence could be expressed as

M = (T)(S) = ( 101001101010011100011000111011)(000001001100100100100101100001100010
111110111000111000111011111001010000001100001001011110011110).

It is clear that, regardless of how many data samples being compressed, the minimum
number of transmitted digits for M is bounded by the number of digits in T, or at least
equal to K binary bits. This limitation is a severe drawback for signal S with very high
sample compression ratio. For this reason, we introduce a new code here to maximize the
data compression ratio. This code would be very useful for compressing signals with high
sample compression ratio and random redundant sample distribution as those in space
monitoring systems.

Binary Non-consecutive One (BN1) Code

Consider that a typical time-tag sequence contains many blocks of all-zero digits. Let us
denote one of these blocks to be X which consists of x $ 1 consecutive zero bits. For
example, if X = 0, x = 1; if X = 00, x = 2, and so on. Now, let us encode this X sequence
into a BN1 code Y which does not contain consecutive one digit. Let k be the number of
binary digits in Y and let *Y* be the decimal value of Y. For example if Y = 01010, it
implies that k = 5 and *Y* = 10. Then, the basic encoding rule of this BN1 code is the
following.



(i). If X = 0, X is encoded into Y = 0.
(ii). Consider that there are two all-zero sequences X’ and X” such that X’ is encoded into

Y’ and X” is encoded into Y”. Let x’ and x” be the number of zeros in X’ and X”
such that x’ ! x” = 1; let *Y* and *Y”* be the decimal values of Y’ and Y”. Then the
following special properties would hold.

a) k’ ! k” must equal to either 0 or l.
b) If k’ ! k” = 1, then *Y”* is the maximum decimal value BN1 code with k” binary

digits (i.e., Y” is a binary clock sequence as Y” = 101010 ... ), and Y’ is an all-zero
sequence.

c) If k’ ! k” = 0 and if there is a third BN1 code Y consisting of k’ digits and the
decimal value is *Y*, then *Y’* > *Y* … *Y”* implies that *Y”* > *Y*.

An example of encoding X into Y is given in Table 1. It shows that (x ! k) > 0 for x > 1.
Equality holds only when x = 1.

Property of the BN1 Code

The property of this BN1 code could be described by using the combinations of the non-
consecutive one digits. Let Nk be the maximum number of different combinations of the k
digits long BN1 code, where k > 0, we shall have

Nk+2 = Nk+l + Nk holds for k > 0.

The above statement can be proved by the finite induction theory.

First of all, let us examine three simplest cases: N1 = 2, N2 = 3, and N3 = 5 (i.e., 0 and 1
for N1; 00, 01, and 10 for N2; 000, 001, 010, 100, and 101 for N3). Thus,

a) Nk+2 = NK+1 + Nk is true for k = 1.
b) Assume that when k = n, the equation Nn+2 = Nn+1 + Nn is true.
c) Now, we shall prove that when k = n + 1, Nn+3 = Nn+2 + Nn+l is also true.

Consider that the first digit in the BN1 code is a “0”, then the total number of the code
sequence is clearly equal to Nn+2. However, if the first digit in the BN1 code is a “1”, then
the second digit can only be a zero and the total number of BN1 code sequence thus equal
to Nn+1. Therefore, when k = n + 1, the equation Nk+2 = Nk+1 + Nk is also true.



By using the same argument, let Vk be the total number of BN1 codes with length less than
or equal to k digits long, we shall have

The calculation of Nk and Vk is quite easy. For convenience, the values of Nk and Vk for
1 # k # 20 are given in Table 2 for ready reference.

The above equations can be easily proved by using the number of different combinations
of the BN1 code. For example, if Y = 1010, then x = 2 N3 + N2 + 2 N1 + N0 = 2x5 + 3 +
2x2 + 1 = 18 (Refer to Table 2). The decimal value x can be converted to the equivalent
BN1 code Y with a similar procedure. Since this convertion procedure is straight forward,
we would omit in this paper.

REAL-TIME SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

Transmission of Data with BN1 Code

In this section, we shall describe the procedure of transmitting the real-time signal when
the BN1 code is being used. Since the BN1 code is of variable length, a “comma” is
needed to distinguish and separate it from the binary sample amplitude data. The real-time
signal transmission is then conducted as following:

M = ... (BN1 code) (comma) (sample data) (BN1 code)

The comma indicates that the BN1 code has been ended and how many consecutive
samples are going to be transmitted. The sample data gives the amplitudes of those
transmitted samples. In order to synchronize easily, we would suggest to use a “110" as a
comma when there is only one transmitting sample, and a block “2n consecutive one
followed by a zero” as a comma when we transmit a block of n consecutive samples. This
comma can be easily distinguished from the BN1 code even when the BN1 code ends with
a “1” digit. However, if the transmitting samples frequently occur in a solid burst, we
should change the comma from “1111...0” to a new comma “0111...0” in which the
number of “1” is equal “n+1”. In the following, we shall use a simple example to illustrate
this encoding procedure.



Let us refer to the signal data distribution given in Fig. 1. By using the real-time signal
transmission format that we just described above, we would have

M = ... (110) (000001) (0) (110) (001100) (1) (11110) (100100100101) ...

For this example, we shall see that the comma is significant not only in separating the BN1
code from the sample amplitude data, but also in stopping the error propagation when
errors occur in the receiving sequence.

Comparison of Different Time-Tag Codes

The most commonly used time-tag code is the fixed-length code. In order to maximize the
average compression ratio (ACR), we should select the code length L = log2 (ACR), and
thus L would be longer than 10 bits for (ACR) > 1000. But if we wish to minimize the
buffer size requirement, we should select L to be around 3 bits for the lower short time
ACR, say (ACR) = 10. To compromise between the ACR and the buffer size, we may
select L = 6 bits. A system with a 6-bit time-tag code would limit the maximum sample
compression to 63:1, since every 64th consecutive redundant sample must be transmitted
as though it were a non-redundant sample. Further discussion on the subject of minimizing
the buffer size will be given in the final conclusion.

An example to compare the performance of the fixed-length time-tag code with the BN1
code is given in the following paragraphs.

Assume that there is a block of 10,000 signal samples and each sample is encoded (or
quantized) into 6 binary bits. We shall study three situations: no sample compression,
sample compression with 6-bit time-tag code, and sample compression with BN1 code for
time-tag compression.

a) It is clear that if we transmit the signal without sample compression, the number of
digits needed to transmit is equal to 60,000.

b) Assume that an efficient sample compression technique is employed to eliminate
99.9% of the samples. We shall study two extreme cases. First, consider that the
transmitted samples are uniformly distributed. We would need 960 bits for time-tag,
and 960 bits for samples, or a total of 1920 binary bits. Second, if transmitted samples
were all located at the end of the block, we would need 1014 bits for time-tag and
1014 bits for samples, or a total of 2028 binary bits.

c) Consider that a BN1 code is used to reduce the time-tag data in the above case. First,
let us assume the 10 transmitted samples are uniformly distributed. In this case, we
would need 130 bits for time-tag (i.e., 10 BN1 codes each consists of 13 binary bits),
130 for “commas”, 60 bits for samples, or a total of 220 binary bits. Second, if these



10 samples are located at the end of the block, we would only need 17 bits for one
BN1 code, 21 bits for a big comma, 60 bits for samples, or a total of 98 binary bits.

From the above simple example, we can easily see that sample reduction with BN1 code
could significantly minimize the required transmission data.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In designing the data compression for space monitoring systems, we are most concerned
with two critical factors:  the long term sample compression ratio and the buffer size
requirement.

The sample compression ratio is space monitoring systems is usually very high (> 1000).
The system usually utilizes a position code with fixed-length of 12 to 16 binary bits as the
time-tag sequence. The main reason for selecting such a long and fixed-length code is to
simplify the frame synchronization and to provide a simple one-to-one relationship
between each sensor and its corresponding signal position. The system could have a long
term minimum data transmission rate providing that:  a) one can correctly predict the signal
distribution, b) the signal distribution is time-invariant, and c) the system has an infinitive
buffer size. But in reality, the signal is random in nature and is usually a time-variant
function. Thus a position code with a fixed-length would not be able to satisfy various
kinds of unpredictable encountered signals.

We shall compare the typical position code with the BN1 code in two different aspects: the
compression ratio and the buffer size requirement.

In designing a system, one should not treat the maximum compression ratio as an absolute
value but as a relatively compared value. For example, a compression ratio of 1000 is
significantly better than a compression ratio of 125. But the advantage of a system with a
long term average compression ratio of 1105 over one with 995 is indeed not too much.

From the coding theory, we know that a fixed length code is only optimum for a signal
with a uniformly distributed property. Since the BN1 code is insensitive to the signal
distribution, its compression ratio for any random signal in reality is probably very close to
the compression ratio of an optimum fixed-length code for signal with uniformly
distribution property. Either one could have a slightly higher compression ratio over the
other depending upon the actural distribution of the signal.

Now, let us compare the second critical consideration for designing the space monitoring
system - the buffer size requirement. As we know, an extensive buffer storage must be
used in a data compression system so that the communication channel can cater for the



maximum information rate. Let us consider the case that a long burst of dense samples
with a short term ACR = 10 must be transmittted through the channel. If a 12-bit long
position code is utilized for the time-tag, and if the signal amplitude is encoded into 6 bits
per sample, then each of these samples would require 18 bits. However, by using our
proposed BN1 coding technique, we would expect that it only needs bits between 9 (i.e., a
3-bit coma “110” and a 6-bit sample amplitude) to 12 (i.e., a 3-bit comma “110”, a 6-bit
sample data, and an average of 3 bits long BN1 code for a short term (ACR) = 10) per
sample. Based on this rough estimate, we should expect that a 30% to 50% reduction in
the buffer size could be achieved by utilizing the BN1 code.

In summary, BN1 code for time-tag data compression is introduced in this paper. The
properties of this code would be useful for space monitoring systems. In addition, this code
provides a simple synchronization scheme which could allow the length of each codeword
to be either fixed or varied.
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TABLE 1   ENCODING OF X INTO THE BN1 CODE Y

x y k (x - k)
====== ====== ====== ========

1 0 1 0
2 1 1 1
3 00 2 1
4 01 2 2
5 10 2 3
6 000 3 3
7 001 3 4
8 010 3 5
9 100 3 6

10 101 3 7
11 0000 4 7
12 0001 4 8
13 0010 4 9
14 0100 4 10
15 0101 4 11
16 1000 4 12
17 1001 4 13
18 1010 4 14
19 00000 5 14
20 00001 5 15



TABLE 2    MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BN1 CODE FOR k = 1 !! 20

k Nk = Nk!1 Nk!2

==== ============= =============

1 2 2
2 3 5
3 5 10
4 8 18
5 13 31
6 21 52
7 34 86
8 55 141
9 89 230

10 144 374
11 233 607
12 377 984
13 610 1594
14 987 2581
15 1597 4178
16 2584 6762
17 4181 10943
18 6765 17708
19 10946 28654
20 17711 46365



Figure 1.  Data Sampling and Data Compression
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ABSTRACT

Research and Test Activities have a continuing need to cope with more and more channels
of data and at continually wider data bandwidths. There is a consensus in the test
community that compressed EU and derived parameter data presented in realtime can
significantly reduce total test costs because test engineers can make realtime judgements
on the validity of a given test point (mode). Classical telemetry preprocessors usually
cannot handle these more demanding realtime processing requirements because, when they
were designed, it was assumed that raw data was in a single PCM word and only a simple
mx+b EU conversion, or simple data compression was required. Present preprocessors
typically use special bit slice technology to speed up the realtime process and they’re only
one or two bus systems whose processing capacity is typically less than 300k to 400k
parameters per second. Furthermore, many cannot handle word concatenation (except for
adjacent PCM words) and none can handle complex derived parameters such as thrust, lift,
gross weight, center of gravity, stall speed, harmonic analysis, etc. To address these
limitations, a massively parallel computer system has been developed based on up to sixty,
general purpose, 1MFLOP floating point computers operating in parallel to support
realtime processing of any type, at aggregate throughputs up to 1.5 Mwps. This system can
merge realtime data from up to eight different asynchronous sources having word rates up
to 2.0 Mwps from any source. Up to 32,768 different parameters can be accepted as inputs
with an additional 32,768 ID tags available for concatenated and derived parameter
identification. A powerful realtime software package permits the user of the computer
system to apply any, or many algorithms) to any or an parameters being processed.

INTRODUCTION

All aspects of product research and development testing over the last decade have shown a
continual increase in the number of measurements required to test or certify a product.
This is especially true in aircraft, engine, missile and spacecraft testing. In addition to
higher data bandwidths, due to the use of more sensors, there has been an increase in
bandwidths per channel to acquire more vibration and acoustic data to assess its impact on



the unit being tested. Digital data bandwidth has been increasing, as more test facilities go
away from analog data recording and process all data directly in PCM format.

With the advent of more semiconductor sensors and smart sensors with digital outputs, and
the acceptance of digital data buses such as; MIL STD 1553 A/B and ARINC 429, the
ratio of data from special pressure/temperature/position/sensors has decreased as
compared to data from avionics computers and radars. Now it is not uncommon to have up
to 80% of all test data already in digital format when sampled. This has led to sampling of
variable or different length data values from different sources and packing them into
constant size PCM words such as 8 to 12-bits per word. The result is the need for much
more concatenation of multiple-PCM word measurements during realtime processing.
Finally, test engineers want to see data in its most meaningful EU form such as thrust, lift,
stall speed, center of gravity and spectral analysis of vibration. AR of these parameters
represent derived data, which take many EU input terms to compute the result desired by
the test engineer.

Most of these complex processes cannot be done in present preprocessors which try to
offload from a host computer the I/O choking bandwidths of highspeed raw data and
simple EU conversions and compression algorithms. Most present preprocessors use
special purpose computers composed of bit/slice logic and microsequencers to obtain the
maximum processing speed. These types of processors, however fast, must be micro-
coded with specific algorithms. Thus what they can be programmed to do in realtime is
limited, though fast, and reprograming is difficult. Even with these special preprocessors
however, maximum throughput rates to convert data to EU values is typically less than
200k to 300k words per second. The solution to all of these problems is to develop a
system of massively parallel, general purpose floating point computers with enough
dedicated memory in each computer so that no disk accesses are required to perform the
processing. This is especially true in the light of projected needs to handle from 500k wps
to over 1.0 Mwps and to merge multiple asynchronous data sources in realtime.

This parallel computer system must have its hardware design dictated by the software
required to process the data and distribute the processed results to a variety of destination
(MMIF) devices. The software in turn must account for every type of presently known
processing and allow for the future additions of unforeseen processes. This must include
both synchronous and periodic processes, as well as asynchronous aperiodic processes.
Enough ID tags must be provided to account for concurrent mixing of both raw, EU
converted and derived measurements in the same data base. The data base manager must
be modular and flexible so that identifier fields and acronyms can be easily changed to
account for different user’s terminology and sensor calibration techniques and
recertification periods. All processing sequences must be provided with hooks so that
users may define, code and install their own algorithms at any point along the total



processing sequence. Finally, an incremental compiler must be provided so the user can
make almost any needed change in the program in realtime without disturbing the realtime
processing of unaffected parameters.

Teledyne Controls is developing such a computer hardware and software system called
Realtime MultiProcessor System [RMPS]. This paper will present an overview of the
RMPS architecture and its software, which is the place that many high speed computers
have failed in realtime applications.

DESIGN TRADEOFFS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Prior to starting the development of the RMPS, considerable time was spent talking to test
ranges and test facilities, trying to understand how existing preprocessors operated and
what their limitations are in both data handling speed and in software. The conclusions
reached from these studies was that most preprocessors were designed by hardware
engineers using the highest speed device technology the state of the art offered. Little, if
any, design inputs were given by the software people as most programmability was
restricted to micro-code written by the hardware designer. No company appeared to use a
general purpose computer, much less one with a floating point co-processor because for
one or two CPU board systems, general purpose processors were too slow and/or too
costly. Also, all computer hardware designers had been taught for years that memory was
costly, so used it sparingly in the design. For these reasons most memories were less than
256kB. Finally, most preprocessor designers seemed to think that a 10MHz bus such as
Versabus or Multibus is fast enough for any present and future realtime processing
requirements. Thus, even recently introduced preprocessors only have single buses or dual
buses even though addresses and data are sometimes treated as separate bus lines on the
same bus.

The next analysis undertaken was to determine typical mixes of data types gathered during
a test and what are the projected mixes of data (i.e. Analog/Discrete inputs to digital
inputs) to be processed in realtime in the forseeable future. This study showed that until
the general acceptance of MIL STD-1553 A/B and ARINC 429 avionics buses, most of
the test data consisted of analog temperatures, pressures, positions and vibrations
measured by temporally installed sensors and sampled by a PCM encoder with a fixed
word length of from 8 to 12-bits per word. Only the wind tunnel community seemed to use
a significant number of 16-bit ADCs in their test systems.

As avionics and radar systems became more complex, there were more on-board
computers in airframes and engines and thus more 16-bit to 32-bit measurements needed to
be sampled by the test system and mixed with the 10-bit to 12-bit classical temperatures, 



pressures and positions to compare vehicle systems measurement accuracies with special,
more accurate test sensors.

Teledyne elected to categorize all test data into three different categories:

1. Data which a complete measurement point can be contained in a single
PCM word and converted to EU with a single process.

2. Data where one sample of a complete measurement must be spread
across two or more PCM words requiring concatenation prior to
processing.

3. Aperiodic data such as events or processed outputs asynochronous with
sampling intervals, and derived parameter measurements taking a
relatively long time to compute.

An informal world-wide survey of test organizations showed that for any given test (both
now and projected for the future) the ratios of Category 1 to Category 2 data could vary
from 20%/80% to 80%/20% respectively. There is a nearly universal desire to have
derived parameter data and spectral analysis results (array processing) available in realtime
along with other compressed EU data.

 Category 1 data is easy to handle in an asynchronous parallel computer system and
present preprocessors can also handle this type of data quite efficiently. Category 2 data
can become a problem for asynchronous parallel computers at high throughput rates
because data requiring concatenation or historical values of digitally filtered measurements
must be stored in a common Global memory until all PCM words (or bytes) which make
up one measurement are collected. At processing rates above 400k to 500k wps, the
common processed data bus becomes overloaded (even a 10 MHz bus) when all of the
asynchronous parallel processors need to access Global memory almost continually for
concatenation words or for historical values of digitally filtered parameters.

The next problem to overcome in an asynchronous parallel computer environment is how
to broadcast key data such as, IRIG time or event markers to all CPUs simultaneously, for
concurrent data tagging or logical gating of processes. Another problem is how to collect
processed data buffers for host transfer when some parameters may (generally do) take
longer to process in one computer than similar parameters do in a different computer.

Similar problems of asynchronous parallel processing include how to communicate with
the system’s host processor in realtime for mode changes, and how to resolve arbitration 



on the common global processed data bus when as many as sixty (60) computers are
operating in parallel.

One key problem to solve is how to apply different processes to the same raw parameter
concurrently without realizing data staleness of a processed value because of sequential
processing. An example of this problem is a parameter such as impact pressure that needs
to be converted concurrently to indicated airspeed, calibrated airspeed, true airspeed,
knots/second and feet (or meters)/second. Related system problems are where/how and
when you ID tag the raw multiplexed data and how you route data that is already in EU
from an avionics computer that is multiplexed in the same stream with raw pressure,
temperature or position data which must be converted to EU. Another key consideration is
how to handle aperiodic data such as an event triggered EU conversion or data
compression based on rate or slope changes or other non-predictable aperiodic changes in
the input signal level.

A major user requirement affecting system architecture is how to store a circular
wraparound file of all raw data for anomaly investigations. The probability of the test
engineer monitoring the parameters that cause the anomaly is generally near zero. When an
anomaly is detected, how do you continue realtime processing of critical parameters which
must be continually monitored whether an anomaly analysis is in process (or required).

There are, of course, many other critical considerations in the design of a high speed
parallel computer system. One is having enough ID tags to handle all anticipated raw,
concatenated and derived parameters concurrently in a common computer memory (such
as when the Host CPU needs both raw and EU converted data). As part of Teledyne’s user
survey, it was discovered that one air frame manufacturer had already projected a need for
over 40,000 different ID tags for processing data from a single test aircraft.

Another significant consideration is how to account for different processes being applied to
the same parameter during different modes of a test, as well as routing data to different
MMIFs at each phase of the test.

Along this lines are considerations of how to change processes as a function of events, or
specific conditions such as loads or airspeed limit exceedances during a test. For rotor
research testing on helicopters, data must be phase correlated to blade position or rotor
speed and harmonic analysis must be made based on “n” times the rotor speed.

Finally, the most important consideration is how does the system operator change things
affecting the man-machine interface on-line (during a test) without recompiling the realtime
program. This is especially complicated in a asynchronous parallel computer environment
where any computer (out of up to sixty) can process any parameter. Examples of this



dynamic reconfiguration problem include: how to change a parameter sensor cal file if the
wrong one was assigned at system configeration time, how to change a parameter being
displayed on one graph of a given graphics processor terminal, how to change limits and
alarm levels in realtime, how to enable or disable alarm algorithms, how to disable wild
point editing to see if there is a noisy sensor or whether the real data has step functions or
some other unpredictable characteristic. The bottom line is, there are multitudes of
problems to solve in designing an asynchronous parallel computer system - some in
hardware, some in software and some with combined solutions. The key goal of all these
considerations is to end up with a computer system that is easy to configure, easy to
operate, and easy to expand the realtime throughput capacity. We will address some of
these more critical considerations in both hardware and software.

ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS

Defining optimum solutions to each of the problems to be solved in developing a massively
parallel computer system had a significant impact on the system architecture. One of the
most important conclusions was that to be able to minimize the number of computers
required to process high aggregate word rates, it was necessary to have the fastest
computer that it is possible to build with current microcomputer device technology. Next,
in order to compute complex derived parameters in realtime, each Alogrithm Processor
must be a general purpose computer with an independent floating point coprocessor and a
large RAM memory to store all sensor cal files, lookup tables and processing algorithms
necessary to process any (all) parameters). This is a critical consideration since no disk
accesses can be permitted by any of the Algorithm Processors (APs) in realtime. A high
speed pseudo cache memory must be incorporated to speed up table lookups and the most
frequently used processes.

It was concluded that ID tagging must be accomplished in the decommutator or data
source interface modules, because data from different sources must be ID tagged before
they can be merged for processing, in order to preserve data source identification. Another
key to speeding up the processing is the need to decommutate variable length PCM words
in the Decom, to simplify ID tagging of measurements (parameters) less than 16-bits (or
one PCM word) long. It turned out that Decom Systems, Inc. (DSI) was developing a new
10 MBPS, Motorola 68000 based decom that performed this function. Thus, an off-the-
shelf module was available to perform these very important functions. Bit/bytes
manipulation and ID tagging in the data source module (Decom) leaves the general
purpose computers to mainly perform computations and not data handling.

It was initially thought that a two bus system would prove adequate to reach processing
speeds of 1.5 Msps. This concept would use an input bus to merge ID tagged data from
multiple data source modules (decoms) with all parallel computers connected to this bus so



that any available computer can process the next parameter on the bus. Each computer
could then output computed data on the second bus, a global processed data bus for
transfer to the host or to the MMIF devices. This proved to be an inadequate conclusion
because detailed timing analyses showed there could easily be excessive traffic on a
10 MHz processed data bus which must also support global storage of Type 2 parameters,
raw data wrapfile disk recording/reading and support of Current Value Tables [CVTs] in
Global memory of synchronous and asynchronous data.

Additional heavy loads on the Global processed data bus could be generated by
recirculation of parameters which are applied concurrently to different processes running
in different Application Processors (APs). Another bus load complication was presented
by the need to broadcast events or time data to all APs concurrently for precise time
correllation. Finally, there is the problem of bus loading due to the need to reconfigure
each computer’s program periodically for Scenario changes at each sequential mode of the
test flight. Analyses of these problems showed that it was necessary to have at least six
separate parallel buses plus a serial bus for realtime commands and to divide the functions
among the different buses.

DATA FLOW THROUGH THE SYSTEM

The RMPS architecture envolved through many interactions between the hardware
designers, the software designers,and the users into the final form presented on Figure 1,
which shows that the data flows from left to right in a pipeline manner. ID tagged data
from the parallel (up to eight) data source modules must first be merged so that parameters
from different sources can be sent to the same computer when they are part of a single
process. Merged data from the Data Source Bus [DS-Bus] are sent to the Programmable
Data Distributor (PDD) which provides preliminary data distribution. The PDD does a
preliminary data routing lookup in 55 nanoseconds, modifies the ID tag and routes the
tag/data pair concurrently to any of up to 64 different destinations. One destination is
usually the circular wrapfile disk. The disk writes can be by either of two physical paths
depending on system throughput requirements. For low to medium speed applications, the
disk writes are via the Global processed data bus, the Versabus. For higher system
throughput applications there is a separate wrapfile data bus (K-Bus) between the PDD
and disk controller that permits direct reads/writes without any Versabus traffic.

Concurrently with wrapfile recording, the data can be sent to the Host DMA buffer (if the
data is already in EU) and it’s also sent via the undirectional, Data Input Bus (DI-Bus) to
the Application Processors. If the measurement is a Category 1 parameter, determined by
the PDD Look-Up Memory [LUM] tag transformation, any Algorithm Processor [AP] not
busy can accept the measurement from the DI-Bus. Bus arbitration logic permits only one
not busy CPU to take a parameter from the DI-Bus at one time. If the measurement is a



Category 2 or 3 parameter the Run Time Compiler has preassigned the parameter to a
specific AP so that measurement bytes requiring concatenation or historical values for
digital filtering can be stored locally in the assigned CPUs memory. When the PDD does a
lookup on the ID tag appended by the Decom and finds it is a Category 2/3 measurement,
it translates the tag so that the measurement is sent to the input FIFO of the assigned CPU.
All CPUs have 64 word deep FIFOs on their inputs to account for up to eight preassigned
parameters from different sources arriving sequentially at the same CPU.

The CPU accepting a measurement performs a secondary lookup on the ID tag, fetches the
assigned Parameter Processing Packet (PPP) from local RAM and sequences through the
PPP until all of the required processes are completed. This process use the sensor cal files,
lookup tables and algorithms) stored in the Parameter Processing Algorithm (PPA) library
of the CPUs local memory. One of the PPPs processes may be to transform the ID tag and
send the measurement pair back to the PPP via the Inter-Processor Bus [IP-Bus] for further
distribution to other CPUs and execution of a different process.

After the AP cycles through the complete Parameter Processing Packet, it routes the
processed measurement to the different destination devices specified in the PPP via the
Global processed data bus (Versabus) and the Output Bus (VME Bus). The distribution
and further realtime use of processed data largely depends on whether the RMPS is
functioning as a preprocessor to a Host, or whether it is configured with MMIF peripherals
and mass storage devices to function as a standalone computer system.

CONTROL PROCESSOR

In any multiprocessor environment it’s generally necessary to have a “Master” or
“Control” Processor to function as the local Host and control the downloading and
functions of the other computers and programmable peripherals comprising the complete
system. The selection of the computer for the Control Processor functions is extremely
important as the hardware must be fast, general purpose and be ported for a multi-tasking
realtime operating system. Since the Control Processor is an “overhead” function, the most
desirable solution was to select a monoboard computer such as the Motorola MV68K03
with local memory. This would have represented the lowest cost for this function but
unfortunately ported operating systems such as Versados and IDRIS proved to be very
poor operating sytems.

Teledyne conducted a trade study of nearly a dozen operating systems and finally
concluded that UNOS, a realtime, multi-tasking Unix derivative offered the best
compromise for both realtime operation and time shared software development. UNOS,
however, is presently only ported to Charles River Data Systems [CRDS] monoboard 



computers. The selection of UNOS thus dictated the use of the CRDS Model CP32
computer as the Control Processor.

The CP32 is a high speed Motorola 68000 based computer with two MC 68000 CPUs,
one operating at 12.5 MHz (faster than other current monoboard computers) and a
separate I/O CPU operating at 6 MHz. The CP32 has no local RAM ( a disadvantage in a
realtime environment) but it does have a 4kB high speed cache memory which offsets most
of the disadvantages of having to use part of the RMPS Global memory to support Control
Processor operations. Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the CRDS CP32 Control
Processor. Attached to one of the RS-232 ports of the I/O processor is the RMPS system
terminal. This is a Intecolor Model 2405D color graphics CRT terminal and keyboard
which also functions as the local MMI and can provide limited graphics capability
(optional software). A second RS-232 port on the I/O CPU connects to the S-Bus
interconnecting the Control Processor to the Programmable Data Distributor and all of the
parallel Algorithm Processors (APs). The third serial port connects to a line printer which
serves as the RMPS data logger. The fourth port is unassigned and can be used as a host
interface port or as the serial download bus to communicate with the microprocessors of
each of the downloadable modules of a Teledyne Multiplexer system. When more than
four serial ports are required for a given RMPS configuration, the CRDS TP308 8-channel
UART card is added. This Versabus card provides eight asynchronous RS-232 ports
connected to the I/O processor of the CP32.

The CP32 CP is designed to maximize the performance of the 68000 microprocessor
operating at 12.5 MHz. The memory segmentation logic and cache of the CP32 are
designed to permit the processor to run at high speed, without wait-states, while the
interface to memory uses a full 32-bit data path to take advantage of the 20 MBps
bandwidth of the Versabus. Figure 3 is a memory access timing chart for the CP32
processor.

CRDS claims that the CP32 processor provides approximately equivalent compute power
as a DEC VAX 11/750. A 4kB cache memory takes data from Global memory in 32-bit
transfers and provides fast access for both instruction and data accesses from the
processor. The cache access time is 150 ns, which allows the 12.5 MHz 68000 to operate
without wait-states. This permits the prefetch facility of the 68000 to operate at full speed
for maximum 32-bit operation throughput. The cache uses write-through logic for
processor memory modifications, so the data in the cache never needs to be “flushed” to
memory. A cache validity array insures that cache accesses only return valid results, even
when other bus devices are active. The 12.5 MHz CPU operates at a 70%/90% cache hit
rate, depending on instruction mix.



The RMPS uses a common system memory to support both current value tables for all
Algorithm Processors, as well as for the local RAM supporting the CP32 Control
Processor. The Global memory is implemented by a one or more CRDS Model DM1024
one megabyte MOS RAM boards. The DM1024 is a Motorola Versabus board which has
a cycle time of 300 ns per 32-bit transfer. The approximately 85% hit rate of the CP’s 4kB
cache memory means however, that very little Versabus traffic is used by the CP accessing
program tasks from Global memory in realtime.

The Global memory is used to buffer minor frames (or cycles) of processed data being sent
to the host computer via DMA interfaces, as well as for program storage of the realtime
programs executing on the CP.

Mass storage for the Control Processor is provided for the System disk and the disk
controller. There are two optional SMD disk controllers; one the Interphase Model 2190
formatter/controller which supports up to four SMD disk drives and the Interphase Model
3200 formatter/controller, which is faster but only supports two disk drives.

The RMPS generally uses two Winchester disks; one functions as a System disk to store
the OS and the CP and AP programs while the other supports the realtime circular
wraparound file of raw data used for anomaly analysis or intermaneuver monitoring of
different parameters that are monitored in realtime.

The standard RMPS configuration has an Amcodyne Model 7110 dual 26MB disk drive
with one fixed disk and one removable disk. The fixed disk is normally assigned the
function of the RMPS system disk.

The Interphase model 3200 disk controller uses a 68000 processor plus two high speed
bipolar state machines in a multitasking architecture which provides an average throughput
rate of up to 2.4 megabytes/second. The virtual buffer architecture reduces or eliminates
data transfer delays caused by disk rotational latency and data overrun/underrun problems
associated with FIFO-based controllers. The V/SMD 3200 offers a 1:1 disk interleave and
a highly intelligent caching scheme designed for UNIX. It provides programmable 8-,16-
or 32-bit wide data transfers and 16-, 24-, or 32-bit addressing capability.

All information necessary for the setup, control and operation of RMPS is maintained in
the Run Control data base and stored on the system disk under control of the CP. The
accessing and manipulation of the data structures of the Run Control data base is
exclusively performed by the data base control routines executed by the CP. All accesses
to the Run Control data base by MMI software, the Run Control Compiler, Run Mode
Initialization and Realtime Display control software are via these data base control
routines. Data base control routines include the ability to operate on the data base records



to; create a record, delete a record, modify a record, obtain a record and verify a record.

The Run Control data base contains all the information necessary to control the
acquisition, processing and distribution of ID tagged parameters acquired from data source
modules in the RMPS. The Run Control data base contains the following types of files:

- Run Control Scenario File
- Parameter Definition File
- A/D Mux Definition File
- Data Stream Characteristics File
- RMPS Configuration File
- Realtime Display Definition File
- Run Control File

The Run Control File is generated by the Run Control Compiler based upon information
contained in the other six files. The six input files are formatted test files and may be
entered by an operator at the system CRT or may be transmitted to RMPS from a host
processor. When RMPS is operated under the control of a host processor, the input files
define the setup and control interface of the RMPS to the host processor.

The Run Control Scenario File contains up to ten Control Scenarios. Each is associated
with a particular mode or phase of a test flight and may be oriented towards a specific
testing discipline, e.g. handling quantities, propulsion, structures, avionics, etc. Each Run
Control Scenario defines which input parameters are to be processed concurrently and it
lists all the parameters used in the Scenario and specifies the Parameter Processing
Algorithm names to be applied to each parameter. It lists all the destinations for
distribution of processed data.

It is possible to assign a specified processing sequence to a block or blocks of parameters.
This is important in reducing the time necessary to define a test flight processing
configuration, as well as, the time to modify a test program to adapt to daily changes in the
test configuration.

The Parameter Definition File contains definitions for all the parameters listed in the Run
Control Scenarios plus any special or overhead parameters required for configuration
control, documentary data, etc. Information in the Parameter Definition File is derived
from sensor, aircraft instrumentation and calibration data bases residing on the host
processor and includes coefficients, constants, limits and other values that may be required
by any valid process on any parameter.



The RMPS Configuration File contains all the information necessary to define the
hardware resources available at runtime. These include; the number of data source
modules, type and base addresses, the Global memory configuration (Versabus or
multipart) and amount of money, the number of TMPs, base addressing and revision level
of each AP, the number of (display) terminals attached to RMPS and capabilities of each,
the printer port, if any, the number and types of analog output modules and their
addressing, the number and types of discrete output modules and their addressing, the
mass storage configuration, DMA configuration to the host, and the wrapfile configuration.

When RMPS is under the control of an operator at the system CRT, displays of realtime
data on the system CRT are supported. The Realtime Display Definition File supports up
to ten Realtime Display Definition Groups where each Group is associated with one Run
Control Scenario. Multiple Realtime Display Definition Groups may be defined for each
Run Control Scenario containing: the Run Control Scenario number, the display type, i.e.
tabular display, bar graph and/or annunciator display, the display title(s) and a parameter
selection list defining the parameter name and color assignment.

Run Control Files are the primary output of the Control Processor’s Run Control
Compiler. Each Run Control File contains information derived from the Run Control
Scenario File, the Parameter Definition File, the A/D Mux Definition File, the Data Stream
Characteristics File, the RMPS Configuration File and the Realtime Display Definition
File. One Run Control File is generated for each Scenario in the Run Control Scenario File
and contains the bit, frame and subframe synchronizer card setups, the A/D Mux setup, the
analog and discretes output card setups, the PDD setup, the parameter processing
assignment, parameter processing packets and system control tables.

The Run Control Compiler operates in the CP and translates the information contained in
the RMPS input files into a collection of hardware unit loadable images, parameter
processing packets and algorithm control tables which are combined in the Run Control
File. For each Run Control Scenario, one Run Control File is generated. The Run Control
Compiler identifies all parameters needed in the Scenario and constructs the compressed
mapping table from 16-bit tag to PPP vector offset. It constructs device images for each
PCM stream and constructs A/D Mux device images for (RMPS) configurations that
utilize a Teledyne multiplexer as a data source. It assigns parameter processing tasks to
specific APs such that constraints on memory utilization, CPU loading and bus bandwidth
are satisfied. It also generates the PDD Lookup Memory [LUM] image from the parameter
assignments and from the wrapfile requirements specified in the setup files.

The compiler constructs a memory map for each AP memory and the Global memory and
from this map generates the PPP vector table for each AP and constructs PPPs for each
parameter listed in the Scenario, as well as constructing the PPA library callout list for



each AP. It stores the resulting Run Control File in the Run Control Data Base and
generates printable text showing the expected CPU loading for each AP and the CP, as
well as memory utilization of each AP local memory and the global RAM and the expected
bus loading for each system bus. It generates an assigned parameter symbol table for each
AP that can be uploaded to the host processor and constructs Realtime Display control
tables for each Realtime Display Definition Group associated with the Scenario being
processed.

The CP software also includes an incremental compiler which permits the operator during
on-line operation to:

- Change sensor calibration files
- Modify an EU conversion algorithm
- Install a new EU algorithm
- Modify alarm limits
- Install new alarm limits
- Enable/disable digital filtering and alarms
- Modify or install a new filter algorithm
- Reroute data to different data destination devices
- Toggle wild point editing to see if a channel is really noisy or how noisy

These changes can be made by the system operator without affecting any other realtime
processing and display functions not affected by the changes made. The changes are
compiled incrementally into the data base without going off-line and performing a full
runtime compilation (which could take from 5 minutes to 15 minutes).

DATA SOURCES MODULES

There are several standard data source modules for the RMPS. These include; PCM
Decoms, an IRIG Time Code Interface, a multichannel ARINC 429 bus interface, and a
MIL-STD 1553 A/B bus interface. All data source modules perform the same basic
functions, that is, they synchronize their inputs with the data source, buffer the data,
decommutate or concatenate the data (if required), add a 16-bit ID tag to each
measurement and output ID tagged pairs (data/ID) through a FIFO onto the RMPS Data
Source Bus (DS-Bus). The DS-Bus has arbitration logic to accommodate up to eight data
source modules concurrently with different data source modules accepting different
throughputs depending on the data rate from the source. For example, the ML STD 1553
A/B bus listener interface module has a maximum input of about 50k wps which is the
limit of the 1 MBPS serial bit rate on the 1553 bus.



The DSI Model 7701 PCM Decom is the most generally used source module for
decommutation of IRIG standard serial PCM data streams. The 7701 Decom is a two card
Versabus source module with a 10 MBPS Frame Synchronizer/Data Tagger board
[FS/DT] and a companion Subframe Synchronizer Board [SFS]. The SFS card is required
to decommutate synchronous or asynchronous subframes. Any number of asynchronous
subframes may be decommutated by the SFS as long as the SF sync pattern is the same in
each subframe and the asynchronous subframes are the same length. For other
asynchronous subframe strategies, a separate SFS card is required for each asynchronous
subframe in the data cycle map.

One of the FS/DT boards is required for each separate PCM data stream to be merged by
the RMPS. The FS/DT board is set up and controlled by the CRDS CP32 Control
Processor. Its inputs are the serial PCM data streams and bit clocks. Its outputs are parallel
16-bit data words and a 16-bit channel ID tag word per PCM data word applied through a
FIFO to the RMPS Data Source bus [DS-Bus].

The key feature of the FS/DT is that it can decommutate variable length PCM words of
from one to sixteen bits in length in realtime and add a 16-bit ID tag to each measurement.
This means that discretes are unpacked and ID tagged, and bytes of the same measurement
in sequential PCM words are concatenated (up to 16 sequential bits such as two 8-bit
bytes of a 1553B bus word) and ID tagged before merged on the DS-Bus with data from
other source modules. The FS/DT/SFS card set operates on serial data up to 10 MBPS or
1MWPS (based on 10 bits per PCM word).

The Time Code Interface [TCI] card is another data source module for the RMPS. The
TCI accepts parallel 48 line BCD IRIG time and divides each time word into three
measurements. It adds a 16-bit ID tag to each 16-bit byte prior to outputting tagged time
through a FIFO to the DS-Bus for merging with data from other source modules.

Another data source module is the ARINC 429 bus interface module. This card interfaces
with either fourteen or twenty-eight ARINC 429 serial avionics buses. Each channel can
be programmed to accept either l2k Hz or 100k Hz bus outputs. It decodes the
programmed labels from each input bus and formats accepted data in a buffer where each
measurement is appended with a 16-bit ID tag. ID tagged pairs are outputted through a
FIFO onto the DS-Bus in the same manner as tagged data from any other Source module.

The DS-Bus is a 4 million words/second bus so the aggregate merged data rate is limited
to 2 million measurements per second. All data placed on the DS-Bus is routed to the
Programmable Data Distributor for distribution within the parallel processing system.



PROGRAMMABLE DATA DISTRIBUTOR

The Programmable Data Distributor [PDD] is a MC68000-based, high speed data
distributor which performs both preliminary and secondary data distribution within the
RMPS. It will accept data/ID tags from the data source modules at sustained word rates
(16-bit words) of up to four million words/second and route them to any of 64 destination
devices. The PDD has six external bus interfaces and three internal buses. The external
bus interfaces are:

1. The Data Source Bus [DS-Bus], a 16-bit unidirectional bus which provides
primary input data/tag pairs from up to eight data source modules.

2. The Data Input Bus [DI-Bus], a 18-bit unidirectional data output bus which
routes all data to be processed by the RMPS in realtime to the Algorithm
Processors (APs) on the Teledyne MultiProcessor (TMP) boards.

3. The Inter-Processor Bus [IP-Bus], a 16-bit wide bidirectional bus for
broadcasting data to all Aps concurrently or for receiving data/tag pairs from
an AP with a modified tag for the PDD to send to another destination.

4. The Versabus [V-BUS], a 32-bit wide data plus 24-bit wide address bus which
functions as the global processed data bus of the RMPS. The Versabus is
converted to a VME bus for transmitting of processed data to analog and
discrete output cards in the Eurocard Cage.

5. The Serial Bus [S-Bus], a 19.2 kBaud bus connecting the PDD with all of the
APs and the Control Processor [CP] for realtime communication of commands.

6. The Wrapfile Bus (K-Bus], a dedicated 17-bit wide bus (cable) between the
wrap file FIFO on the PDD and the wrapfile disk controller (to permit
bypassing the Versabus for high speed wrapfile

Three internal buses are used for the routing of data within the PDD to the various
destination interfaces. The PDD does no processing, although it would be capable of some
limited processing. It does provide the global memory management functions for data
transfers between the APs and the CP32 and its companion DM 1024 1MB Global
memory board. Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of the PDD showing all of the
RMPS data bus interfaces.

The MC68000 microprocessor on the PDD has 32k words of EPROM to store operational
firmware. It also has l6k (x 16 bits) of 120 ns static RAM for scratch pad. However, the



CPU on the PDD is not used for directing the flow of information from the DS-Bus to
various destinations as it is too slow for this function. Data distribution is performed by a
128k word by 32-bit Look-Up Memory [LUM] driven by a 2910A micro-sequencer which
will perform an ID tag lookup in 55 ns. The LUM is a 32,768 word by 32-bits wide high-
speed memory, which stores the transformed tag of each PCM data word. The LUM
contains instructions for data destination routing, including TMP assignment, wrapfile
assignment and a 6-bit destination field to permit routing of a data word to any of up to 64
destination devices, including the MC68000 microprocessor on the PDD. Four bits of the
LUM are reserved for future improvements or expansions. The LUM can process 2 million
PCM words (a data word plus its 16-bit ID tag word) every second. The LUM process
appends a two bit tag to all words. This tag identifies whether the data word and its ID tag
are raw realtime data from the data source or whether it is stale raw data and tags being
read back from the wrapfile disk.

Data routed by the PDD to any AP for processing can, as part of its processing, be
returned to the PDD via the IP-Bus for rerouting to different destinations. This is the
rerouting or recycling technique for parameters such as impact pressure that are needed for
several concurrent processes such as IAS, CAS, TAS, knot/sec and/or feet/sec. Another
feature of the PDD is its ability to broadcast any parameter (such as IRIG time) to all APs
at the same instant via the IP-Bus. This is especially important when parallel processes
must be time correlated to some event or function such as rotor blade position.

The PDD is the hardware source/destination for all data routed to the circular wraparound
file disk for realtime analysis between flight maneuvers or for anomaly analysis. The
wrapfile buffer is a 32k word deep by 32-bits wide FIFO that is used to buffer parameters
and ID tags sent to the wrapfile disk. At lower aggregate word rates, the wrapfile disk
writes are from the PDD via the Versabus to the Interphase Disk controller. For higher
speed aggregate word rates (above 500k wps) where the wrapfile traffic may add too much
traffic to the Versabus, the PDD K-Bus provides a direct cable path to the Interphase Disk
controller. The K-Bus data path can be used for both disk writes and disk reads.

The PDD has the same DUART that is part of each AP. As with the AP, one of the
UARTs is being used for standalone testing of the PDD outside the RMPS environment.
The second UART is connected to the S-Bus, which interconnects the PDD to all APs and
the CP. The S-Bus is used as a realtime command and control bus for changes in RMPS
configurations initiated by the CP, as opposed to using the Versabus or the DI- or IP-buses
for this function.



PARALLEL ALGORITHM PROCESSORS (APs)

The RMPS supports up to sixty parallel Algorithm Processors (APs) operating
asynchronously. Each AP is two identical floating point computers with 500kB of RAM
and 16kB pseudo cache memory per computer packaged on one Versabus Board
(Teledyne Multi-Processor - TMP). Each AP shares common interfaces to the DI-Bus,
IP-Bus and the Versabus. Each AP has a DUART providing two serial bus interfaces. One
UART is used as a test port for connection of a terminal for standalone testing of the
computer. The second UART connects to the S-Bus which ties all APs and PDD to the CP
for transfer of realtime communications and commands. The TMP showing both APs and
the bus interfaces is presented in functional block diagram form in Figure 5.

The memory in each AP is supported by a keep-alive battery at the system level. The size
of this battery is user selectable from a few seconds to one minute capacity. The system
level keep-alive battery has its own trickle charger to keep the battery fully charged so it
may support the entire system through severe power line transients and/or short power
outages. In addition, the Vcc supply lines coming onto the TMP board from the Versabus
backplane are fused so that each board has its own isolated supply voltages. If a
catastrophic device failure occurs in one TMP board, the Vcc supply fuse blows, isolating
that TMP board from the rest of the system. Thus, no single point failure can bring down
more than one TMP board, or one TMP failure will not bring down the entire DPA.

Each AP on the TMP is a Motorola MC68000 microprocessor operating with
approximately a 12.5 MHz clock. The precise crystal frequency has been selected so each
AP will experience no wait cycles or a minimum of wait cycles. The memory is 512kB of
120 ns RAM which will permit memory fetches in 4 clock cycles. The AP memory is
designed for both byte and word transfers. It is mechanized with byte parity using eighteen
256k bit memory chips which will permit the memory size to be increased to 2,084kB
when 1M bit chips become available.

Each AP has its own separate Floating Point Processor [FPP] that is packaged as a
daughter board, one of which is plugged into each AP on the TMP. The FPP operates
independently from the MC68000 CPU as a coprocessor to the AP’s MC68000 main
processor and it performs only floating point computations. The FPP consists of a control
section, an address generator, an arithmetic processing unit [APU], floating point
conversion logic and CPU interface logic. Figure 6 is a functional block diagram of the
FPP showing the main CPU as a single 68000 block for reference purposes.

The standard FPP is a single precision computer working with 32-bit words. As an option,
the FPP can be provided as a double precision FPP working with 64-bit words. The FPP
has a maximum flowthrough rate of 8MFLOPS operating at a 16 MHz clock for pipeline



operations. For a linear conversion from a 16-bit operand to EU in DEC floating point
format, the FPP throughput is about 0.8MFLOPS.

AP OPERATIONAL SOFTWARE

The AP operational software is the RMPS realtime processing component which resides in
the local memory of each CPU. This software is stored on the RMPS system disk and the
Run Mode initialization software of the CP downloads the AP operational software the
RAM of each AP in the system. It provides three types of output buffers; raw data buffers,
EU data buffers, and asynchronous data buffers. It also provides derived parameter
processing, floating point format conversion and error processing.

The AP operational software is composed of an Executive, the Parameter Processing
Sequencer and six generic classes of PPAs. It supports multitasking, where the processing
of realtime data is a single background task. The AP executive resides in the pseudo cache
RAM and it responds to external service request interrupts generated by the CP, including
start, stop, restart, reconfigure and process wrapfile. It will respond to FIFO full interrupts
by removing all FIFO entries and storing them in local RAM, as well as responding to
IP-Bus broadcast buffer full interrupts by immediately processing the information in the
broadcast buffer. It provides a facility to send ID tags and data words over the IP-Bus to
the PDD for rerouting to another AP, as well as obtaining data from global RAM to
support applications processing functions which require the involvement of more than one
AP which cannot be met by serial processing. The AP executive provides a facility, using
either Test-and-Set instructions on semaphores in global RAM, or server processes in the
CP using event counts, whereby individual APs can synchronize access, and use shareable
resources. It will output processed data to the global RAM, to a shared multipart memory
and/or to analog and discrete output channels. It automatically schedules self-diagnostic
routines on restart or upon receipt of a command from the CP.

The Parameter Processing Sequencer obtains ID tags and data from the DI-Bus input
FIFO, locates a PPP and controls the processing of the measurement by calling all of
Parameter Processing Algorithms (PPAs) listed in the PPP. The six generic classes of
PPAs are:

- Data Acquisition
- Data Quality
- Engineering Unit Conversion
- Limits/Events/Alarm Processing
- Data Compression
- Output Processing



PPAs are small sequences of executable code that performs a single processing task (e.g.,
wildpoint detection, 1st through 7th order polynomial EU conversion, ZFN data
compression, etc.). Each PPA has an initialization code section and a mainline code
section. Based on the condition of an initialization flag, which is set during a data stream
startup, cleared during normal data flow, and reset based on error conditions, the
initialization code of a PPA is executed prior to the mainline code when the PPA is called
by the Parameter Processing Sequencer. For every applicable PPA, support is provided for
linear and non-linear data types. Linear data types permit many functions to be performed
on the raw form of the data, in order to reduce the number of EU conversion operations
required. Similarly a distinction is made between monotonic sensors and non-monotonic
sensors for some compression algorithms, e.g., min/max.

Figure 7 presents the important elements controlled by the AP operational software,
including the DI-Bus input FIFO, the Parameter Processing Sequencer, the PPP Vector, an
example of a PPP, six classes of PPAs and a “software bus” for the transmission of various
forms of data between the PPAs and the Parameter Processing Sequencer.

There is one PPP for each unique parameter ID tag assigned to an AP. The number of
PPPs loaded into anyone AP is equal to the total number of Category 1 parameters plus the
number of Category 2 parameters assigned to the AP. The number of PPPs loaded into
APs dedicated to Category 3 processing is equal to the number of unique parameter ID
tags assigned to each individual AP reserved for Category 3 processing.

Each PPP contains a list of parameter processing steps that are executed by the Parameter
Processing Sequencer until the list is exhausted, whereupon the sequencer returns to the
input FIFO. Each processing step contains a PPA address followed by any necessary
constants, coefficients, lookup table addresses, global RAM addresses and previous values
required to perform the processing step. The Parameter Processing Sequencer calls each
PPA in the PPP. The PPA access the various forms of the data over a “software bus”.
Each form of the data word (raw data, EU converted data, compressed data) is assigned to
a specific AP hardware register.

Processing steps generally progress from data acquistion to output processing. However,
variations in the order of PPA execution are permitted. For example, digital filtering may
be performed before and/or after EU conversion, data compression may be performed
before and/or after limit checking, and the sequence of EU converstion followed by output
processing may be repeated for different EU conversion methods. The PPPn that is shown
in Figure 7 may be considered a typical sequence that contains six generic processing steps
as follows:



1. The data acquistion PPA performs a number system conversion (on the raw
form of the data word) and replaces the converted value in the Raw Data
register. If any conversion errors occur, the Status and a Message Pointer
register is set with an error code and a pointer to an appropriate message
string. The Parameter Processing Sequencer, depending upon specified
options, may either abort processing for the particular data word or continue
using a substitute value.

2. The data quality PPA performs a bandedge exceedance check on the Raw Data
register. If the check fails, processing may be either aborted or continued with
a substitute value.

3. The EU Conversion PPA performs a first thru seventh order polynomial
conversion on the Raw Data and places the results in the EU Data register.

4. The Limit/Events/Alarm PPA performs an absolute limit check on the EU Data
register. If any limits are exceeded, the Status and Message Point register is set
with a limit failure code.

5. The Data Compression PPA performs a one of n data compression on the EU
Data register. If a result is generated, it is placed in the Compressed Data
register.

6. The Output Processing PPA sends the EU Data value to a DAC for output on a
strip chart recorder. The EU Data and the Compressed Data (if generated) are
output to a host computer buffer. The Raw Data value is output to a health
monitoring CRT display.

This is just one example of a typical PPP which may be shorter or longer, depending on
the processes to be applied to each parameter.

Data acquisition PPAs comprise all those processing tasks required to construct complete
raw parameter values from PCM words. Raw data parameters that are distributed among
portions of one or more PCM words are extracted and assembled into a single raw data
quantity that can then be operated upon by the other processing steps, such as EU
conversion. Supported data acquisition processing algorithms include; split word
processing, multi-word concatenation, special format processing, accumulation of arrays of
one parameter for digital filtering, FFT processing, etc., data type conversion and logical
operations (OR, XOR, AND, NOT).



Data quality PPAs comprise those processing tasks that check, validate and improve the
quality of data from the source flowing through the system (as opposed to data quality as a
function of hardware errors within the system). When a data quality error is detected, an
error message is generated and the raw data value is either used as is, replaced with a
specific constant value or discarded. Supported data quality processing algorithms include;
bandedge exceedance, data spike detection, wild point editing (discarding), N-point
smoothing, and digital filtering. Each of these operations are performed on the raw data
value.

The AP provides the capability of converting any raw parameter to engineering units via a
first through seventh order polynomial or a lookup table where:

- F(x) = ((((((Ax + B)x + C)x + D)x + E)x + G)x + H, where the constants A
through H are supplied by the Run Control File

- Table lookup is performed using a predefined table of point pairs with linear
interpolation between defined points is used to determine the required EU
value.

Each AP is capable of limit checking raw, EU converted and compressed data. The types
of limits/events/alarms processing PPAs supported include: Maximum and minimum
values, maximum oscillatory values, delta limit check, event occurrence detection, number
of exceedances per defined time interval and alarm detection. All limit checking PPAs
support up to three levels of limits. Out-of-limit conditions are communicated to the CP
and/or the host computer upon detection, by posting an alarm message for the affected ID
in the Asynchronous Message Buffer.

The AP is capable of applying data compression PPAs to any parameters. The following
data compression algorithms are supported by the standard RMPS software:

- Average value of every n value
- Average value of last n values
- Min/max value
- In- or out-of-limits
- ZFN-floating aperature
- Every nth sample
- Bit match
- Fixed crossover
- Exclusive OR
- Harmonic Analysis



In addition to these compression algorithms, any user defined compression algorithm may
be assigned to any parameter. Compression algorithms may be assigned to raw, EU or
derived parameter data.

Output processing PPAs consist of those tasks necessary to route raw and/or processed
data values to their final destination. This includes; transmitting EU data to the host,
transmitting the compressed data to the host, transmitting alarms, event occurrences and
limit exceedance messages to the host, maintaining a Current Value Table in global RAM,
recording raw and/or EU data on stripchart recorders, driving event displays with raw
data, EU data, compressed data, limit check messages, alarm messages and event
notifications and driving analog outputs with raw, EU, derived and/or compressed scaled
data.

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE SOFTWARE

The Man-Machine Interface [MMI] source of control for the RMPS is either the local
system CRT or a host processor CRT terminal connected to the CP via a serial
communications line. In either case, all data transmitted across serial communications lines
are ASCII characters. When the RMPS MMI is operating in the host processor mode, all
commands, responses, status messages, etc. are terse, abbreviated forms of the
communications used when the MMI is operating in the local operator mode.

MMI software permits the RMPS operator to prepare the RMPS data base for runtime
operation and to control realtime operation of RMPS. MMI software comprises a
hierarchical tree structure of menus, forms and displays that give the operator easy access
to, and control of, all RMPS functional elements. This software is user friendly and it is
essentially an interactive menu heirarchy which leads the system operator through all of the
various levels of functional elements of the software. The menus are fill-in-the-blank types
supported by “help” displays at all levels. The menu hierarchy starts with “User Log On”
and divides the software into two different functional areas:

1. Setup Mode Functions
2. Run Mode Functions

The operator-system communication utilizes two types of interactive procedures. These
are the top level menu type selection processes and the lower level fill-in-the-blank entry
method. The menu procedures allow the operator to walk in and out of the various
processes at will.

A fill-in-the-blank forms control technique is used at the lower level, where a large number
of parameters or items must be entered. The operator-system interaction can be described



in terms of a “finite state machine”. That is, there are a set of defined system states with
their corresponding screen formats, system responses, allowable selections and acceptable
entries. The MMI menu tree, showing the four levels of menus used for setup and control
of the RMPS are presented in Figure 8. The two top level functions of the RMPS software;
the Setup Mode and the Run Mode are divided into four and five functional areas,
respectively. The Flight Editor Librarian Selection Menu is one of the five main menu trees
of the File Maintenance group of the RMPS Setup Mode software. Upon operator
selection of the Setup Mode menu on the system CRT the operator may, in turn, select any
of the following lower level set-up menus:

- File Maintenance Menu
- Realtime Display Definition Menu
- Diagnostics Control Menu
- Run Control Compiler Menu

The File Maintenance Menu, in turn, permits the operator to select any of the following
lower level menus to perform maintenance functions on the input files:

- Run Control Scenario File
- Flight Editor File
- RMPS Configuration File
- RMDU SAT/M Hex File

The File Maintenance Menu is the broadest portion of the set-up mode operation as it is
used to define the RMPS configuration and to establish most of the characteristics of the
realtime processing to be done during each of up to ten different Scenarios during a test.
Each file operation has a dynamic default directory which is replaceable in any file
specification.

Selection of the diagnostics menu leads the operator through all of the system diagnostics,
while the Realtime Display Definition menu presents a form on the system CRT that
permits the operator to define the contents of the Realtime Display Definition File,
including; selecting the display type, listing parameters selected for display, specifying
titles, specifying display attributes of parameters.

At any level of menu operation the operator may Exit RMPS - terminate all processing,
reset all special devices and return to the CP operating system command level.

After the operator selects the Setup Mode, the operator has the choice of either returning
to the calling level (the RMPS Setup or Run Modes) or advancing to File Maintenance,
Realtime Display Definition, Diagnostics or Run Control Compiler. To provide some



insight into the comprehensive MMIF we will present a few of the menus in the Flight
Editor Maintenance menu tree which is one of the five lower level menus of the File
Maintenance Menu of the Setup Mode (Figure 9).

When the File Maintenance Menu is selected, the operator has the choice of defining or
editing; the RMPS Configuration File, the Run Control Scenario File, the Flight Editor
File, the SAT-M Hex file or the Sensor Definition File. When Select Flight Library, (an
option of Figure 9) is selected, the system responds by displaying the Flight Librarian
Menu Tree as depicted in Figure 10. This tree shows all of the lower level menus of the
flight librarian. The acronym list for the Flight Librarian Tree is presented in Figure 11.
This is one of the Help forms which permits the operator to go further, without referring to
a manual, in case he has forgotten the acronyms.

The Flight Librarian Menu Tree is a six-level deep and six-level wide organization that
encompasses definition of the programmable variables of the airborne data acquisition
system definition and related data categories. The Flight Librarian Selection Form shown
as Figure 12 is utilized to initiate the creation of a data base for a new test aircraft
(Selection 2). It also permits the the operator to delete a flight (one lower menu -
Selection 3), copy a flight definition from one aircraft or flight number to another
(Selection 4), merge a new aircraft flight with an existing aircraft flight (Selection 5) or
proceed to the Data Selection Menu (Selection 6). It has three lower level menu options.
These are the Select Flight (DATSEL), Copy Flight (FLTCPY) and Merge Flight
(FLTMER).

The form corresponding to the Copy Flight option is illustrated in Figure 13. This form
provides the means for creating additional copies of existing flight files. The options
available to the operator at this menu level consists of copying the file, or returning to the
Flight Selection Form.

These few examples of the MMIF menu tree respresent the hirarchal process where an
operator can go from system “log on” to the lowest level of definition of a Test Scenario.
Similar menu trees are used for on-line control of the system. It clearly shows that an
operator need not be a software engineer or computer programmer to operate the RMPS.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many other features of the RMPS hardware and software which cannot be
addressed in such a brief overview of the system. This product represents a state of the art
advance in computer systems for realtime processing. It is a modular architecture using
universally accepted standard buses, such as Motorola’s Versabus and VME bus. The 



standard buses permit a large variety of off-the-shelf board level products to be
incorporated into the system without any hardware or software redesign.

For example, it is possible at any time to add special computational board sets such as the
Sky Computers, Inc. dual VME board Warrior array processor that has a 15MFLOP
capability of processing IEEE P574 32-bit and 64-bit data, at memory access rates up to
20MB. The Warrior AP can do a 1024 point complex FFT in 3.9 ms (over 12 times faster
than a TMP computer). To support this very capable array processor, Sky in turn provides
a library of 100 sub-routines and 500 scientific routines which have been devloped in
conjunction with the Numerical Algorithms Group of the United Kingdom.

The computation throughput capacity of the system can be expanded at anytime by merely
plugging in more APs (TMP Cards). A large dual cage chassis is used to accommodate up
to 18 Versabus modules plus 28 VME modules (10 full height, plus 18 half-height modules
or larger quantities of each within the 20 full height slots available). Two chassis can be
interconnected to double the card slot capacity to 36 Versabus modules and 56 VME Bus
modules. By placing data source and PCM simulator modules in one chassis, with only
computers (APs plus the CP) and peripheral interfaces in the second chassis, the realtime
10 MHz buses are not physically lengthened beyond 17 inches and dramatically slowed
down, as is the case in other modular preprocessors where more chassis needed to process
multiple data sources physically extend the CPU/Data buses. Multiple single or dual
chassis RMPS can be interconnected via a 200 MB throughput Dataram multiport memory
unit. Using the high speed Dataram as a Global CVT memory, the eight stream data source
limit and the 1.5 Mwps throughput capacity of a single thread RMPS can both be
multiplied factorially, again without software change or hardware redesign.

The use of standard buses and a multitasking operating system or the CP permits a wide
variety of mass storage devices (tape transports and disks) to be added initially or at any
future time to a system configuration. The same is true of graphics terminals and printer-
plotters which permit a RMPS to function as a standalone computer system, as well as a
compressed, EU data source for a super mainframe computer.

The use of an incremental compiler is the most important feature of the standard software,
as changes in realtime processes are an essential ingredient of research and testing. At the
same time, important changes must be able to be made without interrupting the processing
of other parameters not affected by the changes being made. The system also provides
graceful degradation of performance such, that with the failure of one computer, assigned
parameters are reassigned to other computers and only a few parameters are lost to
realtime display process while the reassignment is made (they are saved on the wrapfile
disk). The CPU load leveling at run compile time is automatic and transparent to the
operator. It is also failsafe, in that, if an operator requests more realtime processing than



there are available APs, the compiler will tell the operator to add more TMP cards. Even if
this is not possible, the graceful degradation will permit elimination of the least critical
processes until an acceptable computational load is achieved.

The RMPS horizontally and vertically expandable computer system architecture does not
entice one with large theoretical capacities that are not achievable because of hidden
realworld limits, as do most high performance systems. As the number of APs expand, so
does the memory. In fact, memory generally expands faster than the need grows when
more APs are added because of load leveling. All 65,536 ID tags are useable with one data
source stream or with eight sources. Even this large number is expandable factorially when
multiple RMPS are interconnected via the Dataram because each RMPS would have its
own CVT buffers. Power supplies and thermal design have been calculated on worst-worst
case configurations. Comprehensive diagnostics permit automatic trouble shooting to the
pluggable module or subsystem level. Finally, all user programming is done with a high
language, such as Fortran 77 or “C”. The user does not have to worry about difficult
microcode when he wants to

Figure 1.  Data Flow Through RMPS



Figure 2.  CRDS Model CP32 Functional Block Diagram

Figure 3.  CP32 Control Processor Memory Access Timing



Figure 4.  Programmable Data Distributor Block Diagram

Figure 5.  TMP Functional Block Diagram



Figure 6.  Floating Point Processor Diagram

Figure 7.  Parameter Processing Diagram



Figure 8.  Man-Machine Interface Menu Tree

Figure 9.  RMPS Flight Librarian Selection Menu



Figure 10.  Flight Librarian Menu Tree

Figure 11.  Acronym Help List



Figure 12.  Flight Selection Form

Figure 13.  Flight Copy Form



TM 78.420
P.C.M.

DECOMMUTATOR
FOR DANIEL AND IRIG FORMAT

BY Alain Nardou
Telemetering and Systems

Department

INTERTECHNIQUE which manufactures the TM 77.600, I.R.I.G. format decommutator,
has had to extend the PCM message acquisition performance range to the DANIEL
format, and has thus developed the TM 78.420.

The TM 78420, capable therefore of acquiring both DANIEL and IRIG PCM messages,
meets the requirements of the users of the Avions Marcel Dassault methods service
telemetering station at Istres.

This equipment provides for the acquisition and display, in different forms and in real time,
of values of parameters contained in a PCM message.

The following values can be displayed simultaneously on five cathode screens:

- 128 parameters in analog form, bar-graph type

- 32 parameters in digital form, in physical magnitudes.

The values of 16 parameters can be restored in the form of analog voltages and those of
four parameters in binary form.

An operator terminal, consisting of a display console/alphanumeric keyboard unit, prepares
the deswitching program and monitors the equipment in general. The system consists of
the following subassemblies;

- 4 analog display terminals designated as A, B, C, D

- 1 alphanumeric terminal unit E



- 1 logging rack

- 1 operator terminal

2.  ANALOG DISPLAY TERMINALS (A, B, C, D)

Each terminal consists of a cathode tube terminal and 5 key keyboard providing for the
selection of amont five deswitching programs residing in the decommutator memory.

1.  Decommutator

The system opens an analysis window of 32 consecutive words of the incident PCM
message.

2.  Display

The bar-graphs are white on a black background. Aligned vertically they occupy the whole
width of the screen. The bar-graph lines are not contiguous (analog with PAM - RZ) and
have no identification.

A reticle consisting of horizontal lines one tenth of the full scale part, facilitates reading of
the parameters’ value, this reticle is obtained by scanning.

The resolution is 1/256th of the full scale (the digital/analog conversion is obtained on
8 bits).

An alignment of 8 consecutive bits is possible out of the 16 possible input bits, this
alignment is the same for the 32 parameters on a unit.

Refreshing is obtained at the rate of the video frame (i.e., 1/25 seconds).

The first parameter selected is located to the left of the screen.

3.  Access to Program

The user has a five key keyboard at his disposal, providing for a choice between five
display program preselected from the operator terminal.

In operation there are 20 progarms residing in memory (A1 to A5, B1 to B5, etc.) each
terminal having access to five of them.

ITC/USA '95
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3.  ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY TERMINAL (E)

1.  Decommutator

The system decommuts 32 parameters located in any way in the format.

Each of the parameters is selected by the designation:

in IRIG PCM - of the address of the word in the short cycle and the address of the short
cycle in the long cycle for the subswitched parameters

the address of the word in the short cycle for the switched parameters

in DANIEL - the code of the area and address of the word in the area.

2.  Diaplay

-  The image is displayed on TV monitor.

-  The writing is white on a black background;

-  The screen is divided into two columns and 16 lines.

-  A 16 character label identifies the parameter at the start of a half line.

-  The data refresh rate is around 20 Hz.

3.  Program Selection

Display on terminal E is fully monitored by the operator terminal from which the 32
numeric channels displayed are allocated.

4.  Processing of Parameters

a.  Presentation

The parameters can be:

-  in binary on 16 bits maximum

-  in decimal on 5 digits



-  in signed decinal on 5 digits plus the sign

-  in hexadecimal on 4 digits.

b.  Linear arithematical operation

The presentation in physical units can be obtained by the following processing:

A x 10n1 x X + B. 10n2

and

where X corresponds to the value of the telemetering word received. The values of
parameters a and b are acquired in scientific notation with a 4 digit mantissa comprised
between -9999 and + 9999 and a single digit exponent comprised between - 9 and + 9.

The result is displayed there with 5 digits plus sign either in scientific notation or in
fractionary number form.

4.  OPERATOR TERMINAL

1.  Operating

The operator terminal:

a. programs and controls the system via an alphanumeric console

b. displays on this screen the values of the 32 parameters displayed on terminal E

c. displays on a separate monitor an analog display program type A, B, C or D
(terminal V).

This monitor being generally associated to the operator terminal.

d. prepares a supplementary program for one of the displays A, B, C or D in real time,
without halting the decommutator.

e. prepares and checks the deswitching of a 33rd parameter in real time, without halting
decommutator.



f. has the capacity to replace one of the 32 parameters of display E by the 33rd
parameter thus defined

g. prepares a new program

h. manages two floppy disk units on which the user’s programs can be recorded.

2.  Programming

The menu of the nine functions available on the system appears on the operator terminal
screen when initializing the system, each one being preceded by its order number.

The operator must key in the number of the function selected on the keyboard.

a. Function 1 - editing mode

This function prepares programs through the acquisition of the different deswitching
parameters.

A program is written in conversational mode.

The text:

NAME OF PROGRAM :

appears at the top of the screen.

The operator must then key in the name of the program which can have six characters
maximum.

The frame of the upper program array then appears and concerns the bar-graph analog
channel. The array is as follows:

NAME OF PROGRAM        XXXX

TERMINAL NO. PROG. NO. SHORT C. NO. WORD ALIGN. SGN

INPUT A



The parameters are acquired by the INPUT line which is split up into acquisition areas,
corresponding to the frame of the array.

At the end of line write, the operator can either cancel what he has written or validate it,
the contents of the input line transferred to the corresponding line of the array.

The operator can thus write or correct each line in the array.

The other arrays in the program (digital channels, analog channels, etc.), are accessed by
actuating the “Upwards arrow” or “downwards arrow” key.

The write principle is identical to all the arrays.

The array frames are specific to each type of channel are are displayed in the appendix.

b. Function 2 - initiation or halting decommutator. When decommutator is active write
on floppy disk is inhibited.

c. Function 3 - log listing

This function provides for display of the names of all the programs recorded on the floppy
disk

d. Function 4 - suppression of a logged program.

e. Function 5 - floppy disk formatting.

f. Function 6 - floppy disk duplication

g. Function 7 - selection of a program in view of operator terminal bar-graph display
(terminal V).

h. Function 8 - display on operator terminal.

This function provides for the display of 32 numeric parameters allocated with their label
on the operator screen.



FUNCTION 8

1 2 3 4 5 (result channel 33)

INPUT  NO.  CHANNEL   LABEL   NO.  SHORT C.     NO.  WORD   PROC.  A.    B

With the input line it is possible to program a 33rd channel, check its operating and
allocate this new program to one of the 32 channels.

i. Function 9 - data listing

This function can display the contents of 32 consecutive words of an area or of a short
cycle from a given word number.

5.  Decomutator RACK

The following subassemblies are integrated into this rack:

- decommutator and peripherals management subrack

- digital/analog conversion subrack - 16 channels and binary channels restore

- 2 floppy disk units.

1.   Deswitching Subrack

This subrack performs the following functions:

a.  The acquisition, deswitching of PCM messages from a format synchronizer and the
generation of video signals (to the CCIR standards) for terminals A, B, C, D and E, are
obtained by the following subassemblies of the deswitching subrack:

- “DANIEL” or IRIG address generator

- decommutator of 32 consecutive parameters in ans area or short cycle, and generator of
the video signal for the bar graph display associated to the operator terminal.



Generator of the video signal for terminal E (alphanumeric display).

- subassembly of two deswitchers of 32 consecutive parameters and generator of video
signals for terminals C and D

- deswitcher of any 32 parameters in the format

- deswitcher of any 20 parameters in the format

- 16 analog channels

- 4 binary channels.

b.  Management of the operator terminal via SERIE V 24 link.

c.  Management of the two floppy disk untis.

d.  Presentation of the deswitched data to the digital/analog conversion subrack.

e.  Programming via 16 bit channel of a format synchronizer.

2.  Numeric/Analog Conversion Subrack

This subrack firstly provides for the digital /analog conversion on 8 bits, of 16 parameters
from the deswitcher.

An alignment of 8 consecutive bits amongst the 16 possible input bits can be obtained, this
alignment is specific to each of the parameters deswitched, and secondly, 4 parameters are
restored in binary form.

3.  Floppy disk Units

A sequence of different programs can be printed out from the operator terminal and logged
on diskettes. This program is identified by an alphanumeric label with 16 characters
maximum.

In this way more than 50 different programs can be stored.

The system provides for diskette duplication.



4.  Presentation of the Menu

FUNCTION SELECTION

-  Editing/display: 1
-  Initiation/halt deswitch: 2
-  Log listing: 3
-  Log suppression: 4
-  Disk formatting: 5
-  Disk duplication: 6
-  ANA. program selection: 7
-  Output on O.T. 8
-  Area listing: 9
***Function selected -

Programming of bar-graph channels.

1.  DANIEL Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:

TERMINAL/PROG.       AREA      WORD     SIGN     TRANS.     PART    ALIGN.

INPUT
A1

2.  IRIG Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:

TERMINAL/PROG.        SHORT C.       WORD       SIGN         ALIGN.

INPUT



Programming of alphanumeric channels

1.  DANIEL Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:
ALPHANUMERIC CHANNELS

CHANNEL    LABEL     AREA   WORD    SIGN    TRANS.    PAR   PROC.    A     B

INPUT

2.  IRIG Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:
ALPHANUMERIC CHANNELS

CHANNEL       LABEL        SHORT C.        WORD        SIGN       PROC.      A      B

INPUT

Analog channel programming

1.  DANIEL Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:
ANALOG CHANNELS

CHANNEL        AREA        WORD       SIGN      TRAN.      PAR      ALIGN

INPUT



2.  IRIG Format

NAME OF PROGRAM:
ANALOG CHANNELS

CHANNEL        SHORT C.         WORD          SIGN        ALIGN

INPUT







REAL-TIME TELEMETRY OF
COMPLETE 1553 DATA BUSES

Phillip M. Breedlove
Charles R. Stephens

Loral Instrumentation
San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

As MIL-STD-1553 Multiplex Data Bus usage proliferates, the ability to remotely monitor
bus traffic has become important. Common applications include flight testing of missiles
and aircraft, and the field maintenance of vehicles. Due to the high data rate and
asynchronous characteristics of the 1553 Data Bus, special problems exist in the
acquisition and analysis of 1553 bus traffic. The acquisition of the complete bus traffic is
especially important during system testing and diagnostic operations. Several approaches
are being utilized today to transmit 1553 bus traffic. The first approach is an extension of
the PCM technique in which all of the bus traffic, during a specific time window, is
buffered and then output in a PCM style format. This has the advantage of being
synchronous, but a significant amount of bus information is lost, primarily the protocol and
bus timing. An alternative approach is to transmit raw unbuffered bus traffic. Bus timing
and protocol are retained, but the telemetry signal is asynchronous. A third approach,
developed by Loral Data Systems in conjunction with Loral Instrumentation, is a 1553
Data Acquisition System that retains bus timing and protocol and synchronizes the signal
to a common clock.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades the use of digital technology in aircraft avionics systems has
greatly increased, as well as the volume of data processed and distributed among various
subsystems. Large parallel bus wire bundles proved to be an inefficient way of
interconnecting equipment onboard vehicles and aircraft. To solve these problems, a serial
digital communication bus was developed. MIL-STD-1553 describes this bus.

The MIL-STD-1553 multiplex data bus provides an integrated, centralized system control
and standard interface for all equipment connected to the bus. The initial specification was 



released in 1973 that describes the electrical requirements and message protocol.
Additional stipulations were added in 1978.

In recent years we have seen an increase in the use of 1553 buses in new aircraft designs
and programs to retrofit the bus into existing systems. In addition, the application of the
multiplex bus in missile and ground based hardware is common today. With this increasing
application of the 1553 bus standard into more complex systems, the need to acquire and
analyze one hundred percent of the serial bus traffic has become evident, particularly in the
validation and test phases of a program. Also, once a system has been deployed, the
information on the entire bus can be utilized for maintenance and diagnostic procedures.

Since the multiplex bus is a one megabit, asynchronous data bus, the high speed and non-
synchronous nature of the bus present particular problems in the acquisition and analysis of
1553 data.

REMOTE SERIAL DATA ACQUISITION

Traditionally, data acquisition systems have been totally selfcontained, utilizing
independent transducers and sensors to gather test data. However, the accuracy and quality
of data which is available today in many modern avionics subsystems is equal to or greater
than that which can be gathered by independent telemetry hardware. With the integration
of the 1553 serial bus into the vehicle, the test engineer has been given a valuable resource
to gather quality data and reduce the total cost of the data acquisition system. It is common
today for PCM multiplex hardware to monitor a 1553 data bus and insert selected data into
the telemetry stream. This is often accomplished in a format which is compatible with the
IRIG standards and hence existing ground equipment can handle the decommutation of the
data. However, in many cases sampled data is inadequate to analyze the results of the test.

Several approaches are being utilized today to transmit the entire bus. The first approach is
an extension of the PCM technique, in which all of the bus traffic during a specific time
window is buffered and then output in a PCM style format. This has the advantage of
being a clock synchronous transmission, but unfortunately much of the information on the
bus has been lost. Since there are gaps in the bus traffic that are transmitted, the bus timing
has been destroyed. Although the data can be captured using standard bit sync and frame
sync hardware, the decommutation and tagging of the data is a problem. Standard 1553
instrumentation can no longer be used to identify the data. Mainframe host software can be
generated to process the decom output and recover the data, but the high data rate makes
this a difficult real time task that is not cost effective. However, the most important
disadvantage of this technique is in the quality of the recovered information. The diffusion
of the 1553 bus protocol to a PCM style format could make the analysis of test data
impossible and, as a result, the data is of little or no value in solving problems.



Another approach is to simply transmit the raw asynchronous bus. This straight forward
and simple approach is low cost and of course preserves the bus timing and protocol. In
addition, the received data can be easily analyzed with standard 1553 instrumentation.
However, since the multiplex bus is not synchronized to a common clock, the signal to
noise performance of this link is poor when compared with a synchronous transmission.
Hence, this technique would only be appropriate for special, controlled environments.

SYNCHRONIZED 1553 DATA

Systems are available today to capture and record the entire bus. These units operate as a
passive bus monitor, synchronize the 1553 traffic to a clock and record the information on
a high-density digital tape system. But in many applications it is not possible to record the
information on the verhicle and, therefore, the data must be transmitted to a ground station
or maintenance center.

The most effective approach for transmitting the 1553 bus is essentially the same technique
used to record the data. A data acquisition package monitors the 1553 traffic and
synchronizes the data to a common clock. The synchronized data is then code converted to
provide sufficient transitions in the data, to insure good bit synchronizer performance, and
then transmitted. The received data is interfaced to a bit synchronizer and converted back
into 1553 format. This serial output can then be interfaced to standard instruments for
recording, protocol testing, and data analysis. This approach has the distinct advantage of
preserving the basic 1553 protocol and timing while gaining the benefits of transmitting
synchronous data. Loral Data Systems has employed these principals in the design of an
airborne data acquisition system known as the PCM-453.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic airborne configuration consists of a PCM-453 Encoder with premod filter and
FM Telemetry Transmitter. if necessary, optional encryption hardware can be utilized to
secure the data link.

The PCM-453 transparently monitors the 1553 bus and synchronizes the data to a system
clock. The output data rate is 2 Mbps with different output codes offered depending on the
bandwidth available. Specifically, NRZ-L, RNRZ-L, BIO-L, and DM-M are the output
options with RNRZ-L the recommended choice, because it provides suitable transition
density for good bit synchronizer performance and requires a minimum transmitter
bandwidth of approximately 1.5 MHz.

The PCM-453 is offered in three basic configurations. In the first configuration the
Encoder continuously monitors both the primary and secondary buses and selects the



active bus on a priority basis for output on a single telemetry channel. Thus, 1553 data is
output from either the primary or secondary bus. In the case that both buses are active
simultaneously, data from the primary bus is output.

A second configuration treats the bus data as the first configuration, but with the addition
of a bus origination bit at the end of each 1553 message. This bit is set to true if the
message originates on the secondary bus. The extra bit allows the decoder to identify the
origin of each 1553 message and output the data on the appropriate bus.

The third configuration involves the simultaneous, independent monitoring of both the
primary and secondary buses. In this mode each 1553 data bus utilizes a separate
transmission channel. A telemetry transmitter, with a wideband subcarrier, can be
effectively used to achieve this result, or two separate transmitters may be utilized.

CONFIGURATION 1



PCM-453 encoder transparently monitors the primary and secondary bus and outputs data
from the active bus. The data is treated as a 40 bit per word, 2 megabit per second NRZ-L
data stream. The airborne package synchronizes the data to a common clock and code
converts the information. This data stream is then used to modulate the transmitter.

The received data is interfaced to a bit synchronizer and then converted back into 1553
data. Standard 1553 instrumentation is then available to inspect, process, and record the
data.

CONFIGURATION 2

The PCM-453 encoder transparently monitors the primary and secondary bus and outputs
the data, with the addition of a bus origination bit at the end of each message.

The extra bit allows the decoder to identify the origin of each message and output the data
on the appropriate bus.



CONFIGURATION 3

Two airborne units are used to continuously monitor the primary and secondary buses. A
telemetry transmitter with wideband subcarrier is used to output the data.

The dual decoder receives the independent data streams and clocks from the
receiver/discriminator and bit synchronizers. The complete primary and secondary bus
activity is then output for evaluation.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Perfect conditions cannot be assumed in an operational environment. Excessive noise,
environmental conditions and hardware failures can affect the bus operation. These
conditions are difficult to detect unless the telemetry system is determined by how
accurately the bus can be analyzed. In both the sampling and reformatting techniques, the
bus timing and protocol are destroyed. By using the PCM-453 to monitor the traffic, the
basic bus timing and protocol are preserved.



The bit error performance of the telemetry link is another major aspect that must be
addressed. The bit error rate probability is substantially enhanced by synchronizing the
asynchronous 1553 data bus, which translates directly into usable telemetry range.

GROUND INSTRUMENTATION

After the serial stream has been received and converted back into 1553 data, the
information can be interfaced with standard 1553 instrumentation to record, examine and
analyze the data. In January of 1980, Loral Instrumentation was contracted by the Systems
Engineering Avionics Facility at Wright Patterson Air Force Base to develop a bus tester
and analyzer to certify equipment compliant with MIL-STD-1553 A/B. The system was
called Bus Tester IV and is sold commercially as the Serial Bus Analyzer (SBA 100). The
SBA can simulate up to 32 remote terminals and the bus controller, as well as capture
specific bus traffic. The system not only simulates normal activity, but can also create the
full set of abnormal bus activity; introducing up to 17 error types and detecting these error
conditions in actual bus activity. Thus, when interfaced to the received 1553 data, the SBA
can monitor and examine the 1553 bus in the protocol domain.

In October of 1981, Loral Instrumentation introduced the Advanced Decom System
(ADS 100) to address the real-time acquisition, processing, and distribution needs of the
flight test community. The system is based on a bus structured, distributed processing
architecture that currently has over 55 major assemblies and product options available.
Realizing the need for 1553 data processing hardware, Loral Instrumentation recently
developed a set of modules consistent with ADS data flow architecture to acquire 1553
data. These modules allow the user to apply the extensive processing and distribution
capabilities of the ADS to 1553 data streams. The resulting system is known as the Serial
Data Processor (SDP 100). Our objective is to give the SDP similar capabilities to a
telemetry ground station and operate on the 1553 bus in the data domain. The functions of
bit synchronization and normalization of the 1553 signal are included in the SDP system.

APPLICATIONS

The first application obviously is in the test phase of a development program. The
PCM-453 can be utilized in place of or in addition to a standard PCM data link to send
information to a ground station. Real-time processing, display, and storage of test data will
be handled by a Serial Data Processor network.

In an operational scenario, the link can be utilized to maintain equipment in the field.
Maintenance personnel and instrumentation can support vehicles deployed in the field from
a central location. Diagnostics can be accomplished at the maintenance center on the
information received via the 1553 telemetry link and coordinated through existing voice



channels. Both the Serial Bus Analyzer and Serial Data Processor can be employed by
maintenance personnel to diagnose any malfunctions. Once identified, maintenance
personnel can guide field operators through removal and replacement of spares or dispatch
the proper equipment from a central repair site. The concept is aimed at providing the
maximum deployment of systems in the field.

 



APPLICATIONS OF TELEMETRY DATA ACQUISITION
EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF SPACE VEHICLES

Li Ke Ren
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P.O. Box 9212, Beijing, China

INTRODUCTION

Generally, the data acquisition equipment used in space vehicles mainly consists of
logic program control, multiplexer-encoder, output driver, power supply for dc conversion
and so on. Today telemetry technology has been deeply concerned with computer science.
So how to make the telemetry system more flexible and versatile and how to design a
multiplexer-encoder (data collector or remote unit as is called in a programmable telemetry
system) with good compatibility and powerful function has become one of the most
important things of developing a new generation of telemetry system. In 1960s, most of the
telemetry systems were of typical coded time-division multiplexing. The sampling program
of this system is fixed and its bit rate and frame format are unvaried, so it is difficult for a
system to accommodate the requirements of various kinds of measurements, especially
when there are comparatively more parameters to be measured, and most of which are of
slow-changing. As the sampling rate is designed in accordance with the upper-limited
signal frequency that we need to measure, so the validity of the slow-changing data is very
low. And onced the telemetry equipment has been developed, it is very difficult to change
the sampling rate, the bit rate and the frame format.

With the development of electronic devices, more devices can be integrated in a small
chip, so the programmable telemetry had been pulled off in early 1970s. This article deals
with mainly a few programmable multiplexer-encoders and microprocessor-controlled
multiplexer-encoders used in our actual research work and applications.

MULTIPLEXER-ENCODER IN PROGRAMMABLE TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The multiplexer-encoder of a programmable telemetry system can be divided into two
categories, that is distributed type and centralized type, depending on the bulk of the
vehicle, the number of parameters to be measured and the requirements of the users.



DISTRIBUTED MULTIPLEXER-ENCODER

The distributed multiplexer-encoder can be adopted for telemetry systems on-board the
carrier rockets or aircrafts if the bulk of the vehicle is comparatively large and the numbers
of parameter to be measured are of multiple-parameters. The multiplexer-encoder should
be installed in close vicinity of the signal source, in order to reduce a large number of
cables and refrain from interfering. These multiplexer-encoders are all controlled by the
central unit, with only two cables in between (address buss and data buss) for connection.
The central unit continuously issues instructions to each multiplexer-encoder through the
address buss, whether a multiplexer-encoder is selected depends on if the preset unit
number conforms to the unit number in the address. Only the one which is selected can
immediately get into operation mode and conducts data acquisition, analog-to-digital
conversion and data output according to the channel number in the address. Then this data
code is sent back to the central unit via the data buss and is output in the light of the preset
frame, format.

The distributed multiplexer-encoder operates in a mastered manner. It is in
synchronization with the central unit and completely works in accordance with the address
in the central unit. The distributed multiplexer-encoder mainly consists of tile following:

Buss interface:  address buss and data buss, this design conforms to NIL-STD-1553.

Sampling and holding:  when the unit code of the address code (unit code, channel
code, and function code) transferred from the central unit conforms with the preset unit
number, channel code, and function code are sent to the register, then the sampling gate
opens and begins to sample the analog signals applied.

Programmable gain amplifier:  according to function code, control the gain of the
amplifier (there are three ranges of different amplitudes for high, intermediate, and low
analog levels).

A-D conversion:  after being sampled and amplified, the analog signals are A-D
converted, the process of A-D conversion is controlled by the time clock generated in
itself.

Parallel digital signal:  directly enter the input of the sampling gate of the multiplexer
and each input can be regarded as one of the parallel bits and is sent to the digital signal
register without A-D conversion after input, then enter the data buss. The output of both
analog signal and digital signal are controlled by function code.



Power converter:  convert dc voltage from 28v into the voltage required by the
equipment.

The principle of the distributed multiplexer-encoder is shown in Figure 1.

CENTRALIZED MULTIPLEXER-ENCODER

When the dimensions of the vehicle are limited, then the centralized multiplexer-
encoder can be adopted. This kind of multiplexer-encoder may work in a controller manner
(controlled by central unit) or may work as a stand-along unit. Here we discuss the self-
driven manner.

Adding a erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), a relevant clock
generator as well as some appropriate output circuits to the distributed multiplexer-encoder
forms a stand-alone multiplexer-encoder. The only requirement is that it is necessary to,
according to the demands of the users, write the address code, function code, and sync
code group corresponding to each channel of the multiplexer-encoder into the EPROM in a
certain frame format in advance before each flight test. When power is applied, the internal
clock continuously makes access to the EPROM, calls out the channel address, opens the
transmission gate corresponding to this address to collect analog data and adjust tile gain
according to the different input signal levels and simultaneously inserts a sync code in a
corresponding position of the frame and then constitutes a frame for output. This kind of
multiplexer-encoder can be manufactured as plug-in modules, thus making it a very
compact and flexible equipment, so the functions can be added or reduced at the user’s
will. The EPROM is able to store many frame formats, if the user wants to change the
frame format and the bit rate, then this can be done via the internal jumper wire or
switching by the internal controller in accordance with the user’s requirements.

If we remove the EPROM and the clock is applied externally, then the multiplexer-
encoder becomes a mastered equipment that is controlled externally. For this type of
multiplexer-encoder see Figure 2.

MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED MULTIPLEXER-ENCODER

The programmable telemetry system gained its wide applications in early 1970s. At that
time, the most frequently used multiplexer-encoders are the distributed and centralized
ones mentioned previously. The microprocessor-controlled multiplexer-encoders are new
developments in recent years. With the developments of medium and large-scale integrated
circuits, we have developed several microprocessor-controlled multiplexer-encoders
according to the user’s requirements. Actually this kind of multiplexer-encoder can be
regarded as a stand-along PCM system.



To make the equipment compact and consume less power, we choose the medium and
large-scale CMOS chips to form the hardwares of the equipment. The equipment mainly
include the following:

Microprocessor CPU chip, with DMA.

Two erasable programmable read-only memory, EPROM (I) and EPROM (II), each
of which is 512x8 bit.

Multichannel switch:  device with 8 input channels transmission is used.

A-D converter:  CMOS hybrid integrated modules, 8 bit resolution.

Other control hardware.

It is necessary to write various kinds of master control programs into EPROM (I) and
set up several kinds of frame formats in EPROM (II), in order to make the format, gain
and bit rate changeable. The operation process is like this, when operation starts, the CPU
operates in accordance with the master control program stored in EPROM (1) calls out the
address of a certain frame format in EPROM (II) through the address buss. Then the
multichannel switch connects with the analog gate according to this address and begins to
gather various kinds of signals, and then through the process of sampling and holding, A-D
conversion and the insertion of sync code, a PCM frame is formed and sent to output. To
increase the bit rate, it is not necessary for the address readout by EPROM (II) to go
through the data buss and return to the CPU to be processed, instead, the data acquisition
process can be controlled directly. At the same time we have used the direct memory
access (DMA) method to improve the bit rate.

Now each address corresponding to a certain frame format and the frame sync code
group are stored in EPROM (II). If a dedicated frame format consists of a major frame
with M minor frames, each of which includes 3 subframes, in that case, the major frame
sync word should be the reciprocal of the minor frame sync word (the preset 16 bits or
24 bits optimum sync code). If the word number of each minor frame N, the word number
of each subframe N and the word number of subframe of each minor frame K all can be
preset, then, according to this frame format, draw up the program flowchart, compile the
relevant software and send to EPROM (II) for storage. Because N, n, K all can be preset,
so severaL frame formats are worked out.

The block diagram of this equipment is shown in Figure 3. The frame format is shown
in Figure 4.



This equipment has passed various kinds of hazardous environments and has been
proven to be satisfactory. The hardwares used in the multiplexer-encoder are all of CMOS
devices, so its power consumption is very low.

The above is a briefing on the development of a few programmable multiplexer-encoder
units. We are still in the initial stage in the field of Telemetry Computer System, but we
believe that with the popularity of computer technology and the progress of Large Scale
Integrated Circuits in China, this technology will get a faster and greater development in
the near future.





Figure 3. The block diagram of microprocessor-controlled multiplexer-encoder unit

Figure 4.  The chart of frame format
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I  -  INTRODUCTION

For nearly 20 years, ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT has been developing several
data acquisition systems, in particular in-flight test systems, excluding sensors, means for
recording on magnetic tape and transmission by telemetry processes (Figure 1).

It may be noted in passing that these systems have been named EMMANUEL, SAMUEL,
RACHEL and DANIEL (Figure 2).

These systems have allowed the control of in-flight testing for numerous aeronautical
programmes both civilian and military, such as for the recent FALCON 900 and MIRAGE
2000 programmes.

The tests undertaken related to the performance characteristics of the aircraft itself and,
especially during the last few years, the performance characteristics of the airborne
avionics.

Present and future in-flight test requirements have spurred ELECTRONIQUE SERGE
DASSAULT to undertake the design and development of a revised DANIEL System,
referred to as the system of the nineties : DANIEL 90.

II  -  CRITERIA AND REFLEXIONS

To reach an appropriate definition of the DANIEL system rebuild, ELECTRONIQUE
SERGE DASSAULT, assisted by its main customers such as AVIONS MARCEL
DASSAULT - BREGUET AVIATION, has striven to define criteria and also to analyze
reflexions relating to its past experience.

These considerations are certainly not exhaustive, but they reveal certain points which
appear to be essential.

Among these points, the following two have particularly influenced the Company’s action :

- continuity in the development of test means,

- the necessity of a bridge with other developments.



2.1.  CRITERIA (Figure 3)

These criteria, as listed in Figure 3, are based on the following three principles :

- continuity with formerly developed systems,

- the use of the most appropriate techniques available at the time,

-  possibility of future development.

The in-flight test means market is indeed relatively narrow.

One of the consequences of this is that investment in such developments for both the
manufacturer and user is generally high compared with production costs.

To this should be added the fact that requirements expressed by users are extremely
diversified as a function of :

- the complexity of final development, especially for the avionics,

- the specificity of each user regarding both methods and operating means employed.

2.2.  REFLEXIONS (Figure 4)

Normally, the development of a new product is the time to make a consensus for the
purpose of defining the product. These reflexions are naturally related to past experience in
order to avoid the pitfalls inherent in the life of a product.

The following three themes of reflexion have in particular been analyzed:

- requirements,

- design,

- technology.

2.2.1.  REQUIREMENTS

Some ten years ago, the acquisition of individual measurements was still preponderant and
more often was performed in analogue form.



It is certain that parameters specifically relating to aircraft testing (fuselage, engine, etc.)
are still indispensable. But the last few years have seen a considerable increase in
requirements for avionics testing, whose parameters to be acquired are essentially in digital
form.

This tendency of increasing the number of digital parameters will only increase in the
coming years.

The development of digital sensors and the digitizing of parameters such as vibration or
video will contribute to accentuating this tendency, not only with regard to their number
but also with regard to data rates in numbers of words per unit time.

Another consideration has also appeared during these last few years and which may be
called conditional acquisition.

This type of acquisition is met, for example, on data buses or point-to-point digital links
(masking, sorting, identification words, etc.) or again at the level of temporal correlation of
events.

2.2.2.  CONCEPT

The concept of test means is often highly specialized, resulting in products having their
individual life with everything that this implies at the industrial level.

It is completely normal that the objectives and requirements imposed on this type of
equipment be specific. But when pushed to the extreme limit, this specificity, if it leads to
the industrial isolation of products, is not inducive of a harmonious industrial life for these
products.

ELECTRONIQUE SERGE DASSAULT has thus striven to relate either completely or in
part the development of test means to that of the operational equipment produced by the
Company. This approach has the advantage of ensuring a certain degree of perenniality .

2.2.3.  TECHNOLOGY

As everybody knows, technology is progressing both constantly and very quickly. This is
so true that some people affirm maliciously that an equipment is already obsolete on the
drawing board.



Remembering the economic considerations emphasized in paragraph 2.1, it may be argued
that :

- it is difficult to avoid the consequences of discontinued manufacture of components and
overcoming this at least cost is a constant worry,

- it is frustrating to be unable to take advantage of technological progress without
completely remodelling products.

III  DANIEL 90 ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the DANIEL 90 system is derived directly from that of modern
avionics systems.

In direct line with previous developments, the DANIEL 90 system has been designed
around the DIGIBUS, which is the bus specified by the French inter-arm standard
GAM-T-101 widely used for many programmes both at home and abroad.

3.1.  GENERAL PRESENTATION (Figure 5)

As seen in Figure 5, different types of remote terminals known as “AUXILIARIES” are
connected to the system bus for performing the following functions :

- management (AGP),

- acquisition (ACC, ACB, etc.),

- utilities (ACV, VCP).

Contrary to the management and utility auxiliaries, several of each type of acquisition
auxiliary may be connected to the system bus.

In addition, most of the acquisition auxiliaries have an independent mode of operation not
imposing the use of a system bus such as in the case of test installations for the acquisition
of small quantities of information.

The acquisition auxiliaries are either specialized, such as :

- the ACC, which receives analogue or pseudo-digital parameters,

- the ACB, which receives messages over various types of digital bus,



or mixed, such as :

- the ACNA, which behaves as an ACC and ACB for half of their respective acquisition
capacities.

Certain of these acquisition auxiliaries receive the data to be acquired directly, such as the
ACB or ACP.

Others receive such data via formerly developed equipment, such as the ACC, which uses
UAMs produced by the SFIM Company and the UAGSs of the earlier DANIEL system.

All the acquisition auxiliaries are connected to the system bus via the same standard
coupler (COS) widely used in other programmes.

All the acquisition auxiliaries use the same transit coupler (CAM) widely employed in
other programmes.

Finally, all auxiliaries except for the program load unit (VCP) use the same processing
unit, widely employed in other programmes.

3.2.  BRIEF INDIVIDUAL DESCRIPTION

This description, which can only be brief within the framework of the present paper,
relates to :

- the equipment,

- the software,

- the DANIEL PCM message.

3.2.1.  EQUIPMENT

Refer to Figures 6 to 13.

3.2.2.  SOFTWARE

The software packages comprise :

- the software integral with the equipment and used during the acquisition phases this is
the “in-flight software”,



- the software integral with the equipment and used for memorizing in the AGP the
parameters specific to the current acquisition campaign as well as for system
maintenance ; this is the “on-ground software”,

- the software run in a data-processing centre for generating the parameters specific to
each acquisition campaign ; this is the “utility software”.

3.2.2.1.  IN-FLIGHT SOFTWARE

The in-flight software comprises the general software packages common to the ACs and
the AGP :

- Power application and equipment self-test software,

- process timing software.

It also comprises software specific to each equipment.

- For the AGP :
- system bus control mode management,

- PCM message management,

- transfer from the protected memory of parameters specific to the current test
campaign to the random-access memories of the AGP and ACs.

- For the Acs :

- system bus remote terminal mode management,

- management of couplers specific to each AC by means of parameters specific to the
current test campaign,

- updating in the random-access memory of specific parameters.

3.2.2.2.  ON-GROUND SOFTWARE

By means of an input-output unit (Program Load Unit) connected to the AGP or an
independent AC, this software :

- loads into protected memory the parameters specific to the recording to be made,



- reads and writes memory words in the AGP and independent Acs,

- initiates programs in the independent ACs and the AGP.

3.2.2.3.  UTILITY SOFTWARE

This software generates information specific to a test.

This is performed by means of :

- descriptives of the acquisition channels,

- the measurements requested (channels, type, frequency, etc.).

This software determines whether or not the required measurements are possible and then
generates :

- descriptive files to be loaded into the protected memory of the AGP (“utility
programs”),

- a listing resulting from the generation of these files,

- an operating file to facilitate on-ground analysis of the PCM recordings.

3.2.3.  DANIEL PCM MESSAGE (Figure 14)

The DANIEL PCM message consists of 512 16-bit word cycles. The words generated by
the DANIEL 90 system are transmitted with least significant bits leading.

The data rate of this message lies between 1000 and 32,000 words per second.

3.2.3.1.  COMPOSITION OF A DANIEL CYCLE

Each cycle consists chronologically of :

- 2 synchronization words, i.e. 32 bits “7565256A” (in hexadecimal form),

- 1 word indicating the program number,



- 1 time word of most significant bits which in fact duplicates the time word of most
significant bits of the first zone stored during this cycle. It may, for example, be used
for fast search,

- a series of variable-length zones arranged in the chronological order of appearance of
the first words of each, a zone never being amputated,

- words “8000” (in hexadecimal form) to fill out the cycle length to 512.

Some cycles consist only of words “8000” (except for the synchronization words).

3.2.3.2.  COMPOSITION OF A DANIEL ZONE

Each zone contains :

- 1 zone identification word,

- 2 time words (a time word of most significant bits and a time word of least significant
bits),

- a series of words representing the parameter values.

Remark  :  Zone identification word.

The 16 bits of this word are assigned as follows :

- the least significant byte (20 to 27) is a zone identification code,

- bits 26 and 27 are systematically “1s”,

- the next 64 codes are allocated to the zones,

- bits 28 to 214 represent the zone length in 16-bit words, including the identification word
and the two time words (4 < zone length < 127 ) ,

- bit 215 is a bit indicating the zone occupation status :

* 215 = “0” &> zone “full”, i.e. completely occupied.

* 215 = “1” &> zone “empty”, i.e. not completely occupied. A zone indicated as being
empty contains at least one significant piece of information (or transfer)
(the first).
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TELEMETERING OF A MISSILE BUS 1553 B

by Jean Marie Aure
Telemetering and System

Department

1.   INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to transmit directly the data circulating on a 1553-B bus by microwave link
during a missile test, given that it is not a synchronous message.

For the ANS missile the AEROSPATIALE tactical missile division has decided to include
the 1553 message in a PCM message to IRIG standards.

In view of the asynchronism between the traditional telemetering data and the bus message
it has been necessary to develop a specific controller providing the interface between the
bus and the IRIG PCM. This controller performs the functions of synchronization,
encoding, structural analysis of message, adaptatin of the input speed to the PCM rate and
also dating of the data.

Moreover, during tests on the missile, it is necessary to process the bus data on the ground.
A conventional decommutator, although suitable for the usual analog channels, cannot be
used in real time. It is therefore been necessary to develop equipment providing on the
ground the reconstitution of a 1553 bus that can be processed by ordinary standard
equipment.

After synchronizing and sorting the data in the IRIG format the equipment creates three
types of messages corresponding:  to the missile message, to the dating and to the message
found erroneous during acquisition on board.

2.   PRINCIPLE OF THE LINK

The 1553 B controller connects the missile bus and is capable of recording all the data
flowing in it. It therefore does not have any specific address at its disposal and is totally
dumb. It can thus play its full part as spy.



Progressively with the availability of the IRIG PCM format, the 1553 data are taken by the
formatter in serial form. The latter can thus compose a message containing the encoding of
the analog parameters and 1553 data.

The message thus created is sent to the ground via an S band transmitter associated to its
antenna.

On the ground the signal received processed by the receiver is presented on the input of a
magnetic recorder (offline processing or saving) or on the input of the bits synchronizer. 



Then comes the format synchronizer which, coupled to a PCM decommutator, processes
the purely IRIG data in real time.

In parallel on the PCM decomnutator format synchronizer, le PCM/1553 relocator takes
the 1553 data which, after processing, are reconstituted to reform the missile 1553 bus.
Dating data in 1553 message form are added to this bus.

The data of this reconstituted bus can then be decommutated in real time via ordinary
standard equipment.

3.   PRINCIPLE OF TRANSMISSION

The data transmission medium is any PCM/IRIG conventional format, only the length of
the words is fixed at 8 bits with or without parity.

The analog encoded data are entered in the format in the usual way at fixed addresses.
These parameters can have any computation The quantity of analog data that can be
transmitted depends on the average speed of the 1553 B bus to be telemetered.

The encoded 1553 B data are entered sequentially inside the format at all the points left
free by the analog parameters without any notion of addressing. Additional dating data are
regularly placed between the 1553 B data.

If the speed of the 1553 B bus becomes insufficient to fill the format, special filling words
completed.

3.1   1553 Message Encoding

The encoding has been adopted so as to limit the expansion factor (the pass band of the
telemetering channel is limited to 1 MHz), encoding should also provide for
synchronization research on the ground.

Each 1553 word generates three telemetering bytes. The composition of the bytes is as
follows:
Sync 16 data bits Parity

4 status bits

Byte 1 flag “1” Byte 2 flag “0” Byte 3 flag “1”



The four status bits have the following significance:

Bit  A = “1” ; synchronization correct
Bit  A = “0” ; synchronization incorrect
Bit  B = “1” ; command or status word
Bit  b = “0” ; data word
Bit C = “1” ; length of word transmitted = 20 bits
Bit C = “0” ; length of word transmitted < 20 bits
Bit D = “1” ; no biphase encoding error
Bit D = “0” ; biphase encoding error in the 1553 word transmitted.

3.2   Dating

It being impossible to send the 1553 data with certainty in real time, dating is inserted in
the format.

Every 640 microseconds a dating request is deposited as of the arrival of an end of
message, two dating bytes are inserted after the three bytes of the last 1553 word.

The dating data consists of a 14 bit word in binary (213 to 20).

Byte 1 flag “1” Byte 1 flag “1”

The dating resolution is 20 microseconds.

In order to avoid loss of data in the case of the 1553 bus being heavily occupied, a buffer
memory filling threshold is provided to inhibit dating.

This threshold is programmable by strap.

- minimum threshold: 512 bytes
- maximum threshold: 8 Kbytes
- programming by steps of 512 bytes.

3.3   Blank Words

- In case of low activity of the 1553 bus blank words are inserted. They appear when the
memory is empty.

They have the following format:



4.   THE 1553 B CONTROLLER

4.1   General Principles

- clock synchronization

THis function delivers a 2 RD synchronous clock of the 1553 TTL message as of its
first bit, thus providing for analysis of the message half.bit by half-bit.

- 1553 management

Organized around a number of PROM circuits , it analyses the message, prepares the
statuses, provides the formatting in bytes and the dating.

- 8 Kbytes FIFO

This queues the 1553 bytes during high activity phases on the bus. The bytes exit from
this function in serial form on request from the formatter.

On input the 1553 B controller respects the technical and electrical specifications of the
MIL 1553 B standard.



The frequency correction range is ± 5.10-3.

A 1553 message is transmitted from a length of 3.5 bits.

4.2   Principle of Clock Synchronization

- Clock synchronization block diagram

Ordinary standard circuits are not suitable, they reject the error words which is contrary to
the “spy role” of the 1553 controller.

The principle adopted is the creation of the rate at 2 MHz, called 2 RD, from a controlled
divider operating at 16 MHz.

This divider is initialized by the detection of the second edge of the message (synchronous
edge of the remainder of the message).

The input interface delivers the through message data and complemented message, the
complementary of the signals indicates the presence of a message.



This data is integrated numerically on five samples.

A generator delivers the message transitions.

A phase locked loop consistinf of the phase comparator, digital integrator and divider,
released from the presence of the message is initialized by the second edge of the message.

The integrator evolves between two thresholds. On arriving on one of the two thresholds
the integrator operates on the divider adding or subtracting 1/16 to/from the 2 RD signal.

The 2 RD clock being phased in with the message from the second edge (central edge of
the sync located 1.5 bit after its start), the message and message presence are delayed
digitally by 1.5 bit.

This function has been hybridated except for the 1553 interface and quartz crystal driver.

4.3   Princple of the 1553 Management

Organized around 5 PROM circuits it produces status, retrieval of the message, or
formatting in bytes, dating.



- synchronization research

This research is permanent and important because it marks the start of a word and
conditions its retrieval.

- preparation of the sync status

- preparation of the shift clock and biphase test

The serialization and B0//NRZ conversion of the message are obtained in a serial/parallel
register of 17 bits driven by the third sequencer.

- retrieval management

At the end of the word the message is memorized in the 17 bit register on “Write
Order”.

- formatting

The previous data, 17 message bits, 4 status bits and the 4 dating bits are memorized in
5x8 bit registers on the order delivered by the sequencer.

After common memorization of the five bytes this sequencer sends the bytes via the
memory interface to the 8 Kbyte FIFO:

- 3 message bytes only, or

- 3 message bytes plus 2 dating bytes.

The decision to send the dating is taken depending on the “end of message” signal and
dating requests.

Dating is halted if the FIFO memory is full.

4.4.   Principle of the 8 bytes F1FO

The rate of exchanges on the 1553 bus being fully asynchronous in relation to the speed of
1553 telemetering data, the purpose of this function is to memorize the 1553 data until they
are transmitted in the serial telemetering message.

This function organized in FIFO is obtained from an 8 Kbyte memory.



The addresses are supplied by the multiplexing of the states of two counters, one
responsible for write addresses and the other for read.

The bytes read are memorized in a buffer register before being directed to the serialization
register.

This three status output buffer register provides for the insertion of “blank” words when
the memory is empty.

This data is delivered by a up / down counter which permanently monitors the status of the
FIFO.

By comparing its status with a filling threshold a comparator provides the dating inhibition
data.

All the command signals are prepared by the FIFO sequencer.



5.  THE PCM/1553 RELOCATOR

Its task commences by the acknowledgement of the 1553 bytes telemetered within the
PCM format. The relocator must then identify the 1553 words together with the dating by
analyzing the profile of the bytes flags.

Depending on the contents of the bytes it determines the type of word acknowledged
inside the message.

The PCM 1553 relocator sends the message on the 1553 bus respecting the response times
together with the intervals between messages. It adds 18 most significant bits to the dating
words and thus prepares messages containing dating on 32 bits.

It indicates certain errors discovered on board, or else in the transmission, by sending 1553
words commencing by an erroneous sync.

5.1   General Principle

The PCM/1553 relocator consist of three main functions :

- format synchronizer interface

This interface identifies the data concerning the 1553 bus in the telemetering format.

The 1553 data are identified by a nonvolatile memory addressed by a word counter.

So as to be compatible with different format synchronizers, the phases of the bit, word and
long cycle rates can be programmed.

The user has 8 formats at his disposal with a length of 1024 words programmable in R/O
memory, he can also program the type of parity.

This function is interfaced with the microcontroller to which it indicates the arrival of each
1553 byte.

- the microcontroller

This is the heart of the system, it memorizes bytes only concerning the 1553 bus, identifies
the 1553 words and dating by analysing the profile of the byte flags received.



- the 1553 interface

It uses the data delivered by the microcontroller to compose the 1553 messages, observing
the intervals decided by the microcontroller.

5.2   The Microcontroller

The acknowledgement strategy is based on the detection of the 101 header profile of a
sequence of five consecutive flags for a 1553 word and the 101 11 profile for the word
following by dating.

The determination of the intervals to be reconstituted is made by analysing two
consecutive words.

Each new word entered is used to determine the interval to be inserted behind the
preceding word which has been temporarily queued.

Processing of the dating received is also done by the microcontroller.



The dating transmitted by the telemetering is in binary form and contains 14 bits. The
dating message to be sent contains time data on 32 bits prepared from the telemetered
dating.

The principle adopted is to create a local dating on a 32 bit field and synchronize it with
the least significant bits received.

The dating message prepared (four 1553 words: a command, a status word and two data
words) is sent after the 1553 message dated by the 1553 controller.

The words thus processed and identified are sent to the 1553 interface.

This is obtained by the use of a 16 bit high speed processor driven by a microprogrammed
sequencer.

5.3   The 1553 Interface

The duration of a 1553 word transmitted by telemetering is equal to 24 microseconds
(3 bytes of 8 microseconds) minimum, in the case of a P.C.M. without parity.

The transmission time for the same word by the interface is 20 microseconds (20 bits x 1
microsecond).



Thus the 1553 interface contains on input an FIFO memory in which the 1553 words
processed by the microcontroller are written. On output t transmission only commences
when the FIFO contains a complete message.

This FIFO also absorbs the increase in speeds on input provided by the creation of the
dating messages.

The response times recreated have a fixed duration of 4 microseconds.

The spaces between messages have a minimum duration of 4 microseconds also, in return
their maximum duration varies according to the traffic of the missile bus.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a Haar telemetry system is introduced. There are two key points for
construction of the Haar telemetry system:  to generate Haar function waveforms and to
design a multivalue logic multiplier.
First, we discuss the way of building the Haar function generator. There are several ways
to solve this problem. One of them will be introduced in some detail.
Secondly, the multivalue logic multiplier is described. The multiplier consists of three
parts:  operational amplifier, switching element and its control circuit.
Thirdly, according to the relationship between Haar waveforms and switching control
wignal, we combine the multiplier with the generator as a whole which is called Harr
function modulator. The function of the modulator is the same as Haar function generator
plus a number of multipliers, but the circuit of which is greatly simplified.
The experimental results show that the new system is effective and as compared with
Walsh system the Haar one seems to be a little better.

INTRODUCTLON

The definition of Haar function and the principle of telemetry system based on Haar
function have been introduced in a paper [1].
Being non-sinusoidal function telemetry systems, Haar system and walsh system have
many things in common. Since the theory and technique for the construction of Walsh
telemetry system have been well developed, [2][3] we focus our intersts only on the
differences: Haar function waveform generator and multivalue logic multiplier.

HAAR WAVEFORM GENERATOR

Since the waveforms of Haar function have three values, it is impossible to generate them
with only digital circuits. so, digital circuits as well as analogue ones should be taken into



consideration. By examining the Haar waveforms in Figure 1, we find that they have a
property of time division. To take the advantage of this, we first generate three values
waveforms with a square waveform generator plus a multiple-switch, as shown in Figure 2.
Based on the above generator, it is very easy to generate Haar waveform. The generator
for the first fifteen Haar waveforms is shown in Figure 3.

MULTLVALUE LOGLC MULTIPLIER

There are three basic types of multipliers. The first one multiplies, two voltages that can
assume two values only, say +1V and !1V. This type of multiplier is implemented by logic
circuits and used in Walsh telemetry system. The second type multiplies a arbitrary voltage
V1 with a voltage V2 which can assume a few values only. The third type multiplies two
arbitrary voltages. Because of the property of Haar waveform, we are interested in the
second type multiplier. One kind of multiplier is shown in Figure 4. This multiplier can
multiply a arbitrary voltage Vin with three valued:  +1, !1 and 0. The other values of Haar
waveform such as                               ........ can be casily realized by adjusting the
coefficient of adder. The principle of the multiplier is as follows: Kj (j=1,2,3) is a analogue
switch. K3 is controlled by Haar waveform, and K1 and K2 are controlled by what we call
control signals. We define that S'i is K'1 '

1s control signal and S"i  is K'2s control signal. S'i and
S"i  correspond to Har(i,t). That is, S'1 and S" correspond to Har(1,t), S'2 and S"2 conrrespond
to Har(2,t), and so on. The waveform of S'i and S"i  is:

Having Known the waveforms of S'i, S"i  and Har(i,t), the principle of the multiplier
becomes very clear: When S'i =1, S"i =0, the switch K1 is on and K2 is off. The multiplier
becomes the one used in Walsh system during this period. So the output Vo is equal to
+Vin and !Vin . When S'i =0, S"i =0. the output Vo is equal to zero. Therefore, during the all
orthogonal period of Haar function, the output Vo is equal to the Vin multiplied by Har(i,t).

HAAR FUNCTLON MODULATOR

Consider the above three values multiplier, two additional switches and two additional
switch control signals are needed compared with the two values multiplier. For a system of
fifteen channels, thirty additional switches and their control signals are required. So we
want to simplify the system design. We find that there is a close relationship between
Har(i,t) and its control signals S'i and S"i . Can we make use of the relationship to simplify
the system? Further experiment and analyses show that we can. First, we have to make



sure that what our goal is. our goal is: Vo(t)=Vin Har(i,t). Then We try to find a simplest
way to reach our goal. We find that if we take switch K3 away (see Figure 4.) from the
three Values multiplier, of course, the Haar waveform generator which is connected to K3

is taken away altogether, and change the waveform of S"i  a little We can still reach our
goal. S"i  is changed in this way (We still use the same symbol):

The worhing principle of the modified circuit is quite clear. During the period where
Har(i,t) … 0, S'i = 1, and K1 is on. In the first half of the perind S"i  = 0 and K2 is off. So, We
get Vo=Vin. In the last galf of the period S"i =0, and K2 is on. We get Vo=!Vin . During the
period where Har(i,t)=0. S'i=0, S"i =1. and K1 is off, K2 is on, in thes case we can easily find
that Vo=0. By now, therefore, We have reached our goal: Vo(t)=Vin Har(i,t). But the
circuits have been greatly simplified because the generator of Haar waveform and one of
the switch (fifteen switches for a system of fifteen channels) are thrown away and the
complexity of the control signal generator is almost the same. We find that if let Vin=+1V.
then the output Vo=Har(t). So we have got another kind of Haar waveform generator. But
the function of this one is more powerful. The output of it can be Haar waveform as well
as modulated Haar waveform depending on Vin . We call it Haar function modulator as
shown in Figure 5. If we connect au inputs into a valtage +1, it is a Haar waveform
generator and if We let all inputs be the information signals to be transmitted, it is a
modulator of Haar waveforms.

THE COMPARISON OF HAAR TELEMETRY SYSTEM WITH WALSH
TELTMETRY SYSTEM

This part deals with Haar telemetry system and Walsh system from thoretical point of
view. The crosstalk, the noise property and the bandwithd utilization of both systems are
compared.
As We Know, the multiplication of any two different sinewave, say sin T1 t and sin T2 t,
Will make two new sine wave:

And this is the main source of crosstald in FDM(Frequency Division Modutation) system.
According to the Walsh function theory, the multip lication of any two Walsh wave will
make only one new Walsh wave:

Wal(n,t) Wal(m,t) = Wal(nrm,t)



The equations above show that the crosstalk in Walsh system, thoretically speaking, is less
than that in FDM system. Now, Let us look at the multiplication of any two different Haar
wave, Har(n,t) Har(m,t). suppose that m< n (it will make on difference if m> n), we can
easily find that there will be three results by examining the Haar Waveform: Har(m,t),
-Har(m,t) and zero. That means no new Haar Waveform will appear by multipling any of
two different Haar waveforms. Therefore, from thes point of view, the crosstalk in Haar
system will be less than that in Walsh system.
We have two systems,one is Walsh, the other is Haar in our laboratory. Both systems are
built with almost the same elements and most of the circuits such as Sample-Hold,
Integrator, Adder and so on are the same. The crosstalks have been measured on both
systems under the same laboratory condition. For Haar system, the average maximum
crosstalk is about 1.0%, but for Walsh system is about 2.0%. The experimental results
have conformed the thoretical results. After passing through the channel with noise, the
sum of information signals is added with noise. Using the same demodulation method, We
can get the peak power signal noise ratio of demodulator’ s output at the moment To in
both systems:

The voltage form is:

The physical meaning of the above equation is very clear: the output signal noise ratio is
proportional to the ampitude of sigral A and K; it is inverse-proportion to the number of
channels m, this is because that the more channels are, the less each channel’s signal will
be in the sum of all channels, and the bigger amplification is requierd for the demodulater
to restore the amplitude of the original signal, and at the same time the noise is also
amplified; it is also inverse-proportion to no fm, no fm is the noise average power nhich sas
niose power spectral den sity of       and band width of fm . Which system’s anti-noise
property is better?
Since both systems are under same condition, A, m, fm and no (t) in both systems are equal.
then, the only diggerent factor probaly is K. Let us compare Ys in both systems. We define
that KH is the K in Haar system and KW is in Walsh system. Ofcourse, the bigger the K
is,the better the system’s anti-noise property will be.

In Walsh system. the sum of signals is the sum of all m channels at the every time-interval.
But in Haar system. the sum is only the sum of i channels at the any time-interval, where 



i=Log2(m=1). Usually m »i. Therefore, the modulation coefficient of adder in Haar system
can be adjusted bigger than that in Walsh system. ie, KH > KW .
Examples:
Supose that m=15, and amplitude of all Channel’s signal is from !1V to +1V, and the
adder can ensure the maximum amplitude of 1V. Then for both systems we have:

For walsh system:

For Haar system:

We get KW=1,  KH=2.07

When m=31 and the other conditions are the same, We can get KW=1, KH=2.80.

The above figures show that the anti-noise property in Haar system is better than that in
Walsh system, and as m increases, the relative ratio of KH and KW (KH/KW) increases too.
This fact demonstrate that more channels of signal to be transmitted the Haar system has
more advantage over Walsh system.
The modulation in both ststems belongs to linear modulation. There is a such conclusion in
book [4] written by Harry L. Van Trees:  For Linear modulation, the error is only the
function of signal’s apectral density, the power of transmitting and the amplitude of white
noise; if the spectral density of signal and white noise are given, the only way to decrease
erorr is to increase the transmitting power. The increace of modulation coefficient means
the increase of transmitting power. So, this conclusion conforms the conclusain we have
duawn above.
The sum of signals in both sysems is step form. The only difference is that for Haar system
every step is the sum of i channels while for Walsh system is the sum of all m channels
(i=log2 (m+l) ). After some reasonable assumptions such as all inpnt signals are uniform
distribution or gaussian distribution and so on, we find that the distributions of the sum in
both systems are the same. Therefore the utilization of bandwidth for both systems is the
same. Detailed analysis and experiments prove that the bandwidth for both systems is

about                         where m is the number of channels and T is the orthogonal period.



CONCLUSOIN

The two problems for building a Haar telenetry ststem have been solved. A model with
fifteen channels has been bnilt in our laboratory. Experimental results show that the system
is effective. Theoretial analysis and expermental results show that Haar system’s crosstalk
and noise properties are superior to Walsh system.
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ABSTRACT

A unified approach to the multiplex is proposed in terms of the orthogonal functions. It is
called quadrature division multiplex, or Q D M in short. The orthogonal function is
essential to the multiplex. Except these functions mentioned above, there are other
orthogonal functions which are suitable for engineering practice. The orthogonality of the
functions is used for the division of signals. A block diagram of Q D M is briefly
described.

The perfomances of the Q D M system are analysed. The speciality of the Q D M is
simple and good. A model of the Q D M is built in our laboratory.

A New type of bridge function is presented. It is called copy-shift bridge functions, which
may be very useful for multiplex.

INTRODUCTION

The multiplex systems widely used in the world now are frequency division multiplex
(FDM) and fime division multiplex (TDM). They are laid upon the basis of sine function
and block pulse function respectively. In recent years, a new kind of multiplex system
sequency division multiplex— (SDM)—based on walsh function was introduced  1

In TDM system, the modulators in the transmitting terminal are actually the multipliers.
There are two signals: Ai (t) obtained by sampling the information signals fi (t)
(i=0,1,2....n!1); signal b10(n,i,t) obtained by periodically extending the block pulse
functions. With different i, the block pulse functions b10(n,i,t) are orthogonal in interval
(0,T), i.e.



(1)

The natures of demodulation principles are as follows: In receiving terminal, assume that
the composite signal is

(2)

 Multiplied by the block pulse function,

(3)

After sampling-holding

Sj (t) = Ai (t-T) (4)

Hence, in transmitting terminal the different Signal Ai(t) is multiplied by the differet and
periodically extended block pulse function.

In receiving terminal signal Ai(t) can be extracted by coheret demodution. According to
sampling theorem, information fi (t) can be extracted from Ai (t)
through a low-pass filter when sampling rate is greater than Nyquist rate.

In SDM system, the orthogonality of Walsh functions is used, i.e.

(5)

Suppose the composite signal in the receiving terminal is

(6)

where wal(i,t) is the periodically extended Walsh function, we use the same symbol for
simple.



The composite signal multiplied by wal(j,t) (j=0,1,2,..... n!1), we have

(7)

Integrating equation (7)  in interval kT,(k+l)T      (k=0,1,2,.....).

(8)

Through sampling-holding circuit, we get the same stepped wave as in the fransmitling
terminal. By sampling thedrem, we can also obtain the original information signal fi (t).

From the analysis obove. we get the conclusion that TDM and SDM are on the same
principle of orthogonality. Now can all of the orthogonal function be used in multiplex
system? If possible, how to compose the system?

QUADRATURE DIVISION MULTIPLEX SYSTEM

Giving an orthogonal sequence {gi(t), i=0,1,2..... n!1}, the orthogonal interval is [0,T].
First, we make a periodic extension of each function according to the orthogonal interval,
they are { Gg iG (t), i=0,1,....n!1 }, t 0 [0,4). The relation between Gg iG (t) and gi (t) is

(9)

where the symbol [   ] means only taking the integer part. If we multiply each of the input
information signal f i (t)   (i=0,1,....n!1) by Gg iG (t), and add them up, we get a composite
signal, i.e.

(10)

In the receiving terminal, multiply the composite signal by a certain synchronized Gg jG (t),

(11)



In terms of the orthogonality of sequence {gi(t),     i=0,1,....n!1} we have

          (12)

and

          (13)

So Gg iG  (t) Gg jG  (t) is a periodic function with maximum period T. And the mean of it is zero

when i … j. Now we expand Gg iG  (t) Gg jG  in terms of Fourier series

           (14)

where

Put equation (14)    into (11), we get,

(15)

The information signal fi (t) has a bandwidth of [0,wm], and so the bandwidth of the second
term in equation (15) is [wo !wm, +4] according to the modulation theorem of
Fouriertransform. Choosing the proper orthogonal interval T. So that the foundamental
harmonic comporent and all the other harmonic component are beyond the interval [0,wm] ,
hence we get a transfer function

This is a low-pass filter by which we can extract the information siqnal f i (t) from sj (t).

From analysis above, a diagram of QDM system can be drawed in Figure 1. Just as TDM
system, the key in QDM system is synchronization. Once the synchronization is lost, the
system can not operate properly.
We have analysed theoretically that TDM, SDM systems belong in the same kind of QDM
system, and a diagram of QDM system is given. Any group of orthogonal functions can be
used in multiplex system QDM makes the multiplex system simpler and the performance
better. Two kinds of QDM system with Walsh function and Haar function were developed
in our laboratory, each of which has 16 channels. Each channel can transfer the signal with
frequency 2 KHz , so the capacity of the whole system is 32 KHz.



The accuracy of the QDM system is quite good. It may be put into effect.

A NEW BRIDGE FUNCTION

Expect these functions metioned above, is there any other orthogonal functions which is
suitable for engineering practice? In the paper [2], a new type of orthogonal functions,
called bridge functions, was introduced. Being simple and good, the bridge functions will
form a new type of telemetering system. The construction of bridge functions is the
combination of the copying mode of the walsh functions with shifting mode of the block
pulses. In the process of forming this bridge system, copying is done after shifting. So, we
call them shift-copy bridge function. If copying is done followed by shifting, we can obtain
another bridge function system which is called copy-shift bridge functions. The
construction of a discrete copy-shift bridge function is as follows:
(1)  Let i represent the order number of a function. Express it in binary code with p digits,
i.e. ip!1 .... ij ij!1 .... i0 i0 .
(2)  The binary number is divided into two parts The j binary digits on the right side
ij!1 .... i1 i0 are used as copying information and the (p!j) on the left as shifting information.
(3)  Sequence copying is done first, followed by sequence shifting.
(a)  According to the information ij!1 .... i1 i0 copying is done one by one until the j digits
are used. It worth notice that the copying information at first time is ij!1 and the original
sequence is always +1 (+ for short).
(b)  With the original sequence obtained through copying, sequence shift is done according
to the shift information ip!1 .... ij

The process of forming the functions Bri p
'  (i,j,p,t) is shown in Table 1. The waveforms of

bri p' (i,j,p,t*) are given in Figure 2.

From the method of construction discussed above, the mathematical expression of copy-
shift bridge functions can be easily obtained. They can be expressed as the product of a
Walsh function and a block pulse.

where

In terms of the mathematical expression, we can prove that the copy-shift bridge functions
have orthogonality if certain conditions are satisfied. Since the length of paper is limited, It
is omitted.



From the copy-shift bridge functions, many orthogonical system can be obtained. They can
from new types of telemetering system.

CONCLUSION

The basis of mathematics for all multiplex is orthogonal function. Up to now four kinds of
orthogonal functions have been discussed, they are sine, block pulse, Walsh and Haar
functions. Their counterparts are FDM, TDM, SDM etc.
A set of the copy-shift bridge function is briefly introduced. Though it is only discussed on
academic level, it may be very useful for multiplex.
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ABSTRACT

An adaptive equalizer, based on a minimum mean square error criterion, has been derived
for the purpose of extracting PSK signals transmitted through an unknown and asymmetric
channel. The weights of the equalizer are obtained by using a simple formula containing
the transform of the parallel channels. The performance of the equalizer is expressed in
terms of the variance of the estimation error. The error is shown to be much less than that
of the direct demodulated data.

INTRODUCTION

Data transmission using Coherent Phase Shift Keying (CPSK) has received considerable
interest in satellite and other channels because signals are constant envelope and utilize
relatively small amounts of bandwidth. The digitized signals of M levels can be transmitted
using an M-ary CPSK modulation which, for large values of M > 8, has greater bandwidth
efficiency than biphase or quadraphase PSK signals. The transmission and performance of
M-ary CPSK systems has been studied extensively.(1-4) The major problem in data
transmission through a bandlimited channel is intersymbol interference. To combat the
intersymbol interference, an adaptive equalizer is used to cancel the distortion effect of the
bandlimited channel. Adaptive equalizers for data transmission using baseband modulation
have been studied by several authors. (5-14)

Data transmission using M-ary CPSK modulation through an asymmetric bandlimited
channel is considered in this paper. The phase of the transfer function of the channel is not
odd symmetric and the amplitude of the transfer function is not even symmetric. Moreover,
the phase and amplitude characteristics of the channel are not known. The asymmetric
behavior of the channel splits the transmitted data into in-phase and quadrature phase
components. In addition to the intersymbol interface, data are received in the presence of
white Gaussian noise. An adaptive equalizer for reducing the intersymbol interference



present in the M-ary CPSK system passing through an unknown and asymmetric channel is
proposed. The weights of the equalizer are determined by using a minimum mean square
error criterion. The weights are complex valued functions and transform theory is used to
solve the normal equation of the complex regression problem.

The complex demodulation is reviewed in Section II. In Section III we derive the adaptive
equalizer. Section IV deals with the performance of the data transmission system using the
adaptive equalizer. We derive the performance of the system in terms of the variance of
the estimation error rather than the probability error. The variance of the estimation error
using the adaptive equalizer is shown to be much less than the variance of the estimation
error of the complex demodulation. Some comments are made in Section V regarding the
application of the equalizer to baseband transmission.

DATA TRANSMISSION IN AN ASYMMETRICAL CHANNEL

We consider data transmission through a time invariant linear channel with transfer
function H(f). The transfer function

(1)

and where it is not required that
A(f) = A(!f)
/0(f)  = ! /0(!f)

with A(f), /0(f) being the amplitude and phase spectrum of the channel. The channel
amplitude and phase functions are not known to the receiver.

Let h(t) be the inverse Fourier transform of the channel transfer function H(f). It can be
shown that

(2)

is a complex impulse response function.

For a symmetrical channel, h2(t) = 0. Let the random data sequence {Rk} be transmitted by
an M-ary Phase Shift Keyed (PSK) modulated signal and be denoted by S(t).

(3a)



where

(3b)

and Tc is the carrier angular frequency and T is the symbol period. S(t) is transmitted
through a channel with an impulse response function h(t), given by equation (2). The
convoluted signal is received in the presence of noise and can be expressed as

(4a)

where n(t) is a complex Gaussian noise with the property;

Using (4) and (2), we get

(4b)

Even though S(t) is a real signal, X(t) is a complex signal. The received signal is multiplied
by 1/2 exp(-i wc t) and is passed through a bandpass filter. Let us denote

gk = exp [iRk] = ak + ibk

where,
ak = Cos Rk, bk = sin Rk (4c)



The demodulated signal is written as, using (4b) and (4c)

(4d)

where

(4e)

The complex demodulation of the data sequence {gk} is obtained by sampling at t = mT,
m = 0, 1, ... . Using (4c), (4d) and (4e),

(5)

where

(6)

Denote

(7a)

Eq. (5) can be written as

(7b)

                                                                                                     ^
The data sequence {Rk} is obtained from Eqs. (5) and (7a), i.e., {Rk} = arc tan [µk/8k], the
estimate of the original data sequence {Rk}. We rewrite Equation (5) as

(7c)

The intersymbol interference is the second term of the right side of the Equation (7c).
Therefore, the complex demodulation contains the intersymbol interference as well as
complex Gaussian noise. Obviously, {Rk}, the phase of {gk}, will contain intersymbol
interference as well as the receiver noise.



It can be shown that

(8a)

where

(8b)

(8c)

Let us denote the Z transforms,

(9)

where

From Eqs. (5) and (9), we obtain

(10)

Y(Z) being the Z transform of the channel impulse response function. G(Z) is obtained
from œ(Z) with appropriate modification. The complex demodulation error in terms of
E *G(Z) ! œ(Z)*2 is described in a later section. We would like to derive a filter, an 



adaptive equalizer, such that the impact of the characteristics of Y(Z), known or unknown,
is minimum with the use of the filter.

ADAPTIVE EQUALIZER

We are interested in obtaining a linear estimation of the {9k} from the given complex
demodulation sequence {g^ k }. The observed demodulated sequence is given by

(5')

The linear estimate of {gk} is given by

(11a)

where                    are M complex weights. The Z transform of the estimate is given by,

 using Equation (10),

(11b)

where

(12)

The complex weights {Ck } will satisfy the following conditions [15],

(13)

where E is the expectation operator and g^ *
k is the complex conjugate of g^ k.

Let the complex weights

(14)



It can be showns that, by using Eqs. (11a), (13), (14), and (7a),

(15a)

(15b)

Therefore, the estimated phase is given by

(16)

Equation (16) gives the estimate of the phase {Rk}, obtained by using the complex
adaptive equalizer, reducing the intersymbol interference inherent in the direct method, the
second term in Equation (7c).

We now proceed to find the complex weights {Ck}, i.e., the components {Uk} and {Vk}.
Denote

(17a)

Using Eqs. (6), (7), (11), and (12), we write

(17b)

using (13a), (17a), and (17b) we get

(17c)



Equating the real and imaginary parts in Eq. (17c),

(17d)

and

(17e)

We assume that the transmitted symbols are independent of the receiver noise and also
E(gk) = 1 for all k. Under these assumptions and taking the Z transform of the Equations
(17d) and (17e), we get

(18a)

(18b)

where

(19)



Eqs. (18a, b) can be written in vector matrix form as

(20)

The Z transform of the pair weights (Uk), (Vk) are given by

which upon simplification yields

(21)

where

{Uk} and {Vk} can be obtained from Eq. (21) by taking the inverse Fourier transform of
U(Z) and V(Z). Using Eqs. (16) and (21), we get Rk, the estimate of Rk. The algorithm of
estimating the data sequence, the transmitted phase, can be summarized as follows:

(1) Multiply cos Tct, sin Tct with the in-phase and quadrature phase channel output
and then filter the higher frequency component.

(2) Digitize both channel outputs and find 8(Z) and µ(Z) from the in-phase and
quadphase data



(4) Use Equation (21) to find U(Z) and V(Z).

(5) Find the inverse discrete Fourier transform of U(Z) and V(Z).

(6) Use Equation (16) to find {Rk}.

PERFORMANCE OF COMPLEX EQUALIZER

We will compare the two estimates in terms of the variance of the error. The transform of
the estimate by the direct method is given by Eq. (10) and the transform of the estimate by
the equalizer method is given by Eq. (11b). It can be shown that N(Z) is a Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and variance F2 /(1-Z). It follows from Eq. (10) that

E[G
^

(Z) * G]  =  (1/4)Y(Z)G(Z) (22)

E[G
^

(Z) *2 G]  =  (1/16)*Y(Z)*2 *G(Z)*2  +  (1/4) F2 , (23)

Using Eqs. (22) and (23) we get

E[*G(Z)  !  G
^

(Z)*2 *G(Z)]  =  *G(Z)*2*[l  ! (1/4)Y(Z)]*2  +  F2 (24)

It can be shown also that

E[G¯ (Z)*G]  =  (1/4)C(Z)Y(Z)G(Z) (25)

Hence, the variance of the estimation error is

E[G¯ (Z)  !  G(Z)*2*G(Z)]  =  G(Z)*2*1  !  (1/4)Y(Z)C(Z)*2  +  (1/4) *C(Z)*2F2 (26)

Comparing Equations (24) and (26) we conclude that the variance of the estimation error
of the transform of the equalizer output is less than the variance of the error of the
transform of the direct demodulated sequence, which implies that the variance of the
estimation error of the equalizer output is less than that of the variance of the error of the
demodulator output.

COMMENTS

The data sequence transmitted by using the M-ary CPSK modulation has been estimated
by a linear estimation method. The estimator, an adaptive equalizer, minimizes the mean
square error of (gk ! g̃k) where gk = exp (iRk), Rk  being the original data sequence and
{gk} is the estimator of {gk}. The weights of the equalizer are obtained from the auto and



cross power spectral density of the in-phase and quadrature phase channel outputs. The
hardware implementation of the equalizer can be done with a parallel pipelined fast fourier
transform processor. The study reveals that the use of an adaptive equalizer along with the
classical detector reduces the intersymbol interference in the carrier modulated data
sequences transmitted through a band-limited channel. The equalizer, unlike its counterpart
in base band data transmission in a symmetric channel, does not depend on any a priori
knowledge of the channel characteristics and its weights are adjusted adoptively with the
measurements of the received sequences. The performance of the equalizer is derived in
terms of variance of the estimation error (gk ! g̃k) which is less than that of estimation error
(gk  ! ĝk) for the classical detector where ĝk is the complex demodulation of {gk}. The
method is directly applicable to baseband transmission by denoting the baseband sequence
by Re{gk} and observing that {µk} is the discrete Hilbert transform of {8k}, the in-phase
channel output. For the symmetric channel, the weights {Uk} and {Vk} are the discrete
Hilbert transform of each other. For baseband transmission, the equalizer operates directly
on the received data sequence, where as for the carrier modulated CPSK data
transmission, the equalizer operates on the demodulated sequence. As such the receiver
must know the carrier frequency in order to demodulate the received data.

The author would like to thank Dr. Don Nelson of The Aerospace Corporation for his
careful review of this paper.
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NON-INTRUSIVE DATA AQUISITION SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Previous solid rocket motor instrumentation was inadequate to correlate motor
performance with analysis. This is particularly obvious when flight failures occur. The
addition of instrumentation, both externally and internally, to the rocket motor has helped
solve this problem. External instrumentation has been implemented quite easily with
existing technology. However, internal instrumentation has been very difficult to
implement. This has been mainly due to the complexity of breaching the motor case. A
system was developed that transmits power through the case structure to a unique
encoder/signal conditioner which then transmits the data back across the case structure for
analysis. This was accomplished by magnetic coupling avoiding any disruption of the case
structure. A detailed discussion of the magnetic coupling, signal conditioning and encoding
functions will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

In the history of solid rocket motor flights, a number of unresolved failures have occurred.
These failures went unresolved because they either could not be correlated with static
motor firing performance data, or could not be diagnosed at all due to inadequate flight
instrumentation data. A program was therefore developed to greatly increase the
instrumentation on flight rocket motors.

Under this program, a portion of the instrumentation was designed to be placed inside the
rocket motor between the case and the insulation. The purpose of this instrumentation was
to measure such key motor design verification parameters as temperature, heat flow, and
propellant stresses during motor burn. A major problem with this system was developing a
safe, reliable means of routing power and signal through the motor case to these internal
sensors. Drilling holes though the case would cause severe stresses and possible leak
paths. Winding wires through the layers of Kevlar during motor fabrication would cause
stresses an potential wire breakage. Even routing wires through the normal closures in the



case had potential for wire breakage and high stresses at the closures. And since large
quantities of sensors (up to 64) were considered, any hardwired scheme would have to
allow for the routing of hundreds of wires to flight signal conditioning/data acquisition
equipment via missile-level cabling.

One solution to this problem was to develop a system capable of routing power and signals
through the motor case without the use of wires. This system would consist of (at least)
two parts:  An internal unit, which would be located inside the motor case in the same
plane as the sensors; and an external unit, which would be located directly across the
motor case from the internal unit. The internal unit would contain a power receiving
section, an encoder section and a signal transmitting section. It would have to be small,
extremely low-profiled, and contoured to fit the shape of the motor case. It would have to
withstand pressures in excess of 1000 psi. All wiring to the sensors would have to be
terminated at the unit without any gaps on stress risers.

An external unit would house a power coupling and data receiving section. The unit would
also be rigid, light weight, and would contour to the motor case. The power coupler
section would have to be very efficient and provide minimal interference to the signal
circuitry.

This paper presents the design of a non-intrusive data acquisition system which was
developed to meet these requirements.

This system was developed and delivered under contract to United Technologies Chemical
Systems Division San Jose, Calif. The system was designed for use on the Trident II D5
third stage rocket motor development system.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

External System

As shown in figure 1, the external system receives the DC (28±6V) power from the rocket
motor power source, converts it to a square wave for coupling across the case structure
and generates the voltages required to operate the data coupler detector and the output
buffer.

The received bi-phase level (BI0/-L) data stream from the internal unit is applied to
differential line drivers capable of driving greater than 500 feet of twisted shielded pair
cable.



Internal System

The internal system (see figure 2) derives its power from the external system via the power
coupler. System voltages are created from the square wave coupled across the case
structure. These system voltages are used for proper system operation and sensor
excitation sources. The output of the sensors are conditioned as necessary, prior to routing
to the Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) encoder. The PCM encoder accepts 64 differential
channels of sensor data, amplifies where necessary, and converts the analog to its binary
equivalent. The converted data are then merged with a frame sync code to form a serial
non-return-to-zero (NRZ-L) data stream. This data stream is converted to BI0/-L and
coupled across the case structure for further processing by the external unit.

The PCM encoder is a fixed format encoder utilizing CMOS circuits to reduce the power
consumption. The format and the programmable gain amplifier are controlled by a CMOS
PROM for versatility.

Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA) Multiplexer

The Analog Multiplexer section accepts 64 differential inputs (see figure 3). The data
signals are sequentially sent to the inputs of a differential programmable gain
instrumentation amplifier (PGA) via Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
(MOSFET) gates. The PGA amplifier output is applied to the input of a summing amplifier
that functions as a thermocouple reference compensation circuit.

All input data are sampled by one of the eight monolithic 16 channel multiplexers that are
combined to form the 64 differential inputs. These devices are constructed with a
complementary MOS process with inputs protected from overvoltages exceeding either
supply. Protection is provided against damage from overvoltages up to ±33V.

When addressed, the input data are routed to the PGA amplifier inputs. The monolithic
amplifier used in this application is a controlled gain block, which features differential
inputs (single ended output) and an accurate I/O gain relationship. As a complete
amplification circuit, this device does not depend on external resistor matching for I/O
isolation. It has a high Common Mode Rejection Ratio (100db) in any application. The
amplifier gain is set by the ratio of resistors selected to provide the programmable gains.
The four discrete gains are 500, 100, 50 and 1. The gain of one is used for the two internal
channel monitors, scaled temperature and supply voltage.

The temperature of the internal unit is sensed by a thermocouple and scaled by an amplifier
circuit (discussed with the signal conditioning) to provide the compensation signal
(temperature information). This signal is summed with the thermocouple channels at the



appropriate time by the analog switch. At all other times the summing amplifier receives a
zero signal.

Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Format Control

The serial pulse amplitude modulated data stream (analog data) from the summing
amplifier is encoded to its binary equivalent form by a sample and hold circuit and
successive approximation A/D converter (see figure 4) prior to interleaving in the NRZ-L
data stream. The sample and hold circuit samples the data for one word time period, then
holds the data sample during its conversion to binary form during the next word period.
The circuit accomplishes this function by charging a high quality polycarbonate capacitor
to the sampled value, then switching the capacitor to a high input impedance buffer
amplifier where the value is held until the conversion is complete.

The parallel data from the A/D converter are loaded into a parallel-to-serial shift register
for conversion to serial form. The serial output is routed to a digital multiplexer for
insertion into the serial NRZ-L data stream. This NRZ-L data stream is later converted to
BI0/-L format for transmission.

The format control generates the timing signals required to select, convert, and format an
input signal. The timing signals are based on CLK (a 50% duty cycle signal whose period
is one bit time) and CT (a signal whose period is one word time, eight bits).

A CMOS programmable read only memory (PROM) is used to generate the gain control
signal, the analog/sync select signal and the end of frame pulse. The PROM is a
polysilicon fuseable link with byte-wide organization. The PROM address inputs come
from a binary counter, operated at the system word rate.

Frame sync code is generated by two CMOS edge triggered parallel to serial shift
registers. The sync code (1110101110010000) is loaded into the registers at the beginning
of every frame to provide frame synchronization.

The basic system timing is established by a crystal oscillator circuit utilizing a CMOS hex
inverter, a crystal, and an appropriate drive circuit, to form a simple yet highly reliable
reference oscillator. This circuit provides a bit rate stability of 0.1%.

Signal Conditioning

The signal conditioning supplied for this application consisted of a multiplexed constant
current supply for stress tranducers and shear gage excitations and thermocouple reference
junction compensation and termination.



Current Source Excitation

Figure 5 is a schematic of the basic constant current circuit that was used to supply the
constant current requirements. The formula for determining the load current IL, is:

R3*Vref
IL = -----------

R1*R5

Output current adjustment (if required) is accomplished by changing the value of one of
the R1 resistors. The circuit as shown will yield a current variation of less than 0.5% over
the operating temperature range. Of course, any change in the value of Vref will have a
direct effect on the output current. To reduce the effect this variation has on system
operation, the Vref input is the reference for the A/D converter and as such any drift in the
constant current caused by the reference will tend to be cancelled.

Also contained in figure 5 is the functional schematic of the pulse current excitation circuit
(PCE). Unlike classical methods of continuous bridge excitation, the PCE supplies
excitation current only to the bridge being sampled by the PCM encoder. The PCM format
control determines which analog multiplexer channel will be selected. Current is routed
through the selected analog multiplexer to the sensor for one word period. This time period
allows for the excitation current to settle before the PCM encoder samples the model of
the sensor circuitry. As indicated the current pulse is completely stable in 45 nsec. This is
significantly less than the word time of 16 usec.

Thermocouple Termination

Since every pair of dissimilar metals in contact constitutes a thermocouple (including
copper/solder) and since a useful electrical circuit will contain at least two contacts in
series, measurements with thermocouples must be implemented in a manner which
minimizes undesired contributions of incidental thermocouples and provide a suitable
reference.

Thermocouple compensation techniques include physical references (ice-point cells),
ambient temperature reference junctions and the electronic cold-junction compensators.
The most suitable form for this application is cold junction compensation, primarily due to
the physical problems. The thermocouples (see figure 7) are terminated at an iso-thermal
block and the temperature of the block is measured by a suitable device. The temperature
measuring device chosen for this application is the Analog Devices AD590 temperature
sensor. This device outputs a current that is directly proportional to the temperature. The 



ouptut current is then scaled and used to compensate for the iso-thermal block
temperature.

Due to extremely small volume constraints and the location where it would be used,
standard isothermal blocks for thermocouple termination were not deemed practical. The
chromelalumel thermocouples were soldered (using high temperature silver solder) directly
to the internal unit printed circuit board. After testing the unit was potted solid with an
epoxy base material. When cured this material provided the unit with a homogenous
structure that forms the required isothermal block. The AD590 temperature sensor was
mounted to the printed circuit board in the same location as the terminated thermocouples.
Thus, the sensor maintains the same temperature as the thermocouples.

Power and Signal Coupling

The couplers must transfer energy to the internal electronics and transducers while also
receiving the acquired data from the internal electronics.

Field Choice

The primary decision to be made was which force field, electric or magnetic, should be
employed. In considering the electric field case, a coupler could be designed using a set of
parallel plate capacitors and a oscillating current generator. The current generator would
be connected to two electrodes and the electric field would induce current to the internal
side for power. A similiar approach would be used for the signal coupler. The initial
analysis indicated the external volts required would be extremely high due to the inherent
low capacitance of such a system.

As previously indicated, the magnetic field was selected for the power and signal couplers. 

Core Geometry

The magnetic field caused by a flowing current is controlled by the geometry of the current
carrying conductor. When the current carrying conductor is formed into the proper shape,
a magnetic field penetrates into the internal side of the coupler and is transformed back to
a flowing current. Choice of coupler geometry is made by trading-off efficiency with the
physical space available. The height contraint of 0.25"-0.30 ruled out the use of several
geometries. Toroidal, pot core and C-cores were determined to be unuseable with this
height restraint.

The geometry for the power and signal coupler was chosen to be the disc core. This
geometry is shown in figure 8a and 8b. A disc core with windings external to the core



represents a short cylindrical solenoid. Figure 8c is a photograph of the actual magnetic
field shown by the orientation of iron filings. Along the vertical center of figure 8a, the flux
will be perpendicular to the flat face of the core, toward either edge of the core the flux
will diverge outward. Not all the flux generated by the primary will reach the secondary;
however windings can be added without increasing the height of the core to achieve the
required voltage at the secondary.

The general shape of the magnetic field of figure 8a will result regardless of the
permeability of the core material. However, the presence of magnetic material increases
flux density due to the reduced magnetic path length.

Power Coupler

The applied unregulated voltage in the range of 28V passes through a reverse polarity
protection diode (see figure 9) and EMI filter to a power switch controlled by a pulse
width modulator circuit. The EMI filter is a Pi type consisting of an input capacitor, series
inductor and output capacitor.

The pulse width modulator (PWM2) operates at a fixed pulse width and less than 50%
duty cycle to ensure that there will be no destructive simultaneous conduction in the driver
transistors. Storage times in the driver transistors ranged from 1 to 2 usec. If driver 2 gets
turned on before driver 1 has completely turned off, there would be a destructive current
spike in driver 2 due to the primary voltage coupling of the transformer. Since the
magnetic coupling from primary to secondary is less than perfect, because of the relatively
large air gap, the collapsing magnetic field each half cycle will cause a voltage spike as the
field cuts through primary windings. This voltage spike must be clamped to a safe level to
prevent secondary breakdown. Ultra-fast recovery diodes are used as voltage clamps while
driver transistors rated at 150 volts permit safe operation.

Signal Coupler

The geometry used for the signal coupler is similar but smaller than the geometry for the
power coupler since the power handling requirements are significantly less. Figure 10 is a
block diagram of the signal coupler.

The input to the signal coupler is encoded as BI0/-L. This code ensures that there will be no
DC content in the transmitted signal. The reason DC content can not be permitted is that
over time the primary of the signal transformer will saturate. It would be the same as
applying a non-zero DC voltage to the primary. Eventually the core would “walk up” the
hysteresis loop and one of the drivers would try to switch a low impedance to the supply
drawing excessive current. Although the transistors used for the signal coupler are much



faster than those used in the power coupler (which thay have to be since the frequency is
much higher) they still have some storage time. The use of a blanking pulse generator
makes sure that for this period of time, drive is removed from both transistors. On the
external side are two damping resistors critically damping the parallel resonant circuit
formed by the secondary inductance and its own ditributed capacitance. The high input
impedance of the comparator will not sufficiently damp this circuit alone. Finally, a high
speed comparator transforms the received singal back to TTL levels.

Physical Considerations

Figure 8c shows a photograph of an actual magnetic field from a magnetic coupler primary
carrying a current of 4 amperes. It is clear that at the edges of the core the field becomes
quite circular, and the changing field could induce an EMF in an adjacent coil of wire (or
etch). This is exactly what occurred in the first unit. Due to the very small size
requirements a large separation between the coupler and input circuitry was not possible.
Since the primary power coupler generates stronger fields than the secondary due to higher
current, shielding is more critical on the internal side. However, in order to prevent
penetration of the power coupler field into the signal coupler windings causing data errors,
high permeability Mu metal shields were placed over both cores. This technique forces the
field remaining from the power coupler to follow the contour of the Mu metal shield
instead of traversing laterally into the signal coupler. A Mu metal shield was also used in
the internal unit to help prevent the power coupler signal from entering the high gain
amplifier inputs. The output data showed a predominant frequency content at the power
coupler switching frequency. Since this frequency is substantially higher than any expected
data, standard data reduction techniques (averaging was used) easily removed this error.
Future designs will incorporate larger area cores in the internal unit (this reduces fringing)
and greater separation between inputs and couplers.

Mechanical Description

The surface mount (primarily flat packs) packaging concept for the system was selected to
provide optimum structural integrity in the dynamic environments while allowing heat
dissipation and compliance with the specification requirement for minimum size.

External Unit

The external equipment (see figure 11) consists of a single printed circuit board potted
solidly into a 6061-T6 aluminum chassis. The potting compound is a one part general
purpose epoxy manufactured by Emerson & Cuming, Inc. This potting compound provides
a homogenous thermal path for power dissipation in the switching transistors. Also, a
potted unit is easier to shape to the desired curvature of the case structure.



As indicated, the external unit was required to fit the curvature of a 16 inch diameter
rocket motor case while maintaining as low a profile as possible. The height for this
diameter case was 0.762 inches. A single 15-pin connector was provided for the
application of power and extraction of data. The flanges on each end of the unit were used
to secure the unit to the outside of the rocket motor case.

Internal Unit

One of the most challenging aspects of the project was the packaging of the internal unit.
This unit had to conform to the curvature of the case, and in addition to the interesting
shape, a number of other requirements had to be met. These requirements included
thermal, pressure, water immersion, acceleration, vibration and shock.

Figure 12 is an outline drawing of the internal unit. The flat cables exiting both sides of the
unit are the sensor inputs/sensor excitation. All surfaces of the internal unit are designed to
present as smooth a transition as possible to prevent voids form being formed when the
unit is installed in the rocket motor. When installed in the rocket motor the unit is
completely surrounded with an insulating material that serves to protect the unit from the
burning fuel. This insulation also causes the internal temperature of the unit to rise since a
good thermal path is not available for heat transfer. This condition dictated the design of a
very low power unit (the internal requirement was approximately 2 watts).

Considering the thermal shock of 300 deg F for 4 days, a pressure requirement of 1077 psi.
(testing indicated many IC packages can’t withstand this pressure), complete immersion in
sea water and the other operating conditions it was determined that a solid potted unit
would be required to meet the specifications.

Due to the extreme curvature of the motor case a flexible printed circuit board was
required. The board was formed prior to component installation and held in the correct
shape by a potting fixture. Figure 13 shows a cross section of the unit in the potting mold.
The shape of the flexible circuit board can be seen with the power coupler installed. The
eight screws shown are used to position the coupler and printed wiring board prior to
potting. The position of the coupler within the unit is critical since any variation in the core
depth (inside the internal unit) will cause a corresponding loss in coupling efficiency.

After significant preliminary testing the unit was placed in the mold for potting. The initial
unit that was potted did not function properly. This was later determined to be due to
incorrect procedures during the potting process causing the printed wiring board to be
damaged. This was corrected in the mold and testing during the potting process was
implemented. These changes resulted in units being successfully potted.



Testing of the units was accomplished with internal/external pairs separated with an
insulator to simulate the case. Both internal and external units present special testing
problems once potted solid, since each unit requires the coupling of power and/or signal to
operate properly.

CONCLUSION

A system has been designed, developed and produced that will allow the acquisition of
data in the hostile environment of a rocket motor The system utilizes magnetic coupling to
avoid violating the physical integrity of the case structure. Low power, small size and non-
intrusive acquisition methods make this a truly unique telemetry system.
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SUMMARY

The development of a ballistic missile or satellite launcher requires a great number of
varied measurements distributed right over the missile.

The PCM CANNES system is basically featured by its decentralized structure in which a
programmable unit provides remote management, through a 1 Mbit/s digital link, of the
peripheral units acquiring the data. This structure offers the advantages of modularity,
flexible use and easy adaptation to specific requirements.

A new unit in process of development, named UCDA, will considerably increase the
performance of the system whilst ensuring perfect compatibility with the existing
peripheral unit.

GENERAL

The development of a large ballistic missile or launcher requires a large number of varied
measurements distributed over the whole of the missile. Designed and produced against
AEROSPATIALE and French Gouvernment specifications, the PCM CANNES
acquisition system is especially well suited to this purpose. Employed for the S3 and M4 it
is still in service for the ARIANE launcher.

The general structure adapted for the PCM CANNES system is exploded type, i.e., it
separates the programmable (central unit) from the acquisition elements or peripherals
units. The Central unit, manager of the system, is coupled by a serial bus with peripheral
units which can be thus located as close as possible to the measurements to be made
guaranteeing the reliability of the latter by notably minimizing the wiring and hence
external influences.



PRINCIPLE

The CPU sends instructions to the peripheral units and in reply receives the data that it
uses to prepare the PCM output message to the IRIG standards.

The following figure shows the organization of the system, in an example of application,
i.e., the ARIANE 1 operational chain.

The peripheral units dialog with the central unit on two lines, one for inquity, one for
answer.

The inquiry or address data are recopied in each unit thus providing for correct adaptation
of the transmission lines and safe protection when the stages separate.

All the units receive the “address” data but only the unit addressed and which is
acknowledged, sends the result of the measurement requested; the other units place
themselves in recopy position.

The address sent by the CPU contains 19 bits, i.e.,:

- 4 procedure or synchronization bits

- 4 peripheral unit address bits

- 6 analog channel address bits

- 4 function address bits

- 1 particular address bit used either an extension to the number of analog channels or as
peripheral unit address extension.

The units, channels, functions addressed can be in any order in time.

The answer data sent by the peripheral unit addressed contains 12 bits, i.e.:

- 4 procedural synchronization bits

- 8 measurement result bits.



BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ARIANE OPERATIONAL TELEMETRING CHAIN



This measurement result is sent on two addresses after addressing the unit questionned.

The address sending rate determines the operating in time of the peripheral unit. This rate
is regular in the case of the system being drive by the central unit’s internal program. It can
be irregular in the case of an inquiry not from the system internal memory, but from an
external commuter. This possibility of ground testing is widely used in the ARIANE
launcher during the integration and launching phases.

The bits rate used on the inquiry and answer lines is 1 MHz and the transmission code
adopted is bi-phase L, a code with no continuous component which enables transmissions
via transformers. This galvanic insulation enables considerable differences in potential
between the different parts of the vehicle.

The cable used is twisted armoured two wire and the length between two units can vary
between zero and 100 metres.

THE CENTRAL UNIT

This unit is basically a complete system management unit.

The central unit consists of :

- a memory programmer which generates the sequence of addresses of the measurements
to be acquired, together with the synchronization codes of the IRIG output message.

This program is in a PROM type R/O memory contained in a removable subrack. This
memory can contain up to 8 different switchable formats, which optimizes the sampling
rates of the measurements, according to the flight phases.

- a message generator which receives the results of the data acquired and creates the
PCM output message.

The bit frequency is created from an internal quartz crystal and can be programmed up to
400 kbits/s. This quartz crystal together with the output filter, adapting the transmission
channel spectrum, are contained in a second plug-in subrack.

The central unit also contains the interface circuit with the busline system providing for:

- the parallel/serial conversion of the address contained in the PROM and its
transmission on two independent lines



and also ensuring:

- receiving of the measurements that may come from two independent lines and the
serial/parallel conversion.

The internal-external program switching function is also provided by this unit. This
function enables the inquiry buslines to be driven from a ground control terminal.

The CPU can control from 1 to 32 peripheral units, distributed in any way over the two
groups of lines.

THE PERIPHERAL UNITS

A distinction can be made between the nondedicated and specialized acquisition units.

The nondedicated acquisition units are of two types, the UA 401 and the UA 406, their
purpose is to acquire analog or digital data.

A UA 406 type unit consists of:

- an analog multiplexer providing for the multiplexing of 128 pairs of input wires

- a programmable measurement amplifier

- an analog/digital converter

- a digital multiplexer

- a command logic

- interface circuits with the busline.

The most remarkable feature of this unit is its capacity to acquire analog measurements,
low or high level, from the same multiplexing amplification and encoding circuits.

In each pair of analog input can be used, after a choice by program, either for a two-wire
input, or for two single wire inputs. All the single inputs are references in the same
“measurement common”. This common consists of a additional input wire, switched
internally to an input of the amplifier. It should be coupled externally to the electrical earth
frame of the unit.



Four gains can be programmed corresponding to measurement amplitudes comprised be
20 mV and 5 V full scale.

The shift voltage of the measurement amplifier is memorized on each sampling and added
algebraically to the measurement to be made thus obtaining practically the same accuracy
performance at high and low level whatever the temperature conditions.

The main performances of the UA 406 unit are, for analog acquisitions:

- number of channels:  128 bi-polar or 256 monopolar

- measurement amplitude

high level 0 - 5 V or ± 5 V
low level 0 - 20 mV or ± 10 MV
2 inter-mediate scales

Acceptable source impedance:

high level:  10 kOhms
low level:  2 kOhms.

Input impedance:  $ 1 megohm
Reaction on the measurement:  # 0.4% with HL for a 10 kOhms line resistance (influence
of feedback current),with LL the 2 kOhms line resistance.

Common mode rejection

$ 64 dB with HL
$ 104 dB with low level

Influence of common mode:  # 0.2%

Permissible common mode voltage:  ± 6 V from 0 to 400 Hz

Permissible overload:

- in differential mode:   3 V - source impedance 1 kOhm

- common mode: ± 10 V, source impedance nil
± 15 V, source impedance $ 1 kOhm
± 30 V, source impedance $ 5 kOhms



Insulation in
relation to the
structural frame: $ 30 megOhms with 45 V

Throughout the whole area of use the maximum deviation from the theoretical encoding
law is less than 0.4% in high level and 0.6% in low level.

The UA 406 acquisition unit is also capable of acquiring digital data in groups of 8 bits.
The digital data can be in the form of logic states (TTL type) or of variable impedances,
which corresponds to the detection of the relay status.

Amongst the specialized peripheral units there is one called “Delay unit” which does not
acquire data, but whose task is to keep temporarily in memory certain measurement results
acquired by other units and reinsert them in the telemetering format with a programmable
delay of some few seconds. This unit is also used to save a central measurements made at
moments where the radio link is or could be seriously disturbed.

The total memorization time depending on the memory capacity, can be programmed by
the user, on external connector depending on the format imposed by the central unit The
memorization capacity can be up to 400 kBits.

The UBM or bus acquisition unit has the task of transmitting in the telemetering format the
data circulating on the missile’s functional bus. This is “spy” function.

In view of the fact that the asynchronism between the bus messages and the missile and the
rate of the telemetering output bits, it is necessary to include between the functional bus
and the PCM CANNES bus, an FIFO type buffer memory. This memory on write retrieves
the data from the missile bus at the latter’s maximum rate, i.e., 1 Mbit/s and restores them
by the PCM CANNES bus, to the CPU which incorporates them in recurrent form in the
telemetering format.

It is obviously necessary that the average data output rate be higher than the average rate
of data of the functional bus.

Moreover, a system of dating internal to the unit provides for restore of the events or
current chronology.

Other specialized units have been developed for different programs we may mention the
UTC or rate transfer unit whose task is to acquire high flow data for a short moment,
memorize them, then restore them at the specific telemetering rate.



The UTRI makes a selection of a certain number of parameter acquisitions and
reconstitutes two IRIG messages whose spectrum is compatible with the pass band of a
magnetic recorder.

THE UCDA

The maximum bit rate of the PCM CANNES system which we recall is 400 Kbits/s,
prevents passing many analog measurements at high pass band, notably data relating to
vibration measurements.

The AEROSPATIALE and French Gouvernment has therefore decided to initiate a study
on a new unit referred to as UCDA which groups the central unit, Delay unit, and
acquisition unit functions whilst considerably increasing the performances of the system.

The main motivation of this study is the change of the PCM output rate to 2Mbits/s, whilst
preserving compatibility with the units developed previously.

We have seen that in operation the PCM CANNES busline for 8 bits of useful data
restored, required 19 inquiry bits at a rate of 1 MHz. The result of this is that, apart from
any other circuit constraint, the PCM bit rate on output is limited by principle to 8/19 x 1
MHz, i.e., somewhat over 400 kBits/s.

It is therefore necessary that the programmer of this UCDA unit be capable of managing
five PCM CANNES buses on which the nondedicated or specialized acquisition units can
be connected.

Moreover it is of apparent interest to group in the same block as the CPU, functions that
are normally found located very closeby, with a view to gaining volume and wiring in the
vehicle.

The UCDA therefore fulfills the following main functions:

- central unit

- Delay unit with a 1 Mbit capacity memory

- UA 406 type low and high level analog acquisition unit

- high level analog acqusition unit for high pass band measurements

- Digital acqusition

- reference power supply and 3/4 of bridges for sensors.



A simple solution for the management of the 5 PCM CANNES bus would have consisted
in questioning the synchronism bus sequentially with the PCM output clock, but in doing
so it would have been necessary to observe the following conditions:

- bit rate 2 MHz with 5 buses

- bit rate 1.6 MHz with 4 buses

etc.

up to bit rate 400 kHz with 1 bus.

Moreover, given that certain results acquisitions are obtained outside these buses (Delay -
internal analog acquisition units), this solution would have produced constraints such that
the telemetering formats would have been difficult to establish if not impossible.

The solution adopted consists in simultaneously sending the instructions on the buses at
the maximum recurrence of the system, i.e., 22 microseconds (period of one 8 bit word
plus parity at 400 KBits). The answers from the acquisition units connected to this bus
arriving with a delay equal to two instructions, the result is that it is necessary to
temporarily store the answers from these units in an FIFO type memory.

Simulation on computer has been made and provided the conclusion that the number of
stages necessary was less than 16 and this number has been adopted.

The high speed analog acquisition unit of the UCDA is also an entirely new function.

In fact, it is a matter of acquiring, a maximum measurement amplitude channel 2 Volts out
of 32, amplifying it and converting its analog voltage into digital value at the fastest
possible rate, i.e., 2 MHz. The time available is therefore equal to the period of 1
telemetering word, i.e., 4.5 microseconds. This enables processing of two channels placed
consecutively in the format and therefore does not impose any constraint in the definition
of this format. From the studies performed it is possible to demonstrate that the same
accuracy performances are obtained as in the UA 406 type analog units.

As we have seen the UCDA considerably increases the performances of the PCM
CANNES, both electrically and as to easy use.

Other evolutions in this system are quite possible, thus the concepts of the exploded
structure and busline have always been able to solve the specific problems arising for
customers in the different programs from the S3 missile to ARIANE 4.
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ABSTRACT

Command Destruct Receivers are used on all launch vehicles for the purpose of initiating
flight termination. The up-link command signal is a UHF carrier frequency modulated with
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) audio tones. Typically three commands are
used to control and terminate the flight:  ARM, DESTRUCT, and OPTIONAL command.
The combination and sequence of specified IRIG tones determines the command to be
issued.

The decoder portion of the command destruct receiver determines the presence and
sequence of IRIG tones. Through the use of a microprocessor and digital signal-
processing-technology, Cincinnati Electronics has designed and developed a digital
decoder which detects four IRIG tones simultaneously. The digital decoder provides
stabilities and repeatabilities unattainable with analog decoders. Reliability and
reproducibility are also superior when using the digital approach through the elimination of
select and variable components. This improved performance of the decoder is a result of
crystal controlled digital filtering and a constant false-alarm rate provided by the
microprocessor. The digital filtering is achieved through Finite Impulse Response digital
filters.

There are a number of additional features provided by the digital decoder. Self-testing of
portions of the receiver and correcting for temperature drift can be performed by the
decoder. The digital decoder can have its command sequences reprogrammed in the field
allowing separate control and termination of each vehicle in a multiple vehicle launch.
Also, acceptance test data, date of manufacture, total time unit has been powered up, and
other data can be stored inside the Command Destruct Receiver and recalled when needed.



INTRODUCTION

Every spacecraft launch vehicle and many missile test vehicles require a flight-termination
subsystem for the purpose of range safety. If the flight of the vehicle were to deviate from
its intended path and violate predetermined safety limits, the Range Safety Officer would
issue a command to the vehicle to terminate its flight. Through the efforts of the Range
Safety Group of the Range Commanders Council and its ad hoc Committee for Flight
Termination Systems, a degree of standardization in system definition has been achieved
over the years. Typically, standard IRIG audio tones are frequency modulated on a UHF
carrier in a particular sequence to issue the flight termination command.

The piece of equipment on board the vehicle that initiates flight termination is the range
safety receiver which receives, demodulates, and decodes the command message. This
paper describes a microprocessor-based method of audio tone detection and message
decoding recently developed at Cincinnati Electronics Corporation. This concept is
presently used in several models of Flight Termination Receivers.

COMMAND FORMAT

The command format consists of 4 IRIG range-safety channels: Channel 1 at 7500 Hz,
Channel 2 at 8460 Hz, Channel 4 at 10760 Hz, and Channel 5 at 12140 Hz. Channel 1 and
5 simultaneously represent an Arm Command while Channel 2 and 5 simultaneously
represent the Optional Command. Once armed, only Channel 1 is required to retain the
arm. An Arm Command with the addition of Channel 2 and the removal of Channel 5
results in a Destruct Command. Channel 4 is the check channel.

The tones must be present a minimum of 15 milliseconds to be recognized as a command
and will continue to be recognized as long as the tones are present. Each tone filter has a
±1% minimum 2 dB bandwidth and a ±4% maximum 20dB bandwidth requirement.

HARDWARE

Because Range Safety Receivers are airborne equipment, small size and low power are
high priorities. Throughout the design and development of the digital decoder, chip count
as well as power dissipation were important considerations. Another important factor in
the design which improves the reliability as well as reducing labor required to align the
decoder was to eliminate the use of select and trimmable components. Also, with no hand
alignment necessary, all decoders built are identical in performance. The block diagram for
the decoder is shown in Figure 1.



The audio signal from the receiver portion of the radio is passed through the anti-aliasing
filter to reduce signals outside of the band of interest. As shown in figure 1, the signal is
then digitized with an A/D converter and fed to the microprocessor which filters and
decodes the signal. Signal power in each of the IRIG tones is calculated by the
microprocessor. If the correct tones are present and their magnitudes exceed the threshold,
the corresponding command is issued. The digital decoder detects 4 IRIG tones
simultaneously as well as performing signal strength telemetry corrections. The filtering
and detection of tones is achieved with software algorithms.

The anti-aliasing filter rejects signals outside of the band 7500-12140 Hz. All images and
aliases are eliminated by the four pole anti-aliasing filter. Because all the IRIG tones to be
detected fall within the passband, the anti-aliasing filter does not compromise the stability
or accuracy of the digital filters.

The A/D converter digitizes the audio waveform at a predetermined sampling rate and
supplies the digital samples to the microprocessor. The A/D converter used is an 8 bit flash
converter with a conversion time of 100 nanoseconds which eliminates the need for a
sample-and-hold amplifier. The 8 bits provide a 48 dB resolution of the audio waveform. 
The converter is CMOS to reduce current consumption to a minimum value.

The central controller of the decoder is the microprocessor. The microprocessor has an on-
board multiplier and adder specifically for digital signal processing as well as on-board
RAM for storage of samples. The 32 bit accumulator provides 192 dB of dynamic range
for the digital filters. A crystal controlled clock within the microprocessor controls the
sampling rate as well as the execution speed of the digital signal-processing-routines. To
determine the presence of specific tones the microprocessor retrieves the audio samples
from the A/D converter and applies them to the digital filter algorithm. If the correct tones
are present, the appropriate command is issued through fail-safe output circuitry. The
complete system is single-point fail safe, meaning that the failure of any component,
hardware, or software will not cause an inadvertent output.

The sampling rate is controlled precisely by a software programmable timer. The 5 MHz
crystal-controlled system clock is divided by 371 to maintain an exact sampling frequency
of 13477 Hz. The sampling frequency controls the center frequency and cutoff frequencies
of the filter. Because the sampling frequency is crystal controlled, the filter passbands drift
only ±1 Hz over temperature variations, compared to ±100 Hz in analog systems.

ADDITIONS OF EXTRA FEATURES

With an analog multiplexer preceding the A/D converter the digital decoder can become a
more versatile device. The signal strength telemetry signal and a temperature sensor can be



monitored and adjusted to compensate for temperature effects. The resulting telemetry
curve is accurate to within ±1 dB over the RF carrier input range of !107 to !53 dBm.
Various analog points throughout the radio are monitored to provide a self-check for the
radio. Power supplies are monitored and corrected for drift over temperature.

An EEPROM is added to the system to provide the capability of secure codes. The secure
code is entered into the system through a code insertion device and is stored in the
EEPROM. Different codes may be entered on each receiver for a multiple vehicle launch,
enabling each Command Destruct Receiver to be controlled separately while using only
one carrier frequency. The EEPROM is where date of manufacture, serial number, and
acceptance test data for the unit are stored and can be recalled whenever desired. A log of
running time of the unit is also stored in the EEPROM and updated by the microprocessor
automatically every few seconds.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Several digital-signal-processing methods were considered for use in IRIG tone detection.
The methods include Infinite Impulse Response (recursive) and Finite Impulse Response
(non-recursive). Because Infinite Impulse Response filters pose a possible instability
problem due to their recursive nature, the development focused on Finite Impulse
Response filters.

Finite Impulse Response filters are attractive in relation to IRIG tone detection because
computations need not take place between each sample. Samples can be stored in a
“block” and and the power in the signal calculated only when the block is full.

Because the four IRIG tones are frequency unrelated (due to the greatest common
denomonator of the tones being only 20 Hz), the computational timesaving techniques of
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can not be used. The Discreet Fourier Transform
technique was investigated and resulted in a number of important findings. Sampling
frequency and number of samples taken is directly related to transition width of the filter.
A reduction of the sampling frequency by a factor of 2 results in a reduction of the
transition width of the filter by a factor of 2. Also a twofold increase in the number of
samples taken reduces the transition width twofold. Therefore, selection of the minimum
sampling rate has two desired effects: the transition width of the filter is reduced, and the
number of samples needed to be processed is reduced.



FOURIER SERIES APPROACH

The Fourier Series Approach to designing FIR filters (1) is achieved by using coefficients
from equation 1.

(1)

where m is a number from 0 to N
N is the number of coefficients in the filter
v is the normalized frequency
a is the normalized low cutoff frequency
b is the normalized high cutoff frequency
A is the magnitude of the filter response
Pi is 3.1415

therefore

(2)

The coefficients are symetrical around c(0) which saves on the amount of memory needed
in the system. Only half of the coefficients are actually stored in the system but they are
used twice in the calculation of a filter response. The Fourier Series Approach yields filters
with flatter passbands and narrower transition bands than the Discreet Fourier Transform
or the Fast Fourier Transform. It also results in filters which provide the best response for
the amount of computation time available.

A filter design program using the Fourier Series Method was developed at Cincinnati
Electronics to aid in evaluation of the filters. The program designed filters based on the
cutoff frequencies, sampling frequency, and window parameters entered by the user. After
the design was complete the program plotted the response of the filter. A program of this
type greatly aids in the evaluation and the design of digital filters. Figure 2 is a plot from
the computer-aided design program.



SAMPLING RATE

The four tones which require detection are shown below.

IRIG TONE FREQUENCY
Channel 1 7500 Hz
Channel 2 8460 Hz
Channel 4 10760 Hz
Channel 5 12140 Hz

Nyquist Sampling Theorem states that to prevent aliasing the sampling rate must be at least
twice the highest sampled frequency. In this instance the highest frequency is 12140 Hz
which would result in a sampling frequency of at least 24280 HZ. However, the bandwidth
of frequencies to be filtered is only 12140-7500 or 4640 Hz. Therefore, it is desired to pick
a sampling frequency that is at least 2 x 4640 and has all image or “alias” responses
outside of the band from 7500 to 12140 Hz. The sampling frequency selected is 13477 Hz
which is slightly higher than Channel 5. This sampling frequency provides a computational
time savings of 4 times compared to a sampling frequency of 24280 Hz.

IMAGES

Because of the sampling rate chosen, a number of image frequencies are produced outside
of the 7500 to 12140 Hz band. These images or aliases are filtered out with the anti-
aliasing filter. The alias tones both above and below the band are shown below.

IRIG TONE FREQUENCY LOW ALIAS HIGH ALIAS
Channel 1 7500 Hz 5977 Hz 19454 Hz
Channel 2 8460 Hz 5017 Hz 18494 Hz
Channel 4 10760 Hz 2717 Hz 16194 Hz
Channel 5 12140 Hz 1337 Hz 14814 Hz

The two critical alias tones are the low alias for Channel 1 (5977 Hz), and the high alias
tone for Channel 5 (14814 Hz). These tones must be filtered out by the anti-aliasing filter
while allowing the four channel frequencies to pass. A 4-pole, 0.32-cubic-inch anti-aliasing
filter is used to provide the correct band selectivity.

WINDOWS

A number of windows were investigated in an effort to suppress sidelobe response to a
minimum level. Finite Impulse Response filters have a !13 dB sidelobe because of Gibbs
phenomenon (2). By applying a window to the filter the sidelobes can be suppressed to



very low levels. The windows investigated are the Hamming, Hanning, Blackman, Kaiser,
Rectangular, and Hamming Deviation.

The rectangular window has sidelobe rejection of less than 20 dB which does not meet the
filter performance required. The Hanning window and Hamming window provide excellent
sidelobe rejection, (near 60 dB), but widen the transition bands of the filter beyond
acceptable limits. The Hamming Deviation Window is a shaped Hamming window. By
changing the shape of the Hamming window the user has the ability to trade transition
bandwidth for sidelobe rejection level. The most desirable results were obtained with
45 dB sidelobe rejection and a transition band of 100 Hz. The Hamming Deviation
window when applied to the Fourier Series Approach digital filter resulted in a response
which has the correct passbands, stopbands, and sidelobe rejection required. See Figure 2.

The Kaiser window (3) uses Bessel functions to shape the samples and provide side lobe
rejection. The Kaiser window also exhibits satisfactory performance with the ability to
trade transition bandwidth for side lobe rejection level. See Figure 3. The windows
produce no additional computation time because the window values are multiplied by the
coefficients when designed and stored in the decoder as a single coefficient. Both the
Kaiser window and Hamming Deviation window have been used in the decoder with
virtually identical performance.

SIGNAL PROCESSING SOFTWARE

The signal-processing software is implemented to detect IRIG tones 1, 2, 4, and 5. Tone
presence is determined when a filter output exceeds the detection threshold. The software
was written in assembly language and is approximately 2K words in length.

The top level flowchart for the signal-processing routine is show in Figure 4. After system
power-up the microprocessor initializes and checks the decoder. All command outputs are
off during initialization and self-check. The RAM and ROM of the decoder are checked to
insure that all parts of the system are functional. The timer, which controls the sampling
rate, is next initialized. The timer initialization involves programming two of its internal
counters to provide a 3-pulse string every 74.2 microseconds. The three-pulse string
causes the A/D converter to take a samples at the rate of 13477 per second. The third
counter in the timer is initialized to act as a “watchdog”. This counter will reset the
microprocessor if the failure of a component causes the system to be caught in an
indefinite loop. After the timer has been initialized, the interrupt is enabled to allow the
collection of audio samples. The initialization procedure is completed approximately 550
microseconds after power-up.



INTERRUPT ROUTINE

The interrupt-routine flowchart is shown in Figure 5. The interrupt routine is entered after
the A/D converter takes a sample and strobes the interrupt pin on the microprocessor. The
microprocessor reads the sample from the A/D converter and converts it from a 1’s
complement to a 2’s complement representation. The sample is then stored in the
50-sample buffer and control returns to the interrupted program. When the buffer is full,
the buffer-full flag is set.

A full buffer flag directs the program to enter the filtering portion of the routine. The filter
routine program flow is illustrated in Figure 6. The filters use 200 samples to provide the
desired 2 dB and 20 dB responses. However, because of the limited RAM available
onboard the microprocessor (144 words), only 50 samples are processed at one time and a
matrix set up to keep a record of the results. The matrix used is shown in figure 7. Each
IRIG tone will have a matrix in RAM. The output of the filter at any one time is simply the
result of adding the diagonal of the matrix. This method reduces the number of samples in
the microprocessor at any one time to 50 which erases the requirements for additional
(external) RAM. Because the calculations occur every 50 samples, an output for each filter
is available at 3.71 millisecond intervals.

The noise power in the audio signal is calculated by filtering the audio samples through a
FIR filter centered at 9200 Hz. There are no desired signals at this frequency so the output
of this filter is a representation of the noise power. The noise representation is used to raise
or lower the IRIG tone-detection threshold. With poor signal-to-noise ratios the threshold
is raised and with good signal-to-noise ratios the threshold is lowered to achieve an
extremely low constant False Alarm Rate. The noise FIR filter response is shown in
Figure 8.

CALCULATIONS OF MAGNITUDES

Presence of a specific tone is determined by comparing its magnitude to the computed
threshold. Common practice to determine magnitude is to calculate an in-phase and
quadrature channel and determine the magnitude from the following:

Mag=[(In-Phase)2 + (Quadature)2]1/2 (3)

Unfortunately, for a 200 sample filter the in-phase calculation requires 200 multiply-
accumulate operations, and the quadrature calculation requires another 200 multiply-
accumulate operations. Also, 400 coefficients must be stored in the ROM for calculations.



Another approach was discovered which requires calculation of the in-phase channel only.
The output of a series of n in-phase calculations is represented by the following:

output = M sin [a + (2 Pi x f)/fs ] for x=0 to n (4)

where fs  = Sampling frequency
f   = Frequency applied to digital filter
Pi = 3.1415

The magnitude of the applied waveforms can be determined by any two consecutive
outputs designated Out 1 and out 2. See the appendix for the derivation of equations which
lead to determination of the magnitudes. By use of only the in-phase channel,
computational time is saved as well as the memory required to store all of the quadrature
coefficients. When the magnitude of a tone exceeds the detection threshold it is recognized
as a valid tone and used in the command detection process.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The digital decoder was breadboarded and tested and met all performance requirements for
range safety decoders. Measured performance values are shown below.

Test Measured Value Requirement
2 dB Bandwidth ±1.7% ±1% min.
20 dB Bandwidth ±2.6% ±4% max.
Deviation Sensitivity ±10 KHz ±4 khz min.
Pickup Time 1-12 ms. * 15 ms. max.
Dropout Time 1-13.5 ms. * 50 ms. max.
Ajacent Channel Rejection 45 dB 35 dB min.
Power Consumption 1.7 Watts ----
Size 4" x 5" x 0.4" ----
Alignment None ----

* Software programmable

It is important to note that the electrical performance parameters can be changed simply by
modifying the software. Also, the command format and the IRIG tones to be filtered can
be modified easily with software changes.

The development and testing of the digital decoder has verified that the performance,
versatility, and reliability are clearly superior compared to analog type decoders. Finite
Impulse Response filters have been shown to provide excellent filtering performance as



well as superior noise immunity and a very low, constant, false-alarm rate. Select and
trimmable components are eliminated which erases the need to align the decoder resulting
in reduced production time, improved reliability, improved performance, and reduced cost.
Work is already being performed to reduce the size and power of the decoder by 75%
through the use of surface-mount components, hybrids, and CMOS VLSI.
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Appendix

Derivation of magnitude

Two consecutive outputs of the in-phase calculation are given by

Out1 = M sin a (5)
Out2 = M sin (a + (2 Pi f / fs)) (6)

where M is the magnitude of the sine wave
f is the center frequency of the filter
fs is the sampling frequency

By trigonometric identity sin(x+y) = sin(x)cos(y)+ cos(y)sin(x)

(7)

Since f, fs , and Pi are constants

(8)

(9)



M cos a becomes

M cos a = k2 Out2 ! k1 Out1 (10)

M becomes

M = ((M cos a)2 + (M sin a)2 )½ (11)

Therefore

M = ((k2 Out2 ! k1 Out1)2 + (Out1)2)½ (12)

By the use of equation (12) only the in-phase channel need be calculated to determine the
magnitude of the applied tone. This saves memory as well as computational time.



Figure 1.  Block Diagram



Figure 2.  IRIG Channel 2 Filter Response with Hamming Window



Figure 3.  IRIG Channel 2 Filter Response with Kaiser Window



Figure 4.  Top Level Signal Processing Flowchart



Figure 5. Interrupt Routine Flowchart



Figure 6.  Filter Routine Flowchart



Figure 7.  Filter Calculation Matrix



Figure 8.  Noise Filter Response
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INTRODUCTION

Space-Ground-Link-System (SGLS) is a specific capability of an earth terminal which, in
conjunction with a space vehicle (SV) transponder, provides Tracking, Telemetry and
Commanding (TT&C) services for space vehicles. This paper describes a multi-purpose,
single chassis earth terminal receiver/ processor (R/P) which provides and supports those
services. The R/P utilizes digital design techniques and microprocessor executed
algorithims that provides a design that is physically small (12 inch high chassis), reliable
(MTBF > 4000 hours) and parameters/performance that exceed most present and future
TT&C requirements.

SGLS SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE R/P

A typical SGLS system is shown in Figure 1. In this system the uplink and downlink are
both S-Band spectra signals but separated in frequency. The uplink carrier is normally
selected to be in the range of 1.76 to 1.84 GHz while the downlink carrier (or carriers) is
normally selected to be in the range of 2.2 to 2.3 GHz. For coherent carrier mode
operations the downlink carrier is derived from the uplink carrier by the SV transponder.
The ratio between the uplink and downlink carriers for this mode of operation is 256/205.

UPLINK SERVICES (CARRIER I)

The R/P can input serial data streams for either or both SV commands or SV payload data.
The command data rate can be either 1,2 or 10 Kbps and is frequency shift keyed (FSK)
onto a ternary tone system (1, 0, S tones) compatible with the SV command tone detector.
The payload data rate can be up to 512 Kbps and is Bi-phase modulated on a subcarrier
selectable in the range of 1.024 to 1.75 MHz. The R/P linearly combines these two signals
with a internally generated psuedo random (PRN) ranging code. The composite baseband



signal is provided to a modulator which phase modulates the uplink carrier. As part of the
versatility of the R/P the modulation index for each of the three signal components can be
controlled by control data provided to the R/P.

DOWNLINK TELEMETRY SERVICES (CARRIER I AND II)

The R/P can simultaneously receive, demodulate and detect up to 2 PCM data streams
bi-phase modulated on subcarriers in the frequency range of 1.024 to 1.7 MHz. In
addition, the R/P can receive, demodulate and detect a PCM bit streams directly bi-phase
modulated on S-bands carriers. Direct carrier modulation can either be on a carrier to
which the R/P is nominally tuned to or on a carrier 5 MHz below that value (Carrier I).
The data rates can be selected anywhere in the range of 250 BPS to 512 Kbps for
subcarrier modulated data or 250 BPS to 5 MBPS for direct carrier modulated data.

RANGING SERVICES

SV range is measured by transmitting a PRN range code from the R/P to the SV
transponder where it is remodulated and transmitted back to the R/P. Utilizing this method
SV ranges up to 507471 miles can be measured.

RANGE RATE SERVICES

SV range rate is measured in the coherent mode in which the downlink carrier is derived
from the uplink carrier by the SV transponder. The measurement is based on comparing
the frequency and phase difference between the transmitted and received carriers.

ANTENNA TRACKING SERVICES

The R/P also supports rapid downlink mainbeam acquisition by performing a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) frequency search of the downlink RF signal to determine the presence of
the signal in the aperture of the antenna. The R/P can thereafter support track ng of the
mainbeam by demodulating an amplitude-modulated monoscan error signal modulated on
the downlink signal by the station antenna controller.

SUMMARY PARAMETER/CONTROL/STATUS CAPABILITIES OF THE R/P

The R/P can be completely controlled from a remote controller via a serial interface.
Controllable parameters are:



• Uplink Mod Index Control - 0 to 1.85 radians

• Uplink Subcarrier Frequency - 1.024 to 1.75 MHz

• Payload Data Rate - 250 BPS to 512 Kbps

• Command Rate - 1, 2 or 10 Kbps

• Downlink Telemetry Subcarrier No. 1 - 1.024 to 1.7 MHz

• Downlink PCM No. 1 Bit Rate - 250 BPS to 5 Kbps

• Downlink Telemetry Subcarrier No. 2 - 1.024 to 1.7 MHz

• Downlink PCM No. 2 Bit Rate - 250 BPS to 5 Kbps

• Direct Carrier Modulated Bit Rate - 250 BPS to 5 MBPS

• Telemetry Code Modulation - Any of 8 different formats

• Estimated range (0 to 507471 miles)

• Test Range (0 to 507471 miles)

• Self Test Modes
• Telemetry Demodulation and Detection
• Ranging

RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

Important receiver performance parameters of the R/P are:

• Nosie Figure - < 10 dB

• Range RMS error < 5 feet RMS for PRN Ranging Signal SNR of 33 dB -Hz.

• Range rate error < 0.010 feet RMS for carrier C/No of 33 dB -Hz.

• Telemetry performance < 2 dB from theoretical PSK.

• Carrier Dynamic Range - 75 dB



• Carrier Search Range - ±200 KHz

• Carrier Doppler Rate - ±3000 Hz/sec

• Carrier Search Rate - up to 696 KHz/sec at C/No of 38 dB -Hz.

• Signal Strength Detector - ±1 dB over 75 dB range

Figures 3 and 4 show measured data for Range and Range Rate from a previous designed
receiver using identical measurement algorithms.

R/P BLOCK DIAGRAM

The R/P Block Diagram is shown in figure 2. The equipment is configured as a single 12
inch chassis. The same capability in present tracking station configurations requires
approximately 11/2 racks of equipment. The MTBF is approximately 4000 hours as
compared to about 400 hours for present configurations.

The small size, high reliability, versatility and performance is achieved by digital
hardware, microprocessors and processing algorithms utilizing the digital hardware and
microprocessors. Specifically, eight microprocessors are utilized as follows:

• A TI TMS320 16-Bit Digital Signal Processor to perform FFT spectral analysis for
carrier search and detection.

• Two TI TMS320 Digital Signal Processors in each Telemetry Channel for telemetry
channel carrier and clock search and reconstruction.

• An Intel 8751 8 Bit microprocessor in each Telemetry Channel for control and status
operations.

• A single board computer utilizing the Motorola 68020 16 Bit microprocessor for
performing carrier tracking acquisition/tracking, range code acquisition/tracking, range
and range rate computation signal quality measurements and general R/P control and
statusing.

The R/P utilizes 12 A/D converters to convert signals to digital form for microprocessor
execution of algorithms. In addition, 3 D/A converters and 6 numerically controlled
oscillators (NCOs) are utilized to convert microprocessor computed signals back to analog
variables (voltage and frequency).



A key digital element is the STI-designed NCO which forms reconstructed carrier,
subcarrier and range clock and telemetry data clock references. This device, a single chip,
replaces Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO).

The R/P microprocessor executed Algorithms allows the user to input a priori data on
range, range rate, signal strength and C/No. In this way, acquisition times are significantly
improved. In addition, all receiving/processing algorithms are firmware controlled, a
feature that allows receiver features to be changed without the necessity of altering
receiver hardware.

Approximately 70% of the R/P utilizes digital hardware to implement the receiving
functions. The eight microprocessors implement 12,000 lines of code and use 32 kilobytes
of RAM and ROM.

An earlier version of the R/P has been developed and tested for the Air Force TMGS
program (without the Telemetry channel capability). An advanced version is being
developed for the Air Force ARTS program (the telemetry channels being packaged
separately).



FIGURE 1   SGLS SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2   R/P SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3   TRR 5061 RECEIVER DESIGN ONE WAY RANGE
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY



FIGURE 4   TRR 5061 RECEIVER DESIGN RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method of noncoherent demodulation of the PSK signal for
signal distortion analysis at the RF interface. The received RF signal is downconverted and
noncoherently sampled for further off-line processing. Any mismatch in phase and
frequency is then compensated for by the software using the estimation techniques to
extract the baseband waveform, which is needed in measuring various signal parameters.
In this way, various kinds of modulated signals can be treated uniformly, independent of
modulation format, and additional distortions introduced by the receiver or the hardware
measurement instruments can thus be eliminated. Quantization errors incurred by digital
sampling and ensuing software manipulations are analyzed and related numerical results
are presented also.

1.  Introduction

Communication signals at the output of the transmitters usually are subject to various
kinds of distortions and imperfections, such as carrier phase noise, data bit jitter, incidental
AM on the carrier, data rise time, data asymmetry, filtering distortions, to name a few
[1],[2]. In contrast to the traditional approach of defining and measuring these parameters
at various points inside the transmitter, we define them at the RF interface of the
transmitter [6] for improved system performance specification. In most cases, these
parameters are present in the signal in a mixed form and measuring all the parameters of
interest involves an almost inhibitive amount of work. Traditionally, the experimental setup
usually had to do with measuring a single parameter by using the various hardware test



equipments. This measurement scheme however has two basic limitations:  first the
hardware technique is subject to bias and random error and needs recalibration every time
the experimental measurement is taken; secondly, the complete hardware equipment setup
has to be redesigned to measure another parameter.

The noncoherent demodulation scheme we propose [6] goes through the following
processing steps:  first, the received PSK signal is downconverted by a highly stable local
VCO whose frequency is tuned close to the incoming carrier frequency but is in no way
coherent to the incoming carrier. This signal is then sampled by a high speed sampler and
then A/D converted to be stored in a memory for off-line processing. The stored data is
later processed by the software to eliminate any noncoherent mismatch and recover the
baseband waveform. Finally, recovered baseband waveform is further processed by
software for parameter distortion measurements.

This method has several apparent advantages over the hardware counterpart. For
instance, by noncoherent sampling, any further signal distortion due to the demodulator
can be avoided. The coherent demodulator, being a feedback system, can eliminate some
signal distortions such as the phase noise by tracking it. From distortion measurement’s
viewpoint, this phase tracking property is clearly not desirable. Furthermore, the
noncoherent demodulation, unlike conventional coherent schemes, can handle a variety of
PSK demodulation schemes--BPSK, QPSK, UQPSK, etc.--uniformly without any
hardware change. With noncoherent sampling technique, the only additional load is given
to the software which can be made to take care of diverse modulation formats.

Apart from the distortion measurement itself, the most crucial step in this proposed
scheme is the algorithm to eliminate the noncoherency from the stored data sequence. In
this paper, we present analysis on the noncoherency cancellation algorithm only. Signal
distortion measurement is addressed in a separate paper [6]. In Section 2, we describe and
analyze the demodulation procedure. In Section 3, a rigorous error analysis is presented
with numerical results for hands-on application of the method. Finally, in Section 4, a
general discussion is given and a summary is presented.

2.  Noncoherent Sampling and Baseband Waveform Restoration

2.1  Analytical Model and Problem Statement

Consider the RF signal to be transmitted, assuming a general QPSK modulation,

((t) = A(t)cos( Tct+2(t)+20) (1)



where A(t) is the signal amplitude, 2(t) is the data modulation in terms of phase variation,
and 20 is a fixed phase offset. The baseband information I(t) and Q(t) is related to A(t) and
2(t) via

I(t) = A(t)cos 2(t)

Q(t) = A(t)sin 2(t)

Our goal is to restore the baseband waveforms, I(t) and Q(t), as accurate as possible
so as to estimate various distortion parameters pertaining to them.

2.2  Noncoherent Sampling

Noncoherent sampling is referred to as the operation illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that
carrier and phase tracking are not sought here, nor is bit timing. Hence the downconverted
I and Q channel outputs are

(I(t) = A(t)cos()Tt+2(t)+20) (2)

(Q(t) = A(t)sin ()Tt+2(t)+20) (3)

,where )T is the frequency error between incoming carrier, and local oscillator and the
samples taken at t = tk are

(4)

(5)

2.3  Baseband Waveform Recovery

2.3.1  The Recovery Procedure

We outline the overall procedure first; each step will be detailed subsequently.

The baseband recovery is accomplished with the following operation sequence:
(1)  Envelope recovery
(2)  Frequency error estimation
(3)  Phase estimation
(4)  Baseband recovery using (1) to (3).

We shall start our discussions with the envelope and phase recovery.



2.3.2  Envelope and Phase Recovery

The envelope or amplitude information at tk is most easily attained by

(6)

Given A
ˆ

k, it is straightforward to obtain Mk by the formula

(7)

In general , the phase information, Mk, recovered via (7) can be represented by

(8)

where
2k is the sampled data modulation (PSK), 2k = 2(tk, and
,k is the noise caused by sampling and quantization.
Fig. 2a shows a typical trajectory of Mk for the case where )T << sampling

frequency, zero dB gain imbalance and QPSK.

Note that without data modulation and mod 2B problem, the frequency error estimator 
)T can be found by the so-called linear least mean square estimation (LLMSE), i.e., by
finding a straight line

(9a)

such that

(9b)

is minimized.  The solution to (9) is well-known [3] and is equivalent to the solution of the
simultaneous linear equations:

(10)

(11)



which, in case of equal sampling intervals, is

(12)

and

(13)

2.3.3  Data Transition Detection and Modulation Cancellation

It is clear from (8) and Fig. 2 that the data phase modulation 2k, must be removed
from Mk in order to apply LLMSE. For a correct removal of 2k a detection rule for locating
the starting and stopping samples of a data transition period must be found first. Such a
detector is not difficult to set up, thanks to the following observations:

(01) The data transiton period (DTP) are marked with both large phase variations
and large amplitude variations.

(02) A ±(2B±,) phase jump, , << B/2, is most likely due to the mod 2B nature of
the Mk process unless *)Tt1* . B/2 or larger, which is most unlikely. Even for
this latter case, we observe that

(03) A ±(2B±,) phase jump due to the mod 2B process can cause large phase
variation only. Besides, it takes no transiton time for such a jump, and

(04) A false detection can be avoided if the a priori information about modulation
format is provided; e.g., for a balanced QPSK signal any data transition must
lie in the neighborhood of B/2 and almost certainly will be larger than B/4.

Hence, our decision rule is:
(D1) Compute the first forward differences of I and Q channel samples and

recovered phases, i.e., )(I,k = (I,k+1 !(I,k,  )(Q,k = (0,k+1 ! (0,k and )Nk =
Mk+1!Mk.

(D2)  If )(     min(*(I,k*,*)(Q,k*) > ( then a non-steady state is declared, otherwise
the samples waveform is in a steady state (no data transition).

(D3) Whenever there is a return to steady state (SS) the total phase transition, EM,
from the end of previous SS to the start of the present SS is evaluated by
accumulating )Mk during this period. If EM < (N,, where (N is to be
determined by the data modulation format, then false transition is declared.



Data modulation is thus removed (modulation cancellation) by deleting all Mk that lie
within those ‘true’ transition periods and connecting the remaining ones via (see Fig. 2b)

(14)

where      is the recovered phase at the end of, say kth, SS period and         is the phase
difference between the first and the second phases of the (k+1)th SS period.

2.3.4  Frequency Offset Estimation and Baseband Waveform Restoration

After data transition detection and modulation cancellation, we can apply the LLMSE
rule (12) and (13) to the modified phases      to obtain the estimations of frequency and
initial phase offsets. The mean square error for the frequency offset estimate is found to be

(15)

where F2
, is the mean square error of ,k and M is the number of modified phases used.

Without loss of generality, balanced QPSK signaling is assumed for the rest of the
subsection. The initial phase offset estimate will be modified as follows.

The above procedure may produce four ambiguities in the interval (0,2B]. This will not be
our concern since we are interested in relative, instead of absolute, phase between I(t) and
Q(t).

The beginning samples will be deleted in case they lie within a data transition period.
Hence we shall assume, without loss of generality, that the first useful sample is M1. The
baseband waveform {I(tk),Q(tk)} can now be recovered by use of



It is worthwhile noting that in the event of BPSK signaling, there is no necessity for going
through steps (2) and (3) of the baseband recovery procedure. In fact, the baseband
waveform of a BPSK signal, say B(t), can be easily recovered via

B(tk) = rI (tk)/cos Mk

where Mk is defined by (7).

3.  Error Analysis for Recovered Baseband Waveform

3.1  Background

F2
, of (15) represents the mean square error which, in most cases, is dominated by

sampling error on the part of the receiver. In digitizing the received waveform, three types
of error may be incurred, namely, quantization error, aperture error and nonlinearity error
[4].

The aperture error is caused by nonzero conversion time, i.e., the time delay needed
for sampling and processing, and by aperture time uncertainty. If we denote the analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) input and output by y(t) and y'(t), then [5]

(16)

where * is the conversion t me and , is the aperture time uncertainty jitter. Usually, there
is a tradeoff between * and ,: the larger * is the smaller , is. In general, the
downconverted I and Q channel signals are low frequency sinewaves and the aperture
uncertainty can be made small (. 10 ps.) enough so that the aperture error can be
neglected. The nonlinearity error is referred to the deviation of the voltage-to-code transfer
from its best linear fit, excluding the quantization effect. In most cases, the maximum
nonlinearity error must be less than ± 1/2 LSB and its mean square value is far less than
quantization error. Henceforth, we will concentrate our error analysis on the quantization
error.



3.2  Quantization Errors

In what follows we shall consider the baseline performance only, i.e., the minimum
quantization error we can expect to achieve. Assumptions for baseline performance are:

(1) The quantizer, Q(x), to be used is as that shown in Fig. 3.
(2) The samples in I and Q channels can be modeled as (4) and (5), where Ak is a

constant which can be measured perfectly so that (I,k and (Q,k will lie within
!Ak and +Ak with probability one.

(3) Mk is uniformly distributed in [0,2B).
(4) Further off-line floating point numerical processings introduce only negligible

errors.
Under these assumptions, the mean square quantization error (MSQE) for (I,k and (Q,k

is

(17)

where ( = (I,k or (Q,k, normalized with respect to Ak

Similarly, it can be shown that the normalized MSQE for recovered envelope is

(18)

and the recovered phase information, Mk renders a MSQE which can be evaluated via

(19)



As for the MSQE for recovered baseband, we find

(20)

 where 2
ˆ

0 is regarded as a constant instead of a random variable since its randomness has
been incorporated into that of Mk; see eq. (4) and (5).  Now that                             
because of the fact that )Ttk << 1 for all cases of interest, we can assume

By a change of variable, (20) becomes

hence

Using the same argument for a F2
Q , it can be shown

and

(21)

where
(22)

The first integration on the right hand side of (21) is equal to         while the second one
is proved to be equal to the last one by the change of variable 2 = 3B!x. Therefore,



(23)

Numerical results for various MSQE are shown in Fig. 4.

4.  Discussions and Summary

In an advanced satellite communication link which is typified by a limited EIRP
budget, signal quality is of prime importance to guarantee a pre-specified quality level.
Therefore, it is also imperative to have a hands-on signal distortion measurement system to
verify that the user transmitted RF signal satisfies a certain signal quality standards. As we
have discussed in the introduction, traditional hardware measurement poses several major
problems. Compared to that, the software method proposed is more economical, is subject
to less distortions and most of all, has the repeatability and the universal adaptability to
any signal formats.

As we have seen in the previous sections, nontrivial algorithms are necessary for
coherency restoration, which is the price we pay for eliminating various hardware
demodulators and equipments. Also, the algorithmic discussions and the error analysis
show that the coherency restoration by the software is indeed a practical technique that can
be applied to any digital signal modulation formats.

In view of the fact that high speed multiple digit resolution A/D converters are rapidly
expanding their reign, this digital sampling technique should be an economic alternative
against conventional hardware technology. For example, assuming that the current state-of-
the-art technology can handle sampling rate of up to 200 Msample/sec with 8 bit
resolution, this sampler can be used to extract baseband waveforms approximately up to
20 Msymbols/sec, assuming we need at least 10 samples/symbol for accuracy target of
less than 10% for most of the distortion parameters. The sampling hardware will be
advancing in a rapid pace so that a high data rate channel signals up to several tens of
megasymbols per second can be analyzed by using the noncoherent sampling technique we
presented in this paper.
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Figure 1.  Detailed I/Q Demodulation, A/D, and Recording Subsystem.



Figure 2A: A Typical Recovered Phase Trajectory
(only the first 5600 samples are shown here).

Figure 2B: Phase Trajectory Modified From Figure 2A By
Deleting Data Transition Periods



Figure 2C:  Recovered I-Channel Baseband Waveform

Figure 2D:  Recovered Q-Channel Baseband Waveform



Fig. 3  The Quantizer Q(x).

Figure 4.  Mean Square Quantization Errors.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a code tracking loop for a spread spectrum signal can be severely
deteriorated in the presence of an interference signal. The interference signal is modeled as
a signal with the same code but with a different delay and carrier frequency. The variance
of the tracking delay error is derived in terms of loop bandwidth, chip duration, the
interference and signal power and bandpass filter bandwidth and the power spectral
density of the additive Gaussian noise.

INTRODUCTION

A noncoherent early and late gate tracking loop can be used to track the delay in a spread
spectrum (SS) signal [1]. The PN coded SS signal S(t) is given by

(1)

where Ps is the signal power, d(t) the binary data of 1 and !1, c(t) the direct sequence PN
code and ) the delay, Tc the angular carrier frequency and 2c the carrier phase. The signal
is subject to an interference signal given by

(2)

where PI is the interference signal power, )T is the frequency offset )/ = $), $ is the
sweeping rate and 2i is the interference signal phase. The received signal is given by

y(t) = S(t) + I(t) + n(t) (3)

where
(4)



nct and ns(t) are independent stationary Gaussian processes with power spectral density
(PSD) equal to No/2. The purpose of this correspondence is to evaluate the variance of the
tracking delay error , = )!)^   where )^  is the estimate of the delay, using the noncoherent
early and late gate delay lock loop [1]. Holmes [2] has investigated the performance of the
tracking loop in the presence of single tone interference with no coding. The behavior of
the phase lock loop (PLL) in the presence of continuous wave (CW) interference signal
has been investigated by many authors, e.g., Bruno [3] , Blanchard [4] and Levitt [5].

TRACKING ERROR

The noncoherent early and late gate delay lock loop is shown in Figure 1. The outputs of
the early and late gate correlator are given as follows:

 
(5)

(6)

where

(7)

Ti = Tc + )T
Tc = chip interval
L(s) = the Laplace transform of the bandpass filter.

Let us denote

(8)

Let us assume that
(9a)

(9b)



Let
(10a)

(10b)

where nL(t) and nE(t) and R(C) are given by (7) and (8). The output of the difference of the
envelope detectors is given by

(11)

using (7), (9) and (10).

Let

(12a)

(12b)
Using (8), (11), and (12), the output of the difference is given by

(13)

 The loop equation is given by

(14)

where

(15)

KM is the multiplier gain in V/chip and KVCO is the VCO gain chip/sec/V. It can be shown
that



(16)

(17)

where

(18)

Further it can be shown that n1(t) and n2(t) are uncorrelated when E(d& (t) ) = 0. We assume
that

(19)
The power spectral densities of n1 (t) and n2 (t) are given by

(20a)

where

(20b)



Sd(f) is the PSD of (L(s) d(t)). The relative chip time error variance is

(21)

where " = E[d& (t)]2    .
If

(1)  "1 = "
(2)  PI = 0

(21) reduces to

(22)

where

= signal to noise ratio.

This is a well known result [1]. When r increases, the relative variance of the error
decreases. However the variance increases with PI the power of the interference signal.

For the sake of com arison and numerical result we assume

(21) reduces to

(23)



Let

 =   Interference to Noise ratio      . (24)

The error variance is given by

(25)

where

When r1 = 0 and r = 104, F, = .32 sec. But F, = 4.48 sec if r1 = 1 r = 104. When r1 = 10 and
r = 105, F, = 1.4 sec. This establishes that the interference can completely lock out the
delay lock loop if r1 > 10. The standard of the tracking error is shown in Figure 2 for PI =
0, 1 and 10. The situation improves if " Ps/No is greater than 70 dB.

It is important to note that a 10 dB interference signal to noise power can cause a loss of
lock in delay, frequency and phase lock loops and demodulation error even when the
signal to noise ratio is 50 dB.

CONCLUSION

The interference can cause a loss of lock in the delay lock loop. The tracking error will
cause navigation error as well as frequency and phase tracking error and data
demodulation error. To minimize the code tracking error, the signal to noise ratio should
be more than 70 dB. The standard deviation of error exceeds more than one chip duration
when the signal to noise ratio is less than 50 dB and PI, the interference to noise power, is
only 1 dB.

The analysis is restricted to small delay error only. The error variance is a function of
interference power and bandwidth of the delay lock loop and bandwidth of the bandpass
filter. For the small error case, the sweeping frequency, $, and the frequency deviation,
)T, have very little impact. When the tracking error is not small, the error will be a
function of and )T. Further analysis is needed to investigate the impact of sweeping
frequency and frequency deviation of the interference signal when the error is not small in
which case the linear analysis is not applicable.

The author would like to thank Dr. Don Nelson of The Aerospace Corporation for his
careful reviewing of the paper.
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Figure 1:  Noncoherent Early and Late Gate Delay Loop
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ABSTRACT

Digital processing techniques and related algorithms for receiving and processing space
vehicle downlink signals are discussed. The combination of low minimum signal to noise
density (C/No), large signal dynamic range, unknown time of arrival, and high space
vehicle dynamics that is characteristic of some of these downlink signals results in a
difficult acquisition problem. A method for rapid acquisition is described which employs a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Also discussed are digital techniques for precise
measurement of space vehicle range and range rate using a digitally synthesized number
controlled oscillator (NCO).

Keywords:  Digital receiver processing techniques, Fast Fourier Transform, numerically
controlled oscillator, space vehicle downlink signal acquisition, range and range rate
measurement.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes digital processing techniques for the acquisition and tracking of a
space vehicle downlink signal with a residual carrier component. Range and range rate
measurement techniques are also discussed. The dynamics of some space vehicle orbits
result in a received downlink signal with high doppler and doppler rate and a large
dynamic range in signal strength.

Accurate range and range rate measurements are made by phase tracking the received
downlink ranging code and the residual carrier signals, respectively. Before the downlink
signal can be phase-tracked a frequency acquisition is required to reduce the signal
frequency uncertainty. High doppler rates require this frequency acquisition to be
performed rapidly.



A typical procedure for initial signal frequency acquisition is to step a filter over the range
of frequency uncertainty and measure power in the filter. Signal presence is declared when
the power exceeds a threshold. Due to a large uncertainty in signal power, detection of a
weak signal in the center of the filter can not be distinguished from a strong signal on the
filter skirt. Hence, an additional frequency search after signal detection is required to
center the filter on the signal in the case of a strong signal.

During the time required to perform these measurements the signal frequency can change
significantly due to high doppler rate. The result is a poor estimate of signal frequency.

These difficulties result in the need for a complex algorithm to perform signal acquisition.
A microprocessor-controlled receiver allows these algorithms to be performed. This
implementation also permits a simple and accurate method to measure space vehicle range
and range rate.

The digital processing techniques described in this paper are employed in a receiver for the
Space-Ground Lind Subsystem (SGLS). The SGLS provides the capability to perform
space vehicle range and range rate measurements, as well as telemetry reception and
commanding. A ranging code phase modulates the SGLS carrier. The phase modulation
index is either 0.125 or 0.3 radians; therefore, a residual carrier component is present. The
parameters for signal acquisition are given in Table I. The receiver performs initial signal
acquisition using the FFT approach described below. During tracking range and range rate
are measured.

TABLE I - SIGNAL ACQUISITION PARAMETERS

Mode
I II

Minimum Signal-to-Noise Density (dB-Hz) 29.7 38.0
Signal Power Uncertainty (dB) 50.0 50.0
Frequency Uncertainty (kHz) ±200 ±200
Maximum Doppler Rate (Hz/sec) ±800 ±3000
Maximum Search Time (sec) 11.5 0.575
Minimum Detection Probability 0.99 0.99

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The receiver hardware configuration is shown in Figure 1. The input radio frequency (RF)
signal is downconverted to an intermediate frequency (IF). The signal is then
downconverted to baseband and digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). A Fast



Fourier Transform (FFT), computed by a special purpose processor chip (Texas
Instruments TMS 32010), is employed to perform the initial carrier signal acquisition.
Samples for the FFT are taken at a 25.6 kHz rate. Carrier frequency and phase tracking are
performed with a cross-product automatic frequency control (CPAFC) loop(1) and a phase
lock loop (PLL), respectively, implemented in the single board computer (SBC). The
sampling rate is reduced to 2 kHz in this mode and the presample filter bandwidth is
reduced to 800 Hz.

Carrier frequency and phase control are accomplished via the numerically controlled
oscillator (NCO) in conjunction with a single sideband modulator (SSM). This provides
frequency shifts about the SSM reference frequency. The NCO generates discrete samples
of a cosine and sine wave.(2) Digital-to-analog conversion and lowpass filtering results in
analog cosine and sine wave outputs. Hence, the NCO functions analogously to a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO), with frequency being controlled by a digital number rather
than a control voltage. The advantage of using the NCO is that it supplies a stable,
accurate frequency. The NCO is available as a single integrated circuit chip (Stanford
Telecommunications, Inc. ST-1172). Range rate is computed by the single board computer
using the carrier NCO updates.

An automatic gain control (AGC) is performed to maintain the signal level at a nominal
operating point. The AGC loop filter is implemented in the single board computer.
Discrete gain corrections are output to the digitally controlled attenuator.

A local ranging code is correlated with the downlink ranging code. The ranging code has a
residual clock component. The single board computer implements the code clock PLL and
the initial code acquisition process. Code clock phase tracking is performed via the code
NCO. Range is computed by the single board computer using the code NCO updates.

ACQUISITION AND TRACKING ALGORITHMS

The sequence of events that leads to signal acquisition and tracking is shown in Figure 2.

Signal Detection

The first function is a spatial and frequency search in order to detect the satellite signal.
The frequency search is performed over the maximum frequency uncertainty. The NCO is
stepped across the search window in increments of fs, where fs is the input sample rate of
the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) samples. After each step the receiver performs an
N-point complex FFT (N=64), using the I and Q samples as the real and imaginary inputs,
respectively. The FFT can be viewed as a convenient implementation of a bank of
N filters(3) . Each filter response is determined by the data windowing function(4). If power



in any of the FFT cells exceeds the signal detection threshold, then signal presence is
declared.

After signal detection receiver gain linearization is performed because a signal which is
much stronger than expected may saturate the receiver. Receiver saturation is detected by
observing the FFT output. If, upon signal detection, the power in the signal detection cell is
within 3 dB of saturation, the receiver gain is reduced by commanding the step attenuator.

The signal may be detected even though it is outside the receiver’s input bandwidth (i.e.,
on the filter skirts), due to aliasing by the FFT algorithm. An alias check is performed
using the FFT to search for peak power in a frequency range about the frequency where
the signal was originally detected. If the initial signal detection was on an aliased
component, then an additional gain linearization is performed. This is required since the
signal may saturate the receiver as the signal is centered in the receiver’s input bandwidth
during the alias check. At the completion of the alias check, the receiver frequency is
centered on the signal.

Cross Product Automatic Frequency Control (CPAFC) Loop

The accuracy of the carrier signal frequency estimate at the completion of the signal
detection process is limited by the resolution of the of the FFT. The CPAFC loop is
employed to derive a better estimate of signal frequency and to estimate doppler rate.
These estimates are used to initialize the PLL for rapid acquisition. A functional block
diagram of the digital CPAFC loop implementation is shown in Figure 3.

The implementation and performance of the CPAFC loop has been described by Natali(1).
Using these results, the normalized discriminator characteristic for a sinusoidal input is:

D()T) = H(jT) *2 sinT)T (1)

where:

*H(jT)* = the amplitude response of the I and Q lowpass filters (2)

    )T = frequency error (rad/s) (3)

  T = cross product delay time (4)

The discriminator provides an error signal to the loop filter that is approximately linear
with frequency error for T)T<1.



* This is strictly true only for a continuous analog loop. The digital loop will exhibit small
errors due to quantization and sampling effects.

Carrier Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)

The receiver automatically transitions from the second order CPAFC to third PLL
operation at the end of the CPAFC loop settling period. The PLL configuration is as shown
in Figure 3.

The transition from AFC to PLL operation is accomplished by switching the input to the
loop filter and adding a constant gain path for phase error input to the NCO (the values of
the gain constants are also changed to the appropriate values). This is an extremely
convenient configuration as the loop filter contains the doppler and doppler rate estimates
for the AFC to PLL handover. For example, suppose that the input signal exhibits a
constant doppler rate. The second-order AFC loop tracks this signal with zero error* (in
the absence of noise) and from Figure 3:

V1(kT)=V2(kT)=V6(kT)=0 (5)

V3(kT)=V4(kT)=       (6)

V5(kT)=V7(kT)=f(o)+(kT) (7)

where:
kT=the k-th loop update time (8)

f(o)=doppler at the initial loop update (9)

      =doppler rate (10)

Vj(kT)=the value of the corresponding reference points at time kT in

Figure 3 for j=1, ..., 7 (11)

Similarly, the third order PLL tracks the same signal with zero error and the steady state
conditions are the same as those given in equations (5) - (7). Therefore, the loop filter
integrators contain the loop estimates of f and     at the time of handover from AFC to PLL.



Range Rate Measurement

The digital PLL loop implementation allows a simple method for measuring range rate.
The carrier PLL tracks the carrier doppler. The digital number input to the NCO is equal to
the carrier doppler times a known scale factor. Space vehicle range rate can be derived
from carrier doppler. Hence, by averaging NCO updates a smoothed estimate of range rate
is obtained.

Range Measurement

The measurement of space vehicle range described is for the SGLS range code. The
example ranging code and acquisition procedure described by Golomb(5) is identical to the
SGLS range code and the code acquisition procedure. Briefly, the SGLS ranging code
consists of four code components and a clock component. A PLL tracks the residual code
clock (Figure 4). Code clock acquisition is performed after carrier tracking has been
achieved. The carrier PLL aids the code PLL with a scaled value of carrier doppler. An
initial range measurement is provided by acquiring the code components.

Similar to the carrier code NCO inputs are proportional to the doppler on the code clock
component. The accumulation of code NCO inputs is equal to the change in satellite range.
The satellite range is output at discrete time intervals. The range at the k-th measurement
interval is:

R(k)=Ro+)R(k) (12)

where:

R(k)=satellite range at the k-th measurement interval (13)

Ro=initial range measurement computed from code acquisition process (14)

)R(k)=range increment from Ro at the k-th measurement interval (15)

Although the range measurement process described is for the SGLS range code this
technique is applicable to other ranging codes. Once an initial range has been established
additional changes are measured by accumulating NCO inputs.

CONCLUSION

The microprocessor-controlled receiver implementation and use of a special purpose FFT
processor chip allows a feasible, real-time solution to a difficult space vehicle signal
acquisition problem. The digital receiver implementation also permits accurate



measurement of space vehicle range and range rate. The key element in the range and
range rate measurement circuitry is the digitally synthesized number controlled oscillator
(NCO) which is available as a single integrated circuit chip.
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FIGURE 1   RECEIVER HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION



FIGURE 2   SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART OF RECEIVER OPERATION
 



FIGURE 3   CARRIER SECOND ORDER CPAFC/THIRD ORDER PLL CONFIGURATION
 



FIGURE 4   CODE PLL CONFIGURATION
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ABSTRACT

An integrated ground data acquisition and reduction facility for monitoring rocket motor
testing is being implemented for a large commercial client at their northern Utah test site.
This system is capable of recording and processing in near real time large amounts of data
from varied types of instrumentation.

The system was developed as a stand alone data gathering and processing center and
consists of one-of-a-kind integrating hardware, commercial off-the-shelf hardware and a
DEC VAX 11-750 based computer system for data processing. This paper discusses the
design of the system, the real time acquisition of data, and user friendly data reduction
system.

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of the remote Ground Data Acquisition and Reduction Facility is to
provide the client with a complete instrumentation system for monitoring, recording, and
reducing data at their remote rocket motor test stand facility. Since the system is to be
completely autonomous, it is designed to be extremely rugged and reliable while providing
a quick look and full data analysis capability. At the present time, the system will
condition, record, and process 344 analog signals with a digitized sample bandwidth of
nearly 450 Hz. Complementing the analog digitizing is a 90 channel FM subsystem for
recording of the analog signals.

In addition to the analog signals, the system monitors 50 discrete signals as well as
countdown and IRIG time. The system is designed to be expanded to over 450 analog
signals with the simple addition of signal conditioning equipment.



The system was designed by The BDM Corporation (BDM) and assembled and tested
prior to site installation at the company’s Albuquerque, NM site.

The test site location requires the system to be robust and to have operating characteristics
that allow it to be operated and maintained by technician users. Some of the specific
system requirements include:

1. Menu driven, user friendly software for system set-up, real time data acquisition,
and data reduction.

2. Total system linearity and precision of ±0.1% of full scale on analog signals

3. Conditioning and recording equipment that is rugged and easily repaired and
reconfigured while requiring minimum spares

4. Compatible with an existing data recording capability.

The physical configuration of the system is spread between two locations. One location is
a buried instrument bunker as close to the test motor as possible. The equipment in this
bunker is used primarily for signal conditioning. The other location is the command and
control house. This facility is also buried and contains the recording equipment, control
consoles, and the computer subsystem. The two locations communicate via several multi-
strand fiber optic cable links.

The test site is located in a remote desert location. The principle hazards to the equipment
are dust infiltration in the facilities and power transients on the data and electric lines due
to the lightning strikes. Other environmental   factors include vibration and shock due to
seismic loadings. Safety requires that the equipment in the instrument bunker be remotely
controlled. The final system requirement, and perhaps the most difficult to control, was
that the system was originally scheduled to be designed, assembled, tested, and be ready
for site installation in nine months.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

The scheduled delivery date necessitated the use of many off-the-shelf hardware items. In
general terms, this equipment included the signal conditioning subsystem, the FM
multiplexing and demodulating subsystem, the PCM digitizer and encoding subsystem, the
recording subsystem, and the computer subsystem. BDM designed and built the interface
equipment including the control sequencer, the signal conditioning calibration and
monitoring unit, and the control console. The real time and reduction software was a
combination of a purchased analysis package and BDM written software.



The system is divided into subsystems according to the location of primary use. The
equipment in the instrument bunker is housed in seven equipment bays. The bays are
interconnected by wiring and were assembled prior to site delivery. These seven bays were
shipped empty but still wired and placed in the equipment bunker while still assembled.
The technique minimized installation and start-up time. Figure 1-1 shows the data flow in
the instrument bunker.

The equipment in the instrument bunker is connected to the control house by 72 50-micron
optical fibers. This subsystem can be used for the transmission of voice, data, and video
information. The advantages of this subsystem are its immunity from the electromagnetic
interference and lightning and the small size and weight of the fiber optic cables. The
information is relayed through multi-mode fibers using light-emitting diodes and silicon
detectors operating in the 0.8 µm wavelength band. The information rate is set by the PCM
and decom equipment at 2 Mbps.

The data flow in the control house is shown in Figure 1-2. It consists of the data receiving
and recording subsystem, the control console, and the computer system with the decom
subsystem.

The computer system is based on the Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11-750
computer. The CPU is configured with 5 MB of main memory with 4 kB of cache memory
and two unibuses. One unibus contains the communications controllers, disk controllers,
and other interfaces. The other unibus contains the real time data interface card. The use of
two busses helps alleviate bus contention problems.

The VAX 11-750 operates under the VMS operating system. Primary data acquisition and
reduction codes are written in FORTRAN-77. The operator interface to the computer is
through various CRT terminals and printer/plotters. Data may be transferred directly
during or after processing to a tri-density (800, 1600, or 6250 bpi) digital tape drive for
data archiving.

The computer subsystem has three mass storage disks; a RL02 cartridge disk for
installation of the operating system, a RA-81 disk as operating system and program
storage, and a System Industries Model 9751 hard disk. This last disk is used primarily as
the data disk because it has the greatest data transfer rate. For real time data use, it is
configured with 5500 blocks of contiguous memory which provides nearly six minutes of
real time recording capability for a single PCM stream.

There are seven PCM data streams transmitted from the instrument bunker to the control
house.  Three of these streams contain the primary system data and have been currently
identified for immediate data reduction and analysis. These three streams presently



operate at 5 Mbps with 159 words per frame. There are no sub frames nor super or sub
decomming. The data acquisition software furnishes the interrupt service, writes a memory
using a DMA without CPU control, formats the decom 12 bit data word into a 16 bit, two
byte word, and transfers data to the mass storage disk from a two section moving buffer. A
single PCM stream can be input to the computer at a time. The subsequent streams are
recorded on analog tape and then played into the computer through the same real time
software.

Each of the streams contain IRIG B time and countdown time embedded in the frame. This 
allows the software to quickly scan the data for particular points, such as the beginning of
calibration signals, and reduce the data with a minimum of searching.

All the signal conditioning subsystems provide a remote calibration capacity which is
variable according to channel assignment. In general, all the channels can accomodate a
voltage insertion from the BDM designed sequenced voltage calibrator. In addition, all
bridge type transducers can also be calibrated with shunt cals. Calibration is nearly
simultaneous for all channels as it takes less than 30 seconds to sequence through all the
steps.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The system software is presently separated into two main sections; the real time data
acquisition software and the data reduction, analysis, and plotting routines. Due to the tight
delivery schedule, the instrumentation system was not configured as totally computer
controlled. Windows in the present configuration have, however, been left to accomplish
this feature.

The software is set-up for two types of user; a system manager who would typically not be
at the test site and the site technicians who are the primary users. The technicians will be
the primary operators. Consequently, the acquisition, reduction, and recording features of
the software are all menu driven. The only time the technicians have to leave the menu is
to edit the instrumentation set up file.

The menus are structured to allow the technicians to quickly step through the options to
the pertinent section. These options allow the operator to verify the precision of the entire
instrumentation system, including the quality of the data, prior to testing. One part of the
real time system allows technicians in the instrument house, via CRT, to monitor the
signals from end to end and, if warranted, to record and reduce signals to verify set up file
information. Other parts are for the transfer of data from the disk files to various digital
tape formats.



REAL TIME DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE

The real time data acquisition system allows the technician operator in the control house to
monitor record a single 2 Mbps data stream into the computer mass storage disk while
viewing the count values of up to 16 selected data channels. The real time system is
divided into two different operations - one for instrumentation set up, the second for test
data. For either operations the technician has a full capability to remotely set up the decom
system bit synch, decom unit, word selector and word selector slave displays. The
operator has the option of recording a data stream from the decom unit or the 16 words
displayed from the word selector.

The system set up technician can also operate the computer system from a remote terminal
in the instrumentation bunker. From this remote site, the real time system can be activated
and the technician can verify the end to end signal value of every data channel. This
feature is valuable for at least two reasons. The technician can verify the signal
conditioning amplifier set up and the configuration file for reducing the data and it aids in
troubleshooting the system by comparing the signals in the instrument bunker with those
received in the control house. Special system test data reduction software has written
which allows the remote technician to record the data (usually calibration signals) on disk,
reduce it using the set up file, scan and compare the data to norms for outliers, and
highlight the non-conforming points.

The set up for actual test data is similar to the menus used for instrumentation set up. The
computer operator verifies the equipment set up and finally displays a special data
acquisition CRT screen information. This display includes information on whether the
decom is locked up, the DMA card is receiving data, whether data is being recorded and if
it is, how much disk space is left in terms of blocks and as a percentage. It also displays
countdown time and IRIG time.

The communications portion and DMA card for the real time acquisition system was
purchased from the decom equipment manufacturer, Decom Systems, Incorporated. BDM
has modified this series of software programs to meet the customer’s special requirements.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

The data reduction programs were all designed and written by BDM. These programs
provide a wide variety of data reduction services. All the programs operate from command
files which handle the housekeeping. The data reduction programs use the embedded time
codes, either IRIG or countdown time, to quickly search for start and stop times.



The primary reduction program, called REDUCE, is used to convert raw data counts to
engineering units. It will read the set up file for parameter information and then, in
conjunction with the calibration and data files, calculate the conversions.

After the data has been converted to engineering units, several analysis options may be
used. These options include an averaging program, a history program, statistical programs,
and several types of hardcopy programs.

The averaging and history programs are constructed along similar lines. The averaging
program takes the engineering units file and converts it to operator chosen averages. These
averages, along with statistical deviations, can be defined as scan to scan or by specific
time period averages. All points are examined for outliers and data compression is
possible. The history program is similar except that comparable run to run data is stored
for immediate examination. Again, the operator can choose the most pertinent format
(engineering units or averages) with the best display (either terminal or printer output or
plots).

To archive this information, the operator has the option to print the data or store it on tape.
Again, all operations are menu driven with the operator supplying the start and stop time of
the interval of interest.

In addition to storing the data, the operator has a number of data plotting options. These
plotting routines are of two principle types - automatic standardized plots and operator
specified plots. All plots include the standard test information such as date, time,
parameter headers, data compression information, test run name, and whether any points
are offscale.

The standardized plotting routines are set up prior to testing and display information for
parameters of interest. The routines examine the start and stop times and the amplitude of
the data to chose the appropriate scales. The programs also choose the optimum level of
data compression. The plots are automatically output on the plotter and are of report
quality.

The operator specified plotting routines use the same plot format as the standardized plots.
The primary difference is that the operator can identify all plotting parameters. In this
fashion, any piece of data from any parameter during any time period is immediately
available for examination.



To aid in the quick analysis of data, a special interface was developed which enables the
operator to integrate the data into a client specified data analysis program called RS-1
written by BBN Research Systems. This program is used in other client facilities to
analyze other information and its familiarity was key in its selection.

SUMMARY

With the cooperation of equipment vendors and an extensive data acquisition and
reduction software base, a large integrated data acquisition and reduction facility can be
assembled and functioning in less than nine months. There are several key points for this
success.

First, management has to ensure that appropriate technology is used. This requires the
evaluation of the client needs and the operator’s level of expertise. Second, the system
design (at least the primary components) needs to be frozen as soon as possible. This
minimizes the need to redo work. Finalizing the design also helps prevent delays due to
equipment delivery schedules. Finally, a proper split between equipment and software
development responsibilities with strong management control ensuring open
communication channels is required. Open communications helps provide the information
needed for scheduling assembly tasks and prioritizing development work.

Having the software development experience of several systems is also critical to fast
implementation. Only with this experience and the associated developed software can the
analysis and reduction needs be quickly identified and developed.



Figure 1-1  - Instrument House Assemblies 



Figure 1-2  - Control House Assemblies
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ABSTRACT

Most test ranges are required to process both telemetry and Time Space Position
Information (TSPI) data in real time. Using the Integrated Flight Data Processing System
(IFDAPS) at Edwards AFB as an example, this paper identifies some of the basic
differences between telemetry and TSPI data processing and discusses methods of
integrating the two types of processing. Included for consideration in the integrated
processing are data acquisition, measurement displays, recording, derived measurement
computations using both types of data, and post flight merging of telemetry and TSPI data.
Data processing is discussed in a concurrent, multiple operation environment using
separate, integrated processors.

INTRODUCTION

CSC has submitted papers at several telemetry conferences describing the Integrated Flight
Data Processing System (IFDAPS) being developed for the AFFTC at Edwards AFB, CA.
These papers and associated presentations emphasize the substantial telemetry data
processing capabilities of IFDAPS. But, IFDAPS also has a significant capability to
process Time Space Position Information (TSPI) data from radars and optical sensors in a
real-time environment. These capabilities include data acquisition from up to 32 sensors;
concurrent processing of data from multiple operations; high resolution, real time graphics
displays; mission-specific data processing; recording of raw, corrected and derived
measurements; multistation trajectory estimations using real-time Kalman filter techniques;
and the ability to transfer data between the TSPI and telemetry data processors.

The baseline IFDAPS consists of four Acquisition and Display Subsystems (ADS), two
Control and Storage Subsystems (CSS), two Display and Analysis Subsystems (DAS) and
one Range Control Station (RCS). The IFDAPS has been carefully designed to provide
maximum flexibility for the flight test engineer. Once activated in support of a mission, the
System Control Console operator is prompted every step of the way through system



initialization, setup and mission operation. The operator interface is provided through dual
color graphics terminals where the initialization setup and operation of all nine IFDAPS
subsystems can be accomplished and controlled. During test support, flight test engineers
and analysts will have access in real time to data in the incoming bit stream at one of the
four ADSs located up front in the system architecture. Each of these ADS suites provides
high-speed shared memory, via asynchronous memory links, to two CSS processors and
two super high-speed DASs. The CSS processors provide the interface to the System
Control Console operator terminals and function as the system controllers during mission
support operations. As telemetry data is ingested and placed in the ADS shared memory, it
is made available to the CSS processors via asynchronous memory links for recording on
300 and 600 megabyte disks. Each DAS processor has access to the same shared memory
data by way of additional asynchronous memory link connections to each ADS. Each DAS
provides a dual-user color graphics display subsystem and is capable of executing user
written display analysis programs. All graphics display terminals are provided with screen
hardcopy capabilities. The RCS processor is provided to handle theTSPI parameters
received from tracking sensors such as radars and cinetheodolites.

The RCS provides two dual-user graphics subsystems capable of displaying map and
terrain data and other aircraft track and positioning data associated with a mission. Maps
and tracking information can be displayed on large-screen displays for added visibility.

All of the processing suites in IFDAPS are connected to each other with both classified
and unclassified HYPERchannel Network links. These links are used for distributing initial
system setup files and parameters used to load the system front end telemetry definition
and host processor tables. The RCS uses this link to exchange data with the ADS
processors and to send data to CSS for history recording. Other system administrative
message traffic is handled on these links during mission support activities and system
postflight support operations.

The IFDAPS is structured around Gould/SEL 32 series processors. The ADS processors
are 32/7780’s, the CSS processors are 32/6750’s, the DAS processors are 32/8750’s and
the RCS processor is a 32/8780. The specific hardware configuration of each subsystem is
presented in Reference 1.

The specific data flow and processing of TSPI data will be discussed with regard to data
acquisition, data processing, data recording, data transfer, and data display.

TSPI DATA ACQUISITION

TSPI data can be input to IFDAPS in two ways. The primary method is to accept data
from the Position Information Processing System (PIPS). PIPS is a Government owned



system consisting of communications equipment, a Computer Interface (CI) processor, and
a Central Command and Status Console (CCSC). The communications equipment
receives/transmits TSPI acquisition data from/to 32 associated range instrument
subsystems and off-range data destinations. The TSPI tracking data and data from other
sources are reformatted by the CI and transmitted to the RCS in a fixed-length data block
of 823 24-bit words at a rate of 96K words/sec every 100 msec. The data block includes
IRIG Phase II tracking data from up to 32 sensors plus other discrete, event and control
data. The CI also receives data from the RCS and generates outgoing TSPI acquisition
data for the range instrument subsystems. The interface between PIPS and the RCS
consists of a SEL High Speed Device (HSD) interface configured as half duplex and
modified to convert the PIPS RS-422 output signal to an HSD input and the HSD output to
an RS-422 signal for input to PIPS. The HSD loads the data directly into the memory of
the RCS host processor.

An alternative method for ingesting TSPI data is to receive the data directly from the
tracking sensor as PCM data. The data are transmitted through a modem directly to the
Aydin Monitor Systems Model 335 Bit Synchronizer as a bi-phase-L signal at 2.4K bits
per second. The signal is then passed to the Aydin Monitor Systems Model 1126B Stored
Program Decommutator where the incoming data are decommutated based on the standard
IRIG Phase II 240-bit format. The data are then passed to the Aydin Monitor Systems
Model 595 Data Compressor as one of five possible input sources and into the Gould-SEL
Fast Multiplexer System (FMS) where it is made available to the shared fast memory
within the ADS host processors. This is the same input sequence used to support all
telemetry PCM streams input to IFDAPS.

Some basic comparisons between the telemetry data input and the TSPI data input include
the following:  1) telemetry data rates may be 5 megabits per second per PCM stream
whereas the TSPI PCM stream it 2.4 kilobits per second, 2) due to the high data rates of
the telemetry data, data compression is required to reduce or eliminate duplicate values, 3)
both types of data require Engineering Unit (EU) conversion, although more complex
algorithms may be required to obtain the telemetry measurements, 4) TSPI input data
require additional processing such as coordinate conversion, differentiation or integration
to produce useful measurements, 5) TSPI input data types are constant whereas telemetry
input may vary from mission to mission, 6) TSPI data is associated with a specific
reference site while telemetry data is vehicle oriented, and 7) telemetry data provides
information about the on-board systems of a test vehicle, while TSPI data provides an
assessment of vehicle performance independent of the on-board systems.



TSPI DATA PROCESSING

The processing of TSPI data proceeds quite differently when input from PIPS to the RCS
as when it is input directly from a sensor to an ADS. When input to the ADS, the range,
azimuth and elevation data from a single sensor is converted to latitude, longitude and
height and made available for display at a rate of once per second. As with other telemetry
measurements, these data are also available for use by Data Analysis Programs (DAPS)
generated by users and executed in real time.

Data input to the RCS goes through a series of rigorous data processing steps to reduce the
effects of tracking data noise, systematic and atmospheric induced errors, data dropouts,
and time biases. Control of these processes can be established either prior to a mission
through the use of Run File Generator (RFG) software to build the appropriate control
tables, or it is available in real time through the use of keyboard command input. The RCS
can support the input of time, range, azimuth and elevation data at 20 samples per second
(sps) from 32 sensors providing support on five separate missions with five targets per
mission. Assignment of sensors to support specific operations and targets can also be
established either prior to a mission or during a mission through real-time commands. The
RCS provides support in several modes including real time, recall, simulation and
playback of PIPS data. All of these modes can be supported simultaneously.

Once the input sensor data has been corrected for tracking errors, it is processed through a
Square Root Information Filter (SRIF) to compute position, velocity and acceleration data.
These state vector data can be computed based on data from a single sensor or from
multiple sensors tracking the same target. Selection of which sensors are included and
weighting factors for each sensor measurement can be controlled through real-time
commands. If available from an ADS, Inertial Navigation System (INS) data can also be
used to develop a vehicle state vector, and the INS velocity data can be used by the SRIF
during periods of complete sensor data dropout. The state vector output from the SRIF is
referred to as a track. The RCS can process up to 25 tracks concurrently with a limitation
of 250 input measurements per second (i.e., each range, azimuth and elevation is a
separate measurement). Each set of track data is used to compute 22 vehicle performance
parameters such as ground velocity, rate of climb, dive angle, total acceleration, etc.

The RCS supports several specific types of missions including Bomb Drop (actually
includes any type of projectile), Weather Balloon, Parachute Drop, and Intercept. Each of
these mission types requires a specific set of initialization parameters and output
measurements. As with other control data, the initialization parameters can be specified in
the run file prior to a mission or during real time through the use of keyboard commands.
Each target has a designated multifunction solution (vehicle state vector or track based on
multiple sensor inputs to the SRIF) that is used to compute mission measurement data at a



rate of once per second. These data include such parameters as Time to Release,
Instantaneous Impact Point (IIP) and Impact Uncertainty for Bomb Drop missions; Rate of
Closure and Intercept Heading for Intercept missions; Wind Speed and Direction at one
thousand foot intervals for Weather Balloon missions; and parachute IIPs based on main
chute or drogue chute only and current winds aloft.

TSPI DATA RECORDING

As with all other IFDAPS processed data, TSPI data recording is done by the CSS
processors. IFDAPS has the capability of recording raw input data, corrected measurement
data and a composite file of all real-time commands with their associated response. All
recording is handled on an operation-by-operation basis. History files are established and
opened by CSS at operation initialization time based on parameters specified in the run
file. TSPI data input and processed by an ADS are made available to the CSS through an
Asynchronous Memory Link (AML) developed by Data Engineering, Inc. (DEI). In this
manner, TSPI data are recorded in the same files as telemetry data. TSPI data input and
processed by the RCS are passed to the CSS over the HYPERchannel and recorded in
separate raw, measurement and composite history files. Raw or measurement data from
these separate files can be merged with telemetry data using a non-real-time utility
program.

Data available for recording from the RCS include raw input data, corrected tracking data,
and vehicle performance parameters for each track. Recording rates and the selection of
specific parameters to be recorded can be controlled through real-time commands as well
as the actual initiation and termination of the recording for each individual operation.
Additionally, the RCS provides the capability to record special “smoother” parameters
output by the SRIF and used after mission termination for a second filter pass. Output data
from this second filter pass provide finalized mission information to a user shortly after
mission termination.

DATA TRANSFER

Being an integrated system, IFDAPS allows data transfer between any two processors in
the system. Most real-time data transfer is accomplished using shared memory between the
ADS, DAS and CSS processors. These data include measurements, display parameters,
control parameters and recording data. Data can also be transferred in either real time or
non-real time using Network System Corporation’s NETEX software to pass data files
over the HYPERchannel. The HYPERchannel is used to pass status information from all
processors to the CSS, and it is the only method available to transfer data to or from the
RCS. The RCS uses the HYPERchannel to transfer recording data to the CSS and to
exchange telemetry and.TSPI data with ADS processors. This exchange of data allows the



ADS to use TSPI data parameters as telemetry measurements for computation and display.
It also allows the RCS to display alphanumeric telemetry measurement data, to use the
INS data for flight path estimations, and to use such parameters as aircraft attitude
measurements for IIP calculations. Figure 1 shows a minimum IFDAPS distributed system.

DATA DISPLAY

One of IFDAPS major capabilities is the sophisticated display of real-time data. Telemetry
data can be displayed at the ADS and DAS using either low resolution alphanumeric
terminals provided by Human Designed Systems, Inc.; intermediate resolution, color
graphics terminals provided by Tektronix, Inc.; or high resolution color graphics devices
provided by Megatek Corporation. All of these devices can be used as control terminals
using the IFDAPS real-time command interface described in Reference 2. Except for status
and directory information, telemetry displays are completely constructed by the user prior
to a mission using IFDAPS Support Language (ISL) to define the displays in the run file.
These displays can include alphanumeric data, time history plots, cross plots, scrolling
strip charts, bar charts and discrete annunciators. Users can make the display as simple or
as complex as they like.

Due to the limited number of TSPI measurements and the specific type of information they
represent, all TSPI data displays at the RCS are based on fixed formats. The RCS uses
only the high resolution, 1024 x 1024, color graphics Megatek terminals for display
purposes. Each terminal has the same real-time command interface as the telemetry
terminals but with a set of commands unique to TSPI data processing. The RCS provides
the following types of displays:

a. RCS Status - The RCS Status Display (Figure 2) identifies the current state of the
RCS processor. It presents the operations that are currently being supported along
with key processing information relative to each operation. It displays the status of
each terminal connected to the RCS and also identifies other IFDAPS processors
supporting the RCS.

b. PIPS Input Status - The PIPS Input Status display (Figure 3) presents the status of all
32 Front End Processor (FEP) channels associated with the PIPS input data. For each
channel, information is presented that identifies how the data are assigned to be
processed and the actual raw data being received for the channel.



c. Operation Status - The Operation Status display (Figure 4) presents all the control and
status information associated with a particular operation. Data presented includes
identification and processing controls for each target and for each sensor assigned to
support the operation. This display also includes the current raw data being received
for each sensor.

d. Measurement Recording Status - The Measurement Recording Status display
(Figure 5) is an operation specific display that identifies which measurements are
being recorded for each target and the current recording rate.

e. Trajectory Information - The Trajectory Information display (Figure 6) is designed to
provide information associated with the multistation solution on a specific target, the
status of the SRIF and a quick assessment of the sensors providing input data to the
SRIF.

f. Sensor Evaluation - The Sensor Evaluation display (Figure 7) provides information
necessary to evaluate the current tracking status of a particular sensor. This includes
scrolling residual charts of range, azimuth and elevation as well as such factors as
sync losses and percentage of points rejected by the editor and the filter.

g. Standard Track - The Standard Track display (Figure 8) is the primary real-time TSPI
display. This display consists basically of two areas, a measurement area and a map
area. The RCS provides the capability in non-real time to build and record digital map
information from Defense Mapping Agency data and/or data from a digitizing pad
connected to the Megatek. The digital map can be recalled in real time for use as
background display information. Position data for up to five targets can be
dynamically displayed (5 sps update rate) over the background map. The capabilities
to pan, zoom and change maps are available. Measurement parameters associated
with each displayed target (color coordinated) are presented in the measurement
window. The measurements displayed are selectable by real-time command.
Telemetry measurements received from an ADS or DAS are also presented in this
area.

h. Mission Initialization Parameters - This display is the same format as the Standard
Track display. The initialization parameters for a specific type of mission (e.g., Bomb
Drop, Intercept, etc.) are presented in the measurement area for review and
modification by the operator.

i. Mission Display - This display consists of an overlay to the Standard Track display.
Associated with a particular type of mission are specific display features and
parameters output from mission processing. The mission output parameters, such as



Release Point, Time to Release and Range to Release for Bomb Drop missions, are
displayed in the measurement area. Mission display features, such as Altitude Trace,
Target Point and the Run-In Line for a Bomb Drop mission, are overlayed onto the
map area.

The RCS can also transmit TSPI display data directly to an ADS over the HYPERchannel,
thus allowing one of the ADS Megatek terminals to be used as an RCS display terminal.
Positional display data can also be transmitted to an ADS for output to X-Y Milgo
plotboards.

SUMMARY

The IFDAPS offers not only an advanced state-of-the-art telemetry processing capability,
but it also provides a complete range operation control capability to satisfy range safety
and mission performance evaluation requirements. IFDAPS provides a means of
combining telemetry and TSPI data processing in a real-time, multiple-operational
environment.
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Figure 3.  PIPS Input Status Display
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ABSTRACT

In early 1981, the Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) was tasked by the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) to develop a portable Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM)
telemetry station that would acquire and support the higher PCM data rates from Aries-
type rocket payloads. The station would have to provide real-time and near real-time
calibration, prelaunch and launch test support to AFGL researchers involved in space
vehicle probe analysis. The station would also have to utilize a flexible software system,
transportable hardware, and be easily expanded to meet the continually growing and varied
needs of the researchers.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the advent of PCM telemetry and even during the early days of PCM, the volume
and complexity of telemetry data required very little in the way of display capability. A
few strip chart traces provided all the information necessary to determine the operational
integrity of the payload. However, the complexity of the newer payloads has become such
that a computer is needed to determine the integrity of the experiments.

A survey was done by PSL to determine if any hardware existed that would meet the needs
of AFGL. Hardware was found that would meet the needs, however, it was not portable.
Likewise, the portable hardware found would not meet the required software and
expansion needs. It was decided to modify an existing PSL system design. This system had
a PSL built decommutator (DECOM) that was external to the computer and was connected
to the computer via a PSL built direct memory access (DMA) interface. This system met
the AFGL needs and with some redesign could be made portable. The decom was
redesigned and combined with the DMA interface on one board that fits on the Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11 computer bus (UNIBUS). This redesign saved
both weight and rack space. The new DECOM/DMA interface is the heart of the portable
PCM telemetry station designed and built for AFGL.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A.  System Equipment

1. Computer - DEC model PDP-11/34A with the following options:
A.  256 Kbytes of memory
B.  FP11-A floating point processer
C.  KK11-A cache memory

2. Disk system - A DEC RL211 controller with two (2) each DEC model RL02 disk
drives (10.4 Mbytes removable disk cartridge each).

3. Console terminal - DEC model VT125 CRT terminal. The VT125 is a graphics
terminal with DEC ReGIS protocol.

4. Auxiliary terminals - Two (2) DEC model VT100 CRT terminals. These provide
additional non-graphic displays for the system.

5. Asynchronous interface - DEC DZ11 8-line asynchronous multiplexer. The DZI1
provides a RS-232 interface for the auxiliary terminals and the modem.

6. Digital Tape System - Two (2) each Kennedy model 9300 tape drives and Emulex
model TCII tape controller. Each tape drive is 800/1600 BPI at 125 IPS.

7. Line printer - Printronix P300 and interface. The P300 is a dot matrix printer/plotter.
Capability is 300 lines per minute in the print mode and 16.7 inches per minute in the
plot mode.

8. Time Code Reader/Translator - Datum model 9310.
9. Bit Sync - DSC model 4781.
10. Parallel Interface - MDB model DR11-C. Programs the bit sync.
11. DECOM/DMA Interface - PSL model HS11-A.
12. PCM Simulator - PSL model 82.
13. Modem - Hayes Smartmodem 1200. 300/1200 baud modem.

B.  PCM DECOM/DMA Interface (PSL Model HS11-A)

General:

The HSII-A PCM DECOM/DMA interface was developed by PSL for use on a DEC
PDPI1 computer. The interface is built on a hex height, extended length, double width wire
wrap module board. The interface fits in a small peripheral slot (SPC) in the PDP11
UNIBUS. All power is supplied by the computer system. The interface consists of two (2)
sections: a decommutator (DECOM) section and a direct memory access (DMA) section.

The UNIBUS communicates with the HS11-A interface via sixteen (16) device registers.
Eight (8) device registers are used in the DECOM section and eight (8) device registers
are used in the DMA section.



 Decom Section:

The decommutator (DECOM) section of the interface converts the incoming serial PCM
data to parallel data for use by the DMA section. The DECOM section takes the NRZ-L
serial data and the 0 degree and 90 degree clocks from the bit synchronizer and converts
them to 16 bit parallel data and various synchronous timing pulses. For purposes of this
discussion, a frame is defined as a minor frame and a subframe as a major frame.

The synchronization (sync) of the PCM data in the interface is handled by two (2) digital
correlators:  one for the frame sync and the other for the subframe sync. Each digital
correlator has three (3) serial 64 bit registers. The reference register is used to store the
sync pattern. The PCM data are shifted through the data register and its parallel output is
compared (exclusive ORed) with the parallel output of the reference register. The mask
register masks or selectively chooses “no compare” bit positions enabling total length
flexibility. The compared and masked parallel data go to a 64 bit digital summer. The
summer outputs are used in the sync circuit for the detection of sync.

There are three (3) states of sync: Search, Check and Lock. These states pertain to both
the frame and subframe syncs. The search state is when no correct sync patterns are being
detected. One detected correct sync pattern will cause the DECOM to go into the check
state. The DECOM will remain in the check state until seven (7) more correct consecutive
sync patterns are detected in the correct word(s) and only then will the DECOM go into
the lock state. Conversely, the DECOM will remain in the lock state until an incorrect sync
pattern is detected. The DECOM will then go into the check state. Seven (7) incorrect
consecutive sync patterns will cause the DECOM to go into the search state. The subframe
sync will be forced into the search state whenever the frame sync goes into the search
state.

The sync pattern detection circuits can handle various bit compares in the sync patterns.
The number of bit compares can be set from zero (no bit compare),to the number of sync
bits, a maximum of 64 bits. Three (3) registers are used to set the number of sync
compares required: Check and Lock Compare, Search Compare and Subframe Compare.
The Check and Lock Compare Register holds the number of compare bits in the frame
sync pattern while in the check and lock modes. The Search Compare Register holds the
number of compare bits in the frame sync pattern while in the search mode. The Subframe
Compare Register holds the number of compare bits in the subframe sync pattern for all
three modes: search, check and lock. The usual error scheme for frame sync is N-1
compares (one error) for the search compare and N compares (no errors) for the check and
lock compare. The usual error scheme for the subframe sync is N compares (no errors).



The HS11-A interface transfers data in two modes. One mode will transfer data only when
the data are valid; i.e., interface is in lock state or check state. The other mode will transfer
data in any state: search, check or lock.

DMA Section:

The direct memory access (DMA) section takes the parallel data from the DECOM section
and makes it available to the computer. The DMA section replaces the last frame sync
word with two (2) timing words, 16 bits each, from a time code reader/translator. This is
the only modification the DMA section does to the incoming data. Figure 1 shows the
structure of the two (2) timing words and a representation of typical data words.

The DMA interface uses two (2) buffer address registers to transfer the data. These buffers
will cycle automatically; i.e., one buffer will be “filling” up with data and the other buffer
will be available for reading by a software application program. The word count register is
used to control the number of words that are to be transferred to the computer, usually a
multiple of the subframe if present. If not, it will be a multiple of the frame. The time data
from the time code reader/translator can also be read into the computer by two (2) time
data registers.

Three (3) I/O (input/output) connectors are used in the HSII-A. One input, from the bit
sync, contains the NRZ-L data and the 0 and 90 degree clocks needed for the DECOM
section. A second input is from the time code reader/translator. This input contains the
timing information needed for the interface. A third input connects to the front panel of the
computer. The front panel of the computer has been modified to contain the circuitry for
displaying various functions of the DECOM section; search, check, lock, etc. The displays
are for monitoring and trouble shooting the DECOM section.

C.  System Specifications and Capabilities

1. Up to 2.0 megabits/sec.
2. Up to 16 bits/word.
3. Up to 1024 words/frame.
4. Up to 256 frames/subframe.
5. Up to a 64 bit frame sync word.
6. Up to a 64 bit subframe sync word, located anywhere in first 256 words of the frame.
7. Most significant bit (MSB) or least significant bit (LSB) first.
8. Normal frame sync or alternate code complement (ACC).
9. Up to 100 kiloword transfer rate to disk.
10. Up to 35 kiloword transfer rate to digital tape at 1600BPI.
11. Graphics display on the VT125 terminal.



 Timing word 0 contains fifteen (15) bits of straight binary time of day in
seconds.

Timing word 1 contains the 17th bit of time of day in seconds, frame not
locked, subframe not locked and ten (10) bits of straight binary time in
milliseconds. Bits 12, 13 and 14 are set to zero.

This is a typical data word structure presented to the UNIBUS for 8 bits
per word PCM telemetry data. One (1) telemetry word is one (1) byte to
the UNIBUS. DATA WORD 1 is defined as the first data word after the
last sync word. DATA WORD 1, in this case, would be the most
significant 8 bit byte after TIMING WORD 1.

This is a typical data word structure presented to the UNIBUS for 10 bits
per word PCM telemetry data. One (1) telemetry word is ten (10) bits to
the UNIBUS. DATA WORD 1 is defined as the first data word after the
last sync word. DATA WORD 1, in this case, would be the first data
word after TIMING WORD 1. The six (6) most significant bits are set to
zero.

 “FIGURE 1.  TIMING AND DATA WORD STRUCTURE”



12. Additional CRT displays, non graphic, on the two (2) auxiliary VTIOO terminals.
13. High speed printout of text and graphics on the P300 line printer/ plotter.
14. A 300/1200 baud modem for transferring of data or programs to other computer

systems.

D.  Software

Two conflicting philosophies exist pertaining to software systems for this type of
application. One school favors the “do all things for all people” approach, the other favors
the small scale specialized approach. PSL chose the second approach.

Operating Systems:

The RT-11 operating system was chosen because of its small size, speed, multi-tasking
capability and easy access to the I/O page.

Set Up Software:

An interactive program was written and provided to enable the user to program the
DECOM/DMA interface and the bit sync. This program will either set up the system from
an existing parameter file or prompt the user for all required information. This allows the
user to program the system one time for each different telemetry format to be supported
and recall the parameters at a later time. Regardless of which path the user takes, all setup
parameters are echoed to the CRT terminal for user verification before transmission to the
DECOM/DMA interface and bit sync. The DECOM section of the HS11-A and the bit
sync are set up independently from the DMA section. This allows the DECOM and bit
sync to be active and lock up to the PCM serial data with no DMA transfers.

Application Software:

The application software is written in FORTRAN IV and MACRO-11 (DEC’s assembly
language). The initial software system was developed for support of an AFGL sounding
rocket payload. This system required the display of sixty two (62) parameters. These
parameters were divided into three (3) pages and displayed on two (2) CRT terminals in
engineering units and as character string messages.

The system user has the option of displaying any of these three pages on either CRT
terminal. This arrangement allows two users to monitor different sets of parameters on a
non-interference basis. Screen update rate is approximately once per second. This rate
appears to minimize screen flicker while still providing an adequate refresh rate. Since the
delivery of the prototype system to AFGL, PSL has used this hardware configuration and



software approach to provide support to several other customers including other sounding
rockets and surface to air missiles. Experience has shown that once requirements are
defined, a display/data collection software system can be designed, implemented and
tested in approximately four (4) man weeks.

E.  Portability

The need for portability required shipping containers that would protect the equipment and
not hinder the setup. SHOCK-STOP and RACK-PACK cases from Thermodyne
International, Ltd. were used on the system. The high density polyethylene SHOCK-STOP
cases come with full foam cushioning that is custom cut to fit the equipment. The SHOCK-
STOP cases are used in shipping the CRT terminals, line printer, and documentation. The
RACK-PACK instrumentation case has an inner 19" rack frame built in. This frame is
shock mounted to the ABS plastic outer shell with eight (8) elastometric shock mounts.
Both the front and back covers remove quickly exposing the equipment for easy access.
The RACK-PACK cases also come with four (4) removable casters on each case. The
computer, disks, time code reader/ translator, PCM simulator, bit sync and digital tape
drives are housed in these RACK-PACK instrumentation cases. These Thermodyne cases
can be air shipped, if necessary. The system can be setup, checked out and ready to
operate in less than two (2) hours.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION

AFGL tasked PSL to develop a portable PCM telemetry station. The station was designed
and built based on a DEC PDP-11/34A computer and a PSL built DECOM/DMA
interface. Various peripherals are included with the station to enhance its capabilities. The
PCM station was designed for Aries type sounding rockets, however, the station can
process any PCM source that operates within the system specifications. The system has
been successfully used on a recent AFGL Sounding Rocket Mission.

Planned system developments include:  1) interface of an Astro-Graph model 850 graphic
recorder, adding strip chart capability; 2) programmable PCM bit synchronizer, with a bit
rate up to 2 Mbits/sec; and 3) interface of the HS11-A DECOM/DMA to other computer
systems.
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ABSTRACT

A key milestone for every telemetry design is that date when everyone agrees on a
definition of the design requirements. Unfortunately, specifications often become obscured
as test constraints change, additional requirements are uncovered, test objectives are more
clearly defined, and budgets are cut in half.

Historically, telemetry designs using technology, hardware, and philosophy that pre-date
Christopher Columbus have caused obvious rigidity to the system design and its operation.
Once completed, program managers become ruefully aware that these systems are difficult
(if not impossible) to modify and are always very costly to change.

Telemetry systems available today offer the flexibility necessary to accommodate a
frequently changing measurement list. Not only can the measurement list be changed, it
can be changed during the course of a test in progress. If requirements expand, hardware
may be added. If the test is a non-destructive test, the system can be configured for use on
future programs.

Key Words:  Programmable, General Purpose, Telemetry, Control, Data Acquisition

INTRODUCTION

Three obstacles, perhaps more than any others, need be overcome before you invest in a
PCM system. You must first define the test requirements to a level of detail that will give
you a warm feeling that the objectives of the test will be accomplished. You must identify
not only these requirements but must also provide for a smattering of not yet defined
requirements that are certain to arise after the PCM system has been purchased.



Secondly, hardware must be identified that will comply with the design requirements.
Typically a test will have several unique requirements. This usually results in a search for a
corresponding unique hardware design. This follows with the dilemma of whether to build
the hardware yourself or to search for someone willing and able to build your unique
system.

Once the test requirements have been defined and hardware sources found, a battle with
budgets and schedules looms on the horizon. Finally, if you don’t overrun your budget to
much and finish not to far behind schedule, you might feel easy in claiming to have had a
successful test.

If you were to trace the history of telemetry data systems, you would probably find the
original system to have been some special purpose design used on a missile test. Today, as
costs decline with advancing technology, we see more and more commercial applications
for telemetry systems. Here the customer is involved with tests where a telemetry system
may be used over and over again. For test situations that are nondestructive, reusable
hardware is required.

The intent of this paper is to discuss how programmable, general purpose telemetry
hardware can provide solutions to problems that systems of the past could not provide.
Test requirements are still the most important facet of test design. For this reason, serious
consideration should be given modern hardware in fulfilling those requirements. Hardware
available today can provide realtime flexibility in user oriented control and data processing
not available in the fixed systems of the past. The advent of new memory techniques and
low cost microprocessors have changed the architecture of current PCM system designs to
provide this flexibility. Smart systems with a realtime data control link to an operator
seated at a ground station terminal can also decrease many time consuming pre-test
evaluations and calibrations (1).

LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

A typical telemetry system, as shown in Figure 1, acquires sensor data, and amplifies or
conditions this data to be compatible with the sampling circuits. Once the data is sampled
and converted to a digital data word, these words are encoded to serial data for
transmission to a ground station where they are recorded and processed. Systems of this
sort have serious limitations. Several of these limitations are discuss below:



FIGURE  1.  STANDARD TELEMETRY SYSTEM

*  Lengthy Calibration Process For Signal Conditioning Circuits

Perhaps the biggest headache you’ll find in preparing for a test is the calibration process of
the combined sensor and signal conditioner subsystems. Because the output ranges of the
sensors are often unpredictable, it is not uncommon to record a test run to get an idea what
adjustments need be made. If frequencies higher than those of interest are disturbing the
data of interest, filters are switched in and out until the data looks right. If the signal is
riding a large bias, counter voltages or “bucking” voltages are sometimes employed to
reduce the bias effect. Gains also need to be adjusted to provide full scale swing of the
sensor output. The final outcome should be the proper set of filters for each channel with
gains and biases adjusted to provide for a maximum deviation of the sensor output.

*  Difficult to Change Signal Multiplexing Sequence

PCM formats, as shown in Figure 2, consist of data frames in which samples taken from
specific sensor channels are mapped or placed in cyclic order in the PCM serial stream. A
series of data frames is much like a series of trains (end to end) where each train has the
same number of cars. The engine can be compared to the frame sync indicating the start of
each frame of data. Each car represents the location of data acquired from a specific sensor
channel. If more than one sample of data is acquired from a single channel during one data
frame, the data is said to be supercommutated. Supercommutation is illustrated in Figure 2
in which, for example, channels 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., are samples from a specific sensor. The
effect is to give that channel a sampling rate higher than the frame sampling rate. Sensors
can also be sampled only every other frame period or less, thereby, giving that channel an
effective sampling rate that is less than the frame sampling rate. This technique is called
subcommutation and allows several sensors to share the same sampling period of a data
frame (2).



FIGURE  2.  PCM DATA FORMATS

Telemetry systems have been very rigid in how data frames were structured. Once the
frame was configured, any change required a hardware modification. Today, most PCM
data frames can be reconfigured by changing the PCM data cycle map stored in an
EPROM. This is usually accomplished by disassembling the PCM encoder, removing an
EPROM, erasing its contents, programming the EPROM with the new PCM data cycle
map, re-inserting the EPROM in the encoder, and reassembling the encoder. Because of
this, you can well understand that EPROMs are physically bothersome to reprogram. You
may feel reluctant to change a PCM frame that is “OK” but not perfect.

*  Unalterable Sample Rates

Anyone who has ever designed a telemetry system has had to determine an optimum
sample rate. The sample rate affects other parameters such as serial bit rate and accuracy
of the sample. If, for instance, your system cannot operate at sufficiently high bit rates, you
may be required to reduce the accuracy of your samples to fewer bits per word thus
reducing your output bit rate. Once you determine the optimum configuration of word
length, sample rate, and output bit rate, your system takes on the form of the Rock of
Gibraltar; immovable, unchangeable,...

*  No System Status Monitor

In preparation for a test, you may sometimes spend months, even years working out the
smallest of details. Then when the test actually occurs, you stand back while the test runs
its course, hoping you planned or covered all possible contingencies of the test, and



praying that everything works like it did back in the lab. A serious short fall in older PCM
telemetry designs is their inability to perform an end-to-end self test and calibration. You’ll
probably agree that if you had this capability, your confidence in starting a test would be
greater as you push the start button that bends a beam, blows a hatch, or fires a missile.

*  Limited System Growth

Most telemetry systems have had very little (if any) growth capability. If the test engineer
counts incorrectly the number of channels to sample, adding these channels later could be
costly as you rewire, repackage, and reformat your system. For the company not wanting
to start with a large investment in a large system, there is an uncomfortable cost trade: buy
a system today that will need to be replaced later or make an estimate of future needs and
make the big investment (who knows, maybe the estimate will be good).

ADVANTAGES OF PROGRAMMABLE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

As you compare the structure of telemetry systems of the past with those being designed
today, you will find increased flexibility and capability. Advances in today’s systems stem
from the incorporation of microprocessor controllers with programmable data and control
buses. As shown in Figure 3, all components of the system are tied to control and data
buses originating with the microprocessor.

FIGURE  3.  PROGRAMMABLE TELEMETRY SYSTEM



A system developed under contract to the Air Force by Northeastern University
demonstrates, to a large degree, the flexibility and advantage of a programmable system.
This system lacked the ability for operator interaction but as you look at the tremendous
versatility offered, as shown in Table I, you will see why their system is used in several
applications today (3). Practically every element of a telemetry system, such as this one,
can now be tested or calibrated, controlled, and operationally modified either before a test
or during the course of the test by the programmable nature of the microprocessor. Table II
lists system parameters that lend themselves very well to this concept.

Because of the versatility of programmable data and control buses, modularized
components are easily added to a system (4). For instance, Figure 4 shows the addition to
the bus of our sample system, discrete input and output modules, an RF receiver, and a
programmable clock. The clock module generates timing signals at frequencies
programmed to optimize the characteristics of the data gathering capabilities of our
system. The receiver provides uplink control from a ground station for tasks such as end-
to-end system tests and modification of PCM cycle maps. Digital data modules provide
data acquisition from external digital systems. An output discrete module can be
programmed for various command tasks enabled during a test.

Modular encoders have been around since 1975 (4). Even these early systems were
completely modular such that modules could be assembled in various configurations to
meet test requirements. An obvious advantage of modular design is that standard modules
can be mass produced thus reducing their cost. The modular concept combined with
programmable capabilities of microprocessors offers distinct operational and cost
advantages. The following is a discussion of some of these advantages:

*  Software and Real Time Control

Software is becoming a prominent part of data acquisition systems. The advantages of
software control can be seen in most of the required functions of a telemetry system.
Requirements for realtime data display and control make it essential that there be a
software link between the ground station and data acquisition software in the telemetry
system (1). Bi-directional data communication provides system test visibility and control
we have all lived too long without.

*  System Reliability

Concern exists that any interactive control of a telemetry system is subject to faults. Faults
may occur because of the unpredictable nature of transmission and reception
environments. However, this condition is solved by a variety of standard and relatively
simple techniques. Multiple transmissions, parity checks, receive/acknowledge checks,



TABLE I

ENCODER SPECIFICATIONS (3)

Analog Inputs: Number of single-ended channels is selectable up to 158.
Differential channels are selectable up to 8.
Word Length is programmable from 8 to 12 bits/word.
Gain/Offset per Channel is Programmable.

Digital Inputs: Number of channels is selectable up to 64.
Word length per channel is selectable from 8 to 12 bits.

Outputs: The following standard IRIG codes are program selectable: NRZ-L,
NRZ-M, NRZ-S, BIO-L, BIO-M, BIO-S, DM-M, & DM-S. Bit Rate is
programmable from 2 bits/sec to 700k bits/sec.

Output Filter: Low pass filter is variable from 640 Hz to 700k Hz.

Cycle Map: Any channel may be supercommutated.
Any channel may be subcommutated.
Maximum number of minor frames to major frame is 256.
Order of channel selection completely programmable.

Frame Sync: Frame synchronization may operate using anyone of the following
modes:
ID Mode, Pattern Mode, or Complimentary Mode.

TABLE II

PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
OF TODAYS TELEMETRY SYSTEM

Signal Conditioners Analog Amplifier
Input Filters Offset and Gain
Built-In-Test One Amplifier for
Self Calibration the whole system

Analog Multiplexer Microprocessor
Frame Cycle Mapping Upload Commands
Modify Frame Size Future Programmability
Number of Channels System Monitor

Analog to Digital Converter Built-In-Test



Accuracy of Samples Alarm Generation
(number of Bits/Word) Dynamic switching of
Sampling Rates Frame maps correspond
Clock Frequency of ADC to Event Timing

PCM Encoder RF Transmitter/Receiver
Type of Output PCM code Center Frequency
Type of Synchronization Codes
Output Filter

FIGURE  4.  BUS ORIENTED GROWTH

memory map checks, and built-in-tests all provide system checks which can be used to
maintain a log of status throughout a test. Indeed, the advantages and self test features
available make today’s telemetry system more reliable than those of yesteryear.

*  Automatic Sensor Calibration

The advantages of software control are evidenced here as much as anywhere.
Programmable PCM encoders with integral signal conditioning have only recently became
available. Signal conditioners of this type are available for resistive temperature devices
(RTD’s), strain gages, and thermocouples. Attenuators, pulse counters, filters, AC/DC
converters, serial and parallel digital interfaces are also available. One manufacturer alone
has sold over 1000 such systems (5).



*  Ground Station Control of Sampling Maps

Using an uplink, the ability now exists to quickly and easily load and test different
sampling maps during pretest sensor calibration and during the actual test. This capability
opens up new techniques for sensor calibration and data acquisition. If a sensor requires a
high sample rate during a specific time interval, the sample map may be changed during
that time period to concentrate on the critical data channels. This technique keeps the
frequency and channel count to a minimum.

Setup time is reduced and accuracy and confidence of the acquired sensor data is
increased. This is achieved by multiplexing in-circuit calibration tests into the PCM data
sent to the ground station. The processed calibration data is thus used during a test as a
sensor monitor. This automatic calibration process will tend to minimize errors introduced
by manual entry of Cal data into the ground system computer. Actual calibration data is
thus used rather than projected or calculated data (1). If a channel does not have the proper
gain and if frequencies not of interest are interfering, filters can be changed and gains
adjusted by realtime monitoring and correction from an operator seated at a ground station
terminal.

*  Software Controlled Multiplexer

The Analog multiplexer (MUX) can be programmed for super-or sub-commutated
channels. This allows the sample rate for any given channel to be modified under software
control. If you care to view a particular channel with greater accuracy, you simply super-
commutate that channel and the effective sample rate increases. As input signals are
received from input sensors, the MUX can also adjust for single or differential
operation (6).

*  Programmable Gain Amplifier

The multiplexed analog data, in the sequence requested by the microprocessor is amplified
by a programmable amplifier. Here, because of the programmable nature of the amplifier,
only one amplifier is needed instead of one for each analog channel. As with the signal
conditioners, its offset and gain, for each channel, are controlled as instructed by the
microprocessor.

CONCLUSION

Programmable, modular hardware is, by nature, general purpose. Programmable modules
offer flexibility and system growth. Overall system reliability is enhanced by the self-test
and calibration features offered. System integration and checkout will be easier than with



non-programmable systems. User design and development time is significantly reduced by
the utilization of standard modules. Changes in the system configuration can be
accommodated without significant hardware redesign or repackaging.
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Real-Time Storage for Modern Telemetry Processing
Systems

Dave Hollstien
Loral Instrumentation
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ABSTRACT

With the ever increasing demands for higher data volumes and faster data rates, the
real-time storage of data is consuming a vast majority of the conventional Telemetry
system’s processing bandwidths. General purpose computers have traditionally shared the
real-time functions of data storage and operator data and graphic displays. Although the
power of the general purpose computer is increasing year-by-year, the telemetry data
storage and display requirements are increasing at a far greater pace. Even the fastest host
processors have proven incapable of keeping pace with these requirements. This paper will
address an architectural approach to real-time storage that will relieve the host processor
of this burden.

Introduction

Real-time telemetry data is often recorded to allow playback at either higher or lower than
real-time rates. Recording the telemetry data also allows remote acquisition of the test
data, preserves the test data in a repository, and provides a means of transferring data to a
host processor for large and complex computations.

Telemetry recording requires unique capabilities of both the storage device and the storage
medium. Among these required capabilities are high fidelity, long term stability, standard
data formats, and maximum storage bandwidth and storage capacity.

Recording at maximum recording rates and, subsequently, replaying at lower rates extends
the effective bandwidth of the host processing system. In addition, recordings may be
replayed several times, allowing exhaustive processing to be performed on portions of the
telemetry data.



Background

Data may be recorded at various points in a telemetry system. The PCM stream has been
recorded and redecommutated for analysis. Alternatively, the host processing systems have
often performed the storage function after receiving the data from a telemetry front end.

PCM telemetry data has traditionally been recorded by analog tape systems.
Unfortunately, analog systems suffer from relatively low signal to noise ratios (SNR), as
well as, adjustment and maintenance problems. Recently, high density digital techniques
have extended the bandwidth of tapes systems. These high density digital systems also
alleviate problems encountered in the analog systems, however, they do not offer
standardized data formats for transferring telemetry data to common computing systems.

Host processor storage systems are severly limited in maximum storage bandwidth since
the general purpose architecture of the processor does not lend themselves to high-speed
transfer of data through the computer. The maximum bandwidth of the entire telemetry
system, therefore, is ultimately bounded by the performance of the host processor, system.

Mass Storage for Telemetry Systems

Configuring standard computer mass storage devices as a part of a telemetry front end,
solves virtually all problems associated with conventional storage systems. Since all data is
stored digitally, the SNR is high, and the data formats are inherently computer compatible.
Additionally, and most importantly, the interface between the telemetry system and the
storage device may be optimized for maximum transfer rate, without burdening the host
processor.

A variety of mass storage subsystems have been developed for the computer industry. The
most common are magnetic tape and disk systems. The device which interfaces telemetry
data to mass storage subsystems is known as a controller. Controllers convert and present
data to the storage systems, as well as, provide the actual physical interface.

The evaluation of the storage data rate is crucial in selecting an adequate storage system.
Data rates are ideally expressed in terms of measurements or parameters per second (pps).
Since the telemetry data will be decommutated prior to storage, an identification tag
associated with each data item must be stored alone with the data.

Tape Based Systems

Tape manufactures have developed a standard format for transferring and storing digital
data. These formats have been formalized by an ANSI subcommittee, and are commonly



called standard 1/2 inch Magnetic tape format. Most major computer manufactures provide
controllers and drives which adhere to these standards.

Four formats currently exist for digital tape systems. These formats are identified by their
data density capacities in bytes per inch (bpi). The 800 bpi NRZ-L format is an old format
which is currently being outmoded, yet is still available. The 1600 bpi PE format is by far
the most common format. The 3200 bpi GCR and 6250 GCR formats are both relatively
new formats for high density storage systems. Data is stored as blocks with a variable
number of blocks.

The data rate of a particular drive is derived from the data density and the tape speed.
Drive tape speeds are rated in inches per second (ips). The byte rate, therefore, may be
roughly calculated from the product of the bpi and the ips figures for a tape drive. More
accurate calculations include inter-record gaps and block length information.

Three types of tape drives are available. These types are streaming, start/stop, and hybrid
drives. Streaming drives have a minimum rate, as well as, a maximum rate specification.
The advantage of these drives are their low cost: however, since telemetry data often has
data rates lower than the streaming drive’s minimum, these drives are inappropriate for
most telemetry applications. Start/stop drives are more complex devices, and have no
minimum rate. Hybrid drives combine the best of both previous types by providing an
interface which appears to act like a start/stop drive but, is actually implemented with
streaming tape drive.

The data formatting interfaces to tape drives have also been standardized. A variety of
standards exist depending on the manufacturer. The most popular interface for mid-
performance, low cost, systems is the Pertec standard interface. This interface was
developed by Pertec Incorporated: however, drives with this same interface are available
from numerous vendors.

Disk Based Systems

A wide range of disk systems are available for computers today. Hard disks systems have
adequate transfer rates and capacities for modern telemetry systems. These disk based
systems offer vastly increased storage bandwidths over tape systems, and have random
access to data rather than the sequential access of tape systems. Unfortunately, format
standardization has not been as prevalent for disk systems, since disks are not often
exchanged between drives from different manufactures.



Disks may have fixed or removable storage mediums, as well as, fixed or movable head
assemblies. Fixed medium systems usually have higher on-line capacities than removable
systems. Fixed head assemblies have lower capacities but faster random access rates than
do moving head systems.

Capabilities and specifications of disk systems vary widely, however, relatively few
interfaces exist. The defacto standard interface for medium to large high performance, hard
disk drives is the Storage Module Drive (SMD) standard interface. The SMD interface
was developed by Control Data Corporation and has been accepted as a standard by most
leading disk manufactures.

Extensions have been made to the SMD standard, allowing higher data rates and greater
storage capacities, 800 megabyte, 2.4 megabyte per second data Data rates of 2.4
megabytes per second and storage capacities of 800 megabytes are available.

Controllers for ADS 100 Systems

The ADS 100 Advanced Decommutation System, built by Loral Instrumentation, is a high
performance telemetry front end based upon a data flow architecture, pioneered by Loral.
The data flow architecture provides a flexible framework for the addition of new features
and capabilities.

Loral provides both tape and disk controllers (in the form of plug-in option modules) for
the Pertec and SMD standard interfaces, respectively. These controllers, install directly
into the ADS 100 chassis and are designed to store and replay data without degrading a
host processor’s performance. Consistent with the ADS 100’s expandable architecture,
multiple controllers may be installed to increase the effective storage bandwidth. Up to
eight tape and eight disk controllers may be installed into a single ADS 100 system.

Each controller can control up to four tape or disk drives. This allows four times the
storage capacity of single drive systems. In addition, each controller may be programmed
to automatically switch drives when full, making it possible to record continually during
extended tests.

In general, multiple controllers are added to increase the bandwidth. while multiple drives
are added to increase storage capacity.

All tape and disk operations are controlled by using ADS 100 system commands and
menu-type display pages. A comprehensive set of data gather and playback strategies are
provided for each controller. Data may be stored over time intervals or event intervals and
time may be recorded with data so specific time periods can be replayed.



Digital Tape Interface

The ADS 100 Digital Tape Interface (DTI) Module interfaces the ADS 100 to drives
which use the Pertec standard interface. Currently. three tape drives have been interfaced
to the DTI. These drives are the Integrated Data Technology 1050, the Kennedy 9300, and
the Kennedy 9400. The following describes the data rates and densities associated with
each of these drives.

Drive Density Tape Speed Max. Data Rate
IDT 1050 800. 1600 45 ips 16K pps
Kennedy 9300 800. 1600 125 ips 44K pps
Kennedy 9400 800. 1600.  6250 45 ips 57K pps

The DTI  controller is capable of storing data  in blocks of between 2 and 16.384 bytes per
block. A directory is placed at the beginning of the tape to record the location of each file
on the tape. Files may contain file headers for information describing the contents of each
file.

SMD Hard Disk Controller

The ADS 100 SMD Hard Disk Interface Module interfaces the ADS 100 to SMD hard
disk drives. This controller is capable of dual porting to allow access to a disk drive by
two independent control sources, such as a host computer and the SMD controller. The
controller will interface to the Fujitsu M2351, and the Control Data Corp 9771 disk drives.
The following details the capacities, and data rates for each of these drives.

Drive Capacity Max. Data Rate
Fujitsu M2351 474 Mbytes 300K pps
Control Data 9771 800 Mbytes 300K pps

Storage bandwidth is optimized by storing data in sequential sectors on the disk, therefore
data is stored at peak disk drive bandwidth. All data is stored with a CRC check word that
ensures data integrity.

Conclusion

Conventional storage systems are inadequate in providing standard formats, high SNR, and
high bandwidth capabilities required for modern telemetry systems. By recording at the
telemetry front end with standard computer peripherals, all of these capabilities may be
met. Loral provides a Pertec tape controller and an SMD disk controller for the ADS 100
decommutation system. These are high performance controllers optimized for real-time
storage in telemetry processing systems.
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ABSTRACT

Radar altimetry data for the Navy GEOSAT-1 Mission are acquired by a single ground
station that also archives, preprocesses, and distributes the data. The ground station,
located at the Applied Physics Laboratory in central Maryland, commands and controls the
spacecraft and monitors its health and status. Because satellite altimetry data transmitted
during any pass over the ground station are unique in terms of ocean surface coverage,
there is a program requirement for a 24-hour-per-day operational station with a high
degree of reliability and maintainability. The spacecraft command and health monitoring
functions are free from single point failures, and automation is used to reduce operator
error. Store and forward techniques are used extensively to minimize altimetry data loss
and to facilitate recovery from failures.

INTRODUCTION

The satellite radar altimeter has proven to be a versatile and powerful tool for remote
sensing of the oceans. Data from the GEOS-C and SEASAT-1 altimeters supported
research in geodesy, bathymetry, mesoscale oceanography, tides, ice topography, winds,
and waves.1,2 The Navy GEOSAT-1 mission is designed to extend this data set by placing
a radar altimeter spacecraft in approximately the SEASAT-1 orbit in 1985.3

This paper describes the single ground station that supports the GEOSAT-1 mission. The
station receives, archives, processes, and distributes the radar altimetry data from the
satellite. It also provides for command and control of the satellite and monitoring of its
health and status. The ground station is fully operational and has a high degree of
reliability and maintainability.



STATION OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows GEOSAT-1 telecommunications characteristics for uplink command and
downlink real-time and tape recorder playback transmissions. In terms of hardware, the
station is partitioned into three elements. Figure 2 is an overview showing the ground
station RF, digital, and computer system elements. There are three major software
packages residing on the computer. Two of these are data product packages and the third
is software for command, control, and monitoring (CCM) of the satellite.

The ground station RF element is an existing facility at the Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL), called the Satellite Tracking Facility (STF), that has been upgraded to support
GEOSAT-1. This element consists primarily of analog equipment required for uplink
transmission and downlink reception. It includes prime and backup antenna systems, two
high-power VHF transmitters, redundant receiving and demodulating systems, and timing
equipment.

The digital element of the ground station serves as an interface and buffer between the RF
element and the computer system. It also performs the functions of data archive recording,
encryption/decryption, and time tagging. The digital element has a limited capability to
perform command and real-time telemetry monitoring functions in the event of a computer
system failure. The digital element includes fully redundant bit synchronizers,
decommutators, analog tape recorders, time management devices, and crypto equipment.
Microcomputer controllers play key roles in the RF and digital elements as functional
devices and for automation purposes.

The ground station computer element supports a number of functions including spacecraft
command, control, and monitoring; data acquisition and processing; and the formatting and
transmission of data products. The data processor must accommodate numerous
input/output demands resulting from real-time processing during satellite passes as well as
from postpass processing of the voluminous data set (approximately 450 Mbits) presented
during the satellite tape recorder dumps. The computer system also supports peripheral
functions such as prepass readiness tests, pass logging, and dump telemetry analysis. The
ground station computer has a 32-bit word architecture with real-time capability and high
throughput. It consists of an SEL 32/77 minicomputer with associated peripherals,
including 300 Mbyte disk drives, digital tape units, cathode ray tube display consoles, line
printers, and high-speed input interfaces.

There are three distinct software packages associated with the ground station computer.
Taken together, software operations using these packages consume much of the 24-hour
day.



The CCM software package consists primarily of real-time satellite support functions
performed during passes. The software also supports prepass readiness test functions and
postpass logging and data test operations.

The sensor data record/waveform data record (SDR/WDR) software package is used on a
postpass basis to perform altimetry data processing and to produce output data products in
the form of computer-compatible tapes. The SDR, the prime data product of the ground
station, is generated using algorithms derived from the SEASAT-1 mission and from
several recently developed radar altimetry techniques. Major SDR/WDR processing
objectives are to remove GEOSAT-1 instrument-and spacecraft-related errors from the
altimetry data and to accurately time tag the data. After further processing at the Naval
Surface Weapons Center (NSWC), the SDR data are used to provide improvements in the
earth’s gravitational models used by submarine-launched ballistic missile systems.

The GEOSAT-1 Oceans Application Program (GOAP) software package performs similar
functions and produces a data product similar to the SDR/WDR software. The difference
is that the GOAP data product, called the NORDA data record (NDR), must be quickly
generated and transmitted to the Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity
(NORDA) over a 9.6 kbps data line. After further processing at NORDA, the NDR data
are used to provide timely and accurate environmental information for prediction of
oceanographic parameters.

STATION OPERATION

The GEOSAT-1 orbit is such that two to three satellite passes (called a cluster) occur in
view of the ground station approximately 100 minutes apart. Cluster spacing is
approximately 12 hours. The timing of the clusters precesses so that they occur at various
hours of the day over the 18-month GEOSAT-1 mission span. There are four to six daily
contacts with the satellite. These passes represent the only opportunities to acquire
altimetry data, to transmit commands, and to monitor real-time telemetry.

During an onboard recorder playback (a dump) pass, GEOSAT-1 is commanded to play
back data from its onboard tape recorder using the 2207.5 MHz S-band downlink. The
recorder typically contains 450 Mbits of encrypted data accumulated at 10.205 kbps
during the elapsed 12-hour period since the last cluster dump. Data playback at the
833.4 kbps downlink dump rate requires about 10 minutes. The 10.205 kbps real-time bit
stream generated during the pass is also transmitted on the S-band downlink on a
modulated 1.7 MHz subcarrier.

Figure 3 is a detailed system diagram of the GEOSAT-1 ground station. A 60-foot
parabolic dish is used as the primary uplink antenna system and also receives the



composite S-band downlink from GEOSAT-1. Antenna pointing control is based on Navy
Space Surveillance (NAVSPASUR) orbital predictions provided daily by the NSWC.

The phase-modulated downlink is received and demodulated. The encrypted dump data
and unencrypted real-time data streams are separated by appropriate filters, bit
synchronized, and recorded on separate tracks of an analog tape. Timing information is
also recorded on this tape, which becomes a GEOSAT-1 archive tape. The archive tapes,
containing the altimetry data in encrypted form, will be stored at APL for an extended time
following the mission operational phase.

The 10.205 kbps real-time bit stream is decommutated and the spacecraft clock count
extracted and entered into a time management unit along with station time. The time
management unit output consists of a series of time tag messages, each message having a
unique spacecraft clock count and a concomitant station GMT time. These messages are
entered into the ground station computer and used to generate a corrected time tag for each
processed altimetry data frame.

Spacecraft status is also derived from the real-time telemetry stream for display,
monitoring, and logging during the pass. The ground system can also display and check
data from the real-time dump telemetry data recorded on the archive tape on a postpass
basis. Ground station status and control parameters are also monitored during the pass.

Command sequences are generated and checked through the ground station computer and
then encrypted and uplinked to the spacecraft through the STF VHF transmitting system.
Command authentication and verification are checked through the real-time telemetry
downlink.

After the pass, the archive tape is played through a decryptor. The decrypted dump data
are frame synchronized and recorded directly onto a storage disk of the computer system.
The data are later processed to produce the SDR and WDR. The SDR includes the basic
altimeter instrument measured height, automatic gain control, and significant wave height
plus corrections for satellite and instrument errors. Backscatter coefficients and windspeed
are also estimated. The SDR also combines ground station data with the altimetry data.
The SDR is comprised of processed data records spanning 1-second intervals of altimetry
data (10 altimeter measurements) with corrections computed at a rate of once every
second. It contains processed data from a 24-hour measurement period.

Postpass SDR data processing is a classified operation; the SDR tape is classified. All
SDR processing is performed within a secure shielded enclosure that contains the digital
element and the computer system. The SDR tapes are verified by an independent 



processor and then delivered to the user (NSWC) within two weeks after the data are
received at APL.

The WDR is an unclassified computer-compatible tape. Primarily, this data product
consists of raw waveform samples from the altimeter plus a header identical to the SDR.
The WDR tapes are verified by an independent computer and then delivered to the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) within two weeks after reception of dump data at APL.

There is also an unclassified data product called a housekeeping data record (HDR). The
HDR contains all satellite and radar altimetry data, excluding height data, and is processed
using an IBM 3033 computer at APL to provide a postpass assessment of spacecraft health
and status.

Finally, software modules developed for the GOAP program are used to process the
altimeter data to form the NDR. The NDR results from a processing operation similar to
that for the SDR but optimized for execution time. This data product is also classified and
is used for the prediction of oceanographic parameters. As it is being processed, the NDR
is transmitted through an encryptor into a 9.6 kbps communications line to the NORDA
facility in Bay St. Louis, Miss. The NDR is processed and delivered as soon as possible
after dump data reception. Ordinarily, NDR processing operations precede SDR/WDR
processing.

GROUND STATION SUPPORT SUMMARY

The GEOSAT-1 ground station has operated very successfully to the date of this writing
(3½ months after launch). Thus far, 60% of the primary data set has been collected, and
only 0.18% of the available data has been lost because of equipment or operational failure
at the station. This successful performance is due to functional redundancy and to a
reprocessing capability afforded by store and forward design features. The ground station
has also benefited from the services of a highly professional operations team (Ford
Aerospace).
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ABSTRACT

Military aerospace test ranges are increasingly being called upon to conduct missions
utilizing large numbers of participating units, or targets. Precision, position and trajectory
data must be recorded on all participants. In addition, weapon/target engagements must be
scored and real-time range safety considerations must be accommodated. This requires
precision metric data be available in real-time on all participating targets. One solution to
these problems, is utilization of multiple target tracking radars which incorporate electronic
beam steering to quickly move from one target to another in sequence. This paper briefly
recounts the history of range instrumentation radars, points out some of the advantages of
using multi-target radars, and highlights the specifications and design of a multiple target
instrumentation radar now being acquired by the U.S. Army for use at White Sands
Missile Range and the Kwajalein Missile Range. Key words — radar, multiple target
tracking, position measurement, and Phased Array.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing sophistication of weapons systems, and the need to exercise these systems
in realistic environments, requires the test provide large numbers of targets, against which
multiple weapons are launched. Aerospace test ranges are required to track and record
data on the position of each of these targets, as well as to deliver real-time data to range
controllers for safety evaluation and control. A number of different technologies are in use
or planned for use at major ranges to accommodate large numbers of targets. Radio
detection and ranging or Radar, is the backbone of instrumentation at most ranges.
However, conventional radars require that a single instrument track a single target. This is
impractical when large numbers of targets are to be used. However, most of the
advantages of conventional radars can be retained, and a single system can be made to
track large numbers of targets thru incorporation of phased array or electronic beam
steering technology. The U.S. Army Test & Evaluation Command is currently procuring
three radars of this type for use at the White Sands Missile Range. All available



technologies were examined and it was concluded that the particular requirements of
White Sands Missile Range would be best met through use of Multiple Object
Instrumentation Radars (MOTR’s). A system was essentially specified from the ground up
to meet the needs of DoD and, in particular, White Sands Missile Range. These radars will
be fully integrated with existing range instrumentation and provide necessary data at a
minimum cost.

DEFINITION OF RANGE REQUIREMENTS – RANGE USERS AND
OPERATORS

Requirements for Range Instrumentation derive from “range users”. A range user, or range
customer, might be a development agency in charge of the development of a new missile,
space craft, aircraft, ship, tank, new weapons to go aboard one of these basic carriers, or
an improved version of an existing system. A range user can also be an operational
organization, charged with development or refinement of a tactic or doctrine for use of a
given materiel, or the trainer responsible for maintaining the readiness of bodies of troops.
Regardless of his specific purpose, the range user must define his objective, plan in detail
how he will accomplish it, and determine exactly what data he will require from the test.
His test outline should include the specification of exactly what perimeters must be
measured and observed over what performance intervals and to what degree of accuracy
he must obtain data in order to evaluate how well he accomplished his original purpose or
objective. Having done this, the range user must communicate this information, that is, his
technical support requirements to a second group, “range operators”.

Range operators are the permanent party at the range. They respond to technical support
requirements placed on them, they translate requests for measurement, into the planning
for, development of, purchase, installation, test and continued operation and maintenance
of the complex instrumentation sites found at most modern ranges. So that they may be
ready to support their range users in timely fashion, they must postulate and predict the
future requirements of their users, often when future users or their requirements are not
definitively known. In such cases, future requirements are based on trends of the past,
extrapolated into the future. Ranges today typically must look out 5 to 10 years into the
future for trends in weapon design and testing if they are to be ready to support these new
weapons on the range when required. In short, it takes almost as long to develop modern
test instrumentation as it does to develop the weapons that must be tested.

Technical support requirements take many forms. For example, pre-launch geodetic survey
of launch site, overall range communications, metric data (time, space, position, velocity
and acceleration measurement in prearranged coordinate systems), data concerning internal
missile performance relayed to the ground by secure telemetry links, detection and
recording of events such as staging and separation, measurement of the phenomena



associated with vehicle reentry into the atmosphere, scoring of a round or missile in
relation to a target vehicle, and timing of all events and actions are typical of the types and
forms of data that must be measured, recorded and reduced to meaningful engineering
language and parameters suitable for performance evaluation. Each of these must be
defined in advance and communicated to the range operator by the range user in time to
allow the former to work out his support plan.

RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

A test and evaluation organization operating major ranges such as the Army’s Test &
Evaluation Command (TECOM) has a tremendous investment in range instrumentation.
This instrumentation measures a wide variety of parameters; from pressure pulses
produced in the chamber of artillery weapons, to precision space position information on
high speed aircraft and missile targets. In addition, range instrumentation provides
repeatable conditions for testing, such as environmental conditions — hot, cold, humid or
electronic countermeasures, or target vehicles that can be made to follow the same path
again and again. In this paper, we limit our discussion to the class of instrumentation
commonly called, Time Space Position Instrumentation, or TSPI.

Ranges need precision space position measurement in real-time to ensure that potentially
dangerous errant behavior of the test articles is detected in time to provide necessary
corrections. This is a range safety function. Further position data of the required quantity
and quality is provided to the range user to assist in analyzing the performance of each test
article. Position data in real-time is also needed to maintain the control of target drones
used in the test program and to assure that they are presented to the system under test in a
precise and repeatable manner. In addition, accurate position data is often required on two
or more test vehicles simultaneously to measure their point of closest approach, known as
miss-distance. Such measurements are made to determine the effectiveness of the
intercepting device.

Modern test ranges traditionally rely on two basic methods of measuring time space
position; optical instrumentation, such as cinetheodolites and tracking telescopes, or radar.
Recently, other methods of determining TSPI have come into vogue. These include laser
trackers which substitute laser generated ir energy for the rf used by radars, and multi-
lateration systems using multiple range measurements to determine position. Each
technique for measurement of space position has a valid place in test range operation, and
each has its own individual advantages and disadvantages. Again, for the purpose of this
paper, we will limit our discussion to Instrumentation Radars. The commonly accepted
definition of an Instrumentation Radar is a pencil beam, pulse radar which provides
location precision to plus or minus a few meters.



A few of the particular characteristics that distinguish radars above other position
measuring instrumentation for use on test ranges are:  ability to track an unaided or non-
cooperative target, ability to provide data in real time, the data available on the ground at
the radar site (rather than in the target vehicle), tracking range is virtually unlimited,
accuracy and precision are very good, and geometry problems are minimal in that a single
station can produce complete position data. Among the disadvantages of typical radars are:
inability to obtain accurate data at low elevation angles, difficulty in acquiring targets that
appear without prior information, inability to maintain track on fast accelerating targets at
close range due to antenna inertia, and the limitation of one target track per radar.

The appearance of instrumentation radars on test ranges began at about the same time as
the earliest testing of guided missiles. Range safety and missile performance evaluation,
both created a demand for quality data. Real-time safety data was of critical importance,
since even in the remote wilds of New Mexico, missiles that went off-course had to be
immediately destroyed. A class of instrument was required to provide accurate real-time
tracking and performance data on the object, along with significant characteristics to
permit production of high quality post flight data. Early instrumentation radars were
typically adaptations of military systems. Perhaps the first instrumentation radar to deserve
the name was the SCR-584. The SCR-584 was a military fire control radar which was
available as surplus after the Second World War. It was placed into wide use on our test
ranges at the beginning of the missile era. Follow-on versions of the SCR 584 are still in
use in test ranges today.

By the mid 1950’s, requirements of the test ranges exceeded that available from surplus
weapons radars. This drove the design and development of tracking radars that were
specifically designed for aerospace ranges. The first instrumentation radar designed from
the ground up to meet test range requirements was the AN/FPS-16. The FPS-16 was
initially installed at the U.S. Air Force Test Range at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida
(characteristics of this and later instrumentation radars are summarized in Table 1).

The FPS-16 used a monopulse tracking technique. The performance of the FPS-16 was a
milestone in precision radar design. Every major test range in the United States desired a
radar of the FPS-16 class. Today every one of the 57 FPS-16’s (and the transportable
version AN-MPS-25) radars is still in operation, including 11 at White Sands. They have
been installed in Australia and England on instrumentation ships and are used at test ranges
throughout the U.S. Department of Defense and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration as well as other U. S. government agencies. The standard set by the
FPS-16 in the 1950’s is still the standard by which range instrumentation is measured
today.



Not long after initial deployment of the FPS-16, some range users required even more
performance. Higher powered transmitters, larger antennas, longer range tracking
capability, data correction for minimization of systematic and tracking lag erruors were all
required in the next generation precision radar. The next series of instrumentation radar
was the AN/FPQ-6 (or AN/FPQ-18 for the air transportable version). Eleven of these
instruments were built and are still used by U.S. ranges. New techniques were
incorporated in these radars that maximize gain for a given antenna size, and the use of a
general purpose computer as an intergral element was an important trend in
instrumentation design.

In the late 1960’s the need for additional FPS-16 class instrumentation coincided with the
availability of integrated circuit components. This need was satisfied by the design and
fabrication of the AN/FPS-105. Also in the late 1960’s the U.S. Test and Training Ranges
were confronted by future missions requiring high quality radar tracking at various remote
sites. The existing FPS-16 instrumentation radars were located in permanent buildings
where they had been originally installed. Moving them would be expensive, and the
several months down-time that would be required for re-location was unacceptable to the
support of ongoing test missions. These forcing conditions coupled with advancing
technology gave rise to another new generation of instrumentation radar. These new
radars, designated AN/MPS-36, were capable of being moved to a prepared site and
placed in operation in eight hours or less by a four man crew without the use of outside
cranes or special tools. This radar had high tracking precision, high reliability and built-in
techniques to directly measure velocity.

In the mid 1970’s the high priority needs of most test ranges for position tracking radars
had been satisfied by the FPS-16, MPS-36, and other radars. However, there were many
needs that could not be satisfied by the existing numbers of radars available. In addition,
many smaller ranges required precision tracking information but could not afford the
relatively high price of the then existing systems. Consequently, a new class of
instrumentation radar was designed and produced. These offered slightly less precision at a
correspondingly lower cost. To keep cost low, many of these radars used antennas and
pedestals from surplus military systems, primarily the NIKE HERCULES, and combined
these with custom electronics utilizing state-of-the-art computer technology. These radars
featured very low operational requirements and very rapid conversion from transport to
operate mode. These addressed the needs of smaller service ranges and gap filler
requirements at the larger ranges, which already utilized the existing high precision
instrumentation radar.

Also in the mid 70’s, another trend in testing began to stress many of our ranges. Tactical
systems under development were best tested in an offensive/defensive scenario. Testing
required a realistic replication of the enemy or the threat. For example, instead of a single



air to air missile being fired from a single launch aircraft at a single target (hardly a
realistic situation) multiple missiles were tested against several targets. Weapons systems
began to have imbedded computers and could recognize individual targets in groups and
keep track of missiles launched against each target and kills. Testing such “smart” weapon
systems was impossible without large numbers of threat vehicles as targets.

Scenarios of this type often required ten or more targets in the air at one time. Range
safety and user data required the commitment of at least one metric radar to each object
involved in test scenarios. This was compounded by the fact that target drones were
normally flown using control systems integrated with the radars. Often each target would
require two or more dedicated radars. Major U.S. ranges quickly found their inventory of
instrumentation radar saturated. In addition, the logistics of having single target trackers at
the appropriate location presented difficult problems. This was partially overcome by
carefully timing the test sequence and having a given radar track more than one object by
scheduling a limited time “slot” for each object. This proved a perilous technique often
resulting in losses of valuable data by even the most skillful range operators.

The obvious solution to this growing problem was to obtain more radars. An approach that
carried the attendant economic impact and the technical operational issues of requiring
almost infallible test sequencing. Various other non-radar instrumentation systems, such as
multi-lateration were considered, but each had significant and often insurmountable
problems when applied in the classical instrumentation radar mode, even though some of
these systems do track multiple objects and produce commendable results. Increased
operational realism was required by the range user. For example, he was increasingly
intollerant of attaching instrumentation aids (beacons and transponders) to the test vehicle.
The instrumentation radar can and often does perform its function with no help from
tracking aids. That is, the targets are truly uncooperative and require no augmentation
whatsoever.

During the 70’s a number of military and commercial electronically steered, agile-beam,
phased array radars were approaching maturity. These radars provided multiple target
capability, and were seriously studied for possible applications to test range support. The
limiting factor on these radars was primarily their extremely high cost. The antenna was
typically made up of thousands of phase shifters. Although the individual cost of each
phase shifter was relatively low, the large numbers required drove the cost up so that often
the antenna of these radars alone exceeded the total cost of previous instrumentation
radars.

In the early 1970’s, both the Army and the Navy invested in brass-board systems to
determine the feasibility of electronically steered beams for instrumentation radars. The
Army program was known as the Application of Radar to Ballistic Acceptance Testing,



abbreviated ARBAT. This system utilized an electronically steered beam (Figure 1),
however the system was not designed to allow multiple target tracking. The extremely fast
movement of the beam allowed this radar to track artillery projectiles crossing in front of
the radar. Radars using mechanically driven antennas could not accelerate the antenna
quickly enough to capture such projectiles. The Navy program, known as the Multiple
Target Instrumentation Radar or MIR, was directed toward the multiple target missile and
aircraft scenario problem.

Both the MIR and the ARBAT are in operation today. The ARBAT is tracking artillery
rounds at Yuma Proving Ground in Arizona, and the MIR, after being installed at the
Pacific Missile Range, is now located at the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River,
Maryland. Although, both these systems were initiated more than 10 years ago as brass-
boards designed to evaluate and demonstrate the potential for electronic beam steering in
an instrumentation system, they are both producing vital test data today.

The Army’s White Sands Missile Range had been coping with the problems of multiple
target test scenarios for many years. Although, to design brand new, electronically steered
radars to replace existing single target trackers at White Sands would be extremely
expensive, it was determined that no other practical course of action existed. Other test
ranges, which had the same problems, joined in a multi-service group to define
requirements for a new class of instrumentation radar to be known as the Multiple Object
Tracking Radar or MOTR. After several years of intense effort, the Army now has a
contract with the RCA Corporation, Moorestown, New Jersey to build three of these
radars for White Sands. The contract presently contains an option for one additional radar
to be used at the Kwajalein Missile Range in the South Pacific.

THE MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING RADAR (MOTR)

A brief description of the MOTR includes the following features:

• The radar is a general-purpose, metric track instrumentation radar that is to be
compatible with existing single-target tracking radars, e.g., the FPS-16, MPS-25, and
MPS-36. This means it must meet range standards in operating frequency, pulse width,
pulse repetition frequency, timing, beacon coding, etc.

• Each radar simultaneously tracks as many as 10 objects.

• The radar provides absolute accuracy performance at least equal to existing
instrumentation radars, plus a 2 to 1 improvement in relative accuracy over that
obtainable with single-target trackers. This is a very important factor in the
measurement of miss-distance where the relative separation is the primary item of
interest.



• A major advantage of the radar is that mission tracks can be controlled and observed
from a single location, enabling the radar operator to make rapid priority decisions
during operations.

• The radar is capable of using one tracked object as a designation source, then acquiring
and tracking multiple objects ejected from that source.

• The multiple track feature points to reduced range operation and maintenance (O&M)
costs because fewer single-target trackers will be required; surveillance scan capability
also provides further operational enhancement and O&M cost reduction.

• A major benefit of the radar’s inertialess beam is the ability to track objects with
extreme angular accelerations. Large angular accelerations occur during proximity fly-
by or lift-off of small missiles. It will track objects having angular accelerations of
25,000 mils/sec/sec.

• Acquisition times of less than one second and real-time data delays under 25
milliseconds are provided.

• The radar offers significant improvements in performance, compared to either the
AN/FPS-16 or the AN/MPS-36 radars, when tracking objects at low elevation angles.
Near-in angle sidelobes are 10 dB lower than those of paraboloidal reflector antenna
trackers, yielding a two-way 20 dB improvement in signal-to-clutter ratios. The
important by-product of the lower angle sidelobe is a 3 to 1 reduction in tracking error
due to multipath.

• A 50 microsecond pulsewidth capability permits the radar to track at longer ranges, or
to track objects with smaller radar cross-sections, or both. System architecture will
enable the operator to concentrate radar resources on a single object to achieve
maximum tracking ranges, or to maximize tracking performance against multiple
objects.

• The radar can be configured in either a mobile or building-installed installation.

• The radar can be completely compatible with range communication and control. It will
have the capability of multiple-target drone control.

• A system block diagram (Figure 2) emphasizes a straightforward design and the
important interfaces of the radar with the overall range instrumentation complex.



Figure 3 is a photograph of an engineering model of the radar as it will appear in a
deployed configuration. The cut-away (transparent) portion of the electronic equipment
van shows the interior layout. This is more clearly shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 provides a summary view and description of one of the two identical
control/display consoles shown in the previous equipment van layout.

No attempt is made in this paper to treat the technical details of the radar. However, the
equipment represents a major step forward in instrumentation radar –equivalent to the
introduction of the AN/FPS-16 in 1955.

The MOTR is likely to be the primary tracking system at ranges well into the 21st century.
The radar adds significant technical capability to the test and training communities. It
fosters long-term economy by reducing numbers of labor-intensive single-target tracking
systems. It provides improved data accuracy, and above all, it provides the tool to
accomplish the “real-world” testing that might be limited or even impossible to conduct
with present instrumentation systems.

In addition, the design allows for “customization” through add-on features. Presently the
following options are being discussed and considered:

• Multiple Antenna Polarizations

• Nth tine on all targets

• Coherent Integration

• Clutter Supression

• Star and GPS Calibration

• Target Motion Resolution

In summary, instrumentation radars have fulfilled a crucial need for TSPI data on test
ranges since the very earliest days of missile research. The evolutionary development of
these systems has preceded in stages, and we are just now taking a major step up to a new
plateau in instrumentation radar design. The MOTR is the state-of-the-art in
instrumentation radars today, and it will have a significant impact on the way testing is to
be conducted in the future.



TABLE 1.  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

CHARACTERISTIC AN/FPS-16 AN/MPS-36 MTTR

Absolute Angle Accuracy*
(20 dB S/N)

< 0.2 mil < 0.4 mil < 0.2 mil

Relative Angle Accuracy*
(20 dB S/N)

0.3 mil 0.6 mil 0.15 mil

Range Accuracy* 5 yds 3 yds < 1 yd

Range (on 1M2 target) 150 NM 190 NM 310 NM
(10 µsec PW)
460 NM
(50 µsec PW)

Azimuth
Rate mils/sec
Acceleration mils/seC2

750
1,020

1,000
400

2,000
25,000

Elevation
Rate mils/sec
Acceleration mils/sec2

400
1,020

500
400

1,500
25,000

Range
Rate yds/sec
Acceleration yds/sec2

10,000
1,400

20,000
5,000

20,000
5,000

*All values are rms





 FIGURE 2.  SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM AND TYPICAL RANGE INTERFACES



FIGURE 3.  ENGINEERING MODEL OF THE MULTIPLE TARGET
TRACKING RADAR (MTTR).



FIGURE 4.  INTERIOR LAYOUT, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT VAN



FIGURE 5.  IDENTICAL CONTROL/DISPLAY CONSOLES
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ABSTRACT

For the past 30 years, the Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) has provided test and
evaluation for Navy weapon systems in the sea test range, which extends from Point Mugu
approximately 60 miles seaward to San Nicolas Island. The requirement for larger missile
footprints in T&E and also encroachment from oil exploration, commercial shipping and
recreational boating has made it necessary to develop instrumentation to cover an area
expanded to 250 miles beyond San Nicolas Island. This instrumentation development
effort is known as the Extended Area Test System (EATS).

The primary functions of EATS include participant tracking, telemetry data collection,
UHF communications relay and target control relay.

Participant tracking for EATS has been accomplished by development of a transponder
called a Relay, Reporter, Responder (R3) which is installed aboard all participants. This R3

Unit, which is also installed at numerous surveyed ground stations and carried in airborne
stations, permits a continuous multilateration solution in a Master Operations Control
Station (MOCS) at Point Mugu, for participant tracking.

Telemetry data collection will be accomplished by an airborne phased array antenna
system on a P-3A aircraft with the capability to record onboard or retransmit in real time to
the Range Operations Control Center. The P-3A aircraft will also provide a UHF
communications relay capability, a target control relay capability, as well as providing
another airborne R3 reference station for multilateration tracking.

The multilateration tracking capability has been operational for over a year. Additional R3

Units are under procurement to increase the number of participants in an operation.

The installation of the Phased Array Telemetry Antenna System in the EATS P-3A aircraft
has recently been completed. It is presently undergoing operational integration into the
PMTC Range system. Three additional Phased Array Aircraft are programmed over the
next four years.
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INTRODUCTION

In early 1978, as part of on-going organizational and resource assessments at
Headquarters, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), one important
factor evaluated was the most efficient and effective way to support current and future
TRADOC sponsored user tests and how to maximize TRADOC support to the Operational
Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) and joint testers within existing and anticipated
resource limitations. It was concluded that existing test and evaluation instrumentation
was:

a. Not mobile which caused test scheduling conflicts at fixed test sites.

b. Not adequate to support current and future Army user and joint test requirements for
large scale realistic scenarios and

c. Obsolete and becoming uneconomical to operate and maintain; particularly at the
TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity (TCATA).

In May 1978, TCATA, in conjunction with the Combat Developments Experimentation
Center (CDEC), was directed to develop TRADOC requirements and a concept for an
instrumentation system that would meet the goals indicated in Figure 1. Some of the key
goals indicated in this tasking are commonality and interoperability of test and training
range instrumentation and the capability of instrumenting field exercises. The concept
developed as a result of this directive is the Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation
System (MAFIS) development program. The purpose of this presentation is to provide a
MAFIS system overview and discuss the implementation of the various MAFIS
subsystems and how the chosen implementation supports the goals identified by the
TRADOC Commander.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

MAFIS will be a transportable, self-contained, software driven, realtime casualty
assessment (RTCA) system. It will be capable of following multiple scenarios involving a
variety of activities while simulating battlefield events for the collection, documentation,
and objective analysis of tactics, doctrine, weapon systems, and training. Figure 2 provides
the system requirements to be satisfied by MAFIS.

It is obvious that one program, such as MAFIS (see Figure 3), cannot satisfy all of the test
instrumentation requirements of the TRADOC test and evaluation community. Therefore,
it is important to establish which functions the development is to satisfy. Normally there
are at least five basic functional areas that instrumentation systems supporting test and
training ranges possess. They are (1) a position location function to determine player
location; (2) player instrumentation devices (lasers, detectors, simulators) to measure,
detect or provide interaction with other players; (3) a data communications link to transmit
test generated data and control commands between system components; (4) a logical
interface device to interface the position location, instrumentation devices and
communications functions; and (5) a central control function to record event and test data
and control the actions of the players in the field. The MAFIS development is intended to
satisfy four of these five functions; the exception being the area of instrumentation/
engagement devices. This is a logical partition in that the instrumentation device
requirements are changeable from test to test and each test/training activity must determine
the data collection needs and the best approach to obtain this data. The point of interface
to the remainder of the system is, however, part of the MAFIS development and MAFIS
will use existing or newly developed instrumentation/engagement devices as required by
the particular test being conducted.

MAFIS is composed of three subsystems: the Field Instrumentation Subsystem (FIS), the
Command & Control (C&C) Subsystem, and the Operational Support Subsystem (OSS).
Although the subsystem is independent in operation, all of the various subsystem functions
are required for the complete data collecting capacity of MAFIS.

The C&C subsystem will consist of two vans and will contain the major components
shown in Figure 4. The first van will house the Central Instrumentation Facility (CIF). The
Communications Interface Controller (CIC) is a minicomputer (Data General MV8000)
which will be dedicated to accomplishing the real-time system control and data logging
tasks. The CIC will receive event/status data from the field and ensure that it is time
tagged and logged in the van database file. It will then reformat the data and transmit the
event/status data to the other C&C components by way of the delta event bus. The CIC
will also input messages/queries from the Applications Processor and transmit them to
players when required. A major task of the CIC will be to manage the data



communications network. The network organization software will be located in the CIC
and, on a real-time basis, will control all other data communications devices in the system.
This control includes assignment of time slots and repeater assignments. Players moving
from one repeater operational area into another will be automatically reassigned.

The Applications Processor, also a Data General MV8000, will run applications programs
tailored for each specific test. Normal functions will include construction of a historical
database with events logged in chronological order, preplanned test activities such as
minefields, simulation of artillery fire, etc.; and control the interaction of the Test Control
Center/MAFIS Operations Center (TCC/MOC) with the CIF. The CIF will have two
operator positions for equipment control. The two processors are identical and if one
should fail, the other can assume its functions but an overall decrease in functionality will
result.

The Data Communications Interface, a Universal Field Element (UFE) with special
network software, will be used in the CIF to provide the interface of the data network to
the CIC.

The TCC/MOC will be co-located within the second van. Test officers will be able to
monitor test activities, key players, and incoming data in near realtime within the TSC. The
test officers will also be able to query the CIC historical database for replay purposes,
invoke preplanned activities, and design, change, and input preplanned activities as
desired.

Personnel responsible for the proper operation of MAFIS equipment will be able to
monitor instrumentation performance and communicate with support personnel in the field
with MOC equipment. Both test officers and support personnel will be able to interrogate
field instrumentation during an exercise and, if required, modify the operation,
configuration, or performance of various platforms or other subsystems.

The FIS consists of the Universal Field Element, a Position Location (PL) Group, a
Communications Group, and Engagement Peripherals which are briefly described below
and in more detail later.

a. The UFE will be the MAFIS instrumentation package mounted on individual tactical
platforms and will consist of a UHF communication transceiver, a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver, a logic module (LM), and power supply.



b. The PL Group will use the NAVSTAR GPS being developed by DOD. GPS
satellites will transmit signals which will be interpreted and utilized by the receivers within
the UFE to determine player position. This information will be passed to the LM for use in
RTCA and for transmission to the C&C subsystem.

c. The Communication Group consists of UFE communication transceivers, repeaters,
and a network controller located at the C&C. Spread spectrum radio technology will be
used to improve jamming resistance of the subsystem. The system transmits “line-of-
sight.” A large, nonvolatile memory will be located within the UFE LM to store messages
and data when outages caused by terrain masking or jamming occur.

d. The engagement subsystem includes peripheral engagement devices (PED) and
computer processing within the UFE LM. The PED’s will consist of existing and newly
developed TRADOC signature and queing devices, lasers, and detectors. The UFE LM
will perform the required RTCA calculations. Using the lasers to provide pairings and to
transfer information from a firer to target, the target UFE will perform the RTCA.

The OSS includes equipment to store, test, maintain, and install the MAFIS. Automatic
test equipment, power supplies, field service vehicles, a central maintenance facility, and
containers for shipping are the major components of the OSS.

A brief description of the normal operations of MAFIS is supported by Figure 5. The
center and top-left UFE’s represent the players in a test situation. The bottom-right Field
Service Module (FSM), a UFE with a special software configuration, would initialize all
players/participants as tank, crew-served weapons, etc., players configuring them with
respect to all armaments each has and also the appropriate types and quantity of munitions.
During the play of the test, a player will engage another with a laser beam which carries
the identity code of the firing player and an ammunition/weapon type code. A player who
has been engaged would detect the laser signal through a surface mounted detector and the
detector would decode the laser message and pass it to the logic module of the UFE. The
logic module would recognize the opposing player identity code and listen to the
communication link for that player to transmit his firing report of this information. The
attacked player’s logic module will use the ammo/weapon type, relative distance between
firer and target, and an RTCA algorithm stored in software to evaluate the outcome of the
engagement. All events and results of engagements are transmitted back to the C&C; often
through network repeaters. The functions of the C&C have been previously addressed.
The bottom-left Umpire/Controller Element (U/CE) operates normally in the field and,
through the use of an input/output (I/O) display device and a laser, can interact with
players which can be administratively “killed,” resurrected, disarmed, reloaded, etc.



The MAFIS is not limited to RTCA instrumentation as might be implied by the foregoing
description. The system or components of the system can be configured to suit the needs
of the test designer. The UFE can be operated in an RF silence mode when immediate
two-way data/control linkage is not required or is not desired. The four general purpose
ports support a wide range of data collection devices and the programmability of the UFE
provides a means of data processing and test control for tests that are as yet undreamed of.
Figure 6 is an example of how low cost, test unique signal conditioning can be interfaced
with the UFE to gather non-RTCA data coincidental with RTCA tests. The UFE
programmability, the on-board memory, the ability to function without a data link to the
C&C facility and the general purpose ports combine to make the UFE a versatile, general
purpose piece of test equipment for the test designer.

MAFIS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

To provide the user community with the appropriate flexibility from a general purpose
RTCA system requires test-by-test tailoring. For MAFIS, this flexibility is provided by the
use of microprocessors in all components of the system to support software
programmability, and adequate hardware resources to accommodate the test-by-test
enhancement of the system. To insure that MAFIS can support the goals of system
flexibility, the software is being developed in accordance with a very detailed,
comprehensive software management plan. Additionally, the Ada programming language
has been chosen as the MAFIS Higher Order Language (HOL) for the implementation of
the C&C software and the majority of the FIS software. This decision was made to
promote machine independence, increase the efficiency of future software development,
and support an effective software configuration management program.

Having established the overall system design and proposed mode of operation, a
discussion of each of the components of the FIS will add more clarity and better
understanding of the system design and the variety of means of employing the product of
the MAFIS development. The discussion below looks at the Universal Field Element
concept initially and then the key components – the Logic Module, Communications
Module, and Position Location Module – in more detail.

UFE CONCEPT

The Universal Field Element is designed to provide the common baseline element for
weapons platform instrumentation. Figure 7 depicts the UFE concept. It provides four
basic functions for data collection.



a. Controls what is collected. The logic module.

b. Identifies where the data was collected. The position location module.

c. Identifies when the data was collected. Network synchronized time.

d. Stores the data as it’s collected. On board storage, and commo module.

The position location module is a GPS receiver interfaced to the LM by a 19.6 kbaud
serial port. The commo module is a spread spectrum receiver/transmitter interfaced to the
LM by a 400 kbaud serial port. Both of these modules receive power and control signals
thru the Logic Module (LM).

The LM is the platform instrument controller and provides the processing power to readily
adapt to a variety of sensors. This modularized microcomputer is highly versatile with
adequate memory and throughput to address all identified MAFIS requirements. Its four
general purpose I/O ports are software configurable over a range of from 1200 baud
asynchronous TTL signals to 400,000 baud synchronous serial multidrop differential bus.
This allows a reliable interface to instruments that range from a simple UART and a switch
closure to a collection of highspeed devices connected to the data bus operating in a high
electrical noise environment.

The Peripheral Engagement Devices are the engagement instrumentation and include a
Laser Weapon System (LWS), a Detector Array Subsystem (DAS), a Fire Simulator (FS),
a Kill Simulator (KS), and a Test Control Panel (TCP).

LOGIC MODULE HARDWARE PARTITIONING

The Logic Module consists of four main cards, partitioned according to function as
depicted in Figure 8.

The central processing unit (CPU) card contains a 16-bit microprocessing unit (MPU)
(MC68000 family) and functions as a stand-alone monoboard microcomputer. In addition
to the MPU, it has local memory resources, including 32k bytes of CMOS SRAM and 16
to 32k bytes of EPROM.

The 68000 MPU has a linear address space of 16M bytes; the logic module of the UFE
needs far less memory, so its address space is apportioned with all local resources at the
lowest locations. The CPU card provides itself with a hardware access-protection
mechanism for the lowest 2048 byte segment. Thus, all memory used by the LM in a UFE
configuration normally resides in this lowest segment, particularly if software-



programmable access-security is required. The Protection RAM, a 16k-bit SRAM on the
CPU card, grants or withholds permission on every memory access along the lines of
supervisor/user, program/data and read/write. The protection RAM itself lies in the
address space which is protected by the hardware on the CPU card.

The DRAM card contains 256k bytes of DRAM with bytewise parity. This card can be
fully populated to 512k bytes and with the use of 256 k x 1 chips can be expanded to 2M
bytes.

The SRAM card contains 192k bytes of CMOS SRAM, with bytewise parity and
provisions for battery-backup, jumper-selectable for each 64k byte SRAM-block. An
SRAM card can replace the DRAM card for a total of 384k bytes of SRAM.

The I/O card has five full duplex serial ports controlled by an 8-bit processor (NSC800).
The processor makes use of DMA device and dual-port SRAM for communication
between the VMEbus and the I/O channels. This card is capable of stand-alone operation
as a monoboard microcomputer.

The four cards communicate with each other by means of a bus which satisfies the
specifications of the “VMEbus” promulgated by Motorola, Mostek, and Signetics. The
VMEbus supports 16/32-bit word length data – transfers and supports multiprocessing.
The Eurocard standard is becoming widely accepted in the United States as its pin-and-
socket connectors are more reliable than the card-edge connector and its compact board
size provides high density packaging when high-density VLSI chips are used.

MAFIS COMMUNICATIONS MODULE

The Communications Module (CM) is the heart of the Communications Network (see
Figure 9). It is a component of the Universal Field Element and is a key element in the
transmission of test and player data and information to the Command and Control facility.
The CM is also a key element in the C&C facility. The UFE transmitted data is received at
the C&C facility via a CM termed the Communications Interface Controller which is
housed in a UFE also. The same CM is also used as a component part of the Repeater
Network, which provides communications beyond the line-of-sight. In a hilly environment
or where long distances must be dealt with, repeaters are necessary to meet a 50 km by
50 km minimum test area communications requirement. A fourth use of the CM, as part of
a UFE, is in support of an application termed a field support maintenance unit. This unit is
used as an initialization device, for field maintenance diagnostic support, and to off-load
test data stored in the UFE. Finally, this same CM equipment, still housed in a UFE, is to
be used by test controllers and umpires. Although designed to operate as part of the UFE,
the CM can be operated with other digital controllers.



The implementation of the-CM consists primarily of a transceiver plus a digital section
(Figure 10). The components of the CM consist of a transceiver with a modulator and
demodulator (modem), RAM and ROM storage, an I/O Controller (IOC), a Control
Processor (CP), a Real-Time Clock (RTC), a Data and Control Interface (D/CI); all tied
together by a Data, Address and Control Bus. The D/CI provides an interface to a
component of the UFE called the Logic Module. The ROM unit provides software and
firmware storage. The RAM provides software storage, message buffering and working
space for the processors. The CP provides control and data-flow operations plus interface-
protocol and RTC control.

The I/O Controller also provides some interface-protocol control as well as direct control
of CM interfaces. The RTC (with a timer) provides timing and scheduling of time-critical
protocol operations. As noted on the first figure, the D/CI has numerous lines to the LM
including serial data lines. By means of these interfaces, the LM exerts considerable
controls over the CM through its software. The CM also contains its own software for
internal operation. Through its interfaces to the LM, other UFE’s, and the CIC via the
Communications Network, the CM is also responsive to external software controls.

Figure 11 depicts the general features of the CM. The transceiver makes use of a pseudo-
noise (PN), direct sequence, spread spectrum technology which is based on the
AN/ARC-164. By use of transmitter, receiver and frequency synthesizer slices of the
ARC-164 transceiver, a high degree of reliability is inherent to this design which has a
requirement for a 4000 hour MTBF. Figure 12 provides specific features of the CM. The
MAFIS transceiver has an operating range of 340-390 MHz with a carrier frequency range
of 350-380 MHz, a signal spread of 20 MHz, software tuneable from 350-380 MHz with
31 discrete frequencies spaced 1 MHz apart, and a data rate of 400k bits/sec. It uses an
MSK modulation with a receiver dynamic range of at least 80 dB. It has a Bit Error Rate
(BER) of better than 10**-6 over the receiver dynamic range. The VSWR is 1.5 to 1 or
better across the band.

The important physical characteristics are weight and volume. The maximum weight
allocated for the CM components installed in the CM box (a portion of the UFE) is 6.5 lbs.
With the antenna vehicle and man-pack antenna installed, a maximum of 2 lbs, the CM and
antenna assembly has a maximum weight of no more than 8.5 lbs. Current prototype
modules with antennas weigh approximately 11 lbs and the production modules will be
closer to this weight than the 8.5 lbs design goal. The maximum volume is limited to 220
cubic inches. There is a separate antenna for the repeater application whose maximum
weight is 24 lbs.

In summary, the UFE houses the CM and due to its weight and size gives the CM a man-
portable capability. In this configuration, position information and other data will be



available to the CM for processing and/or transmission to other players or the C&C facility
via the Communications Network. The initial network is designed to support up to 200
players and is to be upgradable to 2000 players without discarding components but purely
by adding more equipment. The CM, when operating at a high level of throughput
processing, is expected to be busy on the average of no more than 40 percent of the time,
thus providing a large reserve of processing space for use in extraordinarily dense
environments. The spread spectrum transceiver will aid in noise and interference reduction.
The repeater or relay application of the CM will provide beyond the line-of-sight
operations over a 50 km-by-50 km operational area.

MAFIS POSITION LOCATION MODULE

The MAFIS Position Location System uses the Global Positioning System to provide the
individual player position information. Position information is test data to provide location
and movements of players and to provide the relative positioning information for real time
casualty assessments. Figure 13 shows the MAFIS concept of GPS utilization.

The use of GPS offers advantages for transportability. The primary position location
module is a passive receiver that can receive navigation signals from the NAVSTAR
satellites anywhere in the world. No special transmitters and the associated problems of
frequency authorization and transmitter installation are required for the position location
function.

Each Universal Field Element on the MAFIS will have a Position Location Module (PLM).
The PLM receives navigation signals from at least four NAVSTAR satellites. The receiver
uses the measurements from the four signals and data encoded on the signals to solve for
three dimensional position and time. Player velocity is also available from the GPS
receiver. The computed navigation solution for each player is accomplished in the PLM
consistent with the MAFIS distributed processing architecture. Positions are used by the
Logic Module and periodically reported to the MAFIS Command & Control System over
the MAFIS Communications network.

Time output from the PLM is a by-product of using GPS. The navigation solution provides
an accurate common time reference for all users without interconnecting wires or
communications overhead. The PLM will output two time periodics at 1.023 MHz and
1 PPS. A time word output is available at the 1 PPS time mark accurate to less than
1 microsecond relative to Universal Time Coordinated.

The performance of the GPS can be improved by implementing a differential correction
system. For MAFIS the advantages of the differential corrections are being used to obtain
local area accuracy from lower cost and less complex GPS receivers on each player.



Differential operation can substantially reduce bias and common mode errors in the GPS
navigation system. Since these errors tend to be slower changing than random errors, the
differential corrections are updated only every 10 seconds. The correction terms are
related to each satellite visible in the local area. The correction terms for each visible
satellite are broadcast to all players using the MAFIS communication network. The
individual PLM selects the correction terms to use based on which satellites it is tracking.
The PLM can then compute the corrected navigation solution on-board. This approach to
differential correction fits well into the overall MAFIS architecture.

The positioning accuracy available with GPS is complex and dependent on many things.
Under typical static conditions (no acceleration) and with reasonable signal carrier-to-nose
ratio, the differentially corrected PLM can be expected to provide position accuracies less
than 10 meters RMS and velocity accuracies of 1 meter/sec RMS. The position data will
be output in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system at rates up to
once per second.

The PLM will accommodate dynamics with velocities up to 120 feet per second and
accelerations to 1 g. Other GPS receivers will be available which can be interfaced to
accommodate vehicle dynamics beyond these limits.

Although performance is best with differential corrections, the PLM can also perform
navigation solutions without the differential operation. The system accuracy will degrade
however. The position accuracy for autonomous operation of the PLM is expected to be
approximately 100 meters RMS.

A major concern for application of GPS on a system like MAFIS is the effect of satellite
visibility masking on performance. Masking is caused by obstructions in the line of sight
such as terrain, buildings, vegetation, or aircraft fuselage. The PLM will include
operational features to minimize the effects of masking on overall performance.

The PLM will be packaged to interface with the MAFIS UFE. The unit will be 250 cubic
inches, weigh less than 8 pounds, and use 8 to 12 watts of power. The antennas and
preamplifier will be capable of being installed remotely from the UFE for vehicle
installation.

The Position Location Module for the MAFIS is being developed in conjunction with a
Tri-Service Joint Program called the Range Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO).
The Air Force is the lead service in the joint program to develop GPS instrumentation
equipment to support DOD test and training ranges. The RAJPO awarded a development
contract to Interstate Electronics Corporation in May 1985. The development includes the
low cost position location module which specifically meets the requirements of MAFIS.



An accelerated development and production is also a part of the acquisition plan. This
position location module (PLM) for MAFIS is projected to cost approximately $8K each
and projected delivery could start as early as February 1987. The RAND development also
includes a GPS reference receiver and high dynamic instrumentation set (HDIS) for
application with MAFIS. These items are not accelerated and delivery of these
components is not projected until FY90/91. It is anticipated that the HDIS will provide the
PL instrumentation for fast moving players and integrated system testing with prototype
HDIS equipment is planned to ensure compatibility with production sets. Also projected is
a MAFIS-RAJPO data communications link interface which would permit a high-
performance aircraft equipped with the standard HDIS instrumentation pod to interoperate
with MAFIS instrumented test platforms.

SUMMARY

The major design goal of the MAFIS development is to implement a system that meets all
stated requirements, but in such a way as to promote maximum flexibility of configuration
to permit many different modes of operation, addition of new functions with a minimum of
resource expenditure and permit use of subsystems or components of the development in
existing or new systems. The MAFIS program is moving forward swiftly and the current
development schedule projects Limited Operational Capability (LOC) attained by 4th
Quarter FY86.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe the Tri-Service effort to use the NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS) on Tri-Service ranges. It will describe the background,
the development program, the equipment, the management team, the specifications that the
equipment must satisfy, the integration into five DOD ranges, an assessment of
developmental risk, a recap of logistical aspects, and will provide a development schedule.
Key Words:  Global Positioning System Range Applications, Time-Space Positioning
Information, Range Instrumentation.

INTRODUCTION

Background

The GPS Range Applications program was initiated in 1981 by a DOD-directed study.
This study was to determine if the NAVSTAR satellites could provide accurate and cost
effective time-space-positioning information to the range community. The 18-month study
effort was managed by a Tri-Service Steering Committee with two members from each
service, one representing a training range and one representing a testing range. They
surveyed 22 ranges to determine the requirements for six parameters. The results of the
survey and what the GPS can provide is shown in Figure 1. At the conclusion of the
Steering Committee effort, DOD directed the Air Force to take the lead in a joint
development program to use GPS for range applications. The Air Force established the
Range Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO) at Eglin AFB, FL, as part of the
Armament Division’s Deputy for Range Systems (AD/YI).



Scope

This paper will describe the development program, highlight the equipment, describe the
integration effort for five DOD ranges, touch on the logistics aspects and end with the
development schedule. The Tri-Service Steering Committee defined the family of
equipment that should be developed. This family was used as the starting point for the
RAJPO development effort. Figure 2 illustrates the family members and the degree of
development for each family. The majority of the paper will address the High Dynamics
Instrumentation Set (HDIS), Low Dynamics Instrumentation Set (LDIS) and the Range
System, which incorporates either the HDIS or LDIS with a RAJPO developed data link.
The 100-cubic inch receiver shown in Figure 2 is being developed through the RAJPO by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A separate paper on this is being presented by Jet
Propulsion Laboratory personnel. The translator is now in the specification formulation
phase. It will be developed as a separate contractual effort and will not be addressed in
this paper. The development program that will be described is the effort to develop GPS
range equipment (HDIS, LDIS and Range System) and the effort to integrate this
equipment into five ranges. The contractor that won the source selection to develop 44
prototypes and integrate into the ranges was Interstate Electronics Corporation, Anaheim,
CA. This contract was awarded on 1 May 1985.

THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

The development documents that make things happen in an acquisition program such as
the System Specifications, Statement of Work, and Request for Proposal were the result of
a RAJPO led management team. The team was composed of range engineers from each of
the five ranges that will receive the prototypes, technical support contractors, and the
program office engineers/managers. The original Tri-Service Steering Committee members
were retained as the RAJPO advisory board called the Transitional Advisory Group
(TAG). Table 1 lists the management team.

Methodology

The RAJPO employed the complete team working in a single group methodology to
produce all the key documents. A working group was established for each of the three
specifications, statement of work, and certain elements of the request for proposal. For the
three specification working groups, the support contractors provided a strawman design,
each range engineer provided their respective requirements, and the complete team
produced a draft document. These were then reviewed by the TAG to ensure they reflected
each service’s requirements and policy. A second and third working group finalized the
documents. These working group sessions proved to be an effective method to produce a
coordinated set of specifications since each service’s requirements were considered in



concert with the other tri-service needs. Another RAJPO technique that proved to be very
effective was the extensive involvement with the potential contractors. After each working
group and TAG review, the documents were provided to the contractors for their
comments. These contractors were also attendees at the TAG meetings. The result of this
iterative process was that the contractors knew the RAJPO requirements, the RAJPO
knew the dollar drivers, and that the resultant proposals were very responsive to the
request for proposal. The RAJPO management team were advisors and members of the
source selection board.

THE EQUIPMENT

The Low Dynamics Instrumentation Set (LDIS) and High Dynamics Instrumentation Set
(HDIS) – Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) combination are the basic building blocks of the
GPS range equipment. The LDIS is a 200-cubic inch receiver that will provide position
and velocity information once a second and is a 1 G system. The HDIS, coupled with a
RAJPO developed IRU, is a 10 G system that will provide position, velocity, acceleration,
attitude, and attitude rates at 10 times per second. Interstate’s HDIS is 304 cubic inches
and the Litton IRU is approximately 100 cubic inches. There are three configurations of
the HDIS-IRU combination. The limiting form factor is the AIM-9 5-inch diameter pod.
Other configurations using the same electronics components will be (1) a rack-mounted
configuration for internal aircraft use or helicopters, and (2) a configuration for drones.
The components of the receiver will be separate and placed in allotted space for the drone
application. drone configuration. The drone will be configured by each component in the
allotted space connected with appropriate wiring harness. Also being developed by the
RAJPO is a reference receiver and differential processor (RR/P) that will provide
differential corrections either to the range participant or ground range controllers. The
HDIS or LDIS will provide information on the range participants and the RR/P will
provide differential corrections to improve the tracking accuracy of these range
participants. The natural evolution was to complete the GPS range family by developing a
data link to use the GPS-derived information. The data link, data link controller, RR/P and
HDIS or LDIS combination is called the GPS Range System. Figure 3 is an artist concept
of the range system.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

The discussion on system specifications that the equipment must satisfy can be presented
best by use of graphic illustrations. Figure 4 provides the overall specifications in terms of
size, weight, power, and data rates. Figures 5 and 6 are the accuracy specifications for
LDIS and HDIS respectively and Figure 7 provides the data link specifications.



INTEGRATION INTO FIVE RANGE SYSTEMS

The development program requires that the HDIS-IRU, LDIS and RR/P be compatible
with four separate and distinct range systems. These are the Army’s Mobile Automated
Field Instrumentation System (MAFIS) at Ft Hood, TX; the Navy’s Extended Area Test
System (EATS) at Pt Mugu, CA; the Air Force’s Gulf Range Drone Control Upgrade
System (GRDCUS) at Tyndall-Eglin AFBs, FL, and the Air Force/Navy’s Air Combat
Maneuvering Instrumentation/ Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System (ACMI/TACTS)
at a location TBD. The separate stand-alone GPS range system will be integrated into the
Air Force’s Advanced Range Data System (ARDS) at Edwards AFB, CA. Recall that this
system combines the HDIS-IRU and RR/P with a data link to provide the range a stand-
alone system. The map in Figure 8 shows the locations mentioned above.

Integration Management Structure

The integration effort requires cooperation between Interstate and the range system
contractors such as Cubic Corporation (ACMI/TACTS), General Dynamics Electronics
(EATS) and Government agencies for the MAFIS and GRDCUS. Interstate is required by
contract to establish an associate contractor agreement with these organizations to ensure
data is exchanged during the development process. Interstate also will chair the Interface
Control Working Group (ICWG) to produce the required Interface Control Documents
(ICD). This process is proceeding and the first of ICWG meetings proved to be
enlightening for both parties as issues were surfaced and action initiated to resolve them.

Integration Philosphy

The extent of integration will vary by range system. For the ACMI/TACTS, Interstate will
provide the HDIS, antenna, and RR/P and ensure their subsystems perform within the
ACMI/TACTS system. Cubic will demonstrate the ACMI/TACTS system. This is also the
integration/demonstration philosophy for the GRDCUS and MAFIS. The EATS integration
is more extensive. The EATS will provide their subsystems and Interstate will design the
EATS pod and prove the system works on the EATS data link. The integration for the
ARDS is the other end of the spectrum where Interstate must design the GPS pod and
integrate the RAJPO data link, HDIS and RR/P into the ARDS system.

DEVELOPMENT RISK

Hardware Confidence

An assessment of the hardware development risk is low to medium. Basically, the RAJPO
development effort is capitalizing on Space Division’s GPS technology using the latest in



electronics card volume reduction and high-speed processors. There were several technical
issues identified earlier in the program that were isolated during a RAJPO sponsored flight
demonstration program at Yuma and Eglin. The main issue was the antenna masking
problem when a pod was used on a highly maneuvering fighter aircraft. The RAJPO demo
pod using a 5-channel Collins Phase II GPS receiver, two different inertial reference
systems, and a Cubic antenna was flow on a F-4 at Eglin. A total of 15 flights
demonstrated that antenna masking is a problem that can be resolved when the set is aided
by an inertial reference unit.

Software Confidence

Since the GPS equipment is software intensive, the TAG advisors urged the RAJPO to
analyze the risk areas. Five technical and three management areas of concern were
identified. These areas were the ones that were unique to the range program as compared
to Space Division’s user equipment software. An Independent Verification and Validation
(IV&V) effort was placed on contract to address these areas of concern. Figure 9
describes the areas and the concerns. The activities and relationship to Interstate are
shown in Figure 10. The requirements derivation and software designs shown in Figure 10
for TASC is for the five technical areas of concern only. The results of the first interaction
to date, the presentation at SRR (see Figure 10), did confirm the requirements as well as
highlight new requirements that are being addressed by Interstate. The net effort of this
Independent Verification and Validation should reduce the risk to the development
program.

LOGISTICS ASPECT

Cost as a Design Parameter

From the outset of the development program, cost was considered as a design parameter
similar to technical and schedule. The request for proposal required a Design to Unit
Production Cost (DTUPC) goal for each configuration of equipment. The source selection
criteria had DTUPC/Life Cycle Cost as the number one cost criteria. The statement of
work and data items require extensive tracking of these DTUPC goals. The competitive
pressure will continue as a reprocurement data package will be delivered at the end of the
sole source initial production phase. This thought process paid dividends as the Interstate
design uses only five electronic cards and an RF front end for all 44 prototypes. Each
configuration uses a different combination of the same cards. This will allow learning
curve phenomenon to reduce the production cost due to the large volume production of a
few components. This highly modular concept will also reduce spare and maintenance
cost.



Logistic Support Analysis

The effort involved in achieving a common support system for the Global Positioning
System Range Applications Program (GPS-RAP) is complex due to the variations of
support requirements that now exist at each of the Tri-Service ranges. The ranges have an
extensive diversity of operating requirements that must be logistically supported. Ranges
historically have been self-supporting and have operated with one-of-a-kind commercially
developed systems. As a result, they have all developed different approaches to supporting
their systems. The challenge we face on this program is the standardization of hardware
and supporting resources which can be used interchangeably between ranges while
meeting their unique operating requirements in a cost effective manner.

The approach taken in structuring the contract to achieve this standardized flexible support
was to put an extensive MIL-STD-1388 Logistics Support Analysis (LSA) requirement in
the contract. This LSA program will interface with all of the pertinent Integrated Logistics
Support ILS elements, such as Facilities, Spares, Technical Orders, Support Equipment
Training, Reliability, Maintainability and Packaging, Handling and Transportation,
necessary to achieve GPS-RAP support. Also, the maintenance concept will accommodate
two or three levels of support to allow for flexibility in range maintenance philosophies,
i.e., repair can be removal and replacement of the black box or circuit cards/modules
contained therein.

To ensure that logistics considerations were incorporated into the program from the
beginning, logistics requirements were included in the hardware specifications, statement
of work, along with requiring data and reports on logistics elements. Logistics was also a
major criteria in the source selection process. All of this effort ensured that the design
presented by the offerors would consider logistics requirements and also logistics would be
prominent in the management structure of the GPS-RAP contractor.

Unique logistics problems are presented by the multiplicity of ranges, military services,
and operating requirements, but we believe these can be overcome through an Integrated
Logistics Management team concept between the Government and contractor.

SCHEDULE

Figure 11 depicts the GPS Range Applications schedule. Generally, equipment will be
ready for contractor’s testing in 24 months and ready for site acceptance site and
integration in 30 months for the first range. The dotted line reflects an accelerated schedule
for six of the Army’s prototypes. Interstate agreed to this 16-month accelerated schedule
once the RAJPO reduced some of the MIL-Standard components. Integration will continue
in stair-steps fashion. RAJPO and contractor manpower loading was the pacer for this



stair-step integration schedule. Individual production decisions will be made for the Army,
Navy, and Air Force once operational testing is completed. This testing and integration
schedule dovetails very nicely with the satellite coverage as shown in Figure 12.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the RAJPO is developing a family of GPS equipment that is tailored to test
and training ranges. The program is structured to maximize the use of Space Division
satellite signals, user equipment, experience, and to the latest technology. The system
concept employs the high accuracy benefits of differential GPS and low cost inertial
systems. The development risks have been identified, and an independent validation effort
to reduce these risks has been instituted. The RAJPO is following the road map laid out by
the Tri-Service Steering Committee. To summarize the management approach, the range
players were involved in defining requirements and selecting the contractor. All potential
contractors were involved in the requirement development process and in identifying high
risk/high cost areas. The TAG was used to facilitate communications among all parties. As
a result, there was good understanding of requirements by all players and management
attention was placed in risk areas and cost drivers. In conclusion, this Tri-Service approach
has shown where GPS can satisfy 95 percent of the 22 ranges’ requirements with a
modular design that has only five electronic card types and one RF module and the
program is structured and managed by players motivated to achieve the best results.
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TABLE 1

RAJPO MANAGEMENT TEAM

ORGANIZATIONS SYSTEM/RELATIONSHIP TO RAJPO

GOVERNMENT

Armament Division, Eglin AFB, FL RAJPO Management - Normal Program
Office Functions

Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt Mugu, CA Extended Area Test System (EATS)
Engineers and Advisory Board Members

TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activities, 
(TCATA), Ft Hood, TX

Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation
System (MAFIS) Engineers - Advisory
Board Member and Deputy Program
Manager - Army

Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards
AFB, CA

Advanced Range Data System (ARDS)
Engineers and Advisory Board Member

3246th Test Wing, Eglin AFB, FL Gulf Range Drone Control Upgrade
System (GRDCUS) - Engineers

Naval Air System Command, Washington,
DC

Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System 
(TACTS) - Engineers

USN Fleet Analysis Center Corona, CA Advisory Board Member

HQ USAF (XOORE), Washington, DC Advisory Board Member

USA - Ballistic Missile Defense Systems
Command, Huntsville, AL

Advisory Board Member

Western Space and Missile Center
Vandenberg AFB, CA

Advisory Board Member

Space Division, Los Angeles, CA Advisory Engineers and Test Planning

Navy Program Manager              Collocated - Eglin AFB, FL



TECHNICAL SUPPORT
CONTRACTORS

SRI International, Menlo Park, CA Spec Development Range System Data
Link and Differential processing

The Analytic Sciences Corporation
Reading, MA

Spec Development LDIS, HDIS and Data
Links and Software IV and V

BDM Corporation, Austin, TX MAFIS Interface

Bell Textron, Niceville, FL System Specifications and Statement of
Work

Applied Physics Laboratory/Johns Hopkins
University, Laurel, MD

Translators, Specification Development

 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA High “G”/Fast Acquisition/Low Volume
Receiver

General Dynamics Services, Yuma, AZ Test Planning and Support

Space Qualified Systems Ft Walton Beach,
FL

Software and System IV&V



TABLE 2

RANGES TO RECEIVE RAJPO GPS EQUIPMENT

RANGE EQUIPMENT

Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation
System (MAFIS) Ft Hood, TX

10 - Position Location Modules
  1 - RR/P
  3 - HDIS - Rack Mounted

Gulf Range Drone Control
Upgrade System (GRDCUS)
Eglin/Tyndall AFB, FL

  3 - HDIS - Pod
  2 - HDIS - Rack
  3 - HDIS - Drone
  1 - RR/P

Advanced Range Data System
(ARDS)
Edwards AFB, CA

  2 - HDIS - Pod
  1 - HDIS - Rack
  1 - RR/P
  1 - Data Link Controller
  5 - Data Link Stations

Extended Area Test
System (EATS)
PMTC, Pt Mugu, CA

  3 - LDIS - Ship Container
  3 - HDIS - Racks (Plate)
  3 - HDIS - Pods
  2 - RR/P

ACMI/TACTS
Location TBD

  3 - HDIS - Pod
  1 - RR/P

ACRONYMS

LDIS Low Dynamics Instrumentation Set
HDIS High Dynamics Instrumentation Set
RR/P Reference Receiver/Processor
ACMI/TACTS Air Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation/ Tactical Aircrew

Combat Training System



FIGURE 1: TSPI REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY (22 RANGES)



FIGURE 2: FAMILY – VOLUME/PLAYERS RELATIONSHIPS



FIGURE 3: GPS RANGE SYSTEM



FIGURE 4: GPS EQUIPMENT SPECS



FIGURE 5: LDIS OUTPUT DATA (REAL TIME)



FIGURE 6: HDIS OUTPUT DATA (REAL TIME)



FIGURE 7: SPECIFIED DL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS



FIGURE 8:  GPS RANGE APPLICATION – INTEGRATION AND TEST SITES



FIGURE 9:  SOFTWARE CONFIDENCE



FIGURE 10:  IV&V ACTIVITIES



FIGURE 11:  GPS RANGE APPLICATIONS



FIGURE 12:  GPS SATELLITE LAUNCHES SUPPORT RANGE TESTING



A FREQUENCY AGILE, SECURE VIDEO LINK
FOR U.S. TEST RANGES

LLOYD L. LAUTZENHISER
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ABSTRACT

DoD has established a goal of having range telemtry and video RF links on all national test
ranges secure and/or encrypted in the near future. Emhiser Research has developed a new
family of digitally synthesized, frequency agile, video transmitter and receiver sets. These
video sets, which operate at L-band, S-band, or C-band frequencies, are frequency agile,
changing frequency on each video line. The frequency changes take place during retrace in
about 6 microseconds. Through the use of novel, frequency synthesization techniques,
each new frequency is immediately stable at the new frequency value and frequency
synchronization and lock problems have been solved. This paper describes the operation
of both the transmitter and receiver, presents block diagrams and outlines test results on
the prototype units, novel features and advantages will be outlined and possible
applications will be discussed.
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ABSTRACT

At bit rates lower than 100Mbit/s, the Synchronous Oscillator (SO) [1-4] has substantial
tracking band combined with steep skirt selectivity to satisfy all the requirements of a
carrier recovery network without the need for a phase correction network. At higher bit
rates however, there is a need for a phase correction or phase cancelling network, if the
BER variations with respect to hard wired case must be confined to less than 0.2dB with
IF offsets of ±30kHz. At bit rates higher than 100Mbit/s, the multiply by four process in a
QPSK modem deteriorates the signal-to-noise ratio by more than 15 dB (18dB at Eb/No =
6.4 dB) and the synchronization signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the SO drops below
0dB (!5dB at Eb/No = 6.4dB). This reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio reduces the
tracking band of the SO which in turn increases the phase shift per unit frequency offset.

INTRODUCTION

Synchronous Oscillators (SOs) [1,4] have been used successfully as clock and carrier
recovery networks in QPSK modems in continuous as well as burst mode operations.
Experiments indicate that the quality factor of an SO, that is, its Tracking Band x Noise
Rejection product is substantially higher compared to other synchronization and tracking
networks, including the Van der Pol and Injection-Locked Oscillator [5-8]. In spite of this,
at bit rates higher than 100Mbit/s, the synchronization signal for the carrier recovery has
very low S/N (!5dB at Eb/No = 6.4dB) which reduces the tracking band of the SO and it
results in high phase shift per unit frequency offset.

For example, for Eb/No = 6.4dB and frequency offsets of ±30kHz, the phase shift of the SO
becomes as high as ±7o. This deteriorates the BER by almost 0.6dB for single SOs using



* PBSK = Bi-phase Phase Shift Keying

the multiply-by-four technique and almost by 1dB for SOs using data remodulation loop
technique. The phase correction network (PCN) developed for the 120-Mbit QPSK-
TDMA modem limits the BER degradation to less than 0.2dB. The PCN discussed in this
paper is a universal one and can be used with any SO recovery technique.

CARRIER RECOVERY [9]

For carrier recovery two techniques are widely used, namely the multiply-by-four
technique and the data remodulation technique.

For bit rates less than 100Mbit/s, the multiply-by-four technique results in S/N which is
high. High S/N results in high tracking range, and, as a consequence, there is low phase
shift per unit frequency offset. For example, for a 60-Mbit QPSK modem, an SO carrier
recovery can have a tracking range of 8MHz at the center frequency of 280MHz.

For a ±50kHz frequency offset at 70-MHz IF, the phase shift (referred to 70MHz) amounts
to ±2.25o, which affects the BER performance very little. On the other hand, in a 120-Mbit
QPSK modem, the S/N level after the multiply-by-four process and filtering drops to less
than 0dB. This low S/N reduces the tracking range to less than 1MHz, which results in a
phase shift of ±18o/±50-kHz frequency offsets. As a result, the BER performance degrades
considerably. The tracking range is determined by two factors:

1. the S/N of the input control signal; and

2. the division-by-four process.

For example, at Eb/No = 6.4dB with divide-by-four process, the tracking range is degraded
by an order of magnitude.

It is not possible to improve the S/N level of the IF signal in a 120-Mbit QPSK modem
after the multiply-by-four process if acquisition time must remain fast. But, by deleting the
division process in the SO, over half an order of magnitude of tracking range is restored.

A PHASE CORRECTION NETWORK FOR BPSK*

One of the accepted PCNs presently in use is shown in Figure 1.

The 140-MHz recovered carrier is applied to a BPF with a center frequency of 280 MHz.
This implies that the second harmonic of the 140-MHz IF is recovered through the filter.



This is possible if the 140-MHz IF is rich in second haromonics, which may not be the
case. Therefore, it is often necessary to multiply the 140-MHz IF frequency by two to
secure the 280-MHz frequency. The output of the BPF1 must be applied to an RF
amplifier to make up for the losses. The output of the RF amplifier 1 is applied to a hybrid
divider which supplies one input to the BPF2 and the other input to the mixer M. The
output of BPF2 is amplified again by A2 to compensate for the losses in the BPF2. This
280-MHz signal is divided by two applied to mixer M. The inputs to the mixer are given
by

sin (2Tt ± 22) (1a)
sin (Tt + 22) (1b)

and the output of the mixer becomes

1/2 cos Tt (2)

where phase shift 2 is eliminated from the output.

The efficiency of this technique relies heavily on the performance of the 280-MHz BPFs.
They must have the same phase relations and insertion loss; otherwise there will be a high
and varying phase error.

A NEW DESIGN

A new PCN in connection with the carrier recovery network is shown in Figure 2.

This section in thick lines represents the phase correcting network. It uses one mixer, one
operational amplifier, a hybrid divider, and a phase reference delay cable to establish the
proper operating point for the phase shifter 0/. This delay element can usually be deleted.
The phase error between the input and the output of the SO is detected by the mixer M.
The output of the mixer is applied to the amplifier which performs the necessary
amplification to supply the proper amount of control voltage to the phase shifter 0/.

The output voltage variations versus the phase difference between the inputs of the mixer
is given in Figure 3. It supplies ±35 mv for the ±30-kHz frequency offset.

The phase shifter introduces ±7o phase error for ±30kHz frequency offset, and per unit volt
at its control input, the phase changes by 10o (10o/V). Therefore, to correct for ±7o phase
shift, the phase shifter 0/ input must be ±700mV. Both the phase shifter 0/ and the phase
detector are operating on their linear regions. The phase shift variations versus input
control voltage of the phase shifter 0/ is shown in Figure 4.



It is found experimentally that the phase shifter has minimum VSWR at 6V bias level. At
this bias level, the phase shifter has 120o phase shift. This point is referenced to 0o by using
a coax cable which introduces 6o phase shift per one inch. The operational amplifier
accepts ±35mV and delivers ±700mV to the phase shifter 0/ to correct for the total phase
shift within ±30-kHz frequency offsets. The complete circuit of the operational amplifier is
shown in Figure 5.

The BER curves for the phase correction due to ±30-kHz frequency offsets are shown in
Figure 6. The +30-kHz offset curve coincides with the no offset curve, whereas the
!30kHz differs by less than 0.2dB. This difference is due to the frequency offset between
the incoming IF and the SO natural frequency.

The above PCN is simple and inexpensive, and it can be added easily to any carrier
recovery network using an SO without disturbing the basic operation of the modem. It
degrades the acquisition time of the modem by less than 100µs.

It is possible to introduce other techniques in the design of phase cancelling networks,
such as using a semiconductor delay element in series with the SO, where a change in
frequency is detected and applied to the semiconductor delay element to change the
electric field, which in turn changes the delay of the signal.

Another possible method is the adjustment of the center frequency of the bandpass filter as
the frequency changes. This can be done by a varactor diode inserted as a tuning element
into the bandpass filter.

The acquisition time of a 120Mbit/s modem including the phase correction network is
shown in Figure 7. The Eb/No was 6.4dB and the preamble consisted of 48 1’s and 128
alternate 1’s and 0’s.

The total time allocated for acquisition is 2.8µsec. The SO with all its associated circuitry
acquires in less than 450nsec.

PHASE CANCELLING NETWORK

A Phase Cancelling Network is shown in Figure 8. The first SO constitutes the carrier
recovery. If the incoming carrier is not at the center frequency of the SO, the SO
introduces a phase error of 22 between its input and output. This error is cancelled in the
circuit shown in Figure 8.

As
sin " sin $ = 1/2 cos (" !$) ! 1/2 cos (" + $) (3)



Let
sin " = sin (2Tt + 22) (4)

and
sin $ = sin (Tt + 22) (5)

The output of the mixer at point A becomes

sin (2Tt + 22) ! sin (Tt + 22) (6)

which results in

1/2 cos (2Tt + 22 ! Tt ! 22) ! 1/2 cos (2Tt + 22 + Tt + 22) (7)

Equation (7) can be simplified as

1/2 cost Tt ! 1/2 cos (33Tt + 42) (8)

At the output of the 14OMHz filter equation (8) becomes

1/2 cos Tt (9)

which does not contain the phase error 6.

PHASE SKIP CORRECTION

At Eb/No lower than 5dB where standard carrier recovery techniques fail to function
properly, the SO carrier recovery continues to operate. Some random phase skipping may
occur at very low levels of Eb/No. To avoid such skipping a phase skip correction network
is used.

The block diagram of such a circuit is shown in Figure 9. BPF1 accepts the 140-MHz IF
and, after quantizing it, passes to BPF2 and the mixer M. The 140-MHz IF is filtered
further in BPF2 and then divided by two. Mixer M receives thus two signals, one from the
divide-by-two network FD1 and the quantizer. Mixer M mixes the 140-MHz and the
70-MHz signals to produce 70 MHz. The signal from FD1 is also applied to another divide
by two network FD3. The signal after the divide by two network FD1 is filtered twice,
namely by BPF1 and BPF2. Thus, it has a better S/N than the signal S/N after BPF1. The
70-MHz output of mixer M has a relatively poor S/N. This implies that the S/N of FD3 is
better than that of FD2. If there is no skipping, the outputs of FD2 and FD3 will be
coincident and the exclusive-or gate IC1 will not be conducting, whereas IC2 will be



conducting. If there is skipping, IC1 will be conducting, which will correspond to half a
cycle timing or 180o phase shift. This phase shifted signal supplements the missing signal
at the exact time to provide continuation of the carrier signal.
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Figure 1.  Phase Correction Network

Figure 2.  PCN Imbedded in Carrier Recovery Network



Figure 3. Output Voltage Variation vs. Phase Difference
between Inputs of Mixer

Figure 4. Phase Shift Variations vs. Input Control Voltage
of Phase Shifter



Figure 5.  Complete Circuit of Operational Amplifier

Figure 6. BER Curves with Phase Correction



Figure 7. Phase Acquisition of a Carrier Recovery
Incorporating Phase Correction

Figure 8.  Phase Cancelling Network

Figure 9. Basic Configuration of Phase-Skip
Correction Circuit
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design and performance of a flexible data link system for test and
training range communications. To support a wide variety of range applications, this data
link provides variable length messages, participant store-and-forward relays, remote data
stations, three modes of operation - TDMA, polled, and carrier sense, and a transmit-
receive range of more than 80 miles. The data link is adaptable to different message rates
and sizes to support different types of missions. For example, a high dynamics aircraft
mission can be supported by two-way 400 bit messages from 25 aircraft 10 times per
second; a tactical armor mission can be supported by two-way 200 bit messages from 500
participants once per second. The data link is designed with packet radio and pseudonoise
spread spectrum techniques to combat common range communication problems such as
multipath fading, host vehicle obscuration, coexistence, interference, and vehicle
dynamics. Data link performance is presented to show the flexibility and adaptability to
various range communication requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced range data link applications require efficient data transfer from the user/vehicle
under test to the range control center for processing. Efficient transfer to TSPI data
requires acceptance of various data message lengths by the data link system and
transmission of the data over large distances. A key issue is the acceptance of data from
multiple participants undergoing variable dynamics over a maximum range of 100 nautical
miles. Additional coverage up to 400 nautical miles is provided by relay capabilities built
into the data link system. Figure 1 provides the basic requirements for an advanced data
link system for test and training range applications. The basic criterion used to evaluate the
data link ability in meeting the above range requirements deals with the concept of
transparency. Transparency guarantees that the data link system will be transparent to the
participant and the range control center. The basic parameters that govern transparency are
given in Figure 2. A high degree of transparency provides the basis for real-time 



performance and assessment of the participant undergoing test and also provides real-time
command and control.

DATA LINK DESIGN SUMMARY

Based on these data link design requirements, a design was created which provides
flexibility to meet the requirements of all the ranges which were considered. The range
data link system is composed of two major subsystems, a participant transceiver and a
range subsystem. It is designed to provide two-way communication between these
subsystems and to maximize the commonality. The range subsystem is further divided into
a network control segment (the Data Link Controller/Processor (DLC/P)), a Master station
directly connected to the DLC/P, and 4 to 16 Remote stations. Block diagrams of the Data
Link Transceiver (DLT), Remote/Master Station (RS,MS) and DLC/P are given in
Figure 3, Panel B. The DLC/P is a computerized system which controls the collection and
distribution of all data. It interfaces with the range command post and provides the
participant TSPI data. The DLT transmits to and receives data from the DLC/P via the RSs
and the MS. The DLT, RS, and MS all use identical transceivers. The (MS) is nearest the
DLC/P and is connected to the DLC/P via a flexible digital interface unit. The remotes are
unmanned and can be distributed throughout the range. The distribution of the remotes
(RSs) is based on maximizing both the range coverage area and the likelihood of error free
transmission between the DLTs and the DLC/P. The Data Link Subsystem (DLS) can
operate autonomously using the remotes as relays or in conjunction with the existing host
range data link (GFE Data Link) via the digital interface at the remotes. The data link can
also operate cooperatively with a similar data link system on an adjacent range via the
DLC/P’s FDIU. A complete system allocation of all data link functions is given in
Figure 3.

DATA LINK TRANSCEIVER DESIGN

The design of the data link transceiver is based on a redesign of the MAFIS data link to
meet the requirements of the range systems under consideration. Foremost in these
requirements was the need to repackage the data link into a form which would fit inside an
AIM-9 missile pod. This packaging design was used to partition the data link into six
unique modules.

The data link transceiver design is the basis for two-way communication between ground
stations (remotes and master) and the participants. The transceivers used by the ground
station and the participant are functionally the same. The design features of the transceiver
are shown in table 1. The transceiver transmits a burst of data in four different transmission
modes (table 1, sheet 1 of 2) selected by software in the transceiver processor. Software
selected relay capability is provided between transceivers for extended coverage. MSK



narrowband modulation concentrates the transmission energy in the MSK main lobe
waveform and suppresses the side lobes, minimizing RF interference into the other bands.
Narrowband MSK modulation is offered in the 240 to 290-MHz and 340 to 390-MHz
bands. PN spread spectrum operation (at 340 to 390 MHz) provides anti-jamming
capability and multipath suppression for delay times of greater than one chip time.
Transmission frequency selection is in 1-MHz steps; the baseline configuration operates at
220 to 225 MHz and at 340 to 390 MHz. It may be modified to operate in the L-band
frequency region by replacement of the power supply, transmitter, frequency synthesizer,
and receiver sections. Modular replacements provide the ability to operate in other bands,
however, operation in the 1435 to 1530-MHz band would interfere with the L1 frequency
used by the GPS receivers. The data link receiver also provides signal rejection capability
outside the transmitter bandwidth. All software selections can be via the interface with the
GPS receiver, predetermined before the mission, or dynamically selected by the control
center.

The data link transceiver modem is an MSK/DPSK hybrid. Its heritage is MAFIS and it is
designed to optimize performance in multipath fading environments. It accepts 32 to 1024
bits of message plus 144 bits of header, CRC and trailer. This total message is converted
to a 400-Kbps MSK modulated waveform. The modem uses a second-order Costas loop
with a 40-kHz bandwidth to accommodate tracking errors due to high dynamics.

DATA LINK PROTOCOL

A hybrid protocol was chosen for the range DLS after an extensive trade study. Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), and polling
protocols were all investigated, but were found too restrictive to satisfy all requirements. A
hybrid protocol that combines TDMA, polling and demand/reservation was chosen to
satisfy the requirements and to provide flexibility. This hybrid protocol allows the use of
TDMA operation when high efficiency is required, and polling operations when variable
rate sampling of the participants is required. The demand/reservation operation allows
participants to send data on a random/as-required basis. All protocol options may be
operated simultaneously to accommodate the data transmission requirements of many
participants under a wide variety of conditions. For example, a participant could send TSPI
data on a regular basis in preset TDMA time slots; the participant could also be polled for
more specialized data and the participant could also request reservation time to send data
asynchronously. This hybrid protocol will support between 1 and 2000 participants.

DATA LINK SEQUENCING

The network time structure consists of a variable length periodic time cycle (nominally set
to one second) divided into variable length time slots. The time structure of the data link



network is shown in Figure 4. Each time slot contains a message; the message structure is
also shown in Figure 4.

The time slots in the network are used to schedule the transmission of periodic TDMA
messages as well as poll and response messages if scheduled poll/response is being used.   
Each time slot is given a suitable length for messages to be transmitted and the time slots
are scheduled to allow the most efficient use of the network time possible.

The network also uses block-data messages, an advanced feature that saves network time
when store-and-forward relays are used. Several smaller messages are packed into a single
block-data message before they are sent either up-link or down-link through a store-and-
forward remote chain. The structure of block-data messages and the time savings achieved
by their use can be seen in Figure 5.

The control of the network, assignment of participants, interface with the host range, and
special moding of the data link system is controlled by the DLC/P. The design of the
DLC/P is similar to the control center for MAFIS. Special features for a particular range
would be embedded in this controller.

DATA LINK TIME SYNCHRONIZATION

A difficult problem in a TDMA network is maintaining time synchronization between all
participants. The GPS data link system uses the output of the Precise Time and Time
Interval (PTTI) function in GPS to synchronize the TDMA frame for all participants and
ground stations. The PTTI function is already an integral part of the GPS receivers used by
the participants, therefore, the addition of a low dynamics GPS receiver at the
master/remote stations is the lowest cost approach to providing time synchronization. Use
of GPS as a time standard eliminates Cesium Beam Standards which require maintenance
and frequent calibration (time set) or internal system time transfer techniques. In the
absence of GPS for PTTI, Master Station transmitted time synchronizes all remote data
link times for TDMA operation.

The PTTI function uses GPS time bias, which is routinely calculated by the navigation
processor, to maintain data link transceiver time references synchronized with the GPS
time. Use of GPS time limits the total guard time needed for conflict-free transmission to
4.4 x 10-4 seconds. Based on the 400-bit (nominal) requirement, the total slot time required
for transmission is 1.8 x 10-3 seconds, which gives a 10% transmission slot margin for all
data lengths.



DATA LINK NETWORK PERFORMANCE

The Data Link System (DLS) is capable of handling two-way communications for 400-bit
messages to and from 250 participants every one second. Each participant can be at an
unknown range up to 70 nautical miles from a ground station. The data link network
capacity for the above is 93% using a TDMA network protocol and 99.25% using a poll-
response network protocol (Figure 6 Panel B). For poll-response, the latency is less than 4
milliseconds (panel C); and, less than 2 milliseconds for TDMA. Each is dependent on the
time required to send a 400-bit message across the 70 nautical mile UHF link (Panel A).
The response times for the transceivers at the participant and master station are shown in
Figure 6, Panel C.



REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

• COVERAGE
• ALTITUDE
• DISTANCE

-100 TO 70,000 FT
100 FT TO 70 N MILES* FROM
TRANSCEIVER TO TRANSCEIVER

• OPERATION FREQUENCY BASED ON ECAC ALLOCATION
(ACTUAL FREQUENCIES LOOKED
AT WERE 220-225MHz, 340-390MHz,
AND 1435-1530MHz)

• INTERFERENCE NEED TO FUNCTION IN UNINTENTIONAL
RF JAMMING ENVIRONMENT

• COEXISTENCE SHOULD BE ABLE TO OPERATE
COOPERATIVELY WITH A LIKE DATA
LINK SYSTEM ON AN ADJACENT RANGE

• NUMBER OF PLAYERS 2000, MAX

• TYPE OF PLAYERS MANPACKS, TANKS, JEEPS,
HELICOPTERS, AIRCRAFT,
DRONES, MISSILES;

• DYNAMICS THAT ASSOCIATE WITH TYPE
OF PLAYER (MACH 4.5, MAX)

• MESSAGE LENGTH 32-1024, NEEDED TO ACCUMULATE
INFO FROM VARIOUS TYPES OF
PLAYERS

• CAPACITY SHOULD BE ABLE TO HANDLE
250 PLAYERS EACH TRANSMITTING
AND RECEIVING 400 BITS OF
MESSAGE IN ONE SECOND.

685-2991

Figure 1.  Advanced Range Data Link Requirements

REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

DEGRADATION BER#10-6 BETWEEN USER AND
RANGE CONTROL

RELIABILITY/INTEGRITY GUARANTEES BER 99% OF THE TIME

ERROR DETECTION CAPABILITY OF DETERMINING
MESSAGE ERROR

LATENCY 300 MILLISECOND, MAX
285-590

Figure 2.  Data Link Transparency Requirements



Figure 3.  Data Link Design Summary (Sheet l of 2)



Figure 3.  Data Link Design Summary (Sheet 2 of 2)



Table 1.  Data Link Transceiver Design Features (Sheet 1 of 2)



Table 1.  Data Link Transceiver Design Features (Sheet 2 of 2)



Figure 4.  Data Link Sequencing



Figure 5.  Block Data Messages



Figure 6.  Network Performance
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REMOTE AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MONITORING USING
TELEMETRY
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present a concept utilizing digital telemetry links to upgrade
the military aircraft maintenance approach in the future. The evolution of digital avionics in
both military and commercial aircraft is creating changes that affect today’s approach to
maintenance. Commercial aviation has made significant progress in the direction of
maintenance monitoring using a digital telemetry link. This paper presents the status of
maintenance-monitoring efforts within the commercial airlines and, recognizing the
differences that exist between the military and commercial application, proposes an aircraft
maintenance concept for the military in the 1990s.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry is most often associated with the remote monitoring of instrumentation in
spacecraft, or in aircraft in a test environment. Usually the communication system used to
transmit the instrumentation data from the point of origin to the central processing system
is a devoted system designed to accommodate large amounts of data. The application
discussed in this paper differs from the classical application in that the monitoring would
be accomplished on military aircraft in an operational rather than a test environment.
Further, the anticipated data rate for the application would not warrant a devoted
communication system. The concept of introducing remote monitoring of aircraft systems
may present, to the telemetry community, no serious technical challenge. There is a
challenge, however, in attempting to change the traditional approaches to maintenance of
military aircraft, and the traditional uses of military communication systems.

BACKGROUND

The sophistication of new aircraft systems currently being developed suggests that a new
maintenance approach may be needed. The employment of Built-In Test (BIT) in avionics
Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) to isolate faults can reduce the organizational maintenance



activity to replacing designated components at a low-skill level. The isolation of faults not
identified with BIT can typically involve sophisticated and expensive Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) and highly skilled technicians or engineers. With the trend toward
increased packing density on printed circuit boards, and in turn, on Shop Replaceable
Units (SRUs), the cost of these units is escalating. All of the above factors contribute
toward potentially high maintenance costs in the Avionics Intermediate Shop (AIS). In an
austere budget environment the maintenance activity is subject to budget cuts, resulting in
reduced maintenance capability. This situation presents a critical problem in an
environment where command emphasis is placed on operational readiness. In response to
this problem, operational availability projections have become increasingly important to
systems under development; however, this is often translated into achieving improved
reliability of the system. The maintenance approach has a significant influence on the
downtime, and extended periods of downtime will affect operational availability more than
poor reliability.

Before proceeding with the discussion of a maintenance concept for the 1990s, it is
appropriate to present some of the concepts that characterize current military aircraft
maintenance. Flight operations, maintenance, and logistics are separate entities within the
military. The AIS at wing level supports the operations of the wing, and the logistics or
supply activity supports the AIS. Each of these activities (operations, maintenance, and
supply) operates independently through the use of separate communications facilities.

Each operational aircraft wing is self-sufficient with intermediate-level maintenance
capabilities. Avionics maintenance capabilities include extensive automatic test equipment
to fault-isolate both LRUs and SRUs. The Air Force intermediate-level maintenance
facility currently requires 4500 square feet of air-conditioned space; therefore, dispersal of
the maintenance facility to forward operating bases presents major problems. With the
increased sophistication of aircraft in the 1990s, the Air Force intermediate-level
maintenance shop may become even larger, more costly, and less mobile. As a result of
these factors, it is the objectives of this paper to suggest that a new maintenance concept
for aircraft may be appropriate for the 1990s.

ON-CONDITION MAINTENANCE MONITORING FOR COMMERCIAL
AIRCRAFT

Maintenance of aircraft used by the commercial airlines is regulated by the Federal
Aviation Administration. The airline companies may perform preventive maintenance at
scheduled intervals or they may conduct preventive maintenance by replacing engine
components at specified performance thresholds. Many of the airline companies adopt the
second approach as the most cost-effective from the standpoint of maintenance and loss of
revenue because of aircraft unavailability. The performance threshold approach requires a



system to monitor performance thresholds such as temperature, pressure, and fuel
consumption during normal engine operation. This on-condition monitoring capability
evolved from the Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS) developed primarily for flight
safety purposes in the early 1970s. Monitored data were analyzed to identify components
requiring maintenance. However, the analysis was conducted off line, which introduced
significant delays between recording of the data and the preventive maintenance action to
replace components.

In 1979 some of the airlines pioneered in telemetering the on-condition monitoring data to
ground facilities for immediate analysis to identify components that should be scheduled
for replacement. This approach is being used today by TWA, Delta, and United Airlines
for scheduling maintenance on the DC-9, the Super 80, and the 757/767 aircraft. The
ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS), augmented with an
auxiliary terminal, is used for transmission of the data (see Figure 1). Typically, engine-
monitoring data are transmitted at 5-minute intervals during a climb and 30-minute
intervals during cruise. A single VHF channel (131.55 MHz) is used by ACARS for
transmission of digital information. Maintenance-monitoring data represent only 15 percent
of the current digital traffic load; however, this will increase as more airlines implement
remote maintenance monitoring. Once received at the ground station, these data are
analyzed to determine the subsystems requiring replacement. The aircraft flight schedule is
then analyzed to determine the appropriate location to accomplish preventive maintenance
with a minimum disruption of operations.

CONCEPT FOR AVIONICS INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE SYSTEM (AIMS)

The airline community is now considering an expansion of its aircraft maintenance
concept. Aeronautical Radio, Inc., has proposed a concept for using ACARS to transmit
avionics fault information derived from BIT data. The concept, illustrated in Figure 2, is to
format BITE Î results into an ACARS Ï message and telemeter the message to ground
maintenance control whenever a system failure occurs. Ground maintenance analyzes the
data with an “expert system” Ð that emulates the diagnostic logic of the maintenance
engineers to diagnose faults. Should additional data be required, query messages are sent
to the aircraft until a diagnosis is made. Once the diagnosis of the fault is completed, flight
operations Ñ is queried for a flight plan and a schedule is established to perform the
required maintenance. The appropriate maintenance activity (line station) Ò is notified of
scheduled maintenance stores (supply) Ó is notified of the required component, and the
Avionics Test Shop Ô is notified of the fault condition of the LRU being replaced. Finally,
a data base file that records the maintenance activity is updated Õ.



* Reliability-centered maintenance is a maintenance concept that allows the condition of the
equipment to dictate the need for maintenance or the extent of repair required.

MILITARY MAINTENANCE MONITORING

The military has pursued on-condition monitoring in parallel with the commercial airlines.
The first effort in on-condition monitoring was with the C-5A aircraft. The Malfunction,
Analysis, Detection, and Recording System (MADAR) monitored more than engine
performance [1,100 test points, including avionics, engine vibration, pressure, temperature,
and airframe stress (1)]. Initially, the monitored data were telemetered to ground stations
for processing. Difficulties with workload during missions and the quality of the data
forced a modification of the system to replace the direct data transmission with a recorder
and off-line processing with a human quality control interface. Over the years this system
was used, and an extensive data base of recorded performance information was
established.

A more recent effort in on-condition monitoring is the Turbine Engine Monitoring System
(TEMS) for the A-10/TF-34 engine. This program consists of in-flight and ground
hardware to sense and analyze engine parametric data for fault detection, isolation, and
trending. Currently, the Air Force is completing a Squadron Integration Program that will
integrate the TEMS capabilities into the maintenance and logistics capabilities for the
A-10/7-34 engine before operational implementation of the system. TEMS is
complemented by the Comprehensive Engine Management System (CEMS), which is a
ground-based system that supports the engine management community with trend analysis
of performance data, engine status, and inventory control. Although TEMS will interface
with CEMS, there apparently is no serious consideration being given to telemetering
TEMS data to CEMS ground station via a data link. Additional information on the TEMS
concept is available in References 2 and 3. The Navy has a comparable program for engine
monitoring for the A-7 aircraft, referred to as the Engine Integrated Consolidated
Maintenance System (EICMS).

The military implementation of on-condition monitoring presents a different scenario than
the airline implementation. Commercial aircraft will normally fly standard routes with
minimal change in engine conditions, whereas military aircraft engines are subject to
continual change in engine condition. This presents difficulty in establishing a baseline for
on-condition monitoring. The military has, however, supported on-condition monitoring as
part of reliability-centered maintenance.* To implement this policy there is an Integrated
Turbine Engine Monitoring System (ITEMS) being initiated to expand the TEMS concept
to new engines under development.



Central Integrated Test System (CITS)

The B-1 aircraft also has a planned in-flight engine performance monitoring system as part
of the CITS. The engine monitoring does not encompass the sophistication of TEMS
(primarily time and temperature data) but does include maintenance monitoring of avionics
subsystems. Failed subsystems are identified with BIT and the information displayed for
air crews. Data from CITS are recorded for later analysis using ground maintenance
facilities.

F/A-18 Avionics Fault Tree Analyzer (AFTA)

The Navy’s new digital F/A-18 aircraft employs extensive BIT for avionics. Many of the
F/A-18 avionics subsystems have gone beyond the requirement to isolate faults to WRAs
(Navy equivalent of LRU) and are actually providing data to isolate to SRA (Navy
equivalent of SRU). The mission computer is used to integrate the BIT data for all WRAs
into fault messages that are maintained in processor memory. A flight-line tester, referred
to as the Avionics Fault Tree Analyzer (AFTA), has been developed to access and analyze
the BIT data (4). The analyzer serves as an “expert system” that conducts a diagnostic
analysis emulating an experienced maintenance technician in order to isolate a fault to the
SRA level. Although the AFTA is currently ground support equipment, the functions
performed could be incorporated into the airborne processor or in a ground system with
fault data telemetered to the ground station.

A PROPOSED MAINTENANCE CONCEPT USING A TELEMETRY LINK

Although the concept of using a telemetry link for oncondition engine monitoring has not
been adopted within the military to date, there seems to be sufficient motivation for
considering this approach for the 1990s. Figure 3 illustrates a concept for remote
maintenance monitoring that integrates both engine monitoring and avionics fault analysis
with ground processing facilities using a data link. The proposed aircraft system in
Figure 3 incorporates the capabilities of the F/A-18 AFTA integrated with the on-board
computer. The AFTA currently is a passive device that has been designed to analyze the
results of BIT data. To facilitate isolating faults to the SRU level, it may be necessary to
augment AFTA with a limited capability to generate test signals. The mission computer
would provide the interface between the on-board fault analyzer (AFTA) and a data link to
the ground maintenance system. Avionics fault and engine-monitoring data would be
formatted into maintenance messages for transmission over a data link. Messages from
ground maintenance facilities requesting additional data would be processed by the
mission computer, which issues appropriate commands to the fault analyzer.



The concept of operation for providing maintenance status information to ground stations
would be to initially transmit baseline information at the beginning of a mission.
Subsequent messages would be sent only when the status changes outside preset limits.
The volume of data for this type of operation would place minimal demand on a telemetry
system. Should further system design reveal that ground communications facilities would
not be within range of aircraft, the system could store data and provide a “dump” of
monitored data when aircraft are within range of a ground station.

The ground system centers around the AIS maintenance facility but includes interfaces
with both flight operations, specialized repair centers (SRCs), and the supply system. The
avionics fault data will be analyzed to identify SRAs needing replacement. Expert systems
supported by highly trained technicians at SRCs will query the mission computer for
additional diagnostic information to resolve ambiguities and isolate faults to the SRA level.
By using this approach, diagnosing failures should be more effective than the classical
approach of trying to reproduce the maintenance problem in a “shop environment.” Once
the faulty SRA is identified, the system locates a replacement in the supply system.
Immediate action is taken to have the part dispatched to the base where the flight will
terminate so that the faulty SRA can be replaced and the avionics restored to full
operational capability. The current alternative to this approach is to wait until the aircraft
has returned to base and is turned over to maintenance personnel.

Although the time advantage in transmitting fault information over a data link may not
seem significant for a short mission, the additional lead time until maintenance personnel
are actually diagnosing faults can result in a significant delay. In an environment in which
rapid turnaround of aircraft to maintain a high sortie rate is important, the use of a data link
to provide the maintenance facility with fault data in real time becomes very significant.

In addition to transmitting avionics fault messages over a telemetry link, engine-monitoring
messages would similarly be transmitted using the same facilities. The main difference in
the engine data would be the actions required by the ground maintenance system. Engine-
monitoring data do not necessarily indicate an existing fault condition and, as such,
urgency of maintenance action is not the issue; rather, the issue is scheduling preventive
maintenance in an efficient manner to optimize maintenance resources and minimize the
unavailability of the aircraft.

Telemetry Requirements

As mentioned previously, the volume of maintenance data that would be transmitted by
each aircraft for status reporting of fault information is minimal. The volume of data for
engine-monitoring messages would be somewhat greater but would still be considered a
minimal demand on the data link system. This is presuming that the frequency of



transmission of the engine-monitoring data is comparable to that employed over the airline
ACARS (between 5- and 30-minute intervals). The data requirements for the system would
mainly be determined by the number of aircraft using the system in a given area. Assuming
a maximum of 50 aircraft using a single 3 KHz channel with a digital modem similar to
ACARS, there should be adequate capacity.

An alternative to using a 3 kHz voice channel would be to establish a series of
maintenance messages that could be transmitted over planned data links such as the Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS). This alternative would only
accommodate aircraft equipped with JTIDS, which, in the case of the Air Force, may be a
small percentage of the aircraft inventory. Similarly, the Navy will not have a JTIDS data
link capability on many aircraft that will be operational in the 1990s. Although the data
link capacity available through JTIDS would accommodate low-priority maintenance
messages, the software changes needed to process additional messages could present
problems at this stage in the development. For these reasons a telemetry channel with a
digital modem, similar to the ACARS digital modem, would appear to be the preferred
approach. The ground communications system to interconnect operators with maintenance
and supply facilities would use existing digital transmission facilities such as the Defense
Digital Network (DDN).

Advantages of Remote Maintenance Using a Telemetry Link

The concept of using a telemetry link to transmit maintenance data to military ground
facilities could have the following significant advantages:

- Avionics faults would be identified to an LRU and to the extent possible, to an SRU,
during a mission. Replacement of faulty LRUs and SRUs could be accomplished on
the flight line immediately upon return from mission, with the aircraft returned to
complete operational status in minutes rather than hours or days.

- Those faults which cannot be unambiguously identified to LRU/SRU could be further
diagnosed by using an expert system. Additional information would be requested by
the expert system from the aircraft mission computer concerning the failure. The
response would be used to make a diagnosis.

- Intermittent faults could be diagnosed in actual operating conditions rather than being
subjected to extensive bench testing to reproduce the fault.

- A centralized ground maintenance facility with an expert system would reduce some
of the specialized personnel and equipment requirements of intermediate-level
facilities. This would reduce the size and complexity of the AIS/AIMD organization,



provide better mobility and decreased operating cost, and further support the creation
of a two-level Air Force maintenance concept by increasing the effectiveness of
operational maintenance.

Problems

Implementation of the concepts addressed herein will present some problems that must be
recognized. These problem areas are as follows:

- The effective implementation of avionics fault monitoring depends on an effective
integrated BIT. Although new aircraft will be employing BIT, the capability would
not be available on existing operational aircraft. Consequently, the implementation of
maintenance monitoring using telemetry would initially be limited to new aircraft. As
older aircraft undergo major upgrades of avionics or are replaced, they could adopt
the telemetry link maintenance concept.

- On-condition monitoring of engine performance is not receiving complete acceptance
within the military as a replacement for scheduled maintenance for reasons addressed
earlier. The value of using a data link to transmit engine-monitoring data versus
recording the data is of questionable benefit if maintenance scheduling action is not
taken upon receipt of the data.

- The ground maintenance system needed to support this proposed maintenance
concept would need to integrate operations, maintenance, and supply into a common
system. Currently, these are considered separate functional areas with supporting
communications systems unique to the requirements of each area.

- Currently, a data link capability from aircraft to ground sites is not universally
available. Aircraft operating in tactical data systems nets have this capability at the
present time, but many aircraft rely on voice nets for air-to-ground communications.
The addition of a modem to provide a maintenance telemetry capability over existing
UHF voice channels would require the use of additional avionics equipment that
could present weight and space problems.

- Aircraft processor capability is often a limitation in aircraft improvements. Planning
for remote maintenance monitoring should include provision for increasing processing
capability in the development of a new aircraft or in major upgrade programs.



* AGARD is the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development.

SUMMARY

The trend toward digital avionics in new aircraft emphasizing extensive use of BIT
suggests changes in the traditional approaches to maintenance. A maintenance concept is
proposed that would employ telemetry links to permit the remote monitoring of
maintenance data. Advance notice of faults in avionics equipment and degraded
performance of engines could be used to more efficiently schedule maintenance actions,
including the location and prepositioning of replacement parts. An improvement in
operational readiness would result. Some problems are expected in implementing this
approach in the near term, but planning should begin now for an evolutionary
implementation in the 1990s.
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Figure 1 – ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS)



Figure 2 – Airlines Concept for Avionics Integrated Maintenance System (AIMS)



Figure 3 – Proposed Maintenance Concept Using Telemetry



* A particulate medium cannot be isotropic, but if all particles are chemically and physically
identical, oriented in one direction and spaced equally, the result of recording is predictable, and,
though wavelength dependent, free of tape noise.
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ABSTRACT

A novel source of noise is identified and described in this study. If a continuous recording
medium is less than perfectly uniform, a given quantity may be recorded differently at
different locations in the medium. Inadvertent “encoding” occurs, embedding noise in the
signal. Symmetrical sideband noise power results from amplitude and phase modulation of
the signal stream by the nonuniform recording medium. “Write noise”, so-called because
writing is required, is correlated in amplitude with signal amplitude, and its mean
frequency is the signal frequency. It is the dominant noise source for the current generation
of recorders and tapes; its power spectrum is almost the same as the power spectrum of the
signal. The ratio of standard deviation to mean value of the signal envelope when
recording cw signals is an absolute measure of tape quality independent of record level,
tape speed, and track width, and establishes an available signal-to-noise ratio which cannot
be exceeded. It is assumed that the recorder output has a normal amplitude distribution
about its mean value. Theory is confirmed by experiment, within experimental error, for
cw and digital recording. (Key words:  Write Noise, Magnetic Recording, Recording
Theory.)

INTRODUCTION

Prior researchers have stated that tape noise is due to deviation from the mean
magnetization, and have assumed that this is caused by additive white gaussian
magnetization uniformly distributed throughout the recorded region of the medium. This
approach was initially used by Stein (1) and Daniels (2), and further refined by Mallinson
(3,4,5). More recently, Thurlings (6,7) investigated the effects of particle “clumping” in
the emulsion. When he forced agreement between theory and experiment at long
wavelength on tape he observed that the ratio of theoretical to experimental noise power 



density at large wave numbers was 20 dB, and “too large to be accounted for by the
present theory”, i.e., it could not be explained by clumping.

When recording cw it is observed that the envelope of the recorder output is variable. (See
Figure 5a.) The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value of the envelope is found
to be essentially independent of record level within the linear range of the recorder. (This
observation is described in detail under “Experiment”.) It is concluded that tape noise is
not additive, for, if it were, this ratio would decrease as record level is increased.

In any continuous recording process the medium is imperfect – a given quantity may be
recorded differently at different locations in the medium, the result of many independent
random variables due to particle metrics, chemistry, and metallurgy. The signal is
amplitude and phase modulated by the medium, producing symmetrical sideband noise
power. Since this occurs in the act of writing it is called “write noise”. It is the subject of
this study.

THEORY

We assume that the write/read process is nominally linear, and that the read head output
has a normal amplitude distribution about a mean value, 0 , with standard deviation F . For
the moment we neglect additive noise. The read head output in a narrowband filter may
then be described as:

(1)

where t is time on tape, ecos (kvt) is the write head input, k is wave number
= 2B/8 = 2B/wavelength, v is tape speed, t = x/v, and x is location on tape. c(t) and 0/(t)
are amplitude and phase functions, respectively, which describe the recording medium and
its variability. These quantities exhibit negligible change during a signal period. Equation
(1) describes both signal and noise output of the process; E {0/(t)} = 0 by definition, and
the mean noise frequency must be the signal frequency. Figure 1 shows the vector
relationships of expected value, 0, output, q(t), and noise, T(t), at the read head terminals.
If T(t) has a Rayleigh amplitude distribution, and is uniformly distributed over 2B radians
in phase, the distribution requirements on q(t) and 0/(t) are met. Then:

(2)



* However, in the present problem some amplitude modulation is required in order to provoke
phase modulation.

** This equation describes amplitude and phase correlation characteristics of these problems.

Write noise is deceptive – phase modulation entails no change in the envelope. If
amplitude modulation is present, and if:  im ( F / 0 ) v constant as 0 increases, write noise
exists. If we construe “variance” to be the “expected value of noise power”, classical
analysis is possible. With Figure 1 and the law of cosines, instantaneous read head power
output is:

(3)

 The variance is:

(4)

(5)

or, the expected absolute value of the sum of phase and amplitude sideband noise power.
When noise sidebands are summed over the signal spectrum, wideband noise is the result.

If 0 > > F:

(6)

Since T(t) and Ö(t) are independent random variables, with Equations (2) we
have:

(7)

or
(8)

The reciprocal of Equation (8) is the available signal-to-write-noise power ratio. As noted
above F / 0 is independent of the record level, more generally independent of 0, the mean
signal output level, and therefore independent of track width and tape speed.



From Equation (3) and 0 > > F:

(9)

(10)

(11)

With Equations (2):

(12)

F is the standard deviation of the envelope of q(t) when recording cw signals and 0 > > F .
This corresponds to the “large signal” condition treated by Rice (8) and Papoulis (9), for
which they obtained this result. A convenient method for the measurement of F is provided
below.

Rice and Papoulis estimated the distribution of the phase of signal plus gaussian noise.
Sideband noise power due to phase modulation is, from Middleton (10):

(13)

Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order.  The distribution of 0/ is given by
Papoulis, Equation (14 63).

(14)



Phase modulation noise calculated by this method is in agreement with Equation (8).

Phase modulation noise is much greater than amplitude modulation noise; their power ratio
may be estimated with Equations (7) and (12):

(15)

This ratio is large for the current generation of magnetic tape recordings ( • 17.6 dB for
Ampex 795 tape).

Signal recovery from a magnetic recording was described by Wallace in his classical
treatment of the problem (11). His model is shown in Figure 2, which also defines the
parameters. He assumes that recording occurs in the plane normal to the tape velocity
vector at the center of the write head gap. The expected output of a read head at the tape
surface is:

(16)

The variance of the output of the read head is the sum of the variances of the elemental
layers transferred to the surface of the recording by a separation function, g(z), which
differs from the signal separation function within the recording medium. We reason that
g(z1 + z2) = g(z1) @ g(z2) provided (z1 + z2) # d, and g(z) must be a negative exponential
function.

Because of the Faraday effect, (S/N) for an elemental layer is very small, and the variance
of an elemental layer is the variance of the Rayleigh distribution. With Equations (2):

(17)

Let:
(18)



* We may sum noise power due to amplitude modulation sidebands, and, consequently, infer
phase modulation noise.

Then:

(20)

Equation (20) satisfies Equations (17) and (12). With Equations (8), (16), and (20):

(21)

Let:

(22)

and:

(23)

A parametric plot of Equation (23) is shown in Figure 3. The ratio of write noise to signal
is within 0.5 dB of a constant value when kd $ 0.5, or at least 96% of the passband of the
IRIG standard recorder (12). It is concluded that:

(24)

If > is independent of wave number, the power spectrum of write noise is almost the same
as the power spectrum of the signal.

If read-head first-circuit noise is negligible, degaussed tape noise is the power output of a
narrowband filter, in the limit, as the signal level is reduced to nil. It derives from the entire
emulsion, not only the recorded portion. Noise power density is a linear function of track
width, tape speed, and particle population density, i.e., of  cG. It is also proportional to >2. 



* Filar and Wright (15) report that degaussed tape noise in a narrowband filter has a Rayleigh
amplitude idstribution.

** Azimuth misalignment between record and reproduce heads also produces this effect, which
may be corrected by head alignment.

The power density per Hz is:

(25)

The notation is explained by Figure 2. Integrating:

(26)

A is a constant which justifies Equation (26). A small amount of tape noise from the
regions " $ z $ a and d $ z $ * is neglected in Equation (24), making that result slightly
optimistic. Competent management of the record level will assure that degaussed tape
noise is negligible in comparison to other noise sources. The power spectrum of Equation
(26) is useful in determining " and *, the emulsion separation and depth, respectively. The
method is described by Hedeman and Law (13).

The attenuation of write noise due to its separation function is 20BLlog,•11.7 dB/8, very
modest in comparison to the signal separation effect of 54.6 dB/8 found by Wallace. In
effect, write noise is derived from a larger volume of the emulsion than signal.

Phase distortion in the recording process attenuates signal recovery (14), but leaves write
noise unchanged because of its random phase. This causes an apparent increase in > in the
top octave of the recorder baseband. The signal decrease is predictable and may be
corrected; a measured standard deviation may be corrected to obtain > as a function of
wave number.**

We know that the variance of *q(t)*for large signals is F2, and for small signals is LF2 . The
measured value of standard deviation must be corrected at long wavelengths on tape to
obtain >. We have not derived this correction since it is required over a negligible fraction
of the recorder basebandwidth, 4% maximum. The correction may be made with the help
of Rice (8) or Papoulis (9). If it is necessary to consider additive noise power, it may be
summed with write-noise power. Additive noise is the power out of a filter with tape
moving, signal “off”, and bias “on”.



EXPERIMENT

The experiments described here were performed by Mr. E. L. Law of the Pacific Missile
Test Center, Pt. Mugu, CA. They are but a small part of his work. We hope that he will
report in detail on his findings. The experimental configuration is shown in Figure 4. The
normalized standard deviation > , is the quantity measured as a function of record level and
wave number. The envelope function, q(t), is the output of the low pass filter following the
linear half-wave rectifier. This output was sampled 2048 times over a 12-inch length of
tape while recording cw signals. The data were quantized and processed by minicomputer
to determine the amplitude distribution function, the mean value, and the standard
deviation. Quantization noise was negligible.

Figures 5a and 5b show typical results for an amplitude function and its distribution
function, which tends to be normal, but exhibits a maximum value of the independent
random variable. This indicates that particle orientation which has this property, possibly
dominates the distribution. Table I summarizes the results of a number of experiments. The
normalized standard deviation is independent of record level at 600 µin and 67 µin
wavelength on tape, but increases with larger wave numbers and decreases with smaller
wave numbers; the possible reasons for this were discussed under “Theory”. With
estimated corrections > is constant within 0.5 dB over the recorder basebandwidth. Tape
noise cannot be additive, for, if it were, > would be inversely proportional to record level.

For the last two lines in Table I two cw signals were multiplexed in order to record on the
same section of tape. Figures 6a and 6b show the amplitude functions for 3000 µin and
600 µin. Figures 7a and 7b show the results for 600 µin and 67 µin for a different section
of tape than that used for Figures 6a and 6b. The envelope function, except for a constant
multiplier, is independent of wave number. This function is the “signature” of a magnetic
recording medium, evidence of quality and identity.

Table I – Normalized Standard Deviation (>>) at Various Record Levels
Wavelength, µin

Record
Level,dBN* 3000 600 300 150   80   67

     0 .028 .035 .039 .060
   -6 .028
 -12 .025 .062
  -6(MUX) .030 .055
  -6(MUX) .020 .028

*with respect to IRIG normal record level.



From this experimental work > • .028 at a wavelength of 600 µin. The available signal-to-
write-noise ratio • 13.5 dB, from Equation (24), for the reel of Ampex 795 oriented
particle tape used.

The available signal-to-noise power ratio may also be estimated with a noise-added
method similar to that used to measure receiver noise figure. It has been shown by
Equation (23) that the power spectrum of write noise is approximately the power spectrum
of the signal. Then write noise may be simulated by a white gaussian noise generator
followed by a filter whose passband is shaped to the signal spectrum, and may then be
added to the output of an equalized recorder. If the signal is a pseudorandom number
(PRN) sequence in the non-return to zero (NRZ) code, the signal power spectrum and the
filter shape are (sinµ/µ) 2, where µ is a linear function of wave number. The experimental
method finds )1, the noise added to a noisy signal which results in bit error probability B,
excluding bit synchronizer slippage, and )2, the noise added to a noise-free signal which
results in bit error probability B. Figure 8 shows the experiment configuration. S is the
mean signal power at the input to the error detector, and W the mean write noise power
when recording the PRN sequence at normal record level, and:

P = S + W (27)

If the mean power at the input to the error detector due to the noise-free signal is also P:

S / (W + )1 ) = P/)2 (28)
It can be shown that:

S / W = (P + )1 ) / ()2 ! )1) (29)

The method is viable if )2 is much greater than additive noise in the recording process at
the input to the bit error detector.

This method was used by Mr. Law with a PRN sequence in the Manchester code (11), and
the determination made that S/W • 13.4 dB for the Ampex 795 tape. This was the average
of two experiments at data rates within the passband characteristics of the recording
system and related by a factor of two.

A body of experimental work has been devoted to the study of catastrophic signal dropouts
(16). One such encountered by Mr. Law is shown in Figure 9. It amounts, almost, to signal
extinction on a 50 mil track over a 1/16-inch length of tape. Microscopic inspection
revealed a physical aberration. It is the only catastrophic dropout on the track over the full
length, 9600 ft., of the tape. This suggests that there might be errors due to populations 



other than write noise. Theory and experiment which account for these observations are
wanting.

CONCLUSIONS

Write noise is caused by the variable magnetic characteristics of the recording medium
which phase- and amplitude-modulate a signal being recorded. It appears as symmetrical
signal sidebands. It is a gaussian process with a normal amplitude distribution. The ratio of
signal-to-write-noise is independent of tape speed, track width, and record level. The write
noise power spectrum is almost the same as the signal power spectrum. The fraction of
signal energy converted to write noise is an emulsion characteristic which establishes an
available signal-to-noise ratio, the best possible result. Additive tape noise due to
imperfect degaussing is negligible compared to write noise when the record level is
competently managed.
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Figure 1 –Vector Relationships

Figure 2 – Recorder Model



Figure 3 – Write-Noise-to-Signal Ratio (WN/S)

Figure 4 – CW Recording Experiment



Figure 5a – Amplitude Function

Figure 5b – Distribution Function



Figure 6a – Amplitude Function ( 88 = 600 µin)

Figure 6b – Amplitude Function ( 88 = 3000 µin)



Figure 7a – Amplitude Function ( 88 = 600 µin)

Figure 7b – Amplitude Function ( 88 = 80 µin)



Figure 8 – Write Noise Added Experiment

Figure 9 – Catastrophic Signal Dropout
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ABSTRACT

A digital tape recorder that supports bit rates of up to 107.5 Mbits/sec is described. The
channel rate of 118 Mbits/sec is achieved by use of randomized NRZI recording with
class IV partial response equalization and Viterbi detection. The system bit error rate
without error correction and an analysis of burst error statistics is presented.

The development of a Reed-Solomon error correcting code with very large interleave
depth is discussed and details of its implementation are given. The bit error rate of the
system after application of error correction is presented.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for providing user programmability to telemetry ground
stations. It describes the inadequacies of a traditional computer and proposes the use of a
data flow architecture to meet real-time processing requirements. The general
characteristics of data flow architectures are discussed along with the reasons why
telemetry processing is a natural problem class to be solved using data flow techniques.
Finally, the practical application of a Loral DATAFLO™ telemetry system is presented.

Introduction

The entry of embedded computers into the telemetry field is making traditional real-time
processing techniques obsolete. Embedded computers provide ease of change and format
variability at the data source; but as these changes are introduced, the corresponding
ground processing of the computer data streams must also be adapted. Ground station
processing must be highly flexible and user programmable to deal with these dynamic
processing requirements. General-purpose computers have provided both user
programmability and flexibility. And although real-time software has been developed for
these applications, real-time software on a conventional computer architecture is difficult
to develop and to change. In a sequential processing architecture, each process is
interactive with and dependent upon other processes sharing the same processing element
and storage. The application calls for a high-speed processor that provides an environment
to easily modify and add real-time software.

A typical telemetry ground station consists of a telemetry acquisition front-end system
feeding data to a host computer. As telemetry requirements evolve, the specialized
hardware in the front-end is doing more of the processing previously performed by the host
computer. Changing data formats along with higher data rates and increased demand for 



real-time analysis and display have increased the requirements of the modern telemetry
ground station.

High-speed preprocessors have been used to help increase the processing capabilities of
the ground station. Preprocessors are implemented with high-performance specialized
hardware requiring customized software to implement algorithms and other basic repetitive
operations. Although the preprocessor is an important part of any ground station, its
inflexibility makes it a poor candidate for meeting the requirement of user
programmability.

Data from the preprocessor is transmitted to the host computer for further analysis and
archiving. Although the host computer is programmable, its single CPU architecture
presents a significant bottleneck preventing system expansion and increased throughput.

Data flow architectures [7, 8, 9] provide a means for bridging the gap between the
inflexible high speed preprocessors and the overloaded host computer in the telemetry
ground station as well as for providing the necessary level of programmability.

Data Flow Architectures

Data flow architectures provide a means of connecting several processing elements in a
system without losing computational efficiency [3]. This is in contrast to conventional
computer architectures which typically do not provide a linear increase in processing
power as more processors are added to the system. In conventional systems, the increase
in processing power is usually proportional to the number of processors only for small
numbers of processors. In most non-cached multi-processors, adding an additional
processor to a systems with 8 to 12 processors does not result in any increase in system
performance [11, 12,13]. The saturation seen in performance graphs for conventional
multiprocess systems is due to two limiting factors:  the overhead incurred in
synchronizing and monitoring large numbers of processes and the contention among the
processors for the system bus,memory, and other shared devices. The contention for
common memory among multiple processors is referred to as the “von Neumann
Bottleneck” [5].

The multiprocess model used to program conventional computer systems cannot make use
of all of the available parallelism in the program. Multiprocess models also suffer from
being overly complex [3]. Data flow provides a simplifing view of parallel computation
and allows a program to fully utilize the available parallelism.

In data flow systems the shared memory bottleneck is avoided by giving each processor its
own local memory. Procesors communicate by sending messages to each other. In the



LORAL DATAFLO™ system, shared memory is also provided for the storage of large
data structures where there would be a performance penalty for passing them in message
form. The messages passed between processors consist of 32-bit data items, divided into a
16-bit destination address field and a 16-bit data field. These 32-bit messages are referred
to as tokens. The 16-bit address field is referred to as a tag. Data structures larger than 16
bits are constructed from the data fields of multiple tokens.

Rather than using constructs like the Ada rendezvous [2] (which choke parallelism), data
flow processes are scheduled by the arival of data. If a data flow process (usually referred
to as a “node”) uses three inputs in its computation, it will execute only when all three
inputs have arrived. Since nodes are scheduled by the arrival of data, as opposed to some
arbitrary scheduling algorithm, computation can proceed at the rate of the data arrival and
the basic algorithmic speed.

The type of operation performed on the data item depends on the type of data flow
architecture used. In a small-grain system, the operations performed are fundamental
instructions. Small-grain data flow systems are said to be parallel at the statement level.
This means that several statements of a program may be executing simultaneously on
different processing elements. In a large grain system, the operations to be performed on
the data items are code blocks consisting of several statements. Large-grain data flow
systems are parallel at the procedure level.

Data flow programs are descriptions of graphs that illustrate how tokens are processed and
routed through the system. Figure 1 is an example of a graph that shows the process of
X=[(A * B) + (C * D)]. Essentially, the data graph consists of a group of operations
connected by arcs. The arcs represent the paths taken by the data items. Thus they define
the inputs and outputs of the various operations. Tokens destined for the same operation
are matched up; when all needed input tokens are present, the operation is executed.

Telemetry and Data Flow

Real-time processing of telemetry data is uniquely suited to data flow architectures.
Applications that are data driven and that can be broken down into independent processes
are in this problem class [14].

Telemetry processing is a classic example of a data driven application. As a telemetry
stream is received by a telemetry front end, the data stream is broken down into its
elementary data words that are ready to be processed. In a data driven system, processes
execute as soon as the input data is available. Thus, the processing is effectively
synchronized with the incoming data stream. In a conventional computer, however, this
synchronization cannot be achieved. Real time software in a conventional computer can, at 



FIGURE 1. DATAFLOW GRAPH
REPRESENTING X=(A * B) + (C * D)

best, be event driven. In this type of system, the occurrence of an event will cause the
computer to execute a specific real-time task. The problem with this approach is that any
other real-time task currently running on the single processor system will be interrupted
and put on hold. In order for this scheme to work, the various real-time tasks must be
interdependent. Semaphores, rendezvous and other complicated inter process
communication and synchronization techniques must be used. Another approach would be
to make the real-time software aware of the format of the incoming data stream so that it
could process the data based on its position in the stream. This approach, however, tends
to create a large program rather than independent manageable modules. In either case, the
real-time software on a conventional computer is not easy to modify to meet changing
needs.

A data flow architecture is inherently independent of the format of incoming data. Because
of the data driven nature of data flow, the results of an operation will be essentially the
same even if the order of the incoming data changes. For example, a process requiring data
items A and B as input will execute the same whether the data comes in the order of A B
or B A . In the case where a data item is removed from the data stream the operation
which processes that data item will not consume any processor overhead since the process
will not execute until its inputs are present. In the case where a data item is added to a



stream, the processing for that data item may be added without regard for impact on
existing real time software.

Loral DATAFLO™

The Loral DATAFLO™ system is a collection of processors, called node processors,
communicating over a high speed parallel bus network. Each node processor board is an
independent computer system with independent local memory, a token matching section,
and a CPU with full floating point capability. The Loral DATAFLO™ system is a token
based system. Each token consists of a data item and a tag, which defines the manner in
which the data is processed. Each process in the system may have multiple input tokens.
The system is designed so that tokens of the same operation can match up, causing the
operation to execute. This method of distributed control allows the system to be expanded
from 1 to more than 100 node processor boards.

The data flow architecture used in the Loral DATAFLO™ is a “large grain data flow
system.” In a large grain data flow system, parallelism is present at the level of code
blocks, rather than at the statement level. The blocks of sequential code which make up the
atomic units of the data flow graph can be written an any sequential programming language
such as ‘C’ or Fortran.

Programmable Telemetry Real Time Processor

Loral Instrumentation’s ADS100 Telemetry front end system can be coupled with a Loral
DATAFLO™ system to provide the telemetry community with the necessary level of
programmability in a data flow architecture. The Loral ADS100 performs the functions of
telemetry acquisition, data compression and preprocessing, and data routing. The ADS100
is capable of routing data to and controlling several peripheral devices including analog
tape recorders, analog strip chart recorders, digital tape drives, printers and host computer
interfaces. The addition of a data flow processor into this environment provides an
important capability previously not found in telemetry ground stations.

Data flow programs are descriptions of data graphs. The data graph consists of a group of
operations connected by arcs (Figure 1). The operations represent the processing to be
done on the data items while the arcs represent the paths of the data items. Programming
the Programmable Real-Time Processor (PRP100), therefore, is a two step process: coding
the operations and describing the interconnections.

The first step is to develop a set of programs in the program development environment.
These programs are known as ‘node processes’ and typically consist of fundamental
blocks of code that perform a very specific function on a set of inputs. The inputs as well



as the outputs are not specifically defined at the time of program development, this allows
a node process to be used in multiple applications, as well as used several times within the
same application. For example a node process which performs the function of adding two
inputs and outputting the result could be used anywhere in the application where two input
measurements need to be summed.

The set of ‘node processes’ become the available building blocks for constructing the
specific application data graph. The inputs and outputs of each node process are defined in
the telemetry environment. The arcs of the data graph are defined by designating the
outputs of one node process as the inputs to another node process. The first level of inputs
to the data graph(s) will be the outputs of the telemetry acquisition system. Selected
telemetry data can be processed by one or several data graphs. The results can then be
distributed to peripheral devices, such as analog recorders, magnetic storage devices, or
connected computer systems.

Conclusion

Changing requirements are placing more demands on the telemetry ground station, user
programmability and system flexibility are central to these changing requirements. Real-
time software running in a conventional procedure oriented computer does not match the
data driven requirements of telemetry. Data flow architectures, such as that provided by
the Loral PRP100, provide an effective solution.
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ABSTRACT

A generic software architecture has been developed to support the typical functionality
required of the host computer in a telemetry ground station system. The architecture
provides sufficient flexibility to permit support of the wide spectrum of requirements
typically placed on such systems, while at the same time providing a structural shell which
helps to minimize the complexity of applications software. The general issues addressed
by this architecture include:

- The need to interface to a wide variety of telemetry front end equipments.

- The need to provide a convenient consistent, and efficient operator interface to the
integrated telemetry system.

- The need to support a variable amount and wide range of applications specific
processing.

- The need to be adaptable across different sizes of host computers.

- The need to be adaptable across different host computer systems.

This paper defines, at a high level, the architecture that has been defined and the general
data structure concepts required to make it work. It further addresses the standardized
operator interface supported by the architecture and finally, summarizes the benefits that
have been demonstrated to be derived through the use of this standardized approach in the
development of telemetry host computer software.



INTRODUCTION

The Data Systems Division of Fairchild Weston, is a major supplier of turnkey telemetry
data acquisition and analysis systems. These systems span a large range of capabilities,
ranging from the acquisition of data from a single input PCM data link to the simultaneous
acquisition of data from multiple PCM, FM, and 1553 data links, and the subsequent
playback and analysis of the acquired data by multiple simultaneous users.

In order to be able to efficiently produce systems with such a wide variety of capabilities,
and recognizing that the cost of such systems is being driven more and more by the cost of
the software in them, it became obvious that a generic telemetry ground station software
system architecture would have to be developed. This architecture would be required to
support the acquisition of data from a variety of telemetry front end configurations, would
be required to be adaptable to a wide range of sizes of computers or computer systems,
would be required to support the inclusion of application specific software on a project by
project basis, and would be required to provide a consistent software environment across
systems in order to minimize future efforts to be expended in the maintenance of ground
station software. Such an architecture has been developed and has proven to be an
effective aid in the design development, and maintenance of custom telemetry ground
stations.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The basic functionality provided by a telemetry system ground station typically will
include some subset of items from the following list:

- Control the acquisition of data into the ground station.

- Record the acquired data, or some subset of that data, to a mass storage device.

- Compress the acquired data by application of user specified algorithms.

- Perform engineering units conversions on the acquired data.

- Perform limit checking on the data being acquired and notify the users of limit
violations in realtime.

- Perform user specified processing on the acquired data and make the results available
for display.

- Display the data being acquired to one or more users in realtime.

- Display, in post-realtime, data that has been previously acquired to mass storage.



The above list of items can be broken down into four general categories; the acquisition,
processing, recording, and display of data. Each of these four categories then defines a
functional requirement which must be able to be satisfied by a system if that particular
requirement exists in the application.

In order to facilitate the design and development of modular software to implement the
system functional requirements, four interfaces have been defined which provide the
vehicle for software in each functional area to communicate with software in other
functional areas. The interfaces are:  the recording data buffers, the display data buffers,
the recorded data files, and the operator interface. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships
between each of the major processing functions and the defined interfaces. It is the
definition of these interfaces, and the associated functional breakup of the software that
defines the ground station system software architecture.

Data Acquisition Functional Requirements

The data acquisition function has three principal requirements; the acquisition of data from
one or more input data channels into memory, the control of the data acquisition process,
and the monitoring and reporting of the current status of the data acquisition process. In a
typical large system, data is acquired simultaneously through two data channels. The data
acquired through the first channel is routed to the recording data buffers and data acquired
through the second channel is routed to the display data buffer. The specific sets of data
acquired through each channel may be identical or different depending upon application
requirements. Additionally, since the channels operate independently, any number of input
channels from one to n may be implemented to acquire data simultaneously, depending
upon application specific requirements. It is important to note that the data acquisition
software has no requirement to have any knowledge of the content or format of the data
being acquired through any of the input data channels. It’s primary functional requirement
is to move data from an input data channel into predefined buffers in the ground station
computer memory.

Data Recording Functional Requirements

The data recording function has only one principal requirement; the transfer of data from
the data recording buffers to disk or magnetic tape. In performing this transfer the data
recording software is responsible for implementing the recording file format. Just as in the
case of the data acquisition software, the data recording software does not require any
knowledge of the content or format of the data being recorded. It’s sole requirement is to
move data from buffers in the ground station computer memory to a mass storage device.
The data recording function is responsible for performing all device specific initialization 



and general housekeeping associated with the opening and closing of files and the
recording of multi-volume data sets.

Data Processing Functional Requirements

The requirements to be satisfied by the data processing function are variable from system
to system, and depend not only upon application specific requirements, but also upon the
particular complement of hardware present in the system.

One set of requirements is imposed when a data preprocessor is not present in the
telemetry system. When present in a telemetry system, a preprocessor will typically
perform engineering unit conversions on the incoming data samples and tag each sample
with an identifying value. That tag may subsequently be used to specify the specific
memory location that engineering unit converted value is to be written to in the display
data buffer. If a preprocessor is not available in a particular system, software must be
provided to decommutate the data in realtime, perform engineering unit conversions as
required, and move the engineering unit converted data into the appropriate memory
locations in the display data buffer. This software must in fact emulate some of the
functions that would have been provided by the missing preprocessor. The advantage of
following this approach is to permit the structure of the display data buffer to remain fixed
regardless of the telemetry hardware complement in the system.

A second set of requirements to be addressed are those imposed by the specific
application. Typically this will involve software to perform realtime derived parameter
calculations, where user applied algorithms are applied to the incoming data samples and
the resultant data values are made available for display. Data to support these calculations
is typically read from the display data buffer since it’s structure makes it very easy to
rapidly locate the current data value associated with any specific parameter. The recording
data buffer can be used as a source of information however if system timing and the
structure of the data in that buffer permit. In this case the data samples are read from that
buffer before it is written to disk or tape. Other types of application specific software may
also be easily incorporated into a system utilizing these same interfaces.

Data Display Functional Requirements

The requirements to be satisfied by the data display function also fall into two categories;
those supporting the display of data during realtime, and those supporting the display of
data in post-realtime. In the realtime environment all data to be displayed is obtained from
the data display buffer which is maintained either by direct data acquisition from a
preprocessor or by software emulation of the preprocessor. Regardless of how the display
buffer is maintained, the realtime display software can expect to find the most recently



processed value for any parameter of interest in a preassigned location in that buffer. In
addition to the most recent value, information is also found in the buffer pertaining to limit
violations which have occurred for each parameter. The display software can therefore
access current value and limit violation information for all parameters of interest from the
display buffer and can run asynchronously with the actual data acquisition software. The
processing associated with updating multiple displays for multiple users will therefore not
interfere with the data acquisition process as long as the data acquisition process runs at a
higher priority than the display software.

In the post-realtime environment all data to be displayed is obtained from the recorded
data files which have been previously written by the data recording software. At this point
the format of the data within the data area of the recording buffers does become important
because the display software will have to interpret that data in order to display it.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM INTERFACES

There are four fixed interface definitions which provide the glue that holds the entire
system architecture together. Three of these interface definitions are the definitions of data
structures which serve as conduits through which data may move from one functional
processing set of software to the next. Each of these interfaces serves as a barrier which is
used to enforce the modularity imposed by the system architecture. In all cases a set of
functional processing on one side of the interface writes data into the data structure while
the complementary set of functional processing on the other side of the interface reads data
from the data structure. The crucial point in the design is that, in realtime, the reading and
writing of data through the interface data structure is performed totally asychronously, and
thus the two sets of functional software cannot adversely impact each other in the sense of
generating wait states or race conditions which might degrade realtime performance. The
fourth interface is a definition of how the system user will communicate with the system
software. While not as crucial to the actual operation of the system as the other three
interface definitions, this interface is nevertheless important in that it makes it possible for
the system users to interface with several software elements which actually run
independently and yet perceive those elements to be part of an integrated system.

Recording Data Buffers

The recording data buffers provide the data path between the data acquisition function and
the data recording function. In some cases they may also provide a data path between the
data acquisition function and the data processing function. When this situation occurs there
are usually multiple recording buffer areas such that the recording function can read data
from one set of buffers and the processing function can read data from a different set of
buffers, thus preserving the isolation between the functional processing areas. Figure 2



illustrates the format of a recording data buffer. It consists of three areas; the preface, data
area, and appendix. The preface is comprised of a fixed number of words which contain
information that will subsequently be useful when the data is read back from mass storage.
Buffer count, word counts, and status words are the kind of information typically included
in the preface. The data area of the buffer is a fixed length for any given data acquisition
run, but may be adjusted from run to run. This feature allows the user to adjust the overall
size of the recording buffer for purposes of maximizing data throughput to the recording
media. It is important to note that the format of the data within the data area of the buffer is
not constrained and may therefore be easily adjusted to respond to application specific
requirements. In one instance the data may represent tagged engineering unit converted
data while in another it may be raw position correlated data as provided by a frame
synchronizer. Finally, the appendix area is a fixed length for any given data acquisition run
but may be variable from run to run. This area is similar in purpose to the preface except
that it will normally be unused. It exists to provide a mechanism for the user to insert
application specific information into the recorded data stream.

Display Data Buffer

The display data buffer provides the data path from the data acquisition and data
processing functions, both of which may write into the display buffer, to the realtime data
display function, which reads from the buffer. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the data
display buffer, also frequently referred to as a Current Value Table. This buffer can be
thought of as a two dimensional array in memory which typically contains the most recent
value of all parameters of interest, and a current count of the upper and lower limit
violations that have occurred for that parameter. The array is structured such that the index
into one dimension of the array is the tag that is associated with each parameter known to
the system, and the index into the other dimension of the array defines the specific type of
data found in that location. Thus a current value or a current limit violation count for any
specific parameter will always be found in a fixed location in the array for any given data
acquisition run. That location may be changed from run to run if required by merely
redefining the tag associated with the parameter. It is important to note that from the point
of view of a generic software architecture, the size, shape, and contents of the display
buffer are unimportant. It is the concept of being able to always locate a specific piece of
data in a known memory location during realtime that is important.

Recorded Data Files

The recorded data files provide the interface between the realtime data acquisition and
data recording functions and the post-realtime data display function. They will typically be
formatted according to the standard file system on the ground station computer, and their
data content will include a single header record followed by a long series of recording data



buffers recorded end to end. The header record normally contains information used to
identify the particular data acquisition run which created the data, and any other
information which may be useful to analysts processing the data in post-realtime. The use
of a standard file system is important in this application as it permits the data files to be
generated on tape or disk, and further permits those data files to be easily copied from one
medium to another.

Common User Interface

The generic software architecture that has been described is centered around the concept
that the major functions in a telemetry ground station system can be modularized and
isolated from each other by a set of predefined interfaces between those functions. A
software system implemented under this architecture will therefore necessarily generate
several different software elements all of which must communicate with the system users
but which are prohibited by the architectural constraints from using common code to
implement that communication. It is therefore necessary to define a common user interface
such that the users of the system will perceive it to be an integrated entity, instead of a
collection of independent but related functional processes. Once again, from the point of
view of the generic architecture, it is not the implementation level details of this interface
that are important. The important issue is that such an interface is defined and adhered to
by the system designers.

SUMMARY

The generic system architecture presented in this paper offers system designers a high
level of functional modularity and design flexibility. It accommodates the design and
implementation of systems supporting a minimal set of functional processing requirements
up through systems supporting a very complete set of functional processing requirements.
The architecture does not make use of any of the unique features of various computer
architectures and thus can be implemented on any of those architectures.

The architecture as described herein has been used by the Data Systems Division of
Fairchild Weston in the implementation of several telemetry system ground stations over
the past two years. It has proven to be adaptable to systems running on a wide range of
DEC VAX processors, ranging from the VAX 11/730 at the small end to multi-computer
clusters of VAX 11/785s at the high end, and has easily accommodated the inclusion of a
wide range of system specific applications processing functions into the various delivered
systems.
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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PCM SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE REDUCES SETUP
COMPLEXITY

Gary A. Thom
General Data Products, Inc.

Horsham, PA.

ABSTRACT

The advent of Bit Slice Processors and related architectures has produced numerous high
performance PCM Data Simulators. Many of these fall into the category of stored program
simulators, which give the user unlimited flexibility and power. These simulators allow the
user to program almost any imaginable format, with combinations of subframes, sub-
subframes, and asynchronously embedded subframes. The drawback is that the user is
forced to program the simulator using a very detailed machine level language which
usually has no obvious relation to PCM frame formats. A new simulator architecture
allows the user to describe the frame format to be simulated in familiar terms. This
eliminates the need to learn yet another programming language or develop a Compiler. The
user identifies common parameters such as frame length, subframe length, and where
special words should be located. These special words can be unique sensor data words, a
table of sensor data, ID counters, subframe slots and so on.

BACKGROUND

Stored program simulators are becoming the defacto standard for simulating PCM data
streams. They allow the entire spectrum of frame complexities to be generated from single
frame formats to multiple independent sub frames. The penalty for all of this flexibility is
the necessity to learn a very detailed machine level language for programming the
simulator. Although this is not an impossible task, many users have neither the time nor the
desire to learn how to use the obscure languages. For this reason, it seems that only the
designers and a hand full of enthusiastic computer scientists use the stored program
simulators to their full extent.

There were basically two predecessor to the stored program simulators. One was a
memory which was sequencially addressed by a counter for some number of words. The
memory was usually PROM or RAM which could be loaded by hand or from a computer.
This provided very little flexibility, but was sufficient for testing a frame sync, serial-to-
parallel converters, D/A converters, etc. The other simulator type was more register



oriented. It allowed the user to specify a sync pattern, a general word, a special word, and
the frame length. The special word could be located any where in the frame. The general
word was output in every word slot except where the sync pattern and the special word
were located. Further enhancements of these simulators added ID counters for subframes,
and different lengths for each word in the frame.

These simulators were sufficient for testing PCM front ends equipment when they
interfaced directly to strip chart recorders or computers. Now more of the processing
functions are being moved out of the computer and into the front end. This includes data
compression, engineering units conversion, derived measurements processing, automatic
format switching, etc. In order to test these functions, more complex data simulations are
required.

The approach described below is to combine the power of the stored program simulator
with the easy to use hardwired simulators. This new architecture allows complex formats
to be simulated by commands familiar to the user.

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

The basic premise of this architecture is that the user only needs to identify the format of
the frame and then the data locations of interest. Most stored program simulators require
an instruction for each word in the frame or repeat instructions to be used for consecutive
identical words. The new simulator uses the general word concept for all data words which
are not of interest. Then only the words of interest need to be identified. It is important to
note that the development of this architecture was driven by the following goals:

1. Hardware setup must follow frame format description.
2. Must have minimum setup requirements.
3. Must be capable of sub-com and super-com simulation.

This simulator can be divided into two sections as shown in the block diagram of Figure 1.
These are the Control section and the Data Source section. The Control section will be
described first.

CONTROL SECTION

The Control section generates the frame format and provides data source select, length,
and orientation information to the Data Source section. The analogy in the stored program
simulator would be the instruction memory and decoder. The heart of the Control section
is the Counter/ Comparitor/ Control Memory (C/C/CM) group shown in Figure 2. A
C/C/CM group is used for the basic frame format and an additional one for every



independent subframe. The C/C/CM group is the element which minimizes the setup by
allowing only the words of interest to be programmed. This is done by having the counter
increments from zero to the number of words in the frame minus one. The output of this
counter is compared to a field in a control memory (Figure 3) which contains the word
number of the next special word. The general word is output as long as the counter and the
control memory field do not compare. When they do compare, the remaining fields in the
control memory specify the characteristics of the special word and then cause the next
control memory location to be accessed by incrementing the address counter. There can be
any number of special words in the frame from no special words to all special words. The
only restriction on the special words is that they are loaded into the control memory in the
order of occurrence.

In addition, any of the special words used for the minor frame are available for use in the
subframes. The difference being that they are now subframe words/tables and sub-
subframe ID/slots. The table indexes now increment at the end of the subframe.

DATA SOURCE SECTION

There are three types of data sources. They are the general words, the ID counters, and the
data memory. At each word time in the frame, one of the data sources is enabled by the
control section for output to the parallel to serial converter. This logic then uses the word
length and orientation information to serialize the data and pass it on the the code
converter. A frequency synthesizer is usually used to provide the serialization clock,
however, a crystal oscillator can be used for fixed frequency applications. The code
converter generates one of the standard IRIG codes such as Bi-phase or NRZ-M.

Each C/C/CM group has a general word associated with it. This word is output whenever
that C/C/CM group is in control and a special word is not programmed for that location. In
addition to programming the data pattern for the general words, the user can also specify
the data word length and its serial orientation (MSB or LSB first). The use of the general
word reduces the amount of setup required when not all of the words in the frame are
important to the simulation.

The ID counters were briefly described above. The primary purpose of these counters is to
provide a frame ID count when subframes are being simulated. The counters can be
programmed to count up or down. The minimum count can be set to zero or one and the
maximum count can be programmed to any value up to 65535. The clock source is usually
the frame rate for subframe counters or the rollover of a subframe counter for sub-
subframes. The second use of the ID counters is to provide an index for table addressing.
The counters can be programmed in the same manner as described above. Instead of being
output as data, the counters are now used to generate an address to the data memory. This



is done by adding the counter value to the offset field of the control memory to generate
the current table address. A counter being used as a frame ID can also be used for table
addressing.

The data memory is the most important source. It provides all of the unique data word for
the simulated frame. The memory is a contiguous memory space divided into individual
words and tables of words. The memory can be addressed in two ways. The first way is
absolute addressing. This provides access to individual data words by using the offset field
of the control memory as the address to the memory. The second mode is indexed
addressing. This is used for addressing tables of data. The offset field in the control
memory is added to a selected ID counter. The sum is then used to address the memory. In
this manner each time the counter increments, the next data word in the table will be
available for output at that location in the frame. These two addressing modes relate
directly to the special word and special table types described in the control section.

There are 6 types of special words. These are identified in the following table.

Special Word Type Parameters
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Minor frame word *, value
Minor frame table *, table start addr
Super-Com word *, ... , *, value
Super-Com table *, ... , *, table start addr
Subframe ID *, ID#
Sub-Com slot *, ID#

  * = location, word length, orientation

The most common type is the minor frame word. This is a data pattern of a given length
which is always located in a given location. One example would be the frame sync pattern.
It is normally used to place a unique data word in the frame. The next type is the minor
frame table of data which is indexed by an ID counter which increments at the end of each
frame. This special word could be used to simulate a changing data word such as a sensor
or status. A new word from the table will be output each frame in the specified location.
The super-com word and the super-com table are special cases of the minor frame word
and minor frame table. The super-com word is handled as multiple minor frame words with
the same value. The super-com table is identical to the minor frame table except that the
counter used to index through the table is incremented after each identified super-com slot.
A new word from the table is output for each super-coin slot identified. This allows a
super-com slot to have changing data. The table length can be independent of the frame
length.



The last two special words are used for sub-commutated data. The subframe ID special
word allows an ID counter to be output in that word location. Multiple ID counters can be
used for multiple independent subframes or sub-subframes. The programmable features of
the ID counters are shown below:

Parameters Range
-------------------------------------------------
Count direction Up or Down
Minimum count 0 or I
Maximum count 1 thru 65535
Clock source Frame or Subframe rate

The other sub-com special word is the Sub-com slot. This identifies which words in the
minor frame make up the subframe. This special word passes control to another C/C/CM
group for the subframe definition. Each independent subframe requires its own C/C/CM
group. The counter is setup to count all the words in the subframe. For example, if there
are five subframe slots (not including the ID) for subframe #1, and the subframe is twenty
frames long, then the counter will count from zero to ninety-nine. Once the sub-com slots
have been identified in the minor frame, then the data contained in them can be defined in
the subframe C/C/CM. Each C/C/CM has its own general word. This allows the subframe
data to be identified separately from the minor frame data.

The data sources described above have been selected to satisfy the initial goal of hardware
setup matching frame format. The minimum setup requirement is also satisfied because
only the unique data words in the frame need to be programmed into the data memory.

SETUP EXAMPLE

This section will illustrate the setup required to simulate the format shown in Figure 4. The
minor frame consists of seventy-five words of various lengths. There are three minor frame
slots of interest, two will contain invariant words and the third will be a table of six values.
One of the invariant words is the frame sync pattern. There is also a subframe present
which consists of a frame ID slot and two subframe data slots. The subframe is ten frames
long. In the subframe, there are also three slots of interest. These are all subframe words.
The setup is as follows:

Frame length = 75
Minor frame general word = AAAA, Length = 16, Orient MSB
Minor frame special words:

Location = 0, Type = word
Value = FAF33400, Length = 32, Orient = MSB

Location = 1 Type = subframe ID
Subframe # = 1, Length = 12, Orient = MSB



Location = 12, Type  = word
Value = ABCDEF, Length = 24, Orient = LSB

Location = 25, Type  = sub-com slot
Subframe # = 1

Location =  40, Type = table
Table len = 6, Length = 10, Orient  MSB
Index = frame rate
Value 0 = 0
Value 1 = 100
Value 2 = 200
Value 3 = 300
Value 4 = 3F0
Value 5 = 3FF

Location = 60, Type = sub-com slot
Subframe # = 1

Location = end
Subframe ID #1 Direction = up, Min = 0, Max 9
Subframe #1 general word = CCCC, Length = 16, Orient = MSB
Subframe #1 special word:

Location = 4, Type = word
Value = 1234, Length = 16, Orient = LSB

Location 9, Type = word
Value = 5678, Length = 16, Orient = MSB

Location = 12, Type = word
Value = 137E, Length = 16, Orient = LSB

Location = end
Output frequency = 10.00E6, Code = NRZ-L

A microprocessor is used for the user interface. It provides the prompts, and the user
enters the underlined information. A remote control mode is also provided which allows
the users computer to load this information directly into the simulators memories and
registers. The microprocessor also provides default values for each field, further reducing
the setup task.

Some of these defaults are Type = word, Length = 16, Orient = MSB, Direction = up, and
Min = 0. The microprocessors task is simplified because it can enter the user information
directly into the hardware. It does not have to perform a complicated compilation to a
simulation language. These compilations can be time consuming and inefficient not to
mention the time required for someone to develop the compiler. The microprocess simply
prompts the user for the characteristics of the frame format.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The prototype of this simulator was designed with four C/C/CM groups. This will allow a
minor frame and three independent subframes or combinations of sub-subframes. A twelve
bit counter was selected allowing 4096 words per frame. The Control memory (CM) was
selected as 4096 words deep allowing a special word in each location in the frame. For
speed considerations, the design was pipelined with the CM taking the first two stages, the



data sources in the third, and the parallel-to-serial converter in the fourth. This was done
by separating the control field into two parts: the location field, and group pointer in one
part and the data source control in the other part. The first part of all four CM’s is always
enabled and addressing the next special word in that group. Control logic determines
which group is in control and enables that portion of the second half of the CM during the
next stage of the pipeline. The output of this section of the pipeline is used to select the
proper data source during the third stage of the pipeline. Four ID counters were put in the
data source section. This allows full utilization of the C/C/CM groups. The ID counters
were also implemented as 12 bit counters. The data memory is 32k bytes organized as
8k X 32 bits and can be addressed either in the absolute or indexed mode. The unit has a
throughput of 4 million words per second. The maximum serial data rate is (4 times the
minimum bits per word) million bits per second. This is also limited by the parallel-to-
serial converter. A standard TTL implementation will easily allow 16 million bit per
second operation.



SIMULATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 1



C/C/CM BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 2



CONTROL MEMORY FIELDS
FIGURE 3



EXAMPLE FRAME FORMAT
FIGURE 4



THE SIMULATION OF HAAR TELEMETRY
SYSTEM WITH MICROCOMPUTER
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ABSTRACT

The mathematical basis which can form a telemetry system is orthogonal functions. The
Haar function set forms a complete set of orthogonal functions. Assording to the princeples
of orthogonal multiplexing, a new telemetry system can be formed with Haar functions.

Haar functions assume the values +1, 0 and -1, multiplied by powers of o2&. In this paper
we first make a modification to the Haar functions. The functions are so modified that it is
suitable for computer to simulate and it also can be easily realized by hardware. The
orthogonality of the orthogonality of the modified Haar functions is unchanged. Then,the
simulation of Haar telemetry system with microcomputer is given by software. Finally, we
have proved that the design of Haar telemetry system is workable.

INTRODUCTION

The basic problem of a multiplexing system is how to transmit many information signals
over a single wire or radio link and recover them without interference between channels.

Non-interference between channels can be guaranteed in a multiples system if the selected
set of subcarriers are mutually orthogonal, meaning that the product of any two subcarricr
waveforms integrates to zero over some characteristic interval T. Any two subcarriers
P(n,t) and P(m,t) are orthogonal if they satisfy the relationship:

An optimum multiplex system is shown in figure 1. In communication systems, frequency
division multiplex, time division multiplex and code division multiplex are usually used
nowadays. Their common property is the utilization of orthogonal functions. The
difference is that the orthogonal function sets used are different. For example, since and



cosine functions are used as subcarriers in frequency division multiplex, block pulses are
used as subcarriers in time division multiplex, Walsh functions are used as subcarriers in
code division multiplex. It is proved that all orthogonal function sets may in principle be
used for multiplexing. In practical applications, there are some factors which should be
considered in choosing waveforms, such as ease of generation, detectability, and flexibility
in engineering.

THE HAAR FUNCTION

The Haar function set forms a complete set of orthogonal rectangular functions similar in
several respects to the Walsh function. Haar functions were introduced by the Hungarian
mathematician Alfred Haar in 1910 [1]. The amplitude values of the Haar functions
assume a limited set of values, 0, ±1, ±o2&,  ±2, ±2 o2&, ±4 etc. If we consider the time
base to be defined as 0#t#1, then the Haar function {har(n,k,t)} may be written as follows:

Then the Haar functions can be referred to by order, k, and degree, n, as well as time , t.
The degree, n, then denotes a subset having the same mumber of zero crossings in a given
width, 1/2n, thus providing a form of comparison with frequency and sequency
terminology. The order, k, gives the position of the function within this subset. All
members of the subset with the same degree are obtained by shifting the first member
along the time axis by an amount proportional to its order. The first eight Haar functions
are shown in Figure 2.

THE MODIFIED HAAR FUNCTION

From Figure 2 we know that the values of Haar function are multiplied by powers of o2&.
since o2& is not easy to simulate precisely by computer, a proper modification is needed. 



The orthogonality of the modified Haar function is unchanged. The modified function is
defined as follows:

Now, let us prove the orthogonality of Haar functions.

(1)

(2) m…n
The first case, m=2i +j1,  n=2i + j2, j1 … j2 that is: the same i and the different j. ‡ f or any
J1, j2 , (0,1,...,2i-1), j1 … j2  there is har(2i +j1 ,t)har(2i + j2, t) = 0 ˆ  har(2i +j, t)har(2i +j,
t)dt=0
The second case, m=2i +j1 , n=2i +j2, i1 … i2 that is : for the different i, for any i1, i2 ,(
1,2,....), i2 > i1, (if i1 > i2 will make no difference) and j,, ( 0,1,...,2i -1), j2 ,(0,1,...,2i -1),
by the definition of modified Haar function we can find that:



In this case we have:

By the combination of the above results:

Where i is degree of Haar function, i = 0,1,2,...
The last equation shows that the orthogonality of the modified Haar functions is
unchanged.

SYSTEM DESIGN

Microcomputer is widely used. In our system, the microcomputer is used to simulate the
Haar waveform generator, the mulitiplier and the adder and so on. The diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 3. The working principle is roughly the same as the system
described in Figure 1, but this system belongs to digital system instead of analogue one.

The Simulation of Haar Waveform

For the first 15 channels of Haar waveform. We define [H] as 15x16 degree of Haar
discrete matrix, and Hi as the Ith line element in [H], i=1,2,...,15. We divide the orthogonal
period [O,T) in to 16 sub-intervals, and each of the sub-intervals is equal to T/16. We
suppose T=16. Then we can get the simulated Haar waveform. For example, har(3,t) is
equal to H3. That is:

Har(3,t) = H3 = [1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]1x16

Har(5,t) is equal to H5, that is:
Har(5,t) = H5= [1 1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]1x16

And so on, and so forth.



So, the matrix [H] is the simulated Haar waveform, and the microcomputer can easily
process it.

The Program in the Transmitting Terminal

The feafure of Haar waveform is that: at the any interval in its orthogonal period, the
waveforms with non-zero value only take a small part in all channels. Take the 16 channels
system for example, the sum of signals at any time is only the sum of 4 channels. To take
advantage of this feature in program making, we first modulate those waveforms whose
non-zero waveforms are on the left side of time axis, and then middle, right side. For each
sub-interval, the narrow one is modulate first, and then the wide, the wider, and the widest
one. The order of modulation is shown in Figure 4 on the left side. By so doing, first, we
have solved the problem of the shortage of reg isters in microcomputer; second, we can
make full use of CPU’S working time, and shorten its waiting time which is caused by the
limited speed of A/D converter.

After four channels of signal are transfered and put into the µp(µp=microcomputer) by
A/D, the  µp starts to process them very quickly and soon after that the sum of four
processed signals is sent out. Immediately, the µp begin to process the following input
signals. The program chart is shown in Figure 5. Sixteen times of the above procedure are
needed for processing a frame the sum signals.

The Program in The Receiving Terminal

We take the advantage of Haar waveform’s feature in programing in the receiving
terminal. Since the sum of signals received by the receiver is modulated in such way as
described, we are going to demodulate it in the same way. We first use those waveforms
whose non-zero waveforms are on the left side of time axis to multiply the sum of signals
and the rest of the procedure of demodulating; and then we use middle ones, and so on.
The order of demodulation is also shown in Figure 4 on the right side. The advantage of
making program in this way is that it is very easy to synchronize the softwares in both
terminals. What is more, time is saved and the system workes more efficiently. But the
time delayed for each signal is not the same. We can find by examining the numbers on the
both side of Figure 4. The different time delay will make no difference. The program chart
is shown in Figure 6.

Data Transmission and Synchronization

There are three kinds of way to transmit data in µp: synchronization (or: uncondition) ,
polling (or: condition or asychronization) and interruption. The last two ways are more
reliable for data transmission, but they take more CPU time than the first one. The first



means of deta transmission is adopted here. The advantage of unconditional transmission
is that it can save time and simplify the interfacing circuits; but the softwares in
transmitting and receiving terminals are required to be strick syschronized, otherwise the
deta will be lost or mixed up. For example, if before the last deta been taken a new data
comes, the last one will be lost. If the µp wants to take a new data before it comes, the µp
will take the old one or last one twice. Both cases are shown in Figure 7.

To avoid the above cases, the program must be made very carefully. Every instruction’s
excuting time has to be take into consideration. The time when the receiving µp takes a
data should be a little delay to the time when the transmitting µp sends the same data, and
all SEND and TAKE must be one by one, as shown in Figure 8. The program made
accorking to Figure 8 is in principle workable. But, sometimes the crystal clock frequency
in µps is not exactly the same. So even the program made accorking to Figure 8, the
mistakes shown in Figure 7 can probably be occured. During the data transmission. For
example, if the clock frequeny in the receiver is a little bit higher than that of transmiter’s,
)t in Figure 8 will become less and less, and finally the data-repeat-taken happens. On
contrary, if the clock frequency in the transmiter is higher than that in receiver, t in Figure
8 will become less and elss, and the data will be lost. To solve this problem, a changing-
steps means of receiving and transmitting is adopted in the system, as shown in Figure 9.

Addorking to Figure 9, if the clock frequency in the receiver is higher than that in
transmiter, we still have )tk– constant, (k=1,2,...) because when j>i, there is )tj>ti.
Therefore the mistake of data-repeat-taken is avoided. If the clock frequency in the
transmiter is higher, we still can have tµ=constant, (k=1,2,...) because when j>i, there is
tj>ti. So the data will never be lost. Besides the changing-steps, the frame synch ronization
is done for every frames of data. After these measures are taken, the data transmission is
perfectly reliable.

CONCLUSION

We have made a system as shown in Figure 3 in our laboratory. After carefully making the
microcomputer’s interfacing circuits and the system software. The system works well and
the results come out quite good: eight channels of signal can simultaneously be transmited;
the highest frequency of signals to be transmited is 200Hz . The experimental results
demonstrate that the design of Haar telemetry system with microcomputer is workable.
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NUMERICAL FUSION OF REDUNDANT TELEMETRY SOURCES

F. PELLET
AEROSPATIALE

INTRODUCTION  :

During a flight test of a missile or a launcher, the emitted PCM telemetry messages
are recorded in different receiving ground stations.

Because of the small number of flight tests during development period, our main
purpose will be to make the best deferred restitution - up to one bit - of all the on - board
emitted informations, and this, with a round to one Megabits per second rythm and during
a several minutes period.

DATA SOURCES  :

The analogical magnetic recording coming from the varied telemetry sources are
centralized in our data analysis center where they are processed by a classical PCM
decommutation line : recognition of the binary signal, frame synchronisation, IRIG B time
base decoding. PCM and time informations are mixed into a computer compatible standard
the “acquisition data-sets” which will be the inputs for the “fusion” software processing.
These data-sets are made of a succession of records representing one short frame with :

- the frame time coding (10-4 sec)

- n information words with the parity error sanction and the processing mode in
which the frame synchro is : control or lock. (when the frame synchro is in
search mode, the messages on the data-sets present a break in the continuity of
the time coding during the desynchronisation).

SIGNAL PERTURBATION :

We are able to give an inclusive and objective estimation of the quality of an
acquisition data-set by processing.

- the parity errors on each word of each short frame



- the continuity of the coding of the identification word which codes the number of
a short frame among a long frame.

- the continuity of the time coding (i.e the desynchronisations)

- the frame synchro working mode.

In effect, the telemetry signal transmission may be affected in many ways which
restrain the quality of the received signal.

A received power diminution - or even a loss - may be caused by :

- a diminution of the emission gain which depends on the field strength pattern
which is itself a function of the angle under which the station is seen by the
missile.

- a diminution of the reception gain which depends on the reception antenna good
tracking.

- the distance between the missile and the station.

- attenuations due to the propulsion flame plume when the station see the stern of
the missile.

- attenuations during transient events of the flight staging with flame effects,
changes in the missile attitude, roll ... and so on.

Therefore, all the information sources are not affected in the same manner and at the
same time : so it is absolutely necessary to diversify them so as to dispose of a varied and
inclusive coverage at each time.

REDUNDANCY OF IMFORMATION  :

The diversification of telemetry sources may be supplied by :

- a geographical and equipment diversity : by multiplying the ground stations in
appropriate places and, for each, by multiplying the antennas and receiving
equipments.

- a frequency diversity : in order to receive the signal whatsoever the attitude or
the position of the missile on its trajectory, the telemetry is emitted



omnidirectionaly by multiplying the antennas. To avoid interferencies in the field
patterns of two close antennas, their emission frequencies are different.

- a polarisation diversity : the radio waves are emitted in almost linear polarisation
but received in two (left and right) circular polarisations which are individually
recorded.
The signal is also recorded after detection or before detection after an
electronical real-time combining of the fondamental signals.

- the use of inboard deferred broadcast.

THE DATING PROBLEM  :

Because of the travel time of the signal between the missile and the ground stations,
a message which has been emitted at to, will be received at t1 (and dated on the
recordings) by a station 1, at t2 by a station 2, with :

, t2 ! t1 , = , d2 ! d1 , / c c . 3.108 m /s.

d1, d2 : radial distances

We shall take this into account when we shall use the datation criteria in :

- the restitution of the exact number of short frames missing during a
desynchronisation of a source. For instance, with a short frame period of 1 ms
and for an average speed of 4000 m/s, we shall make a mistake of one short
frame if we use the reception time.

- the synchronisation between the same emitted messages recorded in different
stations

- the restitution of the true emission date

We shall then systematically apply a time resetting by the use of the theorical
trajectory which gives at every moment the radial distance between each station and the
missile.

THE “FUSION” PRINCIPLE

In order to restitude with the best accuracy the PCM messages as they are emitted,
we will use the redundancies in the recorded information sources.



A method could be just to make a juxtaposition in the time of the best sources but,
in our method, we take into account simultaneously all the avalaible informations at every
moment. Then, for each word of the frame, we consider that the most frequently
encountered word is the most probable emitted word. We operate in two steps :

1 - The loading on a direct access mass storage of the different sources in parallel
“tracks” while synchronising them : the short frames are collated facing each
other with the certainty they were descended from the same emitted short
frame (see fig. 1).

The fig. 2 presents a synthetical representation of the quality of 12 sources
loaded ou 5 parallel tracks.

2 - The fusion - word by word - of all the loaded tracks by a majority vote
(including deferred words) in order to restitute the initial message (see fig. 3).

After a first fusion processing, we can loop back, if necessary, on a new
ponctual loading of another source on a track. The fusion step produces
listings, data sets and drawings which allow a statistical analysis of the
redundancie and show the contribution of each source at each moment of the
flight. The fig. 4 presents, for instance, the mini, average and maxi number
(among all the words of each short frame) of “useful tracks” for which the
word was the same as the finally voted word.

CONCLUSION  :

These methods permit delayed restitution of all the information actually elaborated
on board, which particularly allows the complete analysis of how the vehicle systems - on
board computer and peripheries - has worked by ground simulation. But it also brings
useful knowledges for future methods by quantizing :

- the contribution of each station

- the inclusive quality of the signals

- the errors inherent in on-board and ground equipments

- the usefulness of such and such redundancy.

 











THE ADVANTAGES OF APPLYING GPS FREQUENCY
TRANSLATORS TO RANGE TRACKING

Carl E. Hoefener and James Stone
Interstate Electronics Corporation

Anaheim, California

ABSTRACT

When applying the Global Positioning System (GPS) to Time, Space, and Position
Information (TSPI), the use of GPS frequency translators should be considered. The
primary space positioning problem in the test and evaluation applications is trajectory
reconstruction. Although this can be accomplished by flying a GPS receiver on the test
vehicle and telemetering its position to the ground, there are significant advantages to
translating the “L” band GPS signals to “S” band, and transmitting the broad band signal
to the ground for processing.

A translator-based system offers several advantages. Physical advantages include smaller
size, lower weight, and lower cost. Technical advantages include: 1) ground station data
aiding that provides a 6 dB advantage, 2) elimination of system bias errors, 3) computation
complexity at the ground station vs. the vehicle under test, and 4) the ability to reconstruct
a test scenario enabling flexibility in data analysis techniques.

INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) developed by the U.S. Air Force is a precision
navigation system utilizing a particular satellite constellation. These satellites transmit “L”
band signals which enable a user with an “L” band GPS receiver to determine his precise
position when receiving signals from at least four satellites. The user equipment contains
complex computational systems to make the basic measurements, and a precision Kalman
filter to derive accurate positions from these measurements. This is a non-trivial process.

GPS IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

When using GPS for Time, Space, and Position Information (TSPI) on tracking ranges,
two approaches for GPS implementation can be considered. One approach would be to
install GPS user equipment on the vehicle under test. It then can determine its position and
transmit this via a telemetry link to a ground station. This paper addresses an alternate



approach of using a GPS translator in the test vehicle rather than the complete GPS
receiver. A translator simply receives the “L” band signals from all satellites in view, shifts
the carrier to an “S” band frequency, and transmits this broadband information to the
ground station. All computation and position determination is performed at the ground
station. There are many advantages to the use of a GPS translator-based TSPI system, and
many cases where translators may be preferred in tracking system implementation. These
arguments are presented below.

ADVANTAGES OF A TRANSLATOR-BASED SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a test aircraft receiving an “L” band signal directly from a GPS satellite.
(Actually it would be receiving signals from four satellites. Only one is shown for the sake
of simplicity). The same “L” band signals from the satellites are also received directly at
the ground station by a reference receiver. A second receiver in the ground station, the
target receiver, receives the translated “S” band signal from the test aircraft.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a typical GPS translator target tracking system. An “S”
band telemetry dish is shown because many ranges have existing telemetry dishes and the
translated “S” band signal would be received along with the telemetry data. The outputs of
the target and reference receiver would then be fed to the computer system for target
position determination.

There is a significant signal-to-noise ratio advantage of a translator-based system over the
onboard receiver system. Figure 3 shows both the onboard receiver system and the
translator system. Notice that the onboard receiver system receives the “L” band signal
directly from the satellite. This GPS signal is bi-phase modulated at a 50 Hz rate with
telemetry data (almanac and ephemeris) from the satellite. Because of this modulation on
the carrier, a squaring or Costas loop is required to lock onto the satellite signal. In the
translator-based system, the reference receiver is used to retrieve the telemetry data and
can be used to data wipe it from the target receiver. Thus an unmodulated signal can be
obtained from the target receiver. This enables a phase lock loop to be utilized for target
carrier tracking. A translator-based GPS tracking system, therefore, has a 6 dB advantage
over an onboard receiver because of its ability to use a phase lock loop instead of a Costas
loop for carrier tracking.

The translator-based tracking system is essentially a differential GPS system, because of
the use of a reference and target receiver. This means that common mode bias errors such
as ionospheric signal delay are essentially eliminated. This is true only when the target and
ground station are relatively close together, typically 200 miles or less. However, after
eliminating the common mode errors, thermal noise is the dominant contributor to position
error.



With a translator-based GPS tracking system all computations take place at the ground
station. For example, targets of different dynamics require different tracking loop band
widths for optimum measurement system performance. With a ground-based
computational system the tracking system can be easily adjusted for optimum performance.
In typical translator tracking systems, the incoming signals to the receivers are recorded,
enabling complete rerun of a particular operational scenario. This is extremely important
for systems under test, where many times the target dynamics are unknown a priori. In
practice, under extremely high dynamics, an onboard receiver may never lock up and
acquire satellite data. A translator tracking system could replay the data and experiment
with filter widths until the target could be tracked. There is no question that a translator-
based system enables the optimization of the tracking solution, post flight. It is precisely
during unexpected high target dynamics that TSPI is most valuable.

Another very significant advantage of a translator-based tracking system is the minimum
time to first fix of target position. When a GPS receiver is first turned on, the time of first
fix is generally five minutes or more. This is because the receiver must first gather the
satellite almanac and ephemeris data and acquire lock on all available satellite signals.
Take the case of an operational test of a submarine launched ballistic missile where GPS is
used for range safety. The submarine is submerged and has no way of receiving GPS
signals prior to missile launch. Yet within five seconds after the missile comes into view,
we must determine the state vector of the missile in order to pass it to the range safety
officer.

With an onboard receiver we can’t wait for five minutes after launch to determine our
position. The only way to solve this problem would be to up-link initialization data to the
receiver which would require a very complex package on the target. Even then it is
questionable whether a missile receiver could lock up and determine its position within
five seconds. With a translator-based system, the reference receiver has acquired and is
locked onto the signals long before the missile launch. When the missile first breaks the
surface, the translator is transmitting the translated satellite signals to the ground station.
The target receiver, specifically designed for fast signal acquisition, is able to track the
target and hand-off missile state vector data to the range safety officer within five seconds
of launch.

There are some more obvious advantages of translator-based systems which are shown in
Table 1. Clearly the size of a translator should be smaller than an airborne receiver,
probably by an order of magnitude. This ratio of course will decrease as the required
translator output



TABLE 1.  TRANSLATOR VS. RECEIVER COMPARISON

Receiver Translator

Size: 100s of in3 10s of in3

Weight: 10s of lb < 3 lb
Cost: 1 per unit 1/10 to 1/4 per unit

power at “S” band increases. The weight relationships are based on the comparison of
current planned GPS pod mounted receivers and available translators. The cost
comparisons are difficult because they are subject to quantities ordered and the time the
order is placed. But best estimates at this time indicate that a translator will be less
expensive than a GPS receiver by a factor of 4 to 10.

Typical translator characteristics are:
• Translates L1 to S-Band
• 2 watts output
• 1.3 MHz bandwidth
• 50 watts power consumption
• 37.5 cubic inches
•  3 pounds

The particular translator specified calls for a two watt output. This output power would be
sufficient to support an operation with a maximum of 50 kilometers from the ground
station assuming an omni-directional “S” band target receiver antenna. The bandwidth of
1.3 megahertz has been proven to be sufficient for C/A code translation in system
operation. The input power of 50 watts is high and may be capable of being reduced if
monolithic gallium arsenide techniques are utilized in the translator design. The volume
and weights shown are those of the prototype translator currently in operation. These
undoubtedly could be reduced with modern manufacturing techniques.

CONCLUSION

When configuring a GPS-based range tracking system, the use of GPS frequency
translators should be considered along with other available options. For some applications
the translator approach has significant advantages. These advantages are summarized as
follows:

• 6 dB gain advantage over onboard receiver
• Differential GPS accuracy
• Required computational complexity on ground
• Enables mission replay
• Minimizes time to first fix
• Smaller, less costly than onboard receivers



Figure 1.  Portable GPS Translator Tracking System 16952-1



Figure 2. System Functional Diagram 0/1267B



Figure 3.  Comparison of Translator and Onboard
Receiver GPS Processing Systems 12310-1A



GPS HIGH DYNAMIC RECEIVER TRACKING
DEMONSTRATION RESULTS

William J. Hurd, Joseph I. Statman and Victor A. Vilnrotter
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ABSTRACT

Demonstration results are presented for a high dynamic GPS receiver. The receiver tested
is a breadboard unit capable of tracking one simulated satellite signal in pseudorange and
range rate. The receiver makes approximate maximum likelihood estimates of pseudorange
and range rate each 20 ms, and tracks these observables using a third order filter with a
time constant of 0.14 s. Carrier phase is not tracked, which eliminates the typical failure
mode of loss of carrier lock associated with PLLs at high dynamics. The receiver tracks
with pseudorange lag errors of under 0.06 m when subjected to simulated 50 g turns with
40 g/s peak jerk. Pseudorange errors due to receiver noise alone are approximately 0.6 m
rms at a carrier power to noise spectral density ratio of 34 dB-Hz. The tracking threshold
SNR is approximately 28 dB-Hz, which provides 12 dB margin relative to the 40 dB-Hz
that occurs with minimum specified satellite signal strength, 3.5 dB system noise figure,
and 0 dBi antenna gain.

Key-words: GPS, GPS Receiver, Global Positioning System Receiver, Pseudorange
Tracking, High Dynamic Tracking, Radio Navigation, Position Location.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The range instrumentation community of the Department of Defense has a need for low
volume Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers which can operate in the high dynamic
environment of missiles and drones. Both to meet the miniaturization requirements and to
reduce cost, it is highly desirable that the receiver not require inertial aiding. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has developed a new concept to meet these goals. A
breadboard receiver and signal simulator have been developed to validate the pseudorange
tracking capability of this receiver concept. This paper describes the maximum likelihood
receiver concept, the predicted performance as determined by analysis and simulation, the
one-channel receiver breadboard, the demonstration configuration and tests, and the test
results.



2.  MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RECEIVER CONCEPT

The main innovation is that the basic estimates of pseudorange and range rate are made in
quasi-open loop, approximate maximum likelihood (ML) manner, rather than by phase
locking to the carrier in a Costas loop and to the pseudorange in a delay locked loop. The
raw pseudorange and range rate estimates are then processed simultaneously by a tracking
filter to produce filtered estimates. This enhances the ability to maintain tracking under
high receiver dynamics, and eliminates the problem of loss of carrier loop lock, since
carrier phase is not tracked.

The ML estimation method has been described previously [1], and is summarized here.
The received L1 band, P code signal can be represented as

r(t) = AD(t ! J) p(t ! J) cos(T1t + Td t + N) + n(t) (2.1)
where

r = received signal plus noise

A = amplitude of received L1, P code signal

D = data modulation, amplitude 1

p = P code signal

t = receiver clock time

J = pseudorange to be estimated

T1 =  radian frequency

Td = radian Doppler frequency, proportional to range rate to be estimated

N = random phase

n = receiver noise

The parameters J and Td are related, and vary with time according to the vehicle
dynamics.

Now assume that the signal is observed over one data bit time, T, so that D is constant,
and assume that the parameters A, J, Td and N are constant over the observation interval. 



Then the ML estimates of pseudorange and range rate are the values of Jm and Tn which
maximize

(2.2)

In other words, one multiplies the received signal by all possible time delays of the code,
and energy detects at all possible frequencies. The time delay and frequency which result
in maximum energy are the ML estimates.

3.  APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RECEIVER

The receiver is approximate ML in the sense that decisions are based on a discrete set of
observables over a restricted delay-frequency window, rather than on a continuum of
values over the entire relevant section of the delay-frequency plane. In particular, equation
(2.2) is evaluated for 11 values of Jm spaced by one-half P-code chip, or 14.7 m, and for
64 frequencies spaced by 1/2T, or 25 Hz. Only the 9 internal delays are used for obtaining
“rough” pseudorange estimates: the two extreme delays are needed merely to ensure
correct operation of the interpolation algorithm (the “fine” pseudorange estimator) in the
demonstration receiver. This implementation is referred to as “Approximate Maximum
Likelihood Estimation” (AMLE).

4.  THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

The performance of the AMLE is assessed in terms of rms estimation error as a function of
input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR of interest is the ratio of P code power to noise
spectral density (C/N0) at the input to the signal processor (or output of receiver front end).
First, the performance of the approximate ML estimator is presented assuming that the
SNR is high enough that errors in time delay and frequency estimation are almost always
small. Low SNR performance is then presented, using outlier theory.

Suppose that the range rate, or received frequency, is constant and known. Then the ML
method for pseudorange is to measure the received energy at all possible code delays, at
the appropriate frequency. In the approximate implementation, only a finite number of
code delays can be used. The pseudorange estimation error can then be calculated as a
function of the spacing between the code lags. (There is also an effect due to sampling and
due to bandwidth limiting before sampling. Here, we ignore the bandwidth limitation.) We
assume that there are N samples per code chip, and that the pre-sampler filter integrates its
input over the time between samples. With these assumptions, it can be shown that the rms
error in pseudorange estimation is



Fr = cTc (4NT)-0.5 (C/N0)
-0.5 (4.1)

where

C = Speed of light

N0 = Noise spectral density

C = Code power

T = Integration time

Tc = Chip time

N = Number of lags per chip time

This result does not depend on the phasing between the code lags processed, or on having
the actual delay be constant over the integration interval. Note that in this approximate
calculation, the rms error goes to zero as the lag spacing goes to zero. This is explained by
the assumptions made in the calculations not being valid as this occurs.  For any fixed
SNR, the assumption that the rms delay error is small compared to the lag spacing breaks
down as the lag spacing is decreased. Equation (4.1) is in agreement with the
corresponding results for delay locked loops [2,3].

Pseudorange rate estimates are made by estimating received carrier frequency. Assuming
perfect delay estimation, frequency estimation in the AMLE is analogous to maximum
likelihood reception of Frequency Position Modulation. This is treated by Wozencraft and
Jacobs [4, Chapter 8]. Transforming the notation of [4] to our notation, equation (8.116a)
of the reference becomes

Fv = (c/T1) 6
0.5 T-0.5 (C/N0)

-0.5 (4.2)

One factor of T arises because frequency estimation inherently improves as coherent
measurement time increases. The remaining factor of T0.5 arises because the signal energy
in the measurement time is proportional to T.

At low SNR, nonlinear estimation is often accompanied by threshold effects that may
cause catastrophic deterioration in system performance. The SNR at which rapid
degradation begins to occur is generally referred to as the threshold. In the AMLE,
thresholding is caused by the appearance of large noise spikes, which can result in 



pseudorange and range rate estimates that are essentially independent of the actual
parameters embedded in the received signal.

The operation of the AMLE below threshold can be explained in terms of the decision
array generated by the FFT. Each element of the array represents the energy of both signal
and noise at a particular frequency and delay. The total number of coherence-areas (or
“degrees of freedom”) in the decision array is estimated to be 32 x 5 = 160
(32 independent time-samples derived from each waveform, over a range of 9 delay-lags
corresponding to 5 independent correlation intervals). The square root of the energy that
occurs in a coherence region which contains only noise can be modeled as a Rayleigh
random variable. The corresponding random variable for the coherence region containing
the signal is Rician. Since the AMLE selects the coordinates of the largest element, the
probability of correct decision, Pc is simply the probability that the Rician random variable
exceeds each of the 159 Rayleigh random variables. Coherence areas corresponding to
Rayleigh random variables are often called “outliers” in the literature [5]. The probability
of choosing an outlier is q = 1 ! Pc. The variation of q with SNR is shown in Fig. 1.

Conditioned on the occurence of an outlier event, the variances of pseudorange and range
rate can be obtained by treating them as uniformly distributed random variables over their
respective domains. Therefore the conditional variance in range is (R2)/12, while the
conditional variance in range rate is (V2)/12. (Here R = 4 x 29.4 m is the total extent of
range, and V = 32 x 9.5 m/s is the extent of range rate in an AMLE window.) The variance
of range and range rate at any SNR can be represented as a combination of the low and
high SNR results. The following general expressions are obtained, valid for any SNR, with
q given in Fig. 1:

(4.3)

(4.4)

The above equations do not include processing losses. These losses are estimated to be
equivalent to a reduction in C/N0 of 1.5 dB ±1.0 dB. The losses are summarized in
Table 1.

The random noise components of pseudorange and range rate at the output of the AMLE
are reduced by the tracking filter. This is a third-order fading memory filter with a time
constant of 0.14 s. It reduces the random error in pseudorange and range rate by factors of
about 3.5 and 1.2, respectively. For constant jerk, pseudorange and range rate errors are
proportional to jerk, and are 0.0014 m and 0.2 m/s per 1 g/s of jerk, respectively.



Table 1.  Processing Losses

Transmitter Filter (Gain due to Definition of C) -0.3dB ± 0.1dB
Correlation Loss due to Bandwidth in Receiver 0.5dB ± 0.1dB
Analog to digital conversion, 3-bit 0.3dB ± 0.1dB
Reference sine wave 3-level quantization 0.4dB ± 0.1dB
FFT filter loss, offset from center frequency 0.3dB ± 0.1dB
Dynamics losses (50 g accel., 50 g/s jerk)0.3 0.3dB ± 0.2dB
Miscellaneous 0.0dB ±0 .3dB

Total processing losses 1.5dB ± 1.0dB

The random noise components of pseudorange and range rate at the output of the AMLE
are reduced by the tracking filter. This is a third-order fading memory filter with a time
constant of 0.14 s. It reduces the random error in pseudorange and range rate by factors of
about 3.5 and 1.2, respectively. For constant jerk, pseudorange and range rate errors are
proportional to jerk, and are 0.0014 m and 0.2 m/s per 1 g/s of jerk, respectively.

5.  DESCRIPTION OF ONE CHANNEL DEMONSTRATION RECEIVER

The present demonstration uses a one channel receiver to track pseudorange and range rate
of one simulated satellite signal. A block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 2. The
simulated received signal r(t) is filtered by a 37 MHz bandpass filter and mixed against the
nominal L1 carrier frequency T1 to in-phase and quadrature baseband.  The phase
quadrature signals are lowpass filtered and then sampled at 20.46 MHz, or twice the P
code chip rate. All processing from this point on is digital. The approximate ML estimation
is implemented by a correlator followed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). For this
processing, it is necessary to align the code (relay into the correlator so that the difference
between the code delay and the signal time delay (pseudorange) is within the range of the
correlator. It is also necessary to translate the signal frequency so that the signal frequency
into the correlator is low compared to the correlator bandwidth, or inverse correlation time,
and so that the frequency into the FFT is within the range of the FFT. Thus predictions of
pseudorange and range rate are required for each measurement interval, or bit time. In the
normal situation, when tracking, these predictions are supplied by the tracking filter.
During acquisition, they are supplied by an acquisition algorithm, which is not discussed in
this paper. Bit synchronization is initialized by external input, and then maintained by the
receiver using the estimates of pseudorange.

Complex Multiplier.  The digital samples, treated as complex numbers, are first multiplied
by exp (jTpt) , where Tp is the predicted frequency, to reduce the frequency to zero, plus



prediction error. A three-level approximation to sine and cosine is used for implementation
convenience, at a cost of approximately 0.4 dB in signal-to-noise ratio. The instantaneous
phase is generated in a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO).

Correlator and Code Generator.  Each bit time is divided into 32 subintervals of length
T/32, called correlation intervals. During each correlation interval an 11-lag cross-
correlation is completed between the received signal and the code. The lags are centered
about the predicted delay, and the lag spacing is equal to one sampling interval of the basic
20.46 MHz clock, i.e., one-half chip time. This corresponds to approximately 14.7 m in
pseudorange. The code generator produces the code delayed by the predicted time delay,
offset by half the range of the correlator, or five lags. The correlator generates 10
additional delays of the code. For each of the 11 lags, it multiplies the complex signal by
the code and sums over the correlation interval.

FFT.  At the end of each correlation interval, the 11 complex correlation values, one for
each lag, are output to a buffer. At the end of each bit time, the buffer has correlation
values for 32 correlation intervals for each lag. One lag at a time, the 32 correlation values
are output from the buffer to the FFT microprocessor. The processor appends 32 complex
zeros, and computes a 64 point complex FFT. For each of the 11 lags, this results in the
desired ML estimation function at 64 frequencies, spaced at 25 Hz intervals.

Maximization and Interpolation.  The approximate ML estimation procedure is completed
by finding the f requency-lag pair which has maximum FFT value, or energy, and then
interpolating using nearest neighbors to obtain a final estimated maximum point. End lags
and frequencies are excluded from the maximization, and used only for interpolation. The
predicted pseudorange and range rate, which were subtracted out by the code generator
delay and the complex multiplier, are added back in to obtain the final approximate ML
estimates of pseudorange and range rate. Note that the final ML estimates do not depend
on the predicted values as long as a correct detection occurs within the AMLE window.

Tracking Filter.  The ML estimates are operated on by a tracking filter to obtain filtered
estimates ot the two parameters, valid for the last measurement time used in the
computation, and predicted values of the parameters, valid for the center of the bit three bit
times ahead.

6.  DEMONSTRATION AND SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

The demonstration system consists of a one-channel receiver, a test instrumentation
subsystem (TIS), and a data evaluation subsystem (DES). As shown in Figure 3, the TIS
generates an L1 (1575.42 MHz) signal coherently modulated by a 10.23 MHz pseudo
random, code and by a 50 bit/s data sequence. A computer-controlled frequency



synthesizer is used to simulate the Doppler signature associated with the dynamics. After
the L1 mixing, random noise is added, simulating the required signal-to-noise ratio. The
receiver tracks the simulated pseudorange and range rate and transfers the results via a
parallel interface to the TIS where real time tracking results are displayed. In addition, data
are stored on 8" floppy diskettes for later processing by the DES.

The tests are characterized by the simulated dynamics and by the SNR. Performance was
measured at power-to-noise spectral density ratios of 60 dB-Hz, 50 dB-Hz, 40 dB-Hz, and
in 1 dB steps from 34 dB-Hz until loss-of-lock threshold was reached, just below
28 dB-Hz.

Tests were conducted for two types of high dynamics trajectories: circular motion and step
acceleration. For the circular motion, the pseudorange was varied sinusoidally with a
period of 8 s. Range rate, acceleration and jerk are related to this period, with peak
acceleration of 50 g corresponding approximately to peak jerk of 40 g/s. Tests were
conducted with acceleration up to 150 g. Step acceleration test trajectories were closed
loop trajectories with 6 s intervals of positive and negative acceleration, separated by 9 s
intervals at maximum positive and negative velocities. Tests were conducted with step
acceleration of up to 100 g.

The software simulation was carried out under conditions similar to the experimental tests.
In the simuation, the SNR was adjusted to account for processing losses occuring before
the input to the FFT, where the simulation begins.

7.  RESULTS

Both the experiments and the simulations generate plots of input pseudorange and range
rate trajectories, along with time histories of pseudorange and range rate errors measured
either at the output of the AMLE or at the output of the tracking filter. Typical examples of
demonstration results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 corresponds to 50 g, 40 g/s
circular motion at a SNR of 33 dB-Hz. For circular motion trajectories, the peak error in
pseudorange due to dynamics is approximately 0.0014 m per 1 g/s jerk, or 0.06 m for the
40 g/s trajectory shown. This dynamic pseudorange error is negligible compared to the
random error. The range rate error is 0.2 m/s per 1 g/s jerk, or 8 m/s for the 40 g/s
trajectory, as apparent in Figure 4.

For the 50 g step acceleration shown in Figure 5, the discontinuity in acceleration causes a
transient range rate error of approximately 24 m/s. The dynamic component of the
pseudorange error is small , and is comparable to the random error at 34 dB-Hz.



Pseudorange performance curves as determined by theory, simulation and experiment are
shown in Figure 6, for 50 g, 40 g/s circular motion. Thresholding begins to occur at
approximately 32 dB-Hz, while loss-of-lock typically occurs below 28 dB-Hz. There is
excellent agreement between theory, experiment, and simulation. All three results agree to
within 1 dB for SNRs below 40 dB-Hz. The results deviate for high SNRs, due to
instrumentation and processing effects which are estimated at 0.15 ni for the receiver as
implemented.

The noise performance of the GPS high dynamic receiver depends very little on the
trajectory dynamics. This dependence is illustrated in Figure 7, which shows experimental
rms pseudorange error as a function of input SNR for 3 g, 50 g and 100 g accelerations in
a circular 8 s trajectory. The corresponding peak jerks are 2.4 g/s, 40 g/s and 80 g/s. The
theoretical curve, shown for comparison, is matched to the dynamics losses associated
with the 50 g trajectory. Note that in the moderate to low SNR regions (28 dB-Hz to
40 dB-Hz) even extreme dynamics do not degrade receiver performance significantly.

The most severe dynamics shown is for a 150 g, 6 s period trajectory, with 157 g/s jerk,
and at a SNR of 34 dB-Hz. Performance is close to theory, with pseudorange error of
0.7 m rms .

8.  CONCLUSIONS

A new high dynamic GPS receiver concept has been analyzed, simulated and
demonstrated. All results are in good agreement, confirming the validity of the
demonstration experiment.

The receiver was demonstrated to operate with acceleration of 150g and jerk of 150 g/s,
and with instantaneous acceleration steps of 100g. Operation is satisfactory at signal-to-
noise ratios down to 28 dB-Hz. Random pseudorange error is 0.6 m rms at 34 dB-Hz.
Details of the receiver and the demonstration, more complete characterization of
performance, and extensions of capability will be presented in a final report to USAF
Armament Division.
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FIGURE 1.  OUTLIER PROBABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF SNR



FIGURE 2.  DEMONSTRATION RECEIVER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3. DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 4.  CIRCULAR MOTION, 50G, 40G/S, SNR = 33 dB-Hz



FIGURE 5.  50G STEP ACCELERATION, SNR = 34dB-Hz



FIGURE 6.  PSEUDORANGE RMS ERROR (CIRCULAR MOTION, 50G, 40G/S)



FIGURE 7.  PSEUDORANGE RMS ERROR (CIRCULAR MOTION) 
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ABSTRACT

The 4950th Test Wing, at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, is converting four
Boeing 707-320C aircraft into EC-18B Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA).
In addition to the antenna and electronic equipment required to collect telemetry data in
support of NASA and DOD space and missile programs, the EC-18B will be equipped
with a Sonobuoy Missile Impact Location System (SMILS), an optics system, and a
meteorological sampling system.

Once these systems are added, the EC-18B ARIA will be the most versatile and capable
airborne mobile instrumentation platform in the world. They will be able to collect
telemetry data from various space and missile systems; acoustically determine the geodetic
impact point of reentry vehicles at any location; obtain photographic and video data from
reentry vehicles as they pass through the earth’s atmosphere; and provide local
atmospheric data in support of worldwide US ballistic missile tests through the year 2000
and beyond.

BACKGROUND - WHAT IS SMILS

DOT SMILS

The current sonobuoy missile impact location system in use consists of the following parts:

1.  Deep Ocean Transponder (DOT) Array - This is a circular pattern of DOTs
deployed by a range instrumentation ship, permanently fixed to the ocean floor. The
geodetic location of each DOT is determined and recorded for use during data reduction.



2.  Sonobuoy - A floating electro/acoustic buoy which telemeters buoy pings and
acoustic data (including reentry vehicle [RV] splashes) to aircraft instrumentation. There
are several buoy types required for SMILS missions. Of primary importance in DOT
SMILS missions is the Air Deployed Interrogator (ADI) buoy, which is deployed by the
SMILS aircraft to determine if the aircraft has correctly navigated to the DOT array. Once
the DOT array has been properly located, the remaining sonobuoys are deployed.

3.  Sonobuoy Array - This circular pattern of sonobuoys is deployed by the aircraft and
centered over the DOT array. The surface buoys receive pings from the DOTs and then
telemeter them to the aircraft for recording. Analysis of the ping times of arrivals provides
the geodetic location of each (surface) sonobuoy since the DOT geodetic locations are
known. The RV is targeted within this sonobuoy array, approximately 20-25 kilometers in
diameter.

4.  Aircraft Recording Equipment - This consists of receivers, tape recorders, and other
electronic equipment required to receive, process, and record the buoy pings and RV
splashes which are transmitted to the aircraft.

The EC-18B will replace Navy P-3 aircraft which are presently used to perform the
SMILS mission. The P-3 will fly to the DOT array, deploy an ADI buoy to precisely
determine the aircraft position, then deploy the remaining surface sonobuoys. The
sonobuoys and DOTs ping and these pings are recorded on the aircraft. From this, the
geodetic location of each sonobuoy can be determined. When the reentry vehicle impacts
within the array, the splash is detected by the sonobuoys and these signals are immediately
transmitted to the aircraft, where they are recorded. By analyzing the time of arrival of the
splash noise at each sonobuoy, the impact location may be determined. The standard
(DOT) SMILS concept is shown in Figure 1.

Global Positioning System (GPS) Based SMILS

GPS SMILS, which will be done by the EC-18B ARIA, is similar to DOT SMILS in most
respects except that the geodetic location of the surface sonobuoys is determined using
GPS satellite signals with no requirement for a DOT array. This can result in significant
savings since a DOT array is expensive to implant and maintain. Several sonobuoys
(GTD-GPS Transdigitized) which receive signals from the GPS satellites are initially
deployed to determine the location of the sonobuoys and the precise aircraft location.
Next, the remaining sonobuoys are deployed and their positions are determined relative to
the GTD buoys. Once the sonobuoy array is “surveyed,” the reentry vehicle impact
location can be determined in the same manner as described for the DOT SMILS. The
GPS SMILS concept is shown in Figure 2.



The GPS SMILS concept provides more flexibility than DOT SMILS because it does not
require a previously surveyed DOT array to be present. This is important in the event of
inclement weather or the presence of a surface vessel in the anticipated impact area. With
DOT SMILS, the test might need to be cancelled in this situation. Using GPS SMILS, the
impact area could be changed and the test could go on with little or no change to the
schedule.

PROGRAM HISTORY

As part of the 4950th Test Wing, ARIA Programs Division, Improvement and
Modernization Program, four Boeing 707-320C aircraft were purchased from American
Airlines in 1981 to be converted into EC-18B Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft
(ARIA). One of the many advantages of this aircraft (over the EC-135 ARIA) is the extra
space available to place additional equipment on board. The equipment to be added to the
EC-18B includes the Global Positioning System-Deep Ocean Transponder Sonobuoy
Missile Impact Location System (GPS-DOT SMILS), an Optics System (OPTICS), and a
Meteorological Sampling System (MET). These systems will greatly increase the
capability of the ARIA fleet.

The concept of placing a SMILS and OPTICS capability on the ARIA fleet was proposed
as a means of reducing operating and maintenance costs involved in reentry vehicle
scoring. Normally, reentry vehicle test support requires an ARIA (for telemetry collection)
and a Navy P-3 (for impact scoring and optics collection). Placing SMILS and OPTICS on
the ARIA would eliminate the need for the P-3 aircraft.

The Office of the Secretary of Defense directed the 4950th Test Wing to proceed with the
SMILS program in October 1982. At the same time, the Western Space and Missile
Center (WSMC) was working with the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), in Laurel ,
Maryland, to develop a GPS SMILS capability. Using GPS SMILS would allow reentry
vehicle impact testing worldwide, not just in the predetermined broad ocean area (BOA)
locations. By combining the two efforts, the DOT arrays could eventually be eliminated
and the cost of the range instrumentation ships could be avoided. It was decided to merge
the two efforts and the ARIA/GPS-DOT SMILS program was initiated. A Memorandum
of Agreement between the 4950th Test Wing and WSMC was signed in May 1983, which
provided for WSMC to manage the SMILS instrumentation segment with APL while the
4950th Test Wing was to manage the aircraft modification and launch segment in
conjunction with the EC-18B ARIA conversion program.

The 4950th Test Wing was also to incorporate an optics system into the EC-18B
ARIA/SMILS program to provide optical validation of cloud penetration, failure
diagnostics, and time of event correlation as well as atmospheric properties for impact



accuracy determination. In addition, the Meteorological Sampling System is being
developed to allow collection of valuable meteorological data to be used during analysis of
test results.

PROJECTED CAPABILITIES - GPS-DOT SMILS

The ARIA SMILS aircraft will have the option of scoring reentry vehicle impacts using the
surveyed DOT (ocean floor) arrays or using a GPS positioned (surface) array. This allows
greater flexibility in choosing the impact location for the test since the GPS mode does not
require any prior surveying.

It is anticipated that the RV impact location will be determinable to within 10-15 meters,
the advertised accuracy of the GPS. The aircraft will provide limited accuracy impact
location information on the order of several kilometers within minutes, while a Post
Mission Processor (PMP), to be located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, will
later analyze the data to provide the 10-15 meter accuracy.

Figure 3 depicts the overall mission concept. As shown, either GPS or DOT mode may be
used to collect the information on tape. These tapes will then be delivered to the PMP for
processing.

GPS SMILS DETAILS

Several components of the ARIA/GPS-DOT SMILS will be similar to the DOT SMILS
program currently used. Some of the main operating features of the ARIA/SMILS program
are discussed below.

GPS Transdigitized (GTD) Sonobuoy

The GTD sonobuoy will receive GPS signals from up to four satellites. These signals will
be down converted and one bit quantized. Only the clear access (C/A) component of the
GPS signal will be used in real time. (The precision code signals will be recorded for later
use.) The received acoustical signals will be digitized and a serial data stream generated.
The digitized GPS and acoustic signals will then be quadraphase modulated on an RF
carrier for transmission to the aircraft, which will be circling 50 miles downrange.

The GTD buoy will be equipped with a command receiver to allow on/off control of the
signal translator to save battery life. The buoy receiver system will be able to handle an
unlimited number of satellite signals, although only four satellites are expected to be used
on a normal basis. The buoy position will be determined using differential ranging with 



doppler smoothing, a technique which relaxes the stability requirement on the buoy
oscillator.

Once the GTD buoy positions are known, the positions of the other sonobuoys may be
determined. At this point, there is a floating array of sonobuoys whose geodetic positions
are known. This floating array may be placed anywhere worldwide (once the GPS network
is completed).

Aircraft Equipment

The aircraft equipment consists of the sonobuoy launch tubes (and associated equipment)
and the instrumentation equipment. The instrumentation will be capable of “navigating”
the buoys, recording the buoy transmissions, and providing a “quick-look” impact location
for the RV splash. The aircraft will be equipped with antennas to receive the sonobuoy
transmissions and the signals directly from GPS satellites. It will also receive the acoustic
data from Low Frequency Pinger (LFP) (surface) sonobuoys. The LFP sonobuoys will be
modified to ping at a commanded rate, which will aid in data reduction. The signals from
the GPS satellites and GTD sonobuoys will be recorded directly, while the LFP acoustic
data will be multiplexed before recording.

The equipment will be able to determine the position of the aircraft, in real time, to aid in
the buoy placement. It will also be able to monitor the position of the GTD buoys and
determine the position of the other buoys by using acoustic data to locate the buoys
relative to the GTD buoys. Verification of correct operation of all buoys is also possible.
The approximate splash location of the RV is available on board the aircraft, while the
final accuracy of 10-15 meters will be possible only after data reduction at the Post
Mission Processor.

OPTICS DETAILS

The optics program requires that several types of documentation be available to the user.
This requirement drove the selection of sensor and film types to be placed on the ARIA
fleet. The system will be capable of providing the following information:

1. Documentation of catastrophic RV failures;

2. Verification of RV cloud penetration;

3. Verification of RV survival to impact;

4. Documentation of jacket separation;



5. Time correlation of above events to 10 milliseconds UTC;

6. Correlation of above data to the aircraft position; and

7. Documentation of terminal area cloud coverage.

As one can see, this will be a very capable system in and of itself. Figure 4 depicts the
operation of the OPTICS program. One must remember, however, that this data collection
will be going on while the telemetry and SMILS data is also being collected.

METEOROLOGICAL SAMPLING SYSTEM DETAILS

The general operational concept for the Meteorological Sampling System is shown in
Figure 5. The sonde is the device used to measure the temperature, humidity, pressure,
density, and wind velocity in the terminal area. The sonde will be dropped from a gravity
launch tube in the EC-18B which is being installed as part of the SMILS program. As the
sonde descends via parachute from the launch altitude (10,000 feet or less), a helium
balloon is being inflated. A sea water sensor wire, approximately 50 feet long, hangs from
the sonde and upon sensing the water, triggers the release of the balloon and sonde from
the remaining hardware. The balloon will then carry the sonde to an altitude of 80,000-
100,000 feet, transmitting meteorological data as it ascends.

This meteorological data is obtained and recorded prior to the test, so as not to interfere
with the telemetry, SMILS and OPTICS portions of the ARIA collection requirements,
since the meteorological data is received on the SMILS receivers and recorded on the
SMILS mission recorders.

SUMMARY

The completion of these programs and their incorporation into the ARIA EC-18B fleet will
indeed make the ARIA the most versatile and capable airborne mobile instrumentation
platform in the world. Yet these programs are only some of the many improvements and
modernizations underway at the 4950th Test Wing, ARIA Programs Division.
Collectively, these programs will keep the ARIA fleet up-to-date and expand their
capabilities. In so doing, the programs will continue the Division’s tradition of excellence
and performance for many years.



FIGURE 1 - DOT SMILS



FIGURE 2 - GPS SMILS



FIGURE 3 - ARIA/GPS - DOT SMILS SYSTEM CONCEPT



FIGURE 4 - ARIA OPTICAL SYSTEM



FIGURE 5- ARIA METEOROLOGICAL SAMPLING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) is an airborne platform designed to
receive, record, process, and retransmit telemetry data. This paper will provide a brief
overview of ARIA capabilities and focus on a specially modified ARIA – the Cruise
Missile Mission Control Aircraft (CMMCA). Currently utilized in cruise missile testing,
CMMCA features on-board real-time display of telemetry data as well as remote
command and control of the test missile.

BACKGROUND

The Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) are EC-135E and EC-18B aircraft
designed to provide airborne telemetry reception for Department of Defense (DOD) and
NASA space and missile launches. First operational in January 1968, the ARIA fleet since
1975 has been operated and maintained by the 4950th Test Wing at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio.

Each ARIA has undergone extensive internal and external modifications, including the
addition of a large bulbous nose. This nose is actually a ten foot radome which houses the
seven foot steerable dish antenna used for telemetry reception. Internal modifications
include the 30,000 pound modular package of instrumentation subsystems (Figure 1)
known as Prime Mission Electronic Equipment (PMEE).



THE ARIA MISSION

The primary task of the ARIA is to receive and record telemetry data. Other capabilities
include on-board data processing, observation and voice reports of critical telemetry
parameters, and real-time relay of data via satellite, L-band links, or HF radio. An on-
board computer is available for analysis and printout of multiple events, for selection of
critical portions of the data for retransmission at lower bit rates, and for other specialized
functions.

ARIA support missions are broadly divided into three categories: reentry, orbital, and
cruise missile missions. Reentry missions generally require receive and record, nonreal-
time coverage of Army, Navy, and Air Force ballistic missile tests. Orbital mission are
DOD launches designed to put a satellite into orbit. ARIA support of these missions
generally involves real-time relay of data via satellite, voice reports of critical events via
HF radio, and full recording of the data.

CRUISE MISSILE MISSIONS

Cruise missile missions include support of both Air Launched and Ground Launched
Cruise Missile (ALCM/GLCM) testing. These missions require ARIA to perform three
distinct functions: real-time retransmission of missile data to ground stations via L-band
links, UHF radio voice relay for all support aircraft in the test area, and control of the
missile during special tests using an on-board remote command and control/flight
termination system (RCC/FTS).

Presently, four ARIA are configured to support cruise missile tests. Each of these aircraft
contain the following special modifications: (1) three L-band transmitters, (2) a special
computer/inertial navigation system interface to provide real-time antenna positioning
information, (3) cockpit displays to provide the pilot with aircraft ground speed and the
navigator with distance and azimuth to the cruise missile, and (4) the RCC/FTS equipment.

CMMCA, PHASE 0

One ARIA, designated the Cruise Missile Mission Control Aircraft (CMMCA) Phase 0,
has undergone extensive additional modification to enhance its cruise missile support
capabilities. In addition to its former support roles described above, the CMMCA has an
additional capability:  real-time display of selected parameters from the missile telemetry
stream.

CMMCA was conceived to support CANUS (Canada/United States) ALCM testing.
Besides providing complete missile control over remote areas outside the coverage scope



of ground sites, the CMMCA eliminates the need for the chase and tanker aircraft
currently required for United States ALCM/GLCM tests. CMMCA Phase 0 proved to be a
complete success during the initial CANUS/ALCM tests in January and February 1985.

CMMCA Equipment

The ARIA Cruise Missile Control Console (CMCC) has been added to the PMEE suite
just aft of the cockpit. It is designed to accommodate three console operators, nominally
the test director, test conductor, and lead engineer. The consolidation of data display and
RCC/FTS functions allows a test team from the user agency to monitor missile health, and
thus make determinations about control or termination of the missile flight.

Physically, the CMCC comprises the following (Figure 2):  three flat-screen plasma
displays, three keyboards, RCC power control, RCC/FTS control panels, and an RCC/FTS
test set. In addition, a Telemetry Data Processor is located at the Data Separation Console.

Display Equipment

Real-time telemetry data parameters are displayed using a combination of graphics and
text on the plasma displays. The keyboards are used to select the type of screen display
desired as well as the data stream to be processed. Two distinct sources of reconstructed,
decommutated data are available.

The Telemetry Data Processor (TDP) is the core of the real-time display system. It
replaces the ROLM 1602B computer used on all of the other ARIA. The TOP consists of
three Motorola 68000 16-bit monoboard computers, two serial and two parallel
input/output interface cards per computer, and associated memory. The memory
incorporates both random access memory (RAM) and programmable read only memory
(PROM); the real-time display program is stored on two erasable PROMs.

Each keyboard/plasma display pair is controlled by a distinct microprocessor. Currently,
each processor is programmed identically and each can present three different display
formats of preselected parameters. This provides redundancy in the display of critical
parameters.

A typical real-time display depicts missile flight attitude using graphics to create an
artifical horizon. Parameters such as missile position, on-board system health, flight
control surface commands and associated feedback are displayed in text. Current
parameter update rates approach three updates per second. The most important parameter
displayed is confirmation of the fail-safe tone received by the missile; this verifies proper
missile feedback of the remote command and control signal.



RCC/FTS Equipment

The CMMCA Phase 0 modification incorporated redundant remote command and
control/flight termination systems. Each allows for generation and transmission of test and
command tones to a cruise missile via independent signal paths. All RCC/FTS functions
are controlled from the cruise missile control console.

The RCC power control provides remote control of the RCC transmitter and power
amplifiers which are located in the RF subsystem of the ARIA. The RCC/FTS control
panels (two for redundancy) output command tones for the RCC transmitter, to maneuver
the missile or terminate missile flight. Every function of vehicle flight can be commanded.

The RCC/FTS system select/test set provides for the selection of primary or secondary
systems. In addition, the test set illuminates LEDs as a verification that the correct test or
command tones are being transmitted. Toggle switches are available for manual tone
generation. The test set also contains two analog meters which measure deviation and
reflected power of the transmitted signal.

The redundant RCC/FTS systems are identical except for the antenna used with each
system. The primary system uses a crossed-dipole antenna mounted on the telemetry dish
in the nose radome. The secondary system uses right and left side-looking cup turnstile
antennas, also located in the nose radome.

Software Development

The real-time display software programs used by CMMCA Phase 0 are developed by
4950th Test Wing personnel to meet specific user requirements. The programmers work
with a description of the telemetry format and the algebraic expressions/scaling factors
required to convert the data to engineering units. Large scale data manipulation is
performed as required. The choice of graphics or textual presentation as well as the actual
display screen formats are tailored to user preferences.

To date, two complete software programs are operational for different Department of
Defense projects. Software development for additional projects is ongoing at the time of
this writing.

CONCLUSION

The CMMCA Phase 0 concept, i.e., real-time airborne display of telemetry data, is a
proven success in cruise missile testing. The concept may have further application to other 



programs, such as testing done in remote areas or when real-time data relay is not feasible
due to extremely high bit rates.

The CMMCA Phase 0 modification is an example of the continuous upgrades and
tremendous flexibility of ARIA to meet specific telemetry user requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Certification of an Aircraft necessitates ample instrumentation equipment to get all the data
needed. The Flight Test Instrumentation System for the Indonesian Aircraft CN 235
(Fig. 1) does not consist only of the necessary data acquisition and evaluation systems, but
includes moreover all the subsystems which are needed in flight testing like airborne- and
ground-calibration systems, video and camera-installations etc. The Mobile Ground
Station is housed in 14 shelters including a power-station and can be seen as a self-
supporting system. Design and procurement by DFVLR assisted by Indonesian engineers
as well as assistance through DFVLR in Indonesia was a first leading project in the course
of the establishment of an Indonesian Flight Mechanics Laboratory FML. After service in
Type Certification of the CN 235 the Flight Test Instrumentation System described will
have a wide application range for future projects. To get a staff of engineers scilled in the
art of flight-testing a training program for 10 Indonesian engineers was conducted by
DFVLR, so that there are experts to operate the system in Indonesia. Since 1984 the Flight
Test Instrumentation System is in use in Bandung or Jakarta resp.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the development of the Aircraft CN 235 (2 turboprop-engines, 35
passengers) in cooperation of the companies PT. NURTANIO/Indonesia and CASA/Spain
it became evident that a Flight Test Instrumentation System was needed for Type
Certification Flight Testing. According to a Technical Assistance Agreement between the
Indonesian Aircraft Manufacturer PT. NURTANIO and the DFVLR, which is the German
Aerospace Research Establishment, the Institute for Flightmechanics of the DFVLR got
the order to design and procure a complete Flight Test Instrumentation System FTIS. The



system consists of an airborne part (OB-DAS = On Board Data Acquisition System) and a
ground station OG-DAES (On Ground Data Acquisition and Evaluation System). The
paper describes the complete Flight Test Instrumentation System FTIS.

ON BOARD DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM OB-DAS

The function of OB-DAS is as follows:

- preconditioning of analog signals
- recording of signals
- control and monitoring of signals
- quicklook
- transmitting the data via telemetry to the ground

Fig. 2 shows in form of a block diagram the substantial parts of the On Board Flight Test
Instrumentation System. The basic configuration of OB-DAS (Fig. 8) consists of

Teledyne Data Acquisition System [4]
The Teledyne Data Acquisition System gives the possibility for digitizing signals and
generating a PCM Data Stream. The basic system is specified for a maximum of:

- 228 channels for analog signal conditioning (PCU)
- 60 channels for thermocouple signal conditioning (TCIU)
- 50 channels for discrete inputs (D/DMX)
- 12 channels discrete inputs for flight number information (D/DMX)
- 36 channels discrete inputs for time information (DMX-I)
- 8 channels for frequency inputs (FDC)
- 12 channels for tachometer generator inputs (TGC)
- 6 channels for pulse totalizer inputs (PTM-2)
- 4 channels for synchro signal inputs (S/RDC)

The sensors are connected by a 4 core twisted and shielded cable that ends in a 5 pole
connector plug at the Input Connector Board. This allows the individual excitation to each
parameter via the bridge completion network as part of the PSF signal conditioning
amplifier and the signal routing back to the same PSF (2 wire each). The Input Connector
Board is designed for an analog channel input capacity of 256 channels. The control part
of the system is the Master RMDU (Remote Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Unit). It contains
all basic control and interface electronic boards and the complete programming device.
This unit outputs two independent PCM formatted serial data outputs, one to be recorded
on the magnetic tape and one to be transmitted via telemetry link. Each individual channel
of the DAS and the possible functions are programmable via a 16K erasable PROM. Most



of the analog signal conditioning is provided by single PSF-amplifier cards housed in 64
channel PCU (Presample Conditioning Unit) chassis. Shown in Fig. 8 the PSF/R-Cal
Presampling Filter amplifier module contains a 2 wire differential signal input and 2 wires
for excitation output routed to the sensor if necessary. Its function is to amplify data from
various sources such as straingauges, resistance thermometers and potentiometers. It also
accomodates bridge completion networks and high frequency passive filters prior to
amplification. The gains are selectable between 1 to 1024. Two outputs after amplification
are available. The output can be filtered through a 4-pole-Butterworth or Bessel filter
which is bandwidth selectable between 1 Hz and 20 KHz. The PSF/R-Cal module supplies
upon command a calibration resistor which can be shunted across the bridge element for
verifying gain repeatability. The R-Cal resistor is selectable during system configuration
for various sensitivities. One BEU (Bridge Excitation unit) is provided for special
transducer excitation. Most of the digital (discretes, parallel time), pulse and frequency
input signals are wired without signal conditioning to the interface inputs at the RMDU.

Telemetry System (Fig. 6)
The FM/PCM-FM Telemetry System [10] consists of the devices RF-transmitter,
premodulation filter, VCO-mount and an isolation amplifier and serves to telemeter the
signals to the Ground Station for Quicklook-monitoring by the Flight Testing Crew on
ground. The PCM-data stream is delivered by the Teledyne RMDU and merged into the
FM-MUX via premodulation-filter and isolation amplifier. The FM-Multiplex-signal
consists of 14 constant bandwidth channels according to IRIG (channels 1A to 13A with a
nominal frequency response of 400 Hz. Further one channel with a frequency response of
1600 Hz (15C) is provided for voice or IRIG-B Timecode resp. ). A reference frequency-
oscillator originates a 140 kHz reference-frequency which serves for tape speed
compensation purposes when recording the FM-multiplex signal on magnetic tape. For
transmitting the FM-signal including voice and timecode-signal together with the PCM-
serial signal an auxiliary carrier is used (see Fig. 7). This carrier originates from a further
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which will be modulated by the above described
frequency multiple signal (FM-MUX), see Fig. 6 and 7. Voice from the flight-test engineer
or the pilot resp. will be derived from the aircrafts interphone bus via a special interface-
box and mixed into the FM-MUX. The above signals are mixed together to one
modulation-signal with an overall bandwidth of about 1280 kHz (Fig. 7) which is used to
modulate two L-band-transmitters (1531 and 1537 MHz). The rf-outputs of the
transmitters are fed to two antennas of the type ASLN (EMP). One antenna is mounted on
top of the vertical stabilizer of the CN 235, the other below the fuselage. This system
enables a frequency diversity transmission and secures reception of the telemetry signal at
the ground station at all attitudes of the aircraft in flight.



Time Code System
The Datum Time Code Generator Type 9150 (Fig. 8) gives a time reference for the
recording of data. The unit provides an IRIG-B modulated serial output and 2 outputs with
parallel BCD information, one for remote display on the FTI control board and the other
for remote display of time (seconds to hours) in the cockpit area.

A third parallel BCD output is provided for time insertion into the PCM data stream via
the RMDU. The resolution of this information is within milliseconds. An additional output
is provided for slow code time information to be used if strip chart recorders are installed
for operation during flight testing. The time code generator also generates a 1 Hz up to
1 KHz TTL reference pulse train for time synchronization of external devices (e.g. film
camera systems).

Control and Display Units [8]
Control Instruments (CI) are further provided in the OB-DAS Instrument Panel (see Fig. 4)
for display and monitoring of selected signals by the Flight Test Engineer.

Tape Recorder System (Fig. 6, 8)
The Bell and Howell Tape Recorder MARS 1414 LT 30 allows recording and record
control of analog signals, time code information and PCM Data Stream. Provision is made
for 10 FM-Recording wideband- and 4 direct-recording wideband-channels.

Calibration System OBCS [3] (Fig. 2)
The On Board Calibration System consists of a test rack with integrated measuring and
calibrating instruments. The ruggedized rack is mounted into the aircraft. The central part
of the OBCS is a desk computer type HP 9826. The calibration data acquisition unit can be
operated manually via the front panel. All functions are also controllable from the
computer. Furthermore a number of single portable instruments for calibration purposes
are available.

Video System [5] (Fig. 2)
The Video System can be used for recording the video signal of a video camera, which can
be installed in the aircraft.

Cine Camera System [6] (Fig. 2)
A Cine Camera System is installed operationally for all purposes during flight testing
demanding a device as such.



Power Supply System [11] (Fig. 2)
The Power Supply System provides proper power distribution to the various devices of the
OB-DAS. The incoming 28 V DC power is distributed via the circuit breaker box.
Furthermore there are 4 static inverters installed to generate 115 V AC 400 Hz power.

Mechanical Installation (Fig. 3, 5)
Starting with the input connector board, all equipment and devices used for data
acquisition and recording are mounted on a rack, designed and manufactured to the special
requirements to fit inside the aircraft passenger compartment. Care is also taken to provide
easy accessible break points for trouble shooting and check-out. The data acquisition
system configuration is split off in smaller units to allow a remote installation if required.

ON GROUND DATA ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION SYSTEM OG-DAES

The Mobile Ground Station MGS of FTIS-CN 235 consists of the systems described
below. The short description refers to Fig. 9. The subsystems are mentioned in a clockwise
sequence referring to the blockdiagram.

Mobile Data Acquisition and Evaluation System MDAES (Fig. 11)
The system accepts PCM data from either a telemetry link or an instrumentation tape, and
analog data. The system separates the streams of data into their individual components,
stores the acquired data, processes specified measurements to enable an instant analysis,
and displays the data. Two computer systems are provided. Both systems consists of a
PDP 11/44 with MOS memory 256 KWords, floating point processor, LA 120 console
terminal and several VT 100 terminals with graphics. The CPU is supported by a RUA 80
Winchester disk drive (121 MByte), a RL02 removable disk drive (10 MByte) and a TU
58 cartridge tape drive. TS11 magnetic tape drive systems are used for storage of digitzed
telemetry data. The system is provided with extensive printing and plotting capabilities.
Both PDP 11/44 are linked by a computer communication network with features like “file-
transfer”, “virtual terminal” and “remote device access”. A long line interface enables
transmission of calibration data from a HP 9836 computer to the PDP 11/44. In the event
of failure of one CPU the two computer configuration guarantees continuous operation.

Mobile Telemetry System MTS (Fig. 10)
The Mobile Telemetry System is a substantial part of the Mobile Ground Station MGS.
Purpose is always to secure monitoring and quick-look of flight testing. Because a wide-
band combined PCM/FM-System has been selected (see description of airborne telemetry
systems), rf-transmission will use the L-band according to IRIG (1435-1535 MHz). So a
tracking-antenna-system for reception of incoming signals must be used. In order to
minimize costs and sophisticated operation of the tracking-antenna station, a single axis
telemetry tracking antenna Model GTS-04C (manufacturer Electro Magnetic Processes



EMP) is proposed, which provides both narrow and broad beam-modes of operation. The
narrow-beam antenna is used for tracking the aircraft at long ranges and the broad-beam
antenna is used for short range tracking and overhead passes. Switching between the
antenna is accomplished automatically based on received signal strength. An
onmidirectional antenna serves for receiving purposes for telemetry in a short distance
area, i.e. when the aircraft is on the ground for adjustment and calibration of systems. The
antennas are mounted on the roof of the telemetry container and fastened to the antenna-
base-frame (Fig. 12). The telemetry system enables reception of telemetry data as
described and data reduction of PCM and FM-signals as well as recording those data on
two tape recorders. All data can be distributed in the desired manner by crossbar-
distributors and coordinated patch-panels. The PCM-EXPRT Data System can supply
16-analog-channels at choice for display on strip-chart recorders or scopes. The same
applies to the 14 available CBW-FM-channels. The tape recorders (Bell&Howell 3700E)
enable recording of 14 FM- or direct-signals and reproducing of 10 FM- and 4 direct-
channels. Copies of tapes can be made. A time code system combined with a tape search
unit is provided.

Communication System Com (Fig. 9)
For the manifold applications requested an ample communication system described below
in short was provided.

VHF-Aircraft/Ground Communication
The flight director room ist provided with two aircraft to ground communication sets of the
type Becker TG 264. One set is located at the flight directors desk and serves to establish
the communication between flight director and aircraft.

Interbase Communication
For communication in between the shelter (container) groups an interbase communication
system is used.

Intercommunication
The intercommunication voice from the aircraft crew (flight engineer) is transmitted in the
course of the FM telemetry together with the telemetry signal to the ground station.

Operational VHF-Communication
For operational communication in between flight director room, telemetry room, aircraft
(during checkouts and adjustments on the ground) as well as staff moving at the test site
(e.g. in cars) a VHF-communication system consisting of stationary desk mounted devices
and walkie-talkies is used.



Mobile Power Generator MPG (Fig. 9)
The power supply of the mobile ground station will be secured by a mobile power
generator MPG or by the local mains. Normal operation of the station will be by local
mains, in case of mains drop out or during flight test power supply will be from the mobile
power generator MPG. The performance of this aggregate is 217 kVA.

Mobile Calibration System MCS (Fig. 9)
The Mobile Calibration System MCS is a combination of calibration and test equipment,
designed for the requirements of TCFT. Apart from calibration systems for testing and
calibration of FTIS under laboratory conditions, housed in one of the shelters, also
equipment is available to do calibrations and adjustments on board of the aircraft. Integral
part of the MCS is a desk top Mini Computer System HP 9836S, which enables control of
tests and calibrations, interactive processing of calibration results, sensor data management
and data transfer between MCS and MDAES by a computer link.

A number of instruments is connected with the computer via the IEEE bus system.

Additional Test Equipment ATE (Fig. 9)
Additional Test Equipment ATE is the rubrum under which the equipment can be found,
which is not stringently coordinated to the other groups of FTIS. In particular there are
special user requirements regarding meteo-data and video-monitoring, which can be
fulfilled with system described as follows.

Video System
Video-systems are provided as well for airborne as for on ground applications. The
provision for an airborne video system arises from user-requirements. Purpose is to
monitor on board of aircraft special parameters and phenomena as well as function of
outside equipment (gears, doors, flaps etc.). The system consists of one or more video-
cameras and a recorder with necessary accessories. The on ground video system serves for
reproduction of video-recordings during flight testing. Another application is to give
demonstration to observers.

Meteo Stations
In flight testing it is indispensable to be informed any time regarding weather data. For that
reason a meteo station coordinated to the Ground Station (display in Flight Director Room)
and additionally 5 smaller stations distributed along the runway were provided. The
following meteo-data are measured at or in the vicinity of the ground station: 1. Wind-
Direction. 2. Wind-Velocity. 3. Temperature. 4. Barometric Pressure. 5. Relative
Humidity.



Spareparts
A special block Spareparts (Fig. 9) in the figure indicates that relevant spareparts for all
systems were provided to be on storage.

Mobile Electronic Workshop MEW (Fig. 9)
The mobile electronic workshop MEW is equipped with work benches, laboratory desks
and cabinets. Purpose of MEW is to enable all maintenance and repair-work which
becomes necessary in the course of ground station operation in as short time as possible.
Therefore all kinds of tools and components are provided, which are necessary for doing
the described work. Also the necessary devices for measurement and adjustment of the
entire flight test instrumentation equipment is provided as far as it is possible in a mobile
workshop.

Crew Residence (Fig. 9)
During Flight Testing it is very important that the crew is always available. Because not
necessarily they are all on duty, rooms must be provided as a residence for redundant crew
members or as office-rooms for doing the paper work requested in the job. Three
containers are provided. One serves as a rest-room, one as a meeting-room (for discussion-
meetings) and the third as office-room. The entire On Ground System is housed in
containers or shelters (Fig. 12-14). The ground station is housed in three groups of shelters
which are installed on strip foundations or on stell pedestals. The shelters can be used in
groups or as stand-alone units. All shelters of the Mobile Ground System (MGS) are
supplied by Three Phase Alternating Current 380/220 VAC/50 Hz. Shelters external
dimensions:

ISO DIN
Length 20 feet 6058 mm
Width   8 feet 2438 mm
Height   8,5 feet 2591 mm

Max.-mass 10,000 kg, that is appr. 10 tons or 22.046 lbs.
Fig. 14 shows an arrangement of the MGS-container-group. For illustration inside views of
the Flight Director Container are shown (Fig. 13).

SUMMARY

The paper gives a survey of the complete Flight Test Instrumentation System FTIS
(airborne- and ground-equipment) provided by the Institute for Flightmechanics of DFVLR
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. = German
Aerospace Research Establishment) for the Indonesian Aircraft Manufacturer PT.
NURTANIO. A short description of the general layout and of the subsystems is given and
illustrated.
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Fig. 1  Aircraft CN 235

Fig. 2  Schematic of On-Board Flight Test Instrumentation (OB-FTI)



Fig. 3  Rack-mounted OB-DAS for CN235 Aircraft

Fig. 4  OB-DAS Instr. Panel



Fig. 5  Arrangement of Devices (OBDAS-Rack - Sideviews)

Fig. 6  Airborne FM Telemetry Blockdiagram with Time Code IRIG B

Fig. 7   Frequency Spectrum PCM and 500 kHz Auxiliary Carrier



Fig. 8 Blockdiagram of CN 235 On Board Data Acquisition System



Fig. 9   Schematic of On-Ground Flight Test Instrumentation

Fig. 10   Telemetry-Ground Station



Fig. 11   Data Acquisition and Evaluation System

Fig. 12  FTIS-Ground Station in Kemayoran/Jakarta



Inside View Prospective View

Fig. 13  Flight Director Compartment

Fig. 14   Shelter (Container) Arrangement



FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS TYPE AIRBORNE TRANSMITTERS

by Willy Martini
Telemetering and Systems

Department

SUMMARY

After a brief glimpse of the composition of a modern airborne transmitter, a reminder is
given of how the choice of a servoed carrier scheme after frequency division on a quartz
crystal reference, favoring transmissions at high data speed, has opened up the way to a
whole generation of frequency synthesis transmitters covering the 2.1 - 2.7 GHz band in
sub-bands of 150 MHz with a pitch of 0.5 MHz.

The advantages of frequency synthesis from the quadruple aspect of maintenance,
availability “on the shelf”, flexible use in a congested frequency plan and discretion, are
then commented on.

Finally, in a last section - more theoretical than the previous ones - the technical difficulties
which arise from the “spirit” of frequency synthesis are referred to.

1.  INTRODUCTION

A frequency modulation type airborne telemetering transmitter is the result of a
compromise between numerous electrical or mechanical requirements which are often
contradictory, the most striking ones being referred to below:

• good stability in temperature of the carrier transmitted
• high spectral purity (noise and harmonic lines)
• wide base band
• notable power transmitted
• small size and weight
• generally good performances in a difficult environment - thermal - electro-magnetic and

vibratory
• reliability.



During the past few years a new requirement has become increasingly frequently
expressed:  this is the frequency synthesis demanded to satisfy different motivations felt by
the users:

• simple use of an increasingly congested frequency plan
• easy maintenance when the telecommunication system operates several channels in the

same plan
• availability:  on the shelf
• discretion obtained through frequency agility.

In a few special cases frequency diversity operating is required without any addition of
complex “black boxes”.

So as to meet these different requirements there are two modern solutions to the problem
arising:

• transposition through mixing and filtering
• phased-in servoing of the carrier to a reference after frequency division.

These basic schemes will be examined and criticized in paragraph 2 from the dual aspect
of the capacity to accept high base bands and the possibility of frequency synthesis.

Paragraph 3 contains explanations. of INTERTECHNIQUE’s choice and the way in which
its concepts have been perceived on the French market.

As a conclusion paragraph 4 details the technical difficulties arising from the concept of a
frequency synthesis transmitter where the very idea of frequency programming imposes a
study of very wide pass band circuits.

2.  OUTLINE OF THE MAIN BASIC SCHEMES

Although in the past direct multiplication transmitters firstly of high level, then low level
with final application later were produced, and are still used in the realm of satellites
where data speeds are very low (1 to 2 Kbit/s) at the present time only the two following
types are used:

- transposition through mixing and filtering
- phased-in servoing of the carrier to a reference after frequency division.



2.1  Transposition through Mixing and Filtering

Figure 1 illustrates this scheme in the case in which a passive filter eliminates the
undesirable residue from mixing.

2.1.1  Advantages

This type of generation offers the following advantages:

- easy passage of the continuous component in the base band
- very low noise in the vicinity of the carrier
- small volume of the “modulated carrier generation” section if medium spectral purity is

sufficient.

2.1.2  Drawbacks

2.1.2.1  Limited Modulation Band

First of all, with medium complexity of the modulator in FI, the ratio of the highest fm
modulation frequency to the value of the FI must not be over 10%.

Moreover, still on the assumption of a simple modulator construction, a relative thermal
drift of 10-3 in a 100E range is a not easily accessible limit. If a 10-5 stability of the
frequency transmitted fs is the object aimed at, the drift of the quartz crystal OL (of around
10-6) being assumed negligible, the dual inequality can be written as follows

which shows in particular that if fs = 2400 MHz, fm # 2.4 MHz and this value is
insufficient for a high quality TV transmission.

2.1.2.2  Harmonic Purity

The elimination of the spurious frequencies generated in the mixture deserves great
attention inview of the fact that the volume generally allocated is low and therefore does
not provide for the use of highly overstrained cavities.

In fact, drawing (C) in Figure 1 shows the undesirable frequency defined by the double
sequence *pfo - qFI* the couple (p, q) consisting of natural integers, possibly nul.



It is not easy to eliminate these frequencies in the general case; nevertheless, when
operating at fixed frequency, the phenomenon can be remedied by a judicious choice of the
different parameters. The problem arises differently in the case in which the output
frequency is to be progammed with a low pitch (0.5 MHz for example).

2.1.2.3  Programming Difficulty

Although in principle the programming seems to be easy, given that it suffices to make LO
synthesizable, good spectral purity on output (see 2.1.2.2) can only be validly obtained at
the cost of using a programmable output passband filter (“LO follower”).

2.1.2.4  Operating of Two Transmitters on Frequency Diversity

Owing to the difficulty of programming with a guarantee of good spectral purity, it is
impossible to use a couple of transmitters on frequency diversity, programmed on two
distinct frequencies synchronized on the same reference.

The customary synchronization scheme is shown in Figure 2.

The construction of the synchronizer is relatively complex, certain incompatibilities
between the diversity pitch and the data rate can even occur.

2.1.3  Alternative Version of the Basic Scheme with Active Filtering

The defects indicated can be remedied by employing phase seroving in hyper-frequency to
perform the filtering. This version is detailed in Figure 3. It offers the following advantages
over the basic scheme:

- good harmonic purity
- easy programming of the output frequency (making the OL synthesizable); the servo

loop acts as LO follower filter eliminating the *pfo - qFI* combinations (see 2.1.2.2).

It has however the following defects as compared to the basic scheme:

- highly complex involved with the servoing of a free micro-wave oscillator on a
reference that is itself micro-wave

- difficulty in stabilizing the servo loop whose band must be practically equal to the
modulation band

- high volume of the “modulated carrier generation” section.



2.2  Phased-In Servoing of Carrier to a Reference After Frequency Division

If it is observed that in most of the uses encountered (TV or telemetering), the passage of
the continuous component is not required, the principle of operating illustrated in Figure 4
can be adopted.

The theoretical study of this scheme - especially its performance versus noise will be
indicated in detail in paragraph 4.

2.2.1  Advantages

- Excellent harmonic purity, the modulated signal being generated directly at the output
frequency.

- Large modulation passband and large frequency excusion, both permitted by the
application of the modulation to a micro-wave VCO

- Easy programmming of the output frequency.
- Simple operating in frequency diversity in accordance with the scheme in Figure 5.
- Reliability

2.2.2  Drawbacks

2.2.2.1  Frequency Noise

The deviation of the spurious frequency is practically (see 4.1) that of the micro-wave

 VCO and hence - theoretically - multiplied by         ( = 100) as compared to the scheme in
paragraph 2.1.

The customary value found for the effective spurious frequency deviation is 1 kHz to 2300
MHz. In fact this limitation will only be felt in the case of modulations at very low rate as
used in satellite - earth links. In cases of high data speeds, as encountered in telemetering
on board aircraft or missiles, the signal/noise ratio on transmission is still 56 dB for a
numeric speed of 1 Mbit/s and 78 dB for an image transmitted according to the CCIR
notifications.

It must moreover be stressed that the coherence between the waves - mutliples of a
common driver- generated for frequency diversity, is only obtained the cost of a 1 KHz
uncertainty, which is a limit to the gain of any predetection type frequency diversity
receiving system.



2.2.2.2  High Volume

In conventional technologies - hybrid micro-electronics over 300 MHz, single layer printed
circuits below 300 MHz - the volume of two monofrequency transmitters delivering the
same power (0.5 W) can be compared, one built according to the transposition and passive
filtering technique, the other by phase servoing after frequency division: the figures are
respectively 80 cm3 and 130 cm3. Thus to construct low power monofrequency
transmitters, the frequency division scheme is penalizing, unless harmonic purity higher
than that normally required (- 25 dBm) is desired.

2.2.2.3  Non-transmission of the Continuous Component

Servoing ensures stability of the carrier versus slow drifts (temperature or ageing of
components other than the quartz crystal driver); it therefore erases the low components of
the modulation. As a general rule the low break in the modulation is obtained at 10 Hz and
to date we have not yet encountered uses liable to be impeded by this break.

It can be observed that, by replacing the quartz crystal driver in Figure 4 by a VCXO, the
present drawback can be eliminated. Figure 5 illustrates this principle. It should be
indicated that in this case, the frequency excursion permitted is limited by the VCXO to a
maximum of 10-3 of the output frequency, which is sufficient for telemetering transmissions
but too low for quality television. Moreover the frequency stability in temperature becomes
critical.

3.  CHOICE CRITERIA

3.1  Comparative Table

The table below summarizes the previous analysis.

Striking Characteristics
Transposition and

Filtering

Phased-in Servoing of the
Carrier to a Reference

After Frequency Division

• Passband Limited Very large

• Transmission of the
continuous component

Easy Complex:  limits the
frequency excusion

• Harmonic purity Medium Excellent



• Noise near the carrier Reduced Intense:  limits the use to
high data speeds (> 100
kbit/s)

• Frequency synthesis Complex:  requires the use
of a programmable follow-
up filter

Easy:  results from the
principle of frequency
division

• Operating on
synchronized frequency
diversity

Delicate: requires a complex
external synchronizer

Easy

• Volume, weight Reduced Medium

• Potential reliability Good Excellent

3.2  INTERTECHNIQUE’s Choice

As shown in Table 3.1 the choiceof a basic scheme is the result of a compromise
according to the characteristics to be favored:

• for fixed frequency applications, limited to a 1.5 MHz base band, the transposition and
passive filtering scheme is sufficient

• in application where a larger base band (up to 10 MHz is required) or the possibility of
frequency programming, the frequency division scheme is essential.

Because they initially sought for a large modulation band, INTERTECHNIQUE adopted
this second scheme in 1974 and made it programmable as of 1977 by defining the
following specifications:

• output frequency programmable in ranges of 150 MHz in the 2100 - 2700 MHz band
• programming pitch:  0.5 MHz
• frequency control:  by pre-wired plug
• passband:  from 10 Hz to 10 MHz
• frequency excursion:  up to 5 MHz
• power: f rom 5 to 20 W.

The photos below show a number of products satisfying this definition: (HE 2308 MP,
X 4863, HE 2520 VP).



3.3  Reception on the French Market

Looking back in time it is a good thing to examine how this choice was perceived by the
French market.

For aircraft flight tests, frequency synthesis transmitters very soon superceded fixed
frequency transmitters:  here the operating flexibility of the frequency plan prevailed,
whereas the band allocated to telemetering is narrow (2300 - 2350 MHz).

For the debugging of missiles - and although some 50 telemetering channels are available
between 2200 and 2300 MHz - the frequency programming requirement has never
appeared to be essential.

The services which have adopted frequency synthesis transmitters have rather more
remembered the following advantages:

• simplified maintenance: one single transmitter can back up all the equipment in the
2200 - 2300 MHz telemetering band

• possible availability of the equipment “on the shelf”.

One of the aspects which could appear essential at a time when much reference is made to
discrete transmissions, has never claimed attention:  this is frequency agility. Nevertheless
the possibility of exploring a 150 MHz frequency range only devoting 10 to 20
microseconds to channel allocation, is indeed an imperfect means but sufficiently
dissuasive versus an intruder.

3.4  Advantage of Frequency Synthesis

This explanation of the market situation of telemetering transmitters in France has
highlighted the advantages offered by frequency synthesis:

• flexible use of the frequency plan
• management of a maintenance depot facilitated
• availability “on the shelf”
• discretion.

This analysis cannot be concluded without saying a few words of a characteristic resulting
from frequency synthesis:  reliability.



In fact, in order to be frequency programmable on a relatively broad range, a transmitter
must consist of very wide band circuits (VCO and micro-wave amplifiers, seroving) which
by nature

• are not critical in debugging phase
• are not sensitive to the effects of ageing.

Here the qualities required to obtain high reliability can be recognized. In the “Ariane”
launchers program the CNES has appreciated this quality.

4.  TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

The main characteristics defining the specifications of a frequency synthesis type airborne
telemetering transmitter were summarized in paragraph 3.

In the lines below the main technical difficulties encountered in the concept of a frequency
synthesis transmitter observing the technical clauses listed, are indicated.

4.1  Analysis of the Phase Noise on Output

The following figure shows the characteristic parameters.

with the following notations:



The transfer function, in closed chain, of the local transmitter is provided by:

(1)

where

(2)

Being concerned with the carrier noise in the absence of modulation, we subsequently shall
assume that m(p) = 0.

The functional relation between the input phase noise (due to û) and the output phase noise 
            is given by:

(3)

We shall then consider a conventional form of the signal/noise ratio of the spectral power
density of a free oscillator, i.e.:

(4)

and where         is a 3 dB break pulse (generally measured experimentally).

By substituting 4 and 3 in 1, we find:

where



Noting that it is current practice to use                 we can write:

The curve representing                has a maximum value provided by:

Numeric Example

value measured

We find:

At wM, the free oscillator will have a spectral signal noise ratio at 3.10-4. Servoing, owing
to the fact that its break frequency is low so as not to disturb the modulation, doubles the
signal/spectral noise ratio near the carrier.

NB.:  the value                       = 500 Hz must not be confused with the effective spurious

 frequency deviation which, in an analysis band (                    ) is defined by:                      



                                                      whose value is practically 1 KHz to 2.3 GHz.

4.2  Modulation Nonlinearity

It is relatively easy to conceive a linear VCO on a range of ± 10% of its neutral frequency
when it is loaded on a suitable impedance. Unfortunately, in a frequency synthesis
transmitter the VCO is followed by an amplification chain feeding an antenna often ill-
adapted in the total programming band.

When the reflection coefficient seen by the VCO is not identically null in the useful band,
it produces a distortion resulting from the drive effect of the oscillator through its load
(pulling); the nonlinear distortion produced generates the differential phase on the TV
image or the incorrect restoration of the binary rate in a numeric signal.

The notation are as follows:

In the oscillator output plane where the              is measured, and incident and reflected

 wave are superposed. The power oscillator               is subjected to an injection power

            which - in accordance with Adler’s theory - will vary its frequency       by value 

              so that:

(1)

In a narrow interval (       ) of the band occupied by the modulated wave (1-5 MHz for a

 numeric signal and 1 Mbit/s or 24 MHz for a TV signal), the differential frequency 

variation is provided by:



(2)

Moreover, if          represents the frequency excursion of the modulated signal in the

 absence of any disturbance, the value           observed in the presence of energy reflected 

by the load is expressed by the relation:

(3)

A numeric application shows the criticality of the load adaptation. To respect the
specifications indicated above, the characteristics values to be obtained are the following:

These values are satisfied if:

In the case of a fixed frequency application, the value                        would be sufficient

 making the slope regularity of the reflection coefficient less critical (                          in
this case).



ROTATING AERODYNAMIC- EXCITERS
for in-flight flutter testing

M. PENNACHIONI

IN-FLIGHT TESTS CENTRE
Istres Aircraft Testing Base

Methods Department

1 - Structural excitation as observed in in-flight flutter testing.

Telemetering, as used in in-flight testing, has several advantages including that of
allowing what is known as real-time utilization; and thereby, in certain specific cases, the
continuation of the flight programme in terms of the results obtained therein.

This feature is especially attractive during the opening of the aircraft’s flutter envelope.
It then becomes a matter of experimentally determining the aircraft’s aeroelastic stability
throughout its flight envelope, and specifically at high speeds. In this connection, it’s
common knowledge that in excess of a certain so-called critical speed, two or more
vibratory modes of the structure can become coupled via the aerodynamic forces they
respectively generate; and can lead to diverging oscillation liable to cause vibration failure.
It’s easy to see that such a critical speed must be well within the permitted aircraft
operation envelope and that approaching it during in-flight testing should only be
considered with a certain amount of prudence and subject to strict monitoring of the
structure’s behaviour.

The most widely used monitoring system is to measure the transfer function relating an
alternating force applied to the aircraft structure in flight to the displacements it causes at
different points of that structure (figure 1).

Progress in the flight envelope is made in speed steps, any variations in this transfer
function being monitored between steps, and usually being reflected in terms of vibration
frequencies and damping.

Using telemetering, as in conducting these tests, is beneficial in several respects
(figure 2). First it allows instant visual monitoring of the structure’s behaviour at its most
significant points (rudders, bearing surface ends) by a team conveniently arranged on the
ground. Then, further to a preliminary processing operation occurring in real-time, the test



can be validated by merely observing the spectrums and the coherence functions existing
between the forces applied and the structure’s response; a poor quality test, either due to a
mismatched excitation or to the unexpected effect of an atmospheric turbulence, can be
rerun without waiting for the aircraft to land. Finally, if adequate computing facilities are
available, a comprehensive utilization of the values measured and their identification with
a theoretical model lets the structure’s general behaviour be compared with the estimated
figures, and thereby lets the aircraft resume the same test sequence at a higher speed or
Mach number. The accuracy of the result and the speed at which it is obtained, so essential
to the safe resumption of the flight, primarily depend on the extent and on the adequacy of
the available information on the artificially applied forces. The design of “exciters”
capable of creating controlled and measurable forces of an adequate level is thus the most
vital constraint of the flutter testing facility.

2  Principles of the “Colibri” exciters

Many alternatives have been suggested to answer this excitation issue. One of the most
effective ones consists in using the aerodynamic lift forces appearing on a small auxiliary
surface actuated by a low-amplitude oscillating motion around a medium position having
no aerodynamic lift (Figure 1). In such a motion, and even for an aerodynamically and
mechanically balanced fin, the development of inertial torques with the square of the
frequency results in the use of substantial powers. Thus, in the testing facilities available to
date hydraulic energy is used in most cases so as to take advantage of the excellent
relationship between the power and the weight of hydraulic motors. Exciters based on this
system attain a very high degree of efficiency but are not easily compatible with all
circumstances. The need to have hydraulic energy available at the exciter installation point,
the quality of the construction of the mechanism and of the fin result in costs and
availability times which are often substantial.

It’s probably for these reasons that the installation of this type of exciters has never, to
our knowledge, ever been attempted. Light aircraft in-flight testing is therefore performed
with other facilities the most widespread of which being the pyrotechnic pulser. On firing
the pulser, the structure is displaced from its point of balance, its transfer function being
estimated by the analysis of its return to the balance position. One of this procedure’s
drawbacks is to cancel out part of the benefits provided by the use of telemetering:
validating the test in real-time is not very valuable, and even less its complete utilization -
since in any case the aircraft has to be landed as the pulser is not rechargeable.

In attempting to apply to all types of aircraft, initially thinking of light aircraft, a
procedure and facilities which had been proven on fighter and wide-body aircraft, the
C.E.V.(I-F.T.C.)and O.N.E.R.A. have designed a range of aerodynamic exciters cheaper
and easier to use than conventional oscillating-fin exciters.



The straightforward idea was to actuate the moving surface with a permanent rotating
motion around its middle centreline, in order to cut the power needed to set the system in
motion and thus to enable the use of an electric motor. The aerodynamic efficiency would
probably be poor but on the other hand there would be a critical gain in the power to be
generated. What’s more, easy mechanical design resulted in minimal exciter dead weight.
This of course is an important point as the fineness characteristic of the exciter as a test
instrument, measured by comparing the force delivered with the total weight, must be as
high as possible, 1 being a minimum value currently obtainable with electro-inertial
systems.

To find a really reliable and effective answer the following requirements also have to be
met:

- it must be possible to drive several exciters via a single control device in order to
deliver synchronized forces.

- the dynamic effort applied to the structure by each exciter must be available and must
form an accurate input value.

- the exciters as a whole must not add to the structure another degree of liberty liable to
introduce a coupling unrelated to the flutter problem.

- finally: the exciter unit’s technology must make use of widely distributed components
allowing them to be promptly fitted to various sizes of aircraft and for different flight
conditions.

3  -GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

The problem set out in the foregoing paragraphs led to the adoption of the following
design of an in-flight excitation system christened “Colibri” (Humming Bird).

- The motor used is a step type motor affording from one and the same command signal
an angular and synchronous displacement of exciters placed in different parts of the
aircraft. This motor has two shaft outputs symmetrically driving directly: two identical
fins in a cantilever assembly (figure 3). This motor/fins unit is linked to the structure by
a dynamometric sole-plate consisting of 3 piezoelectric force sensors mounted
mechanically and electrically in parallel and thus measuring, projected onto the
installation axis, the sum of the aerodynamic and inertial forces applied by the exciter
to the structure under study.



With rotating fins, unlike oscillating vanes in which the force level can be adjusted by
varying the backlash amplitude, the only way to modify the force amplitude at a given
dynamic pressure is to modify the area of the fins. Experience has shown that to
maintain a force of a substantially constant level three or four sets of fins in decreasing
sizes were needed.

- The drive mechanism is, in principle, extremely straightforward (figure 4). The rotation
speed of the motors is imposed by an oscillator giving a signal which varies
continuously in frequency between 2 limits, high and low, which are displayed together
with the choice of the duration of this sweeping motion. The signal is applied to a fixed
divider for the master motor and to variable dividers for the slave motors. These
variable dividers are meant to put the slave motors in phase or in opposition, by
accelerating or decelerating the slave motors at the start sequence; in steady-state
operation, all the dividers agree with the value representing the master motor, the step-
motor principle guaranteeing the holding of the relative initialised phases.

4 - MODEL-BUILDING, PRELIMINARY TESTS

Determining the dimensions of the fins and the capacity of the motor in terms of the
force required and of the aerodynamic flight parameters would require either a theoretical
model-building or, at the very least, a few experimental data relating to that aerodynamic
curiosity that is a wing rotating around its middle axis.

Since as yet there have been no practical applications, this subject has virtually no
historical precedent apart from some work carried out on the autorotation system which is
a stable operating rate at high angular speed and is quite out of the scope of the present
area of application.

Readings taken in wind-tunnels (S 1 L and S 2 at the O.N.E.R.A.) (on a LOCKHEED
T 33 at the French In-Flight Testing Centre - figure 5), helped to a certain extent complete
the insufficiencies of the estimation and to formulate simple relationships which were
needed to define the fins and their motor.

In one complete rotational movement, lift and drag factors Cz and Cx become
periodical, almost sinewave functions the peak amplitude of which is almost the value 1
and increases as the frequency drops (ratio of the fin’s peripheral speed to the airspeed in
infinity). This amplitude is not very dependent on the elongation of the fin, as shown in
figure 6 - at least up to the Mach number - 0.8 - actually explored. Figure 7 shows the
changes in the alternating part of Cx, Cz and of moment factor Cm. It will be noted that
the harmonics ratio is low on the forces but high on the moment; this does not however
increase the signal’s peak factor. The relative phase between the three parameters remains



approximately constant, and in particular the drag factor shows a constant phase delay of
/2 compared with the lift. The generated force is thus a rotating vector of virtually constant
amplitude. This characteristic may be used to study modes having a high longitudinal
participation such as the coplanar modes. The high Cz values reached lead to the choice of
fins with a fairly small area. Since the profiled form of these particular fins probably only
has a very secondary influence, they will be extremely easy to make. The models tested at
the C.E.V. (I-F.T.C.) simply consisted of ordinary metal or composite material plate cut
out to the desired shape.

The torque needed to maintain a constant angular fin speed is either motive or resistant,
and the motor has to be able to impose its speed along both axes. This torque is, roughly
speaking, proportional to the lift force with an influence, found to be low, of the planar fin,
the Mach number and the frequency. Thus, the torque characteristic, in terms of the motor
rotation speed, provides on its own the force characteristic in terms of the exciter
frequency, unaffected by the aerodynamic conditions.

The few experimental results given in the foregoing paragraphs help define with an
acceptable approximation the area of the fins and the specification of the motor to be
supplied to build an exciter having a given force in the flight and frequency envelope under
study.

5 - RESULTS ON AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT

The French In-Flight Tests Centre and O.N.E.R.A. have built two “Colibri” units on the
bases stated above: a. a low-power unit designed to validate the method by in-flight testing
a light aircraft, b. a medium-power unit for an actual test on a large military transport
aircraft modified by the installation of pods under its wings. The force/frequency
characteristics of the exciters used in both cases are given in figure 8. Figure 9 shows the
components of the unit designed for the transport aircraft. The large electronic power unit,
shown on the right-hand side, is necessary for accurately regulating the step motor; this
power unit can be at a distance from the motor (in our specific application, about
20 metres) and be installed in the fuselage: its bulk is therefore, as a rule, only a minor
drawback. In the foreground are shown the four types of fins covering a speed envelope of
150 to 350 knots. Figures 10 to 12 show the installation of the exciters on both aircraft, the
compactness of the exciter compared with the aircraft’s dimensions being specifically
noticeable in connection with the transport aircraft.

Figure 2 shows that given the specific position of the pod added to the aircraft, the
exciter’s capability to deliver a drag force may be used to study wing twist modes which
are often involved in flutter instabilities.



Figures 13 and 14 include some of the operational results derived from a test flight of
the transport aircraft. The value akin to 1 of the coherence function between applied force
and response of the structure at around 11 Hz indicates that the measurement can be
utilized (figure 13); as a matter of fact, the identification programme featuring a rational
fraction, used for the analysis procedure and the results of which are tabulated in figure 14,
has a model-building capability very similar to the measurement points.

CONCLUSION

Using the rotating fin method to define an aerodynamic structural exciter leads to an
answer which, without making existing methods obsolete can be usefully combined with
them. The most original advantage is probably that, without any substantial equipment
outlay as all the system’s components are instantly available commercially, and with
negligible R&D costs, this principle can be used to design and produce a family of exciters
having a force ranging from a few Newtons to a few hundreds of Newtons. The fact that
only electric energy is used means that components of the above family can be installed on
virtually all types of aircraft. It should be pointed out, in closing, that the generation of an
alternating force along the longitudinal axis is an attractive feature likely, in certain
specific cases, to find valuable applications.

METHOD AND FACILITIES FOR IN-FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING.





Rotating Aerodynamic Exciter



Command System, Schematic Diagram



LOCKHEED T33 - TEST STAND



Maximum force deliverable in terms of the frequency
by two types of “Colibri” exciters



Components of a medium power exciter system.

A Light Aircraft fitted with two Colibri exciters.

Transport Aircraft Fitted with Two Colibri Exciters
(General View)



Colibri Exciter Fitted under the pod of a Transport Aircraft

Coherence Function between Force Measured and Aircraft Response.



Transfer function of the aircraft around 11Hz and its identification
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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the concept and development of cost effective methods for
determining sensor-to-user system performance under simulated real world conditions.
Many system elements involved in the digital pre- and post- processing functions found in
telemetry systems are designed to operate primarily on error free data. The presence of bit
errors drastically alters the performance of these elements: data compressors pass noise,
E.U. converters produce subtle and wild data variations, and embedded voice channels
become overly noisy. This paper identifies the digital areas affected by noise in modern
systems, categorizes their susceptability, and suggests laboratory simulation techniques
that may identify problems prior to mission data flow.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry ground stations continue to move toward increased front end preprocessing.
Driven by data rates and increased quicklook requirements, these front end subsystems
must account for the real world’s signal quality which is not error free. For example, link
error tolerance and telemetered event detection are sometimes opposing objectives for
algorithm designers. Therefore evaluating system performance under link error conditions
is necessary to qualify a system as a reliable detector of alarm conditions. Choices of
evaluation methods are; 1) None (rely on predicted performance) 2) laboratory
simulations, and 3) rigorous post flight comparison of raw to processed data. Only the
second alternative promises to be cost effective, especially if it can become a development
tool as well. The cost to modify and re-evaluate an algorithms’ performance under known
link error conditions is significantly lower than reconducting a mission. The promise is
reduced to practice when the simulation methods provide both a wide range of conditions
and do not require investment of large quantities of time or finances to tailor the system to
the users’ requirement.



SCOPE OF CONCERN

Whether the cause is rain bursts, interference, long path loss, or a misaimed antenna, the
end to end (sensor to user) digital effect on serial data streams is bit errors. That is, a bit of
polarity 1 or 0 at the telemeter commutator output has been randomly received as inverted
by the digital preprocessing subsystem.

This paper is concerned with these manifested errors, in digital form as derived from the
demodulation and binary data stream reconstruction.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Error occurrences on links are typically measured as a Bit Error Rate (BER). The
measurement technique is to count the number of bit errors detected over a fixed amount
of test bits and record the ratio. This BER, for example 3.86 x 10-6 actually refers to the
probability a given bit time will contain an error. Thus, BER figures tend to create the
illusion of uniform error distribution.

Real world circumstances generally produce errors in groupings or bursts. Two terms form
the basis of this discussion; Burst Error Rate (BrR) and Errors per Burst (E/BR). If link
performance were measured in average errors per burst and burst error rates, a better
estimation of system performance under noise conditions could be made. This distinction
is important since system performance may be acceptable in the presence of uniform error
distribution (BrR.BER, E/BR.1) but not in burst noise (BrR << BER, E/BR > 1).
Figure 1 graphically illustrates this point. A test pattern was transmitted between two
facsimile machines which digitize the image for transmission. All three transmissions were
subjected to a BER of 5 x 10-4 . If the actual transmission circuit is known to exhibit errors
grouped in bursts, the system engineer may deem the results acceptable as in C. However,
if the errors are randomly distributed, as in A, corrective measures in the link or ECC are
required.

FRONT END FUNCTIONS AFFECTED

Figure 2 presents a functional diagram typical PCM ground station and illustrates the front
end preprocessing elements. The digital data stream is reconstructed by the
demodulation/bit synchronizer function. The format synchronizer and decommutator
present word (sensor) serial data to the preprocessing functions. In the following section
each function and the effects link-induced errors produce will be examined.



FORMAT SYNCHRONIZER

Conventional frame synchronization techniques allow a strategy of sync acquisition and
retention to be selected by the user. However, optimum performance (fast acquisition and
immunity from false lock-to-search reversions) can only be preset for a given error
environment. Techniques based on Sequential Probability Ratio Test1 enhance
performance for signal to noise ratios below a few db by adapting to the real time BER.
The concern is always sync acquisition time (prior to sync, data is essentially lost) versus
sync reliability (there is always some probability false lock was achieved on data which
resembles the sync pattern.)

DATA COMPRESSOR

The general purpose of a data compressor is to reduce the input channel data bandwidth
required of the host processor by deleting redundant and non-significant data, samples. In
the presence of noise however, the compressors’ output can range from deleting desired
samples to outputting extraneous samples, or even generating a higher output rate than
input. The latter is possible since the computer must be given explicit identifying
information with each sample received. This information is usually a sensor-unique tag
value and may also include time of transfer information. Therefore, for every extraneous
data output, two or three transfers may be made.

The effects depend largely on the algorithm function.

Pass In/Out of Limits (limits set to Hi & Lo)

Deletes 1 required transfer if Lo < DS + ER < Hi

Makes 1 false transfer if Lo > DS + ER
or Hi < DS + ER

Where DS is the Data Sample value
ER is the effect of bit error(s)

Floating Corridor (corridor width set to CW around last value, LV)
Produces N false transfers if LV + CW/2 < DS+ER

or LV ! CW/2 >DS+ER
Deletes N required transfers if

LV + CW/2 > DS+ER > LV ! CV2.



Average Over n Samples

Bit errors produce bias errors.

Nth Sampling

Bit Errors in the sample selected are simply passed on.

Change of Slope Detection
Bit errors affecting significant bits disrupt slope calculations, often resulting in
two false transfers.

OTHER FUNCTIONS

Errors can falsely trigger event and alarm detectors or momentarily suppress them. In the
case of long-duration burst errors, the false detection may outlast attempts to build
hysteresis into the detection circuit or firmware.

The remaining elements of Figure 2 generally produce 1 for 1 error outputs. Note the
desired measurement processor. This processor combines multiple sensor inputs to
produce an indirect measurement, such as aircraft center of gravity. As the number of
sensor data combined to produce the derived measurement is increased, its susceptibility
to errors-increase due to the larger number of bits on which its output is produced.

PACKET TELEMETRY

Packet Telemetry is emerging as a unifying factor in telemetry routing and handling. It is
based on NASCOM’s distribution of telemetry data embedded in blocked formats, and the
desire of NASA to reduce the constant cycle of redesign. It also facilitates end-to-end data
switching through data networks. The data format generally comprises header, data, and
error control fields of various lengths.

The header field may contain:

- Synchronization pattern - Switching control
(or Start of Header Code) subfields

- Source and destination ID’s - Time information
- Packet sequence numbers - Packet type
- Packet/data length identifiers



One or more of the header fields may be protected against errors by additional information
enabling detection and correction of errors. The exact bit error environment greatly
influences this type of data. A relatively uniform distribution of errors will be tolerated by
the protected header fields, but will require packet re-transmission requests when the error
control checksum does not match the data received. Burst errors may render the header
protection ECC useless as the bit errors exceed the amount detectable with certainty. Of
course, in such an environment the sync or SOH pattern may be obscured and the packet
not processed at all.

SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS

To evaluate a front end system the following functions are required;

PCM Data Simulator
-  produces overall data structure of expected signal
-  produces fixed or dynamic sensor data in a variety of methods

-  table lookup
-  time variable

Link Error Simulator
-   produces simulated transmission errors by inverting bits
-  error distribution characteristics controllable
-  dynamic error insertion capability

Results Analysis
-  collect resultant data outputs
-  comparison of result to predicted data

PCM Simulators

State of the art PCM simulators allow the user to efficiently simulate the overall
frame/subframe structure without requiring its user to become a simulator programming
expert. For example, the General Data Products line of simulators interact with the
operator using plain language format description. An internal microprocessor generates the
machine-level configuration and data tables. Also, a variety of approaches to simulation
exists. For example, Figure 3 illustrates three approaches offered by GDP. In the first
approach, a very low cost simulator is loaded from the system computer and is capable of
exercising only a few sensor data positions simultaneously. The section by section test
approach which results in generally acceptable to fixed mission users.



A second approach is a high capability simulator. In this approach, the simulator program
generates multiple subframes, embedded asynchronous streams, and dynamic format
switching. This approach finds application in very complex front end system tests where
near total exercise of all functions is required. The third approach is to generate the desired
format in a host computer memory block. The block is then repetitively output using the
computer’s DMA channel to a simulator unit which serializes and code converts the data.
This approach is useful where existing databases and sufficient CPU I/O bandwidth permit
the elimination of simulator setup/programming efforts.

In all instances, it is necessary to provide some degree of dynamic sensor data. The data
must vary to exercise data compressor algorithms. Variable data contaminated by noise
also creates a more realistic frame synchronizer performance environment. More chances
of data resembling the sync patterns will be generated.

LINK ERROR SIMULATORS

The corruption of the simulated data must be made in a well controlled manner that
facilitates repeatability. Otherwise, the comparison of system performance before and after
an algorithm update is meaningless. The GDP link error simulators use a number of digital
noise generators in combination to produce accurate bit error rates with independently
controlled burst rate and average errors per burst. The desired values are entered directly,
without the need for complicated adjustment procedures. The resulting output is randomly
distributed bursts of randomly varying errors per burst, each with an average value equal to
that selected. Because the error insertion is digitally generated, it is deterministic. This fact
combined with the ability to reset the noise generators permit EXACTLY the same link
errors to be introduced from test to test if desired.

The burst error rate is selected by specifying m and n in the equation;

BR = m x 10-n

The average errors per burst is specified as a three digit number, opq. The resulting bit
error rate is therefore,

BER = opq (m x 10-n )

Figure 4 illustrates three link error simulator configurations. As with data simulators, the
error simulators are available for a variety of applications. The basic unit applies the errors
continuously. The second unit adds capabilities required for more rigorous testing. It may
be operated in gated modes where gaps of corrupted or error-free data is generated. This is
extremely useful when only the effect on one sensor or header field is to be tested.



Conversely, to test system performance of packet telemetry may require the routing fields
not be corrupted so the data can be recognized and evaluated. The link error simulator is
therefore setup to pass a gap of error free data during the routing fields. Another desirable
feature is the ability to dynamically alter the error characteristics with time, to simulate the
effects of distance changes for example. The remotely controlled units provide this with
the ability to be incorporated in automated test facilities.

The third configuration adapts to the varied interfaces and protocols encountered at bit
rates above 20 MBs.

CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated the usefulness of laboratory simulations of link errors to
qualify or evaluate system performance cost effectively. The general set of simulation
requirements were developed and are summarized as:

Data Simulator Requirements

-  Data structure simulated (frame, subframe, format, switch,.... )
-  Some degree of dynamic data
-  Ease of operation

Link Error Simulator Requirements
-  Randomized error generation
-  Independent Burst rate and Errors per Burst selection
-  Repeatable results without complicated adjustments
-  Gapped errors or error-free operation

Also presented was equipment which provides data and error simulations meeting these
requirements and offering the flexibility to be useful to a wide range of missions.
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Figure 1  EFFECTS OF BURST ERROR RATE
for CONSTANT BIT ERROR RATE



Figure 2  PCM GROUND SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM



Figure 3  PCM SIMULATOR CONFIGURATIONS



Figure 4 LINK ERROR SIMULATOR CONFIGUREATION
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ABSTRACT

In many engineering applications, a systems analysis is performed to study the effects of
random error propagation throughout a system. Often these errors are not independent, and
have joint behavior characterized by arbitrary covariance structure. The multivariate nature
of such problems is compounded in complex systems, where overall system performance is
described by a q-dimensional random vector. To address this problem, a computer
program was developed which generates Taylor series approximations for multivariate
system performance in the presence of random component variablilty. A summary of an
application of this approach is given in which an analysis was performed to assess
simultaneous design margins and to ensure optimal component selection.

KEY WORDS:  Systems Analysis, Error Propagation, Uncertainty Analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Consider a system whose performance is characterized by Y, a vector in q-dimensional
space, Rq. Let X be a p-dimensional vector. Let M be a q-dimensional array of real-valued
functions of X such that

Y = M (X) (1)

Here, M determines the functional behavior of the system in response to X. The
components of X are taken to represent all salient influences on system performance.
These may be from external sources or from internal system characteristics.

Let S(q) represent a region in Rq We define two states of the system, corresponding to
acceptable and unacceptable performance. If Y is in S(q), then system performance is
acceptable; otherwise system performance is unacceptable. Now assume that S(q) is
constructed of q individual performance requirements, one for each component of Y, and
that these requirements are given independently of one another. We can express S(q) as



S(q) = S1 x S2 x ... x Sq (2)
where Sj is the individual performance requirement for the jth component of Y.

If all the components of X are known fixed quantities, the problem of assessing system
performance reduces to that of evaluating M(X), and comparing the result with S(q). In
such situations, the accuracy of the assessment is influenced only by the model M. In
performing a systems analysis however, we want to know the net effect of random
variability in X on overall performance Y. Thus X is a random vector, and the systems
analysis problem becomes that of determining the probability, Pa, that system performance
is acceptable. If Y is a continuous random vector, then

(3)

where f(y1,...,yq ) is the probability density of Y.

Sometimes, when M is an array of simple functions, and when the distribution of X is
known (including its parameters). The task of generating the distribution of Y is straight
forward, and can be done without resort to either numerical approximations or the
computer. In such cases, the integration over S(q) can be done either directly or
numerically. In many settings however, M is sufficiently complex so as to preclude closed-
form derivation of the distribution of Y. In fact, in many applications an explicit expression
for M may not even be available. For example, Y may be a function of X which is
determined by the solution to a set of simultaneous non-linear differential equations, and is
available only in the form of a numerical solution. Under these circumstances, the problem
of evaluating Pa via derivation of the density of Y is considered intractable.

APPROACH

As one approach to this problem, expand Equation (1) in a multivariable Taylor series
about µx , the mean of X. Truncating the series to first order yields

(4)

where fj (X) = jth multivariate function in the array M, evaluated at X,

Xi = ith component of X,



= mean of Xi,

and gji = first partial derivative of f. with respect to Xi

   taken about the mean of X.

This expansion assumes that the functions which make up M are continuously
differentiable in the region of interest. Now let G be a q x p matrix which contains all the
first partial derivatives of M with respect to X, evaluated at µx . That is let

(5)

Then
µy Ñ M (µx) (6)

and Gy Ñ G Gx G
t (7)

where µy is the mean vector of Y, Gy is the covariance matrix of Y, and Gx is the
covariance matrix of X. When the components of Y are linear combinations of the
components of X, then Equations (6) and (7) hold exactly. Otherwise, they represent first-
order approximations for the mean and covariance of Y.

In order to make practical use of Equations (6) and (7) in gauging system performance, we
first define a basis of orthogonal unit vectors (u1 , ..., uq )

t, where Yt.u j = Yj . If we assume
Y is multivariate normal, then the q univariate marginal densities of Y are normal. We can
then construct q simultaneous prediction intervals, Bj (1!"/2) ; j=1,...,q, where

(8)

Here µy and Gy are given by Equations (6) and (7), respectively, and z("/2q) defines the
upper (1!"/2q) x 100th percentile of the standard normal distribution. Clearly, P[(Yt.uj) ,
Bj(1!"/q)] = 1 ! "/q. Then, from the Bonferroni inequality, we know that

(9)



approximately. Thus Equation (9) defines q simultaneous Bonferroni intervals for system
performance. The probability that all the components of Y fall into their corresponding
Bonferroni intervals is at least ~(1!"). We can therefore conclude that Pa is at least 1!",
provided the errors of approximation are small, and Bj(1!"/q) f Sj for j = 1,...,q.

Note that the converse is not necessarily true. It is conceivable that one such interval may
fail to be contained by its performance interval, yet P(Y , S(q)) $1!". On the other hand,
use of Equation (9) offers at least an approximate method for addressing the performance
issue in the affirmative. We know that if all the Bonferroni intervals are contained by the
system performance requirements, then the joint probability of acceptable system
performance is not less than ~(1!").

IMPLEMENTATION

A computer program was developed to perform the calculations necessary to evaluate
Equations (6), (7), and (8). The program, called MSAP (Multivariate Systems Analysis
Program), is general nature, and has been designed to allow the user to tailor it to a variety
of situations. The program structure is shown schematically in Figure 1. Input to the
program consists of 1) the dimension p, of X, 2) the mean vector and convariance matrix
for X, 3) the dimension q, of Y, and 4) the name of a user-defined subprogram which
computes the system performance vector, given numerical values for X. The program
computes the approximate mean vector for Y, and generates numerical approximations for
the qp first partial derivatives of Y with respect to X, evaluated at µx . These data are then
used to construct the q simultaneous Bonferroni prediction intervals for system
performance, as defined by Equation (8). A summary of the input and output data are
printed.

The program was written in BASIC 2.1 on a Hewlett-Packard Series 200 personal
computer.

CASE STUDY

As part of a recent development effort, MSAP was used to analyze the cumulative effect
of component variability in a network of electronic components. The network in question
is part of the touch-screen system for a personal computer. While it is not the purpose of
this paper to present a detailed summary of the design of this system, a brief description of
the principle of operation is useful for understanding the systems analysis problem
presented.



Figure 1.  Multivariate Systems Analysis Program

The touch screen system consists in part of an array of pairs of optoelectronic devices,
located around the periphery of the CRT seen by the user. Each pair consists of an infrared
emitter and a phototransistor. The emitter is located at one end of the screen, with the
phototransitor at the opposite. In this arrangement, each pair comprises either a horizontal
or vertical channel, depending on its location. There are q channels in all. The emitter in
each channel converts electrical energy into light, which is transmitted through a medium
to the phototransistor at the opposite edge of the screen. When a user touches the screen,
the light beam for one or more of the vertical channels is interrupted, as is one or more of
the horizontal channels. The resulting change in output levels for the affected channels is



then used to determine the location of the interrupt. This enables the computer to “sense”
where the user is pointing on the screen.

In a preliminary characterization of this system, the designer developed a simple model, in
which channel performance is the product of three factors: 1) emitter efficiency, 2)
phototransistor efficiency, and 3) transmittance of the medium separating the components.
Using this model, it was possible to provide numerical values for channel performance
which when combined, defined the region of satisfactory system performance. For
purposes of this analysis, Sj = (1.00, 4.00); j=1,...,q.

The systems analysis problem can now be stated as follows: given that the three channel
factors cited earlier are subject to random manufacturing variablity, determine a lower limit
for Pa the joint probability that all q channels will perform satisfactorily. Here, q = 51.

Using the approach outlined, we let X2j!1 denote the emitter efficiency for channel j, and
X2j the phototransistor efficiency for channel j. We will assume that the realization of
transmittance is a constant for all q channels, but may vary randomly from system to
system. Thus we let X2q+1 denote the transmittance. Equation (1) then becomes

(10)

where Yj denotes the performance of channel j ; j=1,...,q. Based on engineering estimates
and sample data, the components of the mean vector of X were

E(X2j!1) = 1.23 , (11)

E(X2j)   = 2.09 , (12)

and E(X2q+l) = 0.85 . (13)



The mean vector for X in this case has p = 2q+l components and is simply composed of q
multiples of E(X2j!1) and E(X2j), plus E(X2q+l). Thus,

= [E(X1), E(X2),..., E(X2j!1), E(X2j),..., E(X2q+1)]
t (14)

The elements of the covariance matrix of X were

Var(X2j!1)  = .0231 , (15)

Var(X2j)    = .0231 , (16)

and Var(X2q+l) = .0025 . (17)

None of the data available suggested the presence of non-zero off-diagonal elements in the
covariance matrix of X. Thus,

Cov(Xi ' ,Xi ' ') = 0 for i' = 1,...,2q+l; i ' '= 1,...,2q+l ; i ' … i ' '. (18)

Note that even though the components of X are linearly uncorrelated in this problem, the
approach does allow for the case where the off-diagonal elements of Gx are non-zero. In
general, the components of X need not be statistically independent.

The Table presents the output obtained from MSAP for this problem, including the
approximated mean and covariance of Y, the elements of the first order sensitivity matrix,
G, and the resulting Bonferroni prediction intervals for system performance. Although Gx

has no non-zero off-diagonal elements, Gy does. This is due to the common appearance of
X2q+1 in each of the q functions in M. The prediction interval for the performance of a
typical channel, (1.03, 3.34), was contained by the channel performance requirement
interval, (1.00, 4.00). Thus the probability that all 51 channels perform at satisfactory
levels simultaneously is not less than 0.95, approximately. The selection of components
described here was optimal in this sense: the resulting µx and Gx represented the best
choice for maximizing Pa without incurring other difficulties, given the available alternates.



Table.  System Performance Summary

Components of the Mean Performance Vector, µy:

E(Yj) = 2.19         (j = 1,2,...,q)

Elements of the 51 x 51 Covariance Matrix of Y, Gy:

Var(Yj)      = 1.24E!01

Cov(Yj,Yj') = 1.65E!02    (j ' = 1,2,...,q ; j…j ')

Elements of the 51 x 103 sensitivity matrix G:

gj,2j!1 = 1.77,    gj,2j = 1.05,     gj,2q+l = 2.57

Simultaneous Bonferroni Intervals for Yj,  (" = .05, q = 51):

Bj(1!"/2q) = (1.03, 3.34)

SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of two Monte-Carlo simulation studies which were performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the approach are presented in Figures 2 and 3. Each Figure depicts 100
simulated observations on two typical components of Y, Yj ' and Yj ' ', where j ' = 1,...,q ;
j ' ' = 1,...,q ; j ' … j ' '. Each simulated observation was determined by generating a random
observation on X, where X is a random vector with mean defined by Equation (14) and
covariance matrix defined by Equations (15) through (18). The components of X generated
in this manner were then used in Equation (10) to compute the components of a simulated
observation on Y. In each case, the mean and covariance of X were identical to the values
used to construct the Bonferroni prediction intervals in MSAP. An ellipse showing the
0.95 probability contour of the joint density of Yj ' and Yj ' ' is also plotted, invoking the
multivariate normality assumption and using the approximated values for µy and Gy. In
each Figure, 96 of the 100 simulated observations are contained by the ellipse. This was
typical of results obtained in repeated simulations of the system. In 1000 simulated
observations where X was multivariate normal, the ellipse contained 95.3% of the
observations. Similarly, in 1000 simulated observations where the components of X were
uniformly distributed, the ellipse contained 95.9% of the observations. The simulation
results suggest that the multivariate normality assumption is a reasonable one in both
cases.

The region formed by the intersection of Bj ' (1!a/q) and Bj ' ' (1!a/q) is also shown. This
region is actually representative of the intersection of all 51 intervals in R51, projected onto
the two-dimensional subspace spanned by uj ' and uj ' ' . It fully surrounds the ellipse in both



cases, since all 51 components of Y are contained by their corresponding Bonferroni
intervals simultaneously with joint probability at least 0.95.

Recent production experience with this product has been consistent with the results of the
systems analysis performed for this measure of overall performance. In manufacturing test,
where any defective channels are detected and corrected, system yield rates at initial
turnon have exceeded 95%. Continuous efforts are underway to improve the levels of
component and system quality, with the goal of 100% acceptable channel performance at
initial test.

CONCLUSION

Experience with the application presented indicates that the procedure outlined would offer
a practical approach for handling a variety of problems of this type. It would be especially
useful in systems where many simultaneous performance requirements must be met, and
where the components of performance are not independent. The approach is quite flexible.
It requires few distributional assumptions for the sources of variability in the system, and
will accommodate random vectors of arbitrary dimension and covariance structure.
Implementation of the procedure is straightforward.
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Figure 2. N = 100 Simulated Observations an (Yj ',Yj ' ').
(Components of X Normally Distributed.)

Figure 3. N = 100 Simulated Observations on (Yj ',Yj ' ').
(Components of X Uniformly Distributed.)



EFFECT OF CLOCK JITTERS ON BIT ERROR RATE
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we have formulated a method of analysing the effect of clock jitters, which,
even with the monomode optical fiber avaiable today, is still there to limit the operational
distance of a digital fiber optic system. The main intention is to compare the system
performance of a conventional binary system with that of a newly developed four-level
pulse width modulation (PWM) system. Calculated results show an improvement in
combatting clock jitters when using the four-level PWM system.

INTRODUCTION

For a digital optical fiber Communication system, it is well known that repeaterless
distance of an optical fiber system is either loss limited or dispersion limited. With the
emergence of monomode fiber and active devices available in the 1.55um wavelength
range, effect of loss and dispersion are becoming lesser annoying, but the effect of clock
jitters is still there to limit the operating distance of a digital optical fiber system [1,2,3,4]. 
So far we have not seen any papers giving analytical results regarding system performance
degradation due to clock jitters. Reference [5] only gave experimental data on the
relationship between error rate and static sampling offset. In this paper we attempt to
introduce a method of analysing the effect of clock jitter on bit error rate with the special
goal of comparing jitter effect on two digital optical systems, one is the conventional
widely used binary PAM system, the other is a newly developed four-level PWM system
(originally proposed by the auther), using time detection technique rather than ampltude
detection, to utilize the wide bandwidth available with monomode fibers improving noise
immunity of the system [6].

CLOCK JITTER AND BER RELATIONSHIP

4-level PWM system

At the transmitting end, four different pulse widths, each representing two different binary
symbols, are sent along the optical fiber, while at the receiving end, three threshod gates of



appropriate pulse widths are used to identify the pulse widths being sent [6]. Any clock
jitters from the clock recovery circuit (here we used Phase Locked Loop for clock
recovery) mean random time positioning of the threshold gate departing from its optimum
timing position as shown in Fig. 1. In order to facilitate the calculation of the effect of
clock jitter on BER, we solve the problem by assuming that no time jittering has occurred
in the positioning of the threshold gate, but with additional pulse width jittering, this
assumption is close to what actual happens in the detecting process, therefore clock jitters
can be looked upon as pulse width jitters in incoming signals with ideal clocks from clock
recovering circuit.

Total variation of incoming pulse width is

)J = )Jn + )Jj (1)
here
)Jn :pulse width variation due to thermal noise and shot noise inherent in optical signals.
)Jj :equivalent pulse width variation due to clock jitters.

To find the relationship between clock jitter and BER, we have to find the probability
density function (pdf) P()Jn)  and P()Jj) of the random variables )Jn and )Jj. Since )Jj is
mainly determined by the parameters of the clock recovering circuit PLL and signal
patterns, we can reasonably assume that )Jn and )Jj are statistically independent, so we
have

P()J) = P()Jn) * P()Jj) (2)

where * denote convolution.
From Ref. [6] we have

                (3)

here
                (4)

                         (5)

0 : quantum efficiency of APD
h : Planck’s constant
v : optical frequency
R.: input resistance of preamplifier
q : electrical charge



A : gain of amplifier
¢G¦ : average gain of APD
P(t) : optical power waveform
h(t) : impulse response of filter
T : reciprocal of bit rate.

Ft = (82 + Ft
2
h )

½ (6)

Fth : standard deviation of thermal noise of the amplifier
82 : second culmulant of the output of the filter

(7)

(8)

k : ionization of APD.

Based on the procedures in Ref. [1] we can derive P()Jj)

                     (9)
Where
                          (10)

Where
P : probability of symbol transition
0j : a factor associated with intersymbol interference
)f : frequency offset of PLL
K : PLL gain
BL : noise bandwidth of loop circuit.

Total pulse width variation )J=J!Ji where Jj is the average pulse width with j=0,1,2,3.
The p. d. f. of the random variable J is shown in Fig. 2, where we can see how clock jitters
affect the BER and why system performance degradation occurs.

Binary PAM system

As shown in Fig. 3 due to clock jitters sampling time deviate from its optimum value
causing BER to increase. Along similar lines we can view the total amplitude variation )A 



as generated by two statistically independent factors, )An and )Aj,
where

)A = )An +   )Aj  (11)

An : amplitude variation due to thermal noise and shot noise.
Aj : equivalent amplitude variation due to clock jitters.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Using the above derived equation and giving the parameters below, BER with and without
the effect of clock jitters have been computed and tabulated in Tab. 1, also shown in
Fig. 4.
Quantum efficiency of APD = 0.8
Ionization of APD = 0.02
Input resistance of amplifier = 700 S
Gain of amplifier = 1000
Optical frequency = 3.5 x 1014 Hz
Thermal noise of amplifier = 0.32 x 10-11 V/Hz
Bit rate = 100 Mb/s.

For 4-level PWM systems

Rise and fall times of the pulses are both 2ns with the four pulse width being t = 5ns,
t = 8ns, t = 11ns, t = 14ns.
Period T = 20 ns.
Band width of the amplifier = 175MHz.
For binary PAM system, bandwidth of the amplifier is 50MHz.
Parameters of the PL.Lclock recovery circuit, normalized to bit rate are as follows:
Loop gain = 5x10-3

Frequency offset = 10-5

Loop circuit frequency  5x10-4

Loop circuit damping factor = 0.707.
Calculated results have shown that 4-level PWM system, besides its noise immunity
capability, is better than binary PAM system in combatting clock jitters.



CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced a method of analysing the effect of clock jitters on bit
error rate. This will be of help in predicting system performance degradation when
designing a fiber optical system. Experimental work is being carried out to support
thepredicted theoretical results.
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Fig.1  Clock jitters in 4-level PWM system

Fig. 2  Probability density function of 4-level pulse width with and wituout
consideration of clock jitters

Fig. 3  Clock jitters in binary PAM system



Fig. 4  BER versus Optical Power of binary and 4-level PWM systems
considering the effect of clock jitters.

Table 1  BER versus optical Power with and without Clock Jitters.
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ABSTRACT

The paper surveys the particular problems, arising in the architectural design of computing
systems, realized on VLSI chips. Particular difficulties due to limited on-chip density and
power dissipation are discussed. The difficulties of the realization of on-chip
communications between various subsystems (between themselves and between other off-
chip systems) are stressed. A number of design principles for the realization of on-chip
communication paths is presented. Two design philosophies for the instruction set design
in a VLSI environment are brought up:  (a) The large microcoded instruction set, (b) The
Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) approach, based on the Streamlined Instruction
Set Design.

A survey of the author’s research group work in this area is presented. This includes the
ZT-1 single chip microcomputer, RISC computing space studies, applications to a
distributed traffic control and a la rge scale, reconfigurable communications system.

INTRODUCTION

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology is being implemented in practically all
areas of modern science and technology. There exists already a vast amount of literature
on VLSI system design and its impact on the architectural issues of computing systems
[1-5]; only a small sample of the existing literature is quoted here. The VLSI realization of
many engineering systems permits significant minituarization, compactness, increased
reliability, reduced power consumption, reduced cost and many other ‘fringe benefits’,
depending on the system properties and the nature of the implementation. Many systems,
such as some airborne or human-implanted ones, could never have been implemented if 



not for the VLSI technology. Naturally, communications, telemetry, signal processing, C3

systems, are some of the many engineering areas where VLSI is currently applied.

When we speak about VLSI implementation, we usually mean the use of computers,
realized by VLSI chips, in conjunction with the system under consideration. Of course,
systems other than computers (filters, modulators, demodulators) can be realized in VLSI,
however this discussion will be limited to computing systems. The VLSI computing
system can either be imbedded and tightly coupled with the whole system, or only loosely
interconnected to it.

The current article briefly surveys some of the issues invoked by the VLSI realization,
particularly concentrating the discussion on the architectural design problems of the VLSI-
realized computing system. The concept of computer architecture requires an explicit
clarification [6]. It can be defined (and there exist numerous definitions in the literature) as
the image of the computing system, as seen by a machine-language programmer or a
compiler writer. This image includes, among other things, the list of all of the CPU
(Central Processing Unit) registers, accessible by the programmer, all of the data and
instruction formats, all of the addressing modes, the whole machine instruction set,
memory size and its hierarchy, I/O (Input/Output). The initial establishment of the above
(and other associated features) is a part of the architectural design of the computing
system. An example of an item belonging to computer organization, rather than
architecture: the data width of the system bus. For instance, in the Intel iAPX432, which is
a 32-bit machine, the data bus width is 16-bits only (meaning, a 32-bit item has to be
transmitted in two bus cycles) [6]. Or for the iAPX88, utilized in the IBM PC, the data bus
width is 8 bits, although it is a 16-bit system [7]. The iAPX86 and iAPX88 have the same
architecture (same image to the programmer), but a different organization (different data
bus).

The second part of the article contains a brief survey of some of the work done in this field
by the author and his research group, consisting of his former graduate students. The work
involved both basic development of VLSI-oriented computing systems as well as some
potential applications, to be discussed subsequently.

VLSI ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ISSUES

When we discuss VLSI chip realizations, the following figures of merit should be
considered [1-5]:

a) Propagation delay (measured in nanoseconds, ns) - a time delay of a signal through a
logic gate.



b) Speed-power product (measured in picojoules) - product of the propagation delay of a
gate and its power dissipation.

c) Gate density (gates /mm2 ) and bit density (bits/mm2 ) - number of equivalent gates and
binary bits per millimeter squared of the chip area, respectively.

d) Cost per gate (cents/gate) and cost per bit (cents/bit) - for a product that has reached
high-volume (thousands and up) production levels.

The propagation delay directly influences the computing speed of the system, realized on
the VLSI chip. Naturally, the designer strives to minimize this delay.

Power dissipation, which the designer also tries to minimize, is a limiting factor in VLSI
design. An increase in power dissipation can bring to a breakdown of the device in the
limit. Moreover, increases in applied voltage between closer located interconnections,
increases the electric field strength within the chip. This in turn may cause breakdown
phenomena in semiconductors. Thus, as the geometry is scaled down, supply voltage must
be reduced. However, scaling down the geometry, usually reduces propagation delays and
increases the speed of operation. Therefore power and delay (influenced by size) effects
are related, and for this reason a speed-power product figure of merit is also used.
Naturally, the designer should attempt to minimize it as much as possible.

The designer is interested in producing a chip as small and as computationally powerful as
possible. He has to squeeze numerous equivalent componnents on a very small area of the
chip. He would like to achieve a high gate or bit density, as possible.

Cost is really the dominant consideration in any design. This is particularly true for designs
intended to create devices, used in mass production. Understandably the designer wants to
minimize, as much as possible, the cost per gate (or cost per bit) figure of merit.

The expression ‘as much as possible’, used above, is not just a figure of speech. It does
have a very definite meaning. Basically, all of the design goals of minimizing or
maximizing certain figures of merit are limited by various laws of nature (the speed of light
being the ultimate limit). Sometimes, improving one figure of merit (decreasing
propagation delay) may ‘spoil’ another (increased power dissipation). The designer has to
make many compromising decisions, trade-offs. Eventually, a limit will be reached. An
interesting estimate of a possible limit was given by F. Faggin in [8], p. 612. According to
this estimate, offered for MOS technology, for a VLSI chip operating with a supply
voltage of 400 mV, with a minimum internal line width of 0.25 µm, with a power
dissipation of 1W at 100 MHz of operating frequency, having a size of about 5 x 5 cm, a
complexity of 108 equivalent gates will possibly be achieved. The current technology
upper limits are between 0.5 x 106 to 106 equivalent gates. For instanpe, the density of the 



NEC V-60 and V-70 32-bit microprocessors approach 106 transistors on a single VLSI
chip [9].

The figures of merit (or specifications, or design goals) mentioned above, are to be
achieved, while conforming to certain practical limitations, called constraints. Some of the
major constraints in VLSI design are [10]:

(i) Upper limit of allowed power dissipation.
(ii) Upper limit of external pin count. A current practical upper limit in use is 114

(Motorola MC68020).
(iii) Upper limit of tolerated communication delays.
(iv) Difficulties in layout arrangements of the chip subsystems.
(v) Limited silicon area.

The power dissipation limit follows from physical considerations. As already mentioned
earlier in this section, an excess in power dissipation can cause a complete breakdown of
the device. But even before breakdown occurs, strong deviations from establishd modes of
operation may also occur.

One of the major causes of chip faults is any kind of external pin breakdown. The reason
for this is that it is an external interconnection, subject to continued mechanical motion of
insertion and extracton from the sockets. The the more pins we have on a chip, the higher
the probability of a chip breakdown, or the lower the reliability. In fact, the number of
external pins is one of the major factors affecting chip reliability. Moreover, a multiplicity
of pins creates a difficulty of interconnections layout between the pins and the chip
subsystems to which they are supposed to be connected. These considerations limit the
number of pins allowed on a chip. An addition of pins to a chip requires an addition of
extra driver circuits and interconnections, thus consuming valuable and significant chip
area.

A VLSI chip, intended to serve a as a computing device, is required to perform its tasks as
fast as possible. On the other hand there is always a delay of signals propagating through
the chip subsystems and their interconnections. The delays reduce the speed of
computation. Therefore, in order to meet prescribed speed specifications, the designer,
should keep the signal communication delays below appropriate limits, according to the
computing speed requirement. This constraint presents to the designer a very difficult
problem of wire and interconnections management with the chip. Some of the approaches
of dealing with this type of constraint are:

1) Shorten, as much as possible, the length of interconnection paths. Make long paths as
narrow as possible.



2) Integrate, whenever possible, wiring and logic elements.
3) Interconnect subsystems of the chip by abutting (placing to have a common boundary)

them with their neighboring subsystems. This eliminates wiring and reduces
interconnection paths length.

4) Avoid routing frequently repeated signals from one corner of the chip to another.

The above measures are often termed as the Localization Approach in VLSI system design
[2, 3].

The current state of the art of the VLSI realization of commercial computing system is
such that we have a 32-bit CPU along with a 256 bytes Cache Memory on a chip
(Motorola MC68020 [11]). In addition, the 68020 chip contains over 20 32-bit CPU
registers, a sophisticated Memory Management unit and other logic subsystems. On the
other hand, there are 8-bit, single-chip microcontrollers containing a CPU, 8K bytes ROM,
232 bytes RAM, and five 8-bit I/O ports (Intel 8396).

A VLSI device, composed of a number of different subsystems, would require a major
design effort for the layout of each subsystem and for the design of all of the
interconnection paths in between. Therefore, if the chip is composed of a large number of
identical subsystems the layout design task will be significantly alleviated. In this case,
after designing one subsystem, we can copy its layout many times on the chip. Subsystems
which appear many times on the same chip are sometimes called regular structures [10].
This brings us to the definition of the concept of the Regularization Factor [12]: the total
number of devices on the chip, excluding ROMs, divided by the number of drawn
(designed) devices. In other words, it is the ratio between the total number of elements on
the chip and the number of different elements on the same chip.

For instance, taking some Intel chips as an example, the regularization factor on the 8086
was 2.8, while on the 432 system chips it ranged between 5.2 and 7.9 [12].

The strife for higher regularity on a VLSI chip, along with higher speed of computation,
brings us necessarily to the implementation of Parallel Processing in any VLSI design of
computing systems (13]. Indeed, parallel processing is being implemented in numerous
VLSI design projects [2, 3, 13, 14].

One of the crucial points of the Architectural Design of VLSI-based computing systems is
the Instruction Set Design aspect. We have two major design options [2]:

1) The large micro coded instruction set approach, or the so called Complex Instruction
Set Computer (CISC). In this case one may attain better flexibility for the assembly
language programmer. However, the control unit subsystem will be more complicated 



(larger size micro code, more control signals), it may take up to 50% of the chip area,
leaving less space for other features (such as on-chip CPU registers).

2) The Streamlined Instruction Set Design or the Reduced Instruction Set Computer
(RISC) approach, involving a computing system with a relatively small (about 32
instructions) instruction set [2, 15, 16]. Some of the RISC advantages:

a) Reduction of design time and of design errors.
b) Reduction of instruction execution time (faster access to a smaller microcode).
c) Smaller control area on chip (6%) compared to about 50% on CISCs - hence

possibility of greater fast-access on-chip storage.
d) Higher regularity factor (25), compared to 12 on the MC68000, for instance.
e) Fixed length instructions, small number of formats, single-cycle execution.

The development of RISC-type computing systems is one of the most active areas both in
Universities as well as in industry [2, 15, 17]. There exist already marketed samples
offered by Ridge (Santa Clara, CA) and by Pyramid Technology (Mountain View, CA)
[18]. Large companies, such as IBM and NCR also engage in this venture [18, 19].

SOME APPLICATIONS

Some projects, involving the application of both off-the-shelf as well as projected-into-the-
future VLSI chips, will be briefly surveyed. The projects covered are restricted to the ones
in which the author was personally involved.

a)  A Parallel-Processing, Reconfigurable, Single-Chip Microcomputer.

The system proposed [14] capitalizes on projected future developments of the VLSI
technology. It is still unrealizable to its full extent. However, if Faggin’s prediction of 108

equivalent gates on a chip is accepted, it could be the single-chip microcomputer of the
future.

The proposed single-chip microcomputer, called ZT1, contains a CPU and a Multiport
Main Memory on the same chip, interconnected by a number of buses. There is, of course,
an interconnection from one (or more) of these buses to the outside through the pins. The
CPU contains a number of control and arithmetic sub units. The control system is designed
in such a way that the whole system can be reconfigured into a variety of parallel
processing configurations (SIMD, MIMD [13]). A reconfiguration may occur at each
separate instruction and on the level of particular units such as registers, buses or ALUs
(Arithmetic Logic Units). In this way it is an extension of the Kartashevs’ Dynamic
Architecture [20], termed Flexible Architecture.



The system can be used to process a number of information channels simultaneously (in a
signal processing system, for instance), using a small system - a single-chip
microcomputer, with a relatively small power consumption and cost. The ZT1 can provide
on-site, sophisticated data processing in remote telemetering systems, where for various
practical reasons, the installation of a regular size compter would be unrealistic. The ZT1
is somewhat similar to the recently announced INMOS TRANSPUTER (CPU and Main
Memory and several buses on chip) [21]. In a way, the ZT1, developed in a thesis in
1980/81, can be regarded as a prediction of the TRANSPUTER, which was developed
independently by INMOS Co.

The ZT1 has memory extension auxiliary chips and can be interconnected into a
distributed network of multiple chips of the same type [14].

b)   RISC-type Systems.

Stretching the RISC idea (of reducing the number of instructions in a computer) to the
extreme, we arrive at the very limit of a Single Instruction Computer (SIC). Such a system,
using MOVE or Conditional MOVE (CMOVE), as the single instruction, has been
proposed by Lipovski [22, 23] and later researched, designed and constructed by Azaria
and Tabak [24-27].

Contrary to ZTI, the SIC should be used whenever only a very simple an short program is
to be executed in the particular implementation. if the RISC, in general, significantly
simplifies the instruction decoding process, the SIC avoids it entirely (single instruction -
no decoding necessary). Arithmetic and logic operations in SIC are performed in hardware
pre-designed I/O units just by moving the operands into them, and storing (again by a
MOVE) the result in memory or transmitting it out (from the I/O unit where it is obtained).
The operands can be fed in directly into the I/O units from outside sensors, transducers and
communication links. A system can contain even hundreds of such I/O units, distributed
physically wherever needed [26]. Such a system could be particularly effective in
monitoring and data collecting of large, distributed processes where at each point only a
very simple data processing operation is necessary. Thus, it would be more cost-effective
to put an I/O unit of a SIC system at each point, instead of a full-fledged microprocessor
with 100 instructions (99 of which will never be used).

An experimental computing system MODHEL [17], where groups of instructions are
microcoded in separate PLA units, which can be selectively activated, has been developed. 
In this way, one can use MODHEL as a RISC-type computer with different combinations
of reduced instruction sets for R and D purposes.



c)  A Distributed Traffic Control System.

A distributed micro computer - based control system of a large set of signalized, urban
intersections has been developed [28]. The whole system has been configured in a
hierarchical fashion, involving a central controller, which utilizes a mainframe computer
(CDC CYBER 170 for instance), regional controllers and local controllers at each
intersection. The regional and local controllers are realized by a single-chip
microcontroller Intel 8051 (4K ROM on chip). Because of cost considerations, the 8031
(without the on chip ROM) was used in an experimental prototype.

d)  A large Scale Reconfigurable Communications System.

A complex, reconfigurable, large-scale, distributed communication system has been
developed and investigated [29, 30]. The system has been proposed to be realized by
VLSI off-the-shelf components. The Intel iAPX432 system was used as an example, but
other, similar systems can be implemented in the future.

SUMMARY

The particular aspects involved in the architectural design of computing systems, realized
by VLSI chips have been discussed. Several examples involving the use of special purpose
VLSI projected chips as well as some off-the-shelf chips, have been mentioned and some
potential applications pointed out.
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ABSTRACT

A new realization of non-recursive digital filters using operation on ternary delta
modulated signal is proposed. Direct operation on ternary delta modulated signal will be
derived mathematically and a hardware implementation of ternary arithmetic operation will
be shown. The primary advantage of the ternary scheme is the simplicity of the hardware
and reduction in connections and interconnections between chips and interchips. The
results show the possibility of applying ternary arithmetic operation in variety of areas
including VLSI environment.

INTRODUCTION

Delta modulation has been discovered for many years. Due to its simplicity in realization
and relatively insensitivity to interference, many investigators have been working on
developing various delta modulation systems and their applications. Although complete
delta modulation systems were developed quite late and relative attention has been given
to the application of delta modulation to digita1 signa1 processing and communications,
digital filter realization based on delta modulation is still very attractive. Several
realizations of digital filters using delta modulation have been proposed, they show great
advantage over conventional realization of digital filter based on PCM technology(1)(2).
However, these realizations all use classical binary logic for A/D conversion and its
implementation. Binary system, of course, has its advantage but also has its disadvantage
when compared with high radix logic system. First, in binary system, one signal line can
only carry one bit signal which is either 0 or 1. This will greatly reduce and limit the
signal-carrying capability as well as signal processing capability. When we realize a
desired logic function in VLSI technology, this will become the limit to the minimum
possible size of a chip. We finally will reach the point where further scaling down a signal
processing chip is not possible. Second, in VLSI technology the major problems are
associated with the complexity of the connections between components on a chip and the
interconnections between chips, since information which could be processed by a chip is



proportional to the chip area, but information which could be transferred to the chip by the
connecting points is proportional to the chip perimeter. Now the area of a chip increases
proportionally to the square of the chip perimeter and the chip perimeter (i.e. the number
of pins) becomes the limiting factor in the information processing rather than the chip area.
Connection are expensive -- they introduce the usual noise and reliability problems and
require expensive testing. As a result, the cost of components is a relatively small part of
the tota1 price of th e system, while the complexity of interconnections between
subsystems dictates the overall cost of the system.

In our case where we use delta modulation technology to realize a digital filter the
situation described above becomes more severe: a great number of registers, adders,
multipliers, and other devices, rather complicated connections and interconnections, make
a VLSI chip design for the filter very difficult, if not impossible. The main issue here is
that: Is it possible for one signal line to carry more than one bit information and is it
possible for each device to perform more computation? The application of multiple-valued
logic and the use of multiple-level delta modulation in digital processing is one way of
increasing the information rate per wire (3), which will lead to a simple inexpensive digital
fitler implementation where delta modulator acts as a basic A/D convertor and addition
and subtraction are carried out in symmetrical non-redundant multiple-valued logic number
system.

TERNARY NUMBER REPRESENTATION AND TERNARY FULL ADDER

In this paper we consider a symmetrical ternary non-redundant number representation in
which the ternary digits are coded as +1, 0, !1. The idea of using ternary logic is not new.
The system scientists and engineers who worked on hard problems of synthesis (analysis
of a given system is always easier) have asked many times over whether binary logic is
optimal. In practice situations frequently arise where binary answer of YES/NO is not
sufficient. We would prefer at times a logic systems with statements such as
YES/NO/NOT, UP/DOWN/STOP, or RIGHT/LEFT/STRAIGHT-AHEAD. It is obvious
that for such realization we would need three valued (radix 3) digital realization. In fact, it
has been shown that three is the “best” radix to use, and this also leads to increase of the
amount of information per signal line by a factor of 1.585. The symmetric ternary non-
redundant number representation is of great interest to digital filter realization. Sign-
conversion and special round-off technique are not required, and addition and subtraction
carried out without regard to sign (4). Since the full adder is the base for the subtractor and
the multiplier in any radix number system, it is the basic building block in digital signal
processing. Thus we first consider the definition of ternary full adder and its mathematical
model.



Definition:  A ternary full adder is a 3-input and 2-output device which maps input set
(3 elements, Xn, Yn, Cn!1) into output set (2 elements, Sn, Cn), where all these elements
take values of symmetric ternary non-redundant number, ie. Xn, Yn, Cn!1,  Sn, Cn

,{!1, 0, 1 }. The ternary full adder block diagram is shown in Figure 1. Xn, Yn, Cn!1,  Sn,
Cn are named inputs, carry-in, sum and carry-out respectively, as in binary case.

Although input set has 33 = 27 combinations, only 7 combinations are needed for output
set. This is because permutation law applies to addition and we use symmetric non-
redundant ternary number system. For addition of three such numbers (Xn, Yn, Cn!1), only
7 different outcomes are possible, i.e. if we designate Zn = Xn + Yn + Cn!1 then Zn ,{3, 2,
1, 0, !1, !2, !3}. Each of these 7 outcomes can be assigned a different pair (Sn, Cn).
There are C7

9 = 36 possibilities of two ternary delta modulated sequences. They are listed
in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2. The two tables can be viewed as the truth tables for ternary
full adder.

From TABLE 1 we have

Sn = 1/3 [ Xn + Yn + Cn!1 ! Cn ] (1)

From TABLE 2 we have

Sn = 1/3 [ Xn + Yn + Cn!1 + Cn ] (2)

Let us consider Sn = 1/3 [ Xn + Yn + Cn!1 ! Cn ] as the basic equation for our ternary full
adder throughout the rest of is paper.

DIRECT OPERATION ON TERNARY DELTA MODULATED SEQUENCES

Delta modulation is a one-bit A/D conversion method, a ternary delta modulator
transforms an analog input signal X(t) to a ternary sequence:

Xn = . . . . . . X!1, X0, X1 . . . . . . (3)

where Xi takes values +1, 0, or !1 at intervals of T-seconds. The feedback path of the
system consists of an ideal integrator and an amplifier, much the same as in binary case.
The impulse response of the ideal integrator will be a piece-wise linear function. The
amplifier has a gain * causing the feedback slope size to be * also. The integrated
feedback output signal X(t) is given by

(4)



or

X̂(t) =                           + ( t ! nT ) C * C Xn (5)

for nT # t # ( n + 1 ) T, it follows that

X(t) = X̂(t) + ,1 (t) (6)

where ,1 (t) is the error signal introduced by the modulator.

In order to realize a digital filter based on ternary delta modulation, we should be able to
operate the ternary delta modulated sequence directly (2). Again, since addition is the basic
algorithm for digital signal processing, we now first consider how to form the sum of two
ternary delta modulated sequences.

Assume that { Xn } and { Yn } are the output sequences of identical ternary delta
modulators which have analog inputs X(t) amd Y(t), respectively, and which are controlled
by the same clock generator. From the ternary full adder equation, we have

Sn = 1/3 [ Xn + Yn ! ( Cn ! Cn!1 ) ] (7)

This implies that the ternary full adders can be used to form the sum, { Sn }, of two ternary
delta modulation sequences { Xn } and { Yn }. { Sn } can be considered as the ternary
delta modulation sequence of one third the sum of the analog signals X(t) and Y(t) with an
error. For any inter k and n with k < n, we have

(8)

Since *Cn * < 1 for all n, the absolute value of the left side of (8) will be bounded by
1/3 ( 1 + 1 ) = 2/3, i.e.

(9)

and the estimate of S(t) will be

Ŝ(t) = 1/3 [ X(t) + Y(t) ] ! 1/3 [ ,1 (t) + ,2 (t) ] + n(t) (10)
nT # t # ( n + 1 )T

where * n(t) * # 2/3 * C T (11)



X(t) = X̂(t) + ,1(t) (12)

Y(t) = Ŷ(t) + ,2(t) (13)

The term 1/3 [ ,1(t) + ,2(t) ] is one third the sum of errors of a delta modulation system
whose input is the analog signal 1/3 [ x(t) + y(t) ].

The error * n (t) * # 2/3 * C T can be reduced to any acceptable level by decreasing step
size (i.e. increasing sampling frequency) such that * / T remains constant. The identical
error bound holds for one third of the difference of two modulation systems.

In order to verify the practical possibility to directly operate on ternary delta modulated
signal, a computer simulation model has been built as shown in Figure 2 where

X(t) = !sin( Tt ) + 0.5 cos( 2Tt ) and
Y(t) = 0.5 cos( 3Tt )

X(t) and Y(t) are the outputs of ternary delta demodulators, respectively. Their sum is X̂(t)

+ Ŷ(t). After processing ternary sequences, Xn and Yn , in ternary full adder and after

ternary delta demodulation the sum is Ŝ(t). The equivalent error is ,(t). After low-pass
filtering the revived signal is S(t) = 1/3 [ X(t) + Y(t) ].

If there are 1 analog signals, X1(t), X2(t),......X1(t), then we can use successive summing to
determine the ternary delta modulation sequence of their sum, s(t), as shown in Figure 3.
Thus,

     S(t) =  (14)

where r is the positive integer, representing the times of successive groupings and
satisfying

2r < 1 < 2r+1,    r = 1, 2 .... (15)

Since the absolute error per summing step is bounded by 2/3*T as pointed out above in
(8), therefore, the total error in r successive grouping (therefore r + 1 successive
summings) is ( 2/3 C * C T) ( r + 1 ). The successive grouping shown in Figure 3, for
instance, has 3 summing steps ( r = 2 ) thus the absolute total error is less than ( 2/3 * T ) 
( 2 + 1 ) = 2*T.



In binary case one of the great advantages in realization of digital filter based on delta
modulation is multiplication-free. In ternary case we can replace multiplication of filter
coefficient " and input signal by successive application of the ternary addition operation, if
" is any non-zero constant of modulus < 1/2 for the following reason:

First let *"* round-off to k significant ternary bits, we have

*"* =  (16)

with each "i ( 1 < i < k!l ) equal to +1, 0, or !1, and "k =  +1 or !1.
Obviously,

(17)

Now "X(t) can be written as follows,

*"*X(t) = ( "iX(t) + ( ... ( "k-1 X(t) + ("k X(t) )3-1 ) 3-1 ) ... ) 3-1 (18)

The ternary delta modulation sequence, { Pn }, of the product "X(t) can be determined by
the following relation:

{ Pn } = (Bn
(1),  ( . . . ( Bn

(k-1) , ( Bn
(k) , In ) ) ) . . . ) ) (19)

(20)

where { In } is the idling sequence defined as

In = . . . . . . I-1 I0  I1   . . . . . with In =  -In-1 (21)
n = -1, 0, 1, . . . . . .  and Ii takes the value +1, 0, or -1.

The total error   n(t ) for the ternary delta modulation sequence { Pn } satifies

(22)



Since for each individual step, the error *ni (t)* # ( 2/3 ) * T. Thus *n (t)* # * T is
independent of k, which gives a bound on the overall error *(t). Therefore the realization
of delta multiplier at the output of which a delta sequence of the product "X(t), { Pn },
with *"* < 1/2, can be obtained very easily. For example if we want to implement "X(t)
where " is the ternary number, say, represented by 0. 1 1& 0 1& 1 , then the following
arrangement will give us the delta sequence of "X(t). (see Figure 4) Where we need sign-
conversion of input sequence, which, however, is very easy to implement in our ternary
symmetric signed number system.

Figure 5 shows a tree of delta full adders for all ternary values of coefficients with k = 2.
These coefficients are shown at the outputs of the delta full adders. A digital tenary
multiplier can be used to select the output for various desired multiplication coefficients
from the tree. Extension of the tree to the case where k  > 3 is easily achieved.Thus
multiplication of x(t) by any filter coefficient " with *"* < 1/2 can be realized.

DIGITAL FILTER REALIZATION BASED ON TERNARY DELTA
MODULATION

The synthesis of digital filter with ternary delta modulated signal can also be stored in a
one-ternary-bit memory element. Figure 6 gives the block diagram for a ternary delta
modulation system. The ternary delta modulation sampling rate is also k time the Nyquist
frequency. The sampling frequency can be increased until the quantization noise is
sufficiently small. An interpolator filter is usually placed at the output of a non-recursive
digital fitler. In the case of ternary delta modulation, this filter can also be a simple RC.

Ternary non-recursive filter is of a great interest in the filter realization based on ternary
delta modulation. The transfer function of a non-recursive digital filter is

   H (Z-1) =      Z-k (23)

In terms of actual input and output delta modulation sequences, the output at the n-th stage
is

   Yn   =      Xn-km (24)

where m is the number of stages of each ternary shift register considered as a ternary unit
delay.



From (24) and if the filter coefficient "k does not absolutely exceed ½, the realization of a
ternary non-recursive digital filter is possible by use of a signal tree of ternary delta
modulation full adders instead of multipliers as mentioned in last section. The output of
this tree of delta full adders are forward to shift registers of 0, m, 2m ...... m stages. The
output of these registers are then directly fed to a (p + 1 )-input delta full adder, as shown
in Fig. 7.

Care must be taken here because the output sequence of the digital fitler is a delta
modulation sequence of an analog signal divided by 3r+1 if

2r # p + 1 # 2r+l (25)

for the reason described in previous section, since the sequence is taken from a (p + 1 )
-input delta adder. However, this signal attenuation may also be reduced in a non-recursive
digital filter of the usual tapped delay line form as follows: First the coefficients of (24)
may be written

"k = (k 3
-1k          k = 0, 1, .....  (26)

with 1/3 <  (k  < 1/2 and 1k is a non-negative integer number. This is because we require
the first significant digit after decimal in ternary number representation is non-zero and we
require that the coefficients, "k be absolutely less than 1/2. The coefficients are then
grouped as follows:

(    *1 3
-i-1,             *2 3

-i-2 , ......,      *v 3
-i-v (27)

with i and v non-negative integer numbers, and the coefficients *1 , *2 , ...... *v are
members of the set of the coefficients (o , (1   ,...... (p . Furthermore every coefficient with
1k = 0 in (26) is taken alone as a group. With such coefficient grouping, the synthesis of
Figure 8 can be formed, which supplies an output sequence with no attenuation. This
method also can reduce considerably the total number of delta modulation full adders of a
filter.

A ternary T gate has been constructed and it can be used as a basic building block to make
both the combinatorial and sequential circuits. The ternary T gate is defined as

T(p,1,r,s) = p J1 (s) + q J0 (s) + r J-1 (s) (28)

where the variables are p, 1, r and s { +1, 0, -1 } and where the product C, the sum + and J
operations are defined as follows:



x C y = min ( x, y ),    x + y = max ( x, y )

A practical realization of the T gate has been given (5) (6). Physically a T-gate is a 4-input
gate the output of which assumes the values of p, q, or r, according to the value of s. Thus
s is called a control signal on the T-gate.

A ternary full adder which has the truth table as shown in TABLE 1 can be realized by
using such universal T gates, since the sum S(Xn , Yn , Cn-1 ) and the carry C(Xn , Yn , Cn-1)
of ternary delta full adder can be adressed by 14 T gates as follows:

S(Xn , Yn , Cn-1 ) = T(T(0, -1, 1; Xn), T(-1, 1, 0; Xn), Xn;
T(Yn , T(0, -1, 1; Yn), T(-1, 1, 0; Yn); Cn-1)

S(Xn , Yn , Cn-1 ) = T(T(1, 1, 0; Xn), T(1, 0, 0; Xn), 0; Yn;
T(T (1, 0, 0; Xn), 0, T(0, 0, -1; Xn); Xn),
T(0, T(0, 0, -1, Xn), T(0, 1,-l; Xn); Yn); Cn-1) (29)

The T gate can be used not only as the switching gate but also as the ternary storage
element. A tristable multivibrator is constructed by using the T gate as a basic building
block. Tristable state x = +1, 0, and -1 can be obtained directly by T(+1, 0, -1; x) = x. The
tristable multivibrator has a function analoguous to the binary D-flip-flop. Cross-coupling
two T gates we obtain a treatable multivibrator(7).

With available ternary full-adders and ternary shift registers (DFFF) we can complete,
implementation of digital filter by the method developed in reference(2)(4). A block diagram
of filter realization is shown in Figure 9.

CONCLUSION

We have shown the possibility of direct operations on ternary delta modulated digital
streams by mathematical deduction. With the existing universal T gates, we also present
the hardware implementation of ternary full adder and multiplier, which leads to a new
realization of non-recursive digital filters based on ternary logic and ternary delta
modulation. The primary advantage of the ternary scheme is the simplicity of the hardware
and the reduction of the number of interconnections and the number of gates when the chip
is produced in VLSI environment. These ideas can be extended to recursive digital filter
and applied to digital signal processing in general.
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Figure 1 - Ternary Full Adder

Figure 2  Block Diagram Of Simulation Model



Figure 3  Successive Grouping

Figure 4.  Multiplication by a Ternary Constant

 Figure 5.  Tree of Ternary Full Adders for all Coefficients with Two Ternary Bits



Figure 6  Ternary Delta Modulation System

Figure 7.  Non Recursive Ternary Filter with a Tree of Ternary Adders

Figure 8.  Arrangement for Output with no attenuation



Figure 9  Arrangement of nonrecursive DF

TABLE 1.  TERNARY ADDER TRUTH TABLE (l)

ZN   3   2   1 0 -1 -2 -3

SN +1 +1   0 0  0 -1 -1

CN  0 -1 +1 0 -1 -1  0

TABLE 2.  TERNARY ADDER TRUTH TABLE (2)

ZN   3   2   1 0 -1 -2 -3

SN -1 -1   0 0  0 +1 +1

CN  0 +1 -1 0 +1 -1  0
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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the design of a quaternary memory cell and a quaternary shift
register. The concept used here is based on multiple-valued logic algebra, which can be
extended to a design of other high radix memory cells and high radix shift registers. A
comparison of the quaternary memory cell and quaternary shift register with its binary
counterpart will be discussed. The reduction of device counts and interconnections in
quaternary systems promisses a good future in digital signal processing and
communication network design realized by VLSI technology.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic shift register plays a very important role in digital filter realization. In particular,
when we implement a non-recursive digital filter, a tapped delay line would be exclusively
used to implement certain filter function. In this case a great number of memory elements
are connected in series and delayed versions of input signal are tapped from each memory
output. When implemented in VLSI environment this structure would cause some
problems. First, we have to scale down the dimentions of individual devices to
accommodate the filter on one chip or to keep the chip area as small as it reasonably
possible. Second, we have to cope with intricate connections within a chip and
interconnections between chips. However, scalling down device dimention would reach
the limit point where further reductions in the device dimentions may cause performance
degradation and yield problems. Furthermore, the information which could be processed
by a chip is proportional to the chip area, but information which could be transfered to the
chip by the connecting pins is proportional to the chip perimeter. Since the area of a chip
increases proportionally to the square of the chip perimeter, the chip perimeter (i.e. the
number of pins) becomes the limiting factor in the signal processing rather than the chip
area. In this case, reducing the connections and interconnections is not only significant but
it is necessary.



For many years, effort has been made to reduce connecting wires and to increase
information carried per signal line. Multiple-valued systems (MVL) possess such
possibility. Recently, multiple-valued ROM output circuits are commercially available(1),
such as 4-valued ROM’s, including the Intel 43203 and Intel 8087, etc (2)(3).

In this paper we introduce multiple-valued logic dynamic shift register, discuss the design
consideration based on MVL algebra and present computer simulation results. We also
will compare quaternary shift register with its binary counterpart and will propose some
application of quaternary shift register in digital signal processing and telecommunication
systems.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MVL DYNAMIC MEMORY CELL

In order to design MVL shift register, it is necessary to briefly introduce mathematical
background of multiple-valued logic. Although there are several proposed MVL algebra,
they commonly use two basic operators: MAX and MIN(4) which are defined as follows:

Let A and B be logic variables whose range of values is ( 0, 1, 2,..., m-1), then

(1)

The complement gate is also used very often to simplify MVL circuits, which is defined as:

complement of  A  =  A&  =  (m!1)  !  A (2)

The notation for these MVL gates are shown in Figure 1.

As we know well, in binary case the basic building block for logic design are NAND gates
or NOR gates (AND gates or OR gates). These gates can be considered as the specific
case of MVL gates. In fact, if the MVL variable can only take two values, i.e. 0 or 1, then
the MIN gates will be degenerated to binary AND gates and MAX gates will be
degenerated to OR gates. In a same way as in binary case, we can use two MAX gates to
form MVL S-R flip-flop by simply cross-coupling them as shown in Figure 2(5).



The clocked MVL flip-flop can also be realized easily, (see Figure 3). Using two S-R flip-
flop and a symmetric ( two phase ) clock pair we can form MVL master-slave D flip-flop,
as shown in Figure 4.

Although this implementation offers delayed version of input signal and its complement, it
requires more connections as well as more devices. When the complement output is not
required the following implementation would be more attractive to us, because it requires
less number of connections and devices. Also it presents a general way to design a MVL
master-slave D-flip-flop and dynamic shift register.

According to its definition, the clocked memory cell is able to perform the function as in
Figure 5.

(3)

During SET mode, the memory cell can accept the logic level signal while in HOLD mode,
the cell will hold the logic value which has been taken during SET mode regardless of the
input signal changes or not. Using the notation we introduced above for MVL gates, this
leads to

(4)

TABLE 1 shows logic set conditions. Thus,

Y ( x, c )  =  [ x u c ] r [ y u c ] (5)

This is the basic equation for dynamic memory cell. According to this equation, the MVL
master-slave D-flip-flop can be formed as shown in Figure 6.

Note that for each memory cell we need a symmetric two phase clock pair in order to
implement SET mode and HOLD mode while in conventional cross-coupling memory cell
we only need one phase clock. However, this is not a disadvantage since when we form a
MVL master-slave D-flip-flop, the symmetric clok pair is needed in both implementations.

We compare the proposed realization and the conventional realization of MVL dynamic
memory cell as shown in TABLE 2. This comparison shows that by using the proposed
implementation of MVL dynamic memory cell we can reduce the number of gates by 30%
and the connections by 26% with respect to the conventional cross-coupling 



implementation. This advantage will become prominent when we use a great number of
these dynamic memory cells to process quaternary digital signal.

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC AND COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

We use two different semiconductor technologies to implement the MVL master-slave
D-flip-flop, i.e. GaAs MESFET and BJT.

First we discuss the GaAs MESFET technology. According to Tront(4), the GaAs
MESFET can be modeled by the JFET model contained in SPICE and MAX and MIN
gates can be implemented as shown in Figure 7. In the case shown in Figure 7 we have to
modify our basic equation for MVL D-flip-flop realization. The reason is that: First, in
order to use the gates in Tront’s paper, we have to deal with complement MAX gates and
complement MIN gates instead of MAX gates and MIN gates themselves. Second, we
should use less different types of gates for the sake of fabrication convenience. Third, as
Tront’s paper shows, the MAX and MIN gates have different rise ( fall ) time and
propagation time, which we list in TABLE 3.

Obviously, it is better to use complement MIN gates, since it operates faster than
complement MAX gates. Using MVL De Morgan’s theorem(6) we have

which leads to the block diagram for GaAs MESFET realization as shown in Figure 8.
This realization needs +5V and !5V power supply and two phase clock. The logic levels
are !4V, !3V, !2V, !1V representing 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively in quaternary system.

We used the same parameters for analysis as specified in Tront’s paper. The computer
simulation shows that for GaAs MESFET realization of master-slave memory cell the
maximum delay in worst case is 10ns, the highest possible clock frequency is 25MHZ and
the power consumption is 138mW. The input, output and the clock waveforms are shown
in Figure 9.

In using the BJT technology we form the basic MAX and MIN gates as shown in Figure
10 and TABLE 4. Although we can use the basic equation for MVL dynamic memory cell
developed early in this paper, i.e.

Y = [ X u C ] r [ Y u  C&  ] ,



We also can form the equation in another way. Examining TABLE 5, we can obtain
another form of basic equation for MVL dynamic shift register:

Y = [ X r C ] u [ Y  r  C&  ] , (7)

The voltage drop between base and emitter in bipolar junction transistor will vary due to
temperature and parameters. The noise exists in the electronic circuit, hence logic level
degradation will occur especially when we form a long tapped delay line where a great
number of such memory cells are connected in series. Therefore, we have to add one more
elmentary cell called T gate (threshold gate) using ECL or current-steering circuit. The T
gate will accept degraded logic level input ( within certain tolerance ) and output the
“standard”  logic level, thus the level will be adjusted and the “standard” logic level will
be maintained from stage to stage in the dynamic shift register. The threshold T gate is
shown in Figure 11. The dynamic memory cell is shown in Figure 12, it consists of two
phase clock and one threshold T gate. The circuit schematic for this cell is depicted in
Figure 13. By using Figure 13 the dynamic shift register can be formed as shown in
Figure 14. In this realization we need two phase clock and the power supply voltage is
10V. The logic levels are 4V, 5V, 6V, 7V representing 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively in quaternary
system.

We used the bipolar parameter which are very close to real processes used in industry. The
computer simulation has shown that for BJT realization of master-slave memory cell the
max delay in worst case is 16ns, when the input changes from the highest level to the
lowest level. The highest possible clock frequency is 20MHZ and the power consumption
is 157mW. The input, output and the clock waveforms are shown in Figure 15.

The concept used here to design quaternary shift register is based on MVL algebra in
general. Therefore these ideas can be extended to a design of other high radix ( 5 or more )
MVL memory cells and high radix shift registers. In practice due to power supply level
limitation, power consumption, noise margin and circuit complexity, the ternary and
quaternary logic systems are most promising MVL systems at the present state of the art.
We compare quaternary shift register and binary shift register as shown in TABLE 6. From
the table, we can see that when we implement the dynamic memory cell by using
quaternary logic, the device counts are reduced by about 25% while the connections are
reduced by about 50% in terms of the number of input and output pins. Also, in BJT
realization, the number of resistors will be greatly reduced. This is very significant in IC
design, because in VLSI environment the fabrication of resistors is even more difficult than
that of transistors. Of course the price we pay for these advantages in quaternary shift
registers is the increase of the gate complexity, the increase in power supply voltage level
and the possible decrease in operating speed(7).



PROPOSED APPLICATION OF QUATERNARY SHIFT REGISTER

In this section we proposed several applications of quaternary shift registers in digital
signal processing and telecommunication systems.

(1)  Non-recursive digital filter realization based on quaternary shift register and MVL
delta modulation.

Since the number of quantization levels in multiple-level delta modulation is usually
restricted to 4 or 8, it is compatible with radix 4 (i.e. quaternary system)(8). In fact
differential quantization of television signal with seven quantization levels has been
reported(9). This “septenary” system has been shown to produce a quality picture under
standard viewing conditions. Thus, the analog signal can easily be coded into radix 4
signed digits through the septenary delta modulation and then it can be processed in
quaternary arithmetic units as shown in Figure 16.

(2)  Application in 4-ary PAM signaling systems

In digital pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) system, the signal amplitude Am takes the
discrete values (levels):

Am  =  2m!1!M   m  =  1, 2, ..... M, (8)

Both M=4 and M=8 are very popular choise in this system(10). If M=4, Am can take
4 values: !3, !1, 1, 3. When we need to process the 4 level signal before pulse amplitude
modulation, quaternary dynamic shift register would be most efficient way to store and
shift this signal. Quaternary adder would be most suitable building block for quaternary
signal processing. There would be no need to convert signal between binary and
quaternary back and forth. Obviously there must be a great savings in device counts,
connections and interconnections.

(3) Quaternary random number generator

Quaternary shift register can also be used to generate pseudo-random sequences, which is
necessary in coherent spread spectrum systems for digital communications(11). The
quaternary pseudo-random generator is shown in Figure 17. Since quaternary signal is easy
to interface with binary signal, and it can carry two binary bit information in one signal
line, using quaternary shift register in PN generator can reduce the number of stages by a
factor of 2 for a certain PN sequence. This will simplify the synthesis of generating PN
sequence as well as circuit structure.



CONCLUSION

A quaternary dynamic memory cell and quaternary shift register based on MVL algebra
has been introduced and discussed. Two implementation of quaternary dynamic memory
cell, using MESFET and BJT technologies, have been presented. Computer simulation
results show the maximum delay time for each of them is 10ns and 16ns, respectively.
These ideas can be extendend to other high radix shift register design. The comparison
between quaternary and binary shift registers implies the possibility of savings in terms of
number of transistors and connections by a factor of 25% and 50%, respectively. Several
applications in digital processing and telecommunication systems are also proposed.
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Figure 2.  Flip Flop
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Figure 4.  Master-Slave D Flip-Flop in MVL

Figure 5.  Function Block of Clocked Memory Cell

Figure 6.  Master-Slave FF in MVL



Figure 7  ESFET MIN and W Cates For m.=4  



Figure 8.  GaAs MOSFET Realization of MVL Memory

Figure 9  Input, Output and Clock Waveforms For WESFET Realization

Figure 10  BJT MAX and MIN Gates



Figure 11  BJT Threshold Gate

Figure 12.  BJT Dynamic Memory Cell



Figure 13  BJT Quaternary Memory Circuit



Figure 14.  BJT MAX and MIN Gates

Figure 15  Input, Output and Clock Waveforms For BJT Realization



Figure 16.  Non Recursive Filter Based on MLDM and MVL

Figure 17.  Quaternary Pseudo Random Generater



TABLE 1.  LOGIC CONDITION (1) FOR MVL MEMORY CELL

clock C clock C& X u C Y u C& (X u C) r (Y u C&) mode

high low X low X SET

low high low Y Y BOLD

TABLE 2.  COMPARISON OF TWO REALIZATION METHODS

device conventional method proposed method saving

gate 4 2 50%

gate 4 4 0

complement 2 1 50%

connection 19 14 26%

TABLE 3.  MESFET MAX AND MIN GATE PARAMETERS

gate rise time propagation delay minimum average power per gate

MAX 4.9nS 5.1nS 61mW

MIN 1.0nS 1.1nS 26mW

TABLE 5.  LOGIC CONDITION (2) FOR MVL MEMORY CELL

clock C clock C& X r C Y r C& (X r C) u (Y r C&) mode

high high X high X SET

low low high Y Y BOLD



TABLE 4.  BJT MAX AND MIN GATES

TR1 TR2 VE1 TR3 VE3=OUTPUT

X > Y ON OFF X!0.7 ON X r Y = X

X < Y OFF ON Y!0.7 ON X r Y = Y

X > Y OFF ON Y+0.7 ON X u Y = Y

X < Y ON OFF X+0.7 ON X u Y = X

TABLE 6.  COMPARISON OF BINARY AND QUATERNARY REGISTER

binary
memory cell

quaternary
memory cell savings

G
aA

s 
M

E
SF

E
T

transistor 48 36 25%

diode 24*

output pin 2 1 50%

input pin 6 3 50%

power supply +5V +5V, !5V

B
JT

transistor 48 36 25%

diode 16 0 100%

resistor 64 11 80%

output pin 2 1 50%

input pin 6 3 50%

power supply 5.2V 10V

* used for voltage level shifter



VISUAL PERCEPTION AND AI:  AN ARTIST’S VIEW
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Abstract

The creative process of the visual artist is an untapped source of knowledge-based systems
which can extend the capabilities of AI in understanding how to develop new algorithms
for space perception, pattern recognition, and data compression.

This report focuses on the artist’s analysis of the multi-dimensional levels of unconscious,
visual ideation which precede the conscious level of symbolic coding. interaction of all the
senses is examined, as are the functions of gravity and time as the fundamental reference
points for pattern recognition. An exercise in ‘Image Evoking’ is described.
Recommendations are given for applications to future research in AI.

KEY WORDS: (1) Visual Perception
(2) Artist/Knowledge-based System
(3) Image evokers

INTRODUCTION

The term Artificial Intelligence as it is used today focuses upon computer technology as a
means of (a) building increasingly complex knowledge-based systems and (b) synthesizing
human intelligence. Although research and development in (a) appears limitless, its most
advanced functions are used to solve local problems. There continues to be a blockage in
the progress toward (b) which, in the long term, will restrict the usefulness of (a) in its
performance of AI tasks. The goals of (a) are verifiable products, derived linearly; (b),
which involves an understanding of the process of creation, must be approached globally.

Art and science function within the same continuum. In both disciplines, creative thought
originates in the multiple levels of mental process that precede the level of conscious
thinking in general, verbal thinking and the use of symbolic representations in particular.
At the point where the processes of creative thought surface to the conscious level, the two 



disciplines separate; the scientist moves objectively toward precise formulations; the artist
produces images whose order is sensed, but not formulated.

The manner in which the visual artist works precludes the practicality of a codified
language comparable to those of other applied disciplines. In our language-oriented time,
this has created a barrier to applying the fundamental skills and processes of the visual
artist to the basic research of AI. For the most part, tasks dealing with visual perception
are being defined and conducted by persons of superior intelligence whose training in this
field is no greater than my general understanding of higher mathematics. Much of the
resulting research is brilliant in theory, but often crudely or erroneously targeted. Clearly,
there is a need for cross-pollination.

In an attempt to introduce the proven tools of the visual artist to this area of AI, I have
initiated a project to analyse the unconscious processes which I use to create a visual
conception so that they may be applied to the formulations of algorithms for particular
parts of space perception, pattern recognition, and data compression. I have created a
series of exercises to examine the complex layers of pre-conceptual, pre-verbal ideation.
For one such exercise, I have designed a series of one hundred ‘image evokers’, five of
which will be discussed hers.

COMPONENTS OF VISUALIZATION

Interaction of the Senses

Just as focal vision is a minute component of visual awareness, visual perception is a sub-
function of a greater sensory process which signals the condition of the environment. If we
were to perceive that environment through vision alone, we would find ourselves in the
same bind as AI; it would be virtually impossible to discriminate between reality and
image, between ‘same’ and ‘similar’. It must be understood that the senses interact.
Images must be regarded in relation to other sensory information, however peripheral.

We perceive in cues which are transmitted to different levels of the brain. Those cues
which signal awareness are added to the store of accumulated experience which builds
skills and automatic responses; other cues are fed into that part of the brain that I call the
‘sensorium’. It is the part of the brain that tags, codes, and processes information from all
the senses in order to distinguish, match, identify, and compare.

Gravity and Time RE Sensory Perception

If we are to synthesize human perception, we must address the interaction of the senses as
detectors of discrete messages transmitted to the sensorium from the body’s internal and



external environments. In addition to the five senses, specialized sensors have been
developed to respond to the body’s use of gravity and time.

Gravity and time are the primary forces which act upon all things. They act upon the body
in many subtle and complex ways. Their prime function in sensory perception is to provide
the fundamental grid upon which all responses are measured. Nothing can happen without
reference to this grid.

There are equally important secondary functions to be considered in our understanding of
perception. Their influence is too vast to be examined satisfactorily in this brief report.
Suffice it to say that the role of gravity and time in sensory perception is perhaps the most
fertile field for AI to explore.

Bisociation

‘Bisociation’ is a word coined by Arthur Koestler to define the joining of independent
matrices to create a new concept. The human mind cannot function in a state of chaos. It
automatically seeks patterns; familiar when the process is associative, original when
bisociation comes into play. Bisociation, as opposed to association, can be a powerful tool
for extending the ability of AI to perceive levels of similarity on a broader scale than is
now possible.

Visual Processing

In visual processing, the mind seeks order by isolating areas of differentiation into shape,
color, mass, and gradations of light and dark (but not primarily into edges). It lays what it
perceives into pre-stored molds made of elements that nearly coincide and produces a
nearly-matching image. This becomes a cue for recognizing a stored image. Within the
same time frame, all extraneous visual matter is sensed, but automatically ignored. If there
are enough points of coincidence, the mind will be satisfied that it is truly a visual match. If
not, it seeks further.

Clusters and Corrals

Ingredient to the next level of decision making is a complex, hierarchical structure of
clusters which we use automatically. It functions variously as autonomous clusters, as
clusters within clusters, or as one or more clusters moving freely within the confines of a
corral. The corral itself may be part of another corral, i. e., a cluster formation on a larger
scale. This cluster/corral system can be viewed downwards as a whole (structure), or
upwards as parts of a whole (function). In effect, it repeats the system of multiple
hierarchies found in every level of physical order from the most minute particle to the



binding forces of the universe, on every level of social order, in the bisociative levels of
human perception. The system is at the same time metaphorical and specific. The ability to
magnify a spot to the point where it is perceived as a cluster will be a major pathway into
understanding AI.

IMAGE EVOKING

In arriving at a concept for a work of art, bisociation is my oldest and most valued tool. It
can be described as the putting together of seemingly ‘un-put-togetherables’. I begin in an
environment as conscientiously free of preconceptions as possible. I prepare a clear
surface with undefined lines, shapes, colors, shades , and gradations. Avoiding subject
matter, context, perception of space, edges of volume in space, identifiable color tags, etc.,
I peel back to the point where all cues and codes are cancelled. I am then ready to seek,
find, and refine tags and cues with which to build upwards to a recognizable subject.

To identify techniques for applying this process to AI, I have designed a project in image
evoking which allows me to observe objectively the process of developing a visual
concept as it evolves from the multiple layers of unconscious ideation through to the point
where a recognizable, communicable image is established.

I worked on uniform sheets of drawing paper, 18"x24". This size was chosen because it is
the optimum size to fill my field of vision at arm’s length. This inhibits distraction from
outside the field of vision. I broke the unmarked surfaces of one hundred such sheets with
random spots, lines, smudges, spills, rubbings, etc., sometimes working blindfolded. At the
point where my conscious mind began to interfere, I stopped and went on to the next one. I
did not want to start an automatic process of designing.

When I had completed one hundred in this manner, I mounted the image evokers onto a
fifty-foot accordion-folded screen and studied the prepared surfaces, turning them in all
directions to find images. When an area suggested an image to me, I did something to it to
make it recognizable to others. Normally, I alter the surface of my work directly, creating
cues which transform the image evoker into an image. Because in this project we want to
preserve the image evoker as well as the image, I made my changes on removable overlays
of transparent acetate. Onto these I added or covered as many lines and shapes as were
necessary to make the transformation. I recorded my responses, observations and
recommendations on tape as I worked. The entire process was documented on slides.



Rules of Experiment

1. For this experiment, all image evokers are made within identical, rectangular fields.
2. The rectangle may be rotated to one of four positions whose bottom edge is

perpendicular to a hypothetical, gravitational pull.
3. Image evokers are made with no preconceived subject matter or design.
4. Only one connected theme can be made for each overlay.
5. Images will be made with minimal changes to overlay.
6. Changes on overlay can either add or take away information.
7. Images will be made exclusively from response to the image evoker.
8. Image will be analysed only after it is complete.

Development of Images

Figure 1A - A splash of ink distributed unevenly over surface; one large, irregular area
among smaller, random areas.

Figure 1B - CAVORTING CLOWN - Evoked by minimal cues indicating face, ruffled
collar, one hand and arm, two feet. When the drawing was completed, it suggested to me
the style of Aubrey Beardsley. Reviewing my collection of Beardsley’s drawings, I
discovered one drawing, Figure 1C, which was nearly an eidetic image in reverse tone and
a near fit in terms of perimeter, even to the clown’s staff which appears in the Beardsley
drawing as pencil and quill. A second drawing, Figure 1D, typifies Beardsley’s general
style of high contrast silhouette and fine line.

Figure 1C - Beardsley Drawing. Eidetic recall involves the ability to reproduce an image
accurately and in great detail. My recollection after the fact of the thin lines and white
image of this drawing demonstrates a phenomenon of reversed vision; a visual memory
summoned up by a completely contrasting stimulus. When one concentrates on a high-
contrast area of color or black and white for half a minute, then quickly closes one’s eyes,
an after image appears as on a screen, except that negative evokes positive, and vice versa;
i. e., red is green, green is red, etc. The ability to create an eidetic image is a fundamental
mechanism of memory. Rare in adults, it is generally lost at puberty as perceptual
observation is replaced hierarchically by conceptual, symbolic mentation. The dynamics of
eidetic imaging are basic to the understanding of visual perception.

Figure 1D - Beardsley Drawing. Suggested by Figure 1B. Note how the walking stick of
the male figure echoes the clown’s staff.

Figure 2A - Crumpled paper towel dipped into ink and stamped in two places; single,
irregular, dark area, smaller cluster of lines.



Figure 2B - CONFRONTATION. The larger area , perceived as the negative space
between two faces, initiated a condition of analytic continuation to create images. The
images were evoked with non-stereotypical lines particularized to produce a train of
physical and emotional conditions. The scene is tied together by adding minimal lines to
the smaller cluster to indicate hand.

Figure 2C - EAGLE DIVING AT RABBIT. Figure 2A rotated 180E. Figure of eagle is
another application of analytic continuation. Horizontal line establishes viewpoint from
above. Rabbit was added as a point of singularity to give purpose to eagle.

Figure 3A - Rug dipped into ink and drawn lightly across surface in two passes; suggestion
of general grid of parallel lines.

Figure 3B - ANDROMEDA CHAINED TO THE ROCKS. The wavy, irregular lines
suggested a female body so definitely that only minimal lines of emphasis were required.
The grid-like lines evoked a sense of rocks and water. Classical references established
subject.

Figure 3C - CANYON SCENE. Figure 3A rotated 90E to left. The addition of contrasting
tone on top to evoke sky and two tall cacti below create the illusion of light, stratified
rocks in the middle area. These minimal cues establish the grid as a hot, southwestern
canyon.

Figure 3D - NEW ENGLAND SEASCAPE WITH LIGHTHOUSE. Same orientation as
3C. Lighthouse establishes scene. Minimal lines indicating top and bottom of cliff establish
horizon and perspective. Seagull in water in foreground creates distance. The overlays for
3C and 3D were worked in color. They translate well into black and white, even at this
reduced size.

Figure 4A - Rubbing taken by passing graphite stick over paper covering grains of coarse
sand; almost homogeneous field of small spots of different size randomly distributed in
great numbers.

Figure 4B - MAN AND WOMAN. Larger dots become focal points which attract the eye
and cause the mind to dismiss the rest as texture. The dots become the origin and
destination of lines which create an image of two figures.

Figure 5A - Tissue dipped in ink, pounced rhythmically across field, done while
blindfolded; random, smudged areas of irregular tone and space.



Figure 5A - HOMAGE TO A JAPANESE LORD. The arrangement of seven complex,
disconnected areas was perceived at once as a completely related whole. The image is a
perfect example of bisociation - an AHA! - which stems directly from my training in
Japanese sumie painting and my knowledge of Japanese art and history. Of all the images
created from the one hundred image evokers, this is the closest match to a stereotypical
pattern. Upon analysing this, it occured to me that the cues used to convey all of the
images to others could only have been created by me. People have private cues. To other
minds - and eventually to AI - private cues, in combination with the image evoker, must
match closely enough to a stored stereotype to make them recognizable.

Despite the complete, unambiguous quality of this image, the image evoker from which it
is derived, 5A, rotated to any of the four basic orientations, has more potential for clear,
readable interpretation than any of the remaining ninety-nine. Something in the rhythmic
motion in which it was made has produced a relationship as fundamental as a mathematical
formula.

CONCLUSION

Every work of art is a form of data compression. This project addresses the upward-
downward problems of adding minimum information to identify an image and/or of
eliminating maximum information without losing the image. The objective is to be able to
identify algorithms, create specific patterns, then compress the information into minimal,
recognizable cues.

Vision can be synthesized, but it can be best achieved by understanding and using the
greater system in which it functions.
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